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He form’d a line and a plummet

To divide the Abyss beneath;

He form’d a dividing rule;

He formed scales to weigh,

He formed massy weights;

He formed a brazen quadrant;

He formed golden compasses,

And began to explore the Abyss;

And he planted a garden of fruits.

William Blake, The First Book of Urizen (1794), Chapter VII, Verses 7–8.
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Preface

Archaeological analysis operates on a continuum of scale from the microscopic

analysis of a single artifact to regional interpretations of cultural adaptations over

thousands of years. A common assumption is that shifting from one scale to another

in space and time is a seamless process. Scale in this sense is invisible, a mere

mathematical abstraction. Yet, issues of scale exist at the fundamental level of

archaeological interpretation. The traditional analytical debate in archaeology –

between advocates of the so-called ‘‘processual’’ and ‘‘postprocessual’’ approaches

– ranges around the question of scales of reasoning. At the one extreme, remote

observation and the ability to interpret events and processes over vast reaches of

time and space are possible, because the analysis concerns the hoped-for elucidation

of general cultural processes; at the other, they are not, as both analyst and subject

are isolated in their own subjectivities. Analysts occupying the middle ground often

advocate a ‘‘multidimensional’’ or ‘‘holistic’’ approach, which involves multiple

scales of analysis and interpretation.

As the battleground tends to be the degree to which specific datasets and

analytical processes justify the interpretations put forth, archaeologists rarely ad-

dress issues relating to the profound shifts in the scale of visualization necessary in

all approaches to the past. And why should they? Ignoring scale is the concession

archaeology makes to interpretation. After all, is it not ludicrous to imagine that we

can understand actual cultural life from rubbish and ruins? This problem is exacer-

bated by the rise of computer-based visualization and analysis technologies such as

remote sensing, geographical information systems (GIS) and virtual reality (VR).

Researchers are now able to resolve and interpret their data at multiple scales almost

effortlessly – a seduction so persuasive that the entire issue of scale is simply, and

commonly, ignored.

However, scale has a direct impact on archaeology’s vision of the past. The

common experience of scale by both the subjects of archaeological research and

archaeologists relates to space, time and social position. As humans in the lived-in

world, we are middle-sized objects and develop our knowledge up and down

through the cosmos from this position. By nature, we oversee things and relation-

ships that are smaller than us and use imaginative and technological means to

encompass the larger-scale world that we cannot see directly. As for time, the

essential problem is that time simply passes, and past time only exists for all

practical purposes in the material traces (data) of its action. We are left with the

profound problem of recognizing, and reconstituting, masses of data as portions of



time (as if time occupies space). Finally, scale as a human phenomenon is culturally

constructed. This is simply to recognize that the positions we adopt in life relate to

our positions within a society and culture. This clearly affects our perceptions of

things and situations and the way we act on, with or through these phenomena. We

can therefore interpret cultural production – whether artifacts or archaeological

studies – as acts within social (political) discourse at scales related to cultural, rather

than natural, dynamics.

To complicate the question further, archaeological analysis has two general

referents: the culture of production and the culture of interpretation. The challenge

of the archaeologist is to understand the dynamics of scale that entered into

production and to account for these in interpretation.

The goal of Confronting Scale in Archaeology is to illustrate the workings of

scale in the production of culture and its analysis. Befitting its scope, the book

brings together scholars from Europe and North America to express their own

opinions about this seminal issue. Mindful of the diverse cultural and intellectual

traditions represented, we have retained the spellings and word usages consistent

with each contributor’s cultural milieu. We asked each author to address key

questions crucial to multidimensional research into the past for all archaeologists,

whether they work with conventional analytical techniques or with computer-based

visualization tools:

. How does scale influence our perception of space and time?

. Is an understanding of scale socially, or culturally, constructed? If so, how

can we recognize and decipher past meaningful scales of living through the

present material record?

. What are the problems and implications of moving between scales? Are

scales of meaning different to scales of data and how do we make connec-

tions? Are the claims for seamless transitions between scales justified?

. If the production and analysis of material culture have different scales of

reference, or even multiple scales of reference, how can we integrate data

into the broader interpretive form of a landscape?

By facing the issues of scale head-on in an explicit theoretical discourse, the

authors gathered here explore processes of understanding data, the design, conduct

and interpretation of surface surveys and excavations, and the nature of past and

present human perceptions and uses of the environment. We hope that their insights

will enhance archaeology’s ceaseless exploration of space, time and culture.

Gary Lock

Brian Molyneaux

xii Preface
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Introduction:

Confronting Scale

Gary Lock and Brian L. Molyneaux

Scale is a slippery concept, one that is sometimes easy to define but often difficult

to grasp. In the practice of archaeology, there is much equivocation about scale, as it

is at the same time a concept, a lived experience and an analytical framework. If

they think about it at all, archaeologists most often treat scale as a sort of geomet-

rical given that they can manipulate at will and without cost in analysis and

interpretation. This is unfortunate. In taking scale for granted, archaeologists rarely

expose its complexities and therefore overlook its crucial role in the process of

representing the past.

The dictionary definition of scale includes terms such as ‘‘a graduated series’’,

‘‘a system of relative values or correspondences’’ and ‘‘a ratio of representation or

relative extent’’. The sense here is one of scale being relational, of only making

sense as a measure of proportion among other assumably more concrete phenom-

ena. Most explorations of scale in archaeology, with some converging interests in

the disciplines of geography and ecology, have focused on scale as a quantification

issue, or at least an issue concerning things that are in some way quantifiable. This

understanding of scale as ‘‘analytical scale’’ (Mathieu and Scott, 2004a) is obvi-

ously important as it feeds into the process of archaeology’s basic tasks: collection,

classification and interpretation. Yet, there is much more to scale than this. Archae-

ology is not a remote laboratory pastime – it is a human task responding to a

seemingly innate curiosity about history and a human construction of past events,

meanings and processes from the traces that are left. Archaeologists deal implicitly

with this qualitative and phenomenological aspect of scale every time they ponder

the passing of time and the transformation of space.

The essence of the problem of scale relates to the human desire to overcome

the perceptual limitations of our middle-sized world. In Chapter 1 of this book, Alan

Costall explores the importance of us understanding the material world in relation to

our ‘‘body-scale’’. His emphasis is on affordances, the action-possibilities of

objects that can only make sense in relation to an agent. Since our physical and

conceptual systems have developed at this bodily scale, there is no guarantee that

we can understand relationships in the larger and smaller worlds that these days

Gary Lock . University of Oxford Brian L. Molyneaux . University of South Dakota



technology allows us to visit or construct (see Cherniak, 1986). We may lack the

physiological capacity and experience to understand these alien worlds, seeing them

more as isolated forms than as analogous environments with their own dynamic

networks of relations.

This is not simply a practical issue. Every shift from ordinary human experi-

ence requires a leap of faith. Ancient hunters pursuing game or navigating through

unfamiliar territory seized the opportunity to climb hills and mountains in order to

see a greater expanse, prospects that many of their societies also associated with the

sacred. This duality of perception and belief suggests that the visualization of the

cosmos, the apprehension of the world beyond human space and time that underpins

and validates religions, is also, rather humbly, an issue of scale. Indeed, while

Galileo Galilei (AD1564–1642) perfected the telescope in 1609 in part so that the

military could ‘‘discover at a much greater distance than usual the hulls and sails of

the enemy’’ (extract of a letter, in Van Helden, 1989), he soon fell foul of the

Catholic Church and was eventually imprisoned after promoting astronomical

discoveries that supported the Copernican heliocentric view of the universe. The

ability to transcend the limitations of human scale seemed too close to the omnis-

cience of God.

Those landscapes beyond direct sight, aided or unaided, and those we cannot

grasp in a single view, require imaginative styles of visualization. Traditionally,

people relied mainly on what geographers describe as cognitive or mental maps –

spatial schema that all humans use to navigate through cultural and natural land-

scapes. Today we have a range of additional aids, from old-fashioned paper maps to

computer-based geographical information systems (GIS). The problem is that no

representation, however detailed, captures an appropriately scaled ‘‘reality’’. This

is not simply an issue of the nature and density of information crammed into a frame

and flattened into two dimensions: early in the twentieth century, artists such as

Picasso, Braque and Duchamps explored the problem of pictorial representation,

which, in essence, is the mapping of very small scale moments into spatial con-

structs that are frozen in time. In the past, such static, map-like transformations of

reality very likely contributed to the development of archaeology’s concepts of site

and culture, which similarly represent diffuse, dynamic and multi-dimensional

phenomena as bounded constructs (Molyneaux, 1991).

Turning to archaeology, the essence of the scale issue is the confrontation

between the archaeologist and the array of information identified as archaeological,

from material objects encountered directly to the host of representations in different

media at different degrees of removal from the physical environment. Consider, for

example, the difference in engagement between artifacts capable of being held in

the hand and those too large or too small. We obviously find it difficult to conceive

of these outsized things as artifacts: we give the larger ones different names, such as

features or structures, and we treat the smaller ones, tiny flake residue from tool

manufacture, for example, as subjects of somewhat arcane specialties. Similarly, we

have a better understanding of local environments – the places we can explore in an

hour or two – than regions that may require a lifetime to cover.

The movement from material information to processed data to knowledge

requires an enormous scalar compression, in time and space, leading first to texts

2 G. Lock and B.L. Molyneaux



and ultimately to the most extreme departure from actuality: the timeline. This

oddly compelling heuristic allows us to avoid the fact that while we may have little

to say about vast reaches of human history we can represent its existence in a

seemingly authoritative way through the piecing together of bits of evidence at

different scales. If we compressed space to the same extent, maps of the earth would

be limited to views of a bluish globe in the solar system! Temporal scales are

generally less considered and discussed than spatial scale and in Chapter 2, Chris

Gosden and Karola Kirsanow show why that is so. Archaeological evidence con-

tains within it complex ‘‘nested durations’’ that range from the detailed intimate

moments of an individual’s life, such as eating a meal or breaking a pot, to the

global discussions of issues such as the origins of hunting. Using a series of case-

studies they illustrate the qualitative and quantitative dimensions of time which are

brought into contention through the range of analytical techniques now available

including the chemical analysis of human remains, scientific dating and traditional

artifact studies. Well preserved remains, such as the Ötztal ice-man, provide

biographical information about the first and final few years of his life through

teeth and bone isotopic analysis, his final meal through intestinal contents, as well

as positioning him in the wider flux of temporal developments established through

radiocarbon dating and artifact typologies. These are nested durations, from mo-

ments to millennia.

The lure of perceptual overviews is their greater scope, which seems to

facilitate understanding, as one is extending, rather than supplanting, vision and

experience. Yet, even these have issues of scale. The Cree use of scapulimancy

exemplifies this subtle problem. The Cree, hunters and gatherers in the boreal

forests of central and eastern Canada, have a recurring dilemma when they set out

to hunt: where in their vast territory is the game? A traditional Cree solution is

divination: a hunter scrapes the flesh from the shoulder blade of a moose, caribou or

other animal and holds it in the fire, which causes it to craze or crack, and then reads

the patterns as a map directing the group to its quarry. In modern times, would he

not be better served if he had a map that marked the highest potential areas or, even

better, if he could fly over the hunting grounds and spot the game from the air? He

would certainly be more successful. By using scapulimancy over time, however,

Cree hunters carry out a random form of resource exploitation that decreases the

chance of overhunting any one place.

This process has some troubling implications in matters of scale. First, the fact

that we think we may know a better way to find game – because of our access to

larger scales of view – makes no difference to the Cree, as their magic works; and

second, given the evident success of Cree hunting techniques in maintaining stable

game populations, our ability to perceive a large territory from the sky and

maximize our potential for hunting success may not be as good a solution on the

ground as reading cracks in a burnt bone! Indeed, the divinatory solution for the

Cree may be a pragmatic approach that emerged through long practical experience –

a good instance of magic and religion as useful tools. The lesson is this: we

may be pleased and intrigued by the knowledge we gain in the overview, but

it may not be particularly useful in practice.

Introduction 3



Transforming scale makes a difference in getting facts right, but of course

there are no absolute facts, only facts in certain contexts and situations that are

mutable and endlessly variable. We can deal with the facts at hand more easily

because we can deal with them directly. For everything else the connections that

make up our perception and understanding of worlds at other scales are tentative,

speculative – and subject to the vicissitudes of the imagination!

CONSIDERATIONS OF SCALE

The explicit discussion, and by implication the theorization, of scale is not recent

in archaeology. One of the early doyens of quantitative archaeology, Albert

Spaulding, equated scale with ‘‘dimensions’’ and proposed the triad of time,

space and form that is still generally accepted today (Spaulding, 1960). Here

Spaulding was referring to analytical scale and to material form, whether the tiny

attributes of a ceramic thin section seen through the microscope or the regional

extent of a ‘‘culture’’ as represented by the distribution map of artefact assem-

blages. Spaulding’s discussion raised issues of lasting interest despite being

couched in the language of emerging quantification that characterized the time –

the idea of correlation along two or more dimensions. Do large forms (e.g.,

settlement patterns) automatically fit with large spaces and long time periods, do

small forms (e.g., a particular type of pot) always correlate with a small area and

short time span? The conclusion at the time was that no necessary correlation

existed between these dimensions, no 1:1 relationship, and this emphasis on the

complexity and subtlety of trying to understand scale continues today.

In one of the most recent discussions of analytical scale, social form appears as

a fourth dimension, shifting interest to whether the context of study involves an

individual, group, community or ‘‘society’’ (Mathieu and Scott, 2004b:2). Not

surprisingly, geographers have been actively interested in matters of scale for a

long time, and their theoretical concerns are equally relevant to archaeology

(Sheppard and McMaster, 2004). In a seminal paper, Haggett (1965) identifies the

three scale ‘‘problems’’ that challenge geographical (and archaeological) research.

The first problem, scale coverage, arises because the potential scope of geography,

the surface of the earth, is so large that recording and understanding its variability is

an enormous task. Second, geographical studies, including fieldwork, are restricted

to relatively small areas, so linking them can be difficult. Indeed, to what extent is it

possible to extrapolate interpretations at one scale to other scales or understand

large areas from sets of small-scale data? Finally, there is the issue of standardiza-

tion, which is concerned with the merging and integration of various types of

geographical data from a range of environments into a coherent form.

Trevor Harris, a geographer, explores these and other issues in Chapter 3 and

shows their continuing relevance to both geography and archaeology. The problems

of moving between scales are highlighted through the exposition of ecological

fallacy and, in particular, through the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP).

This is concerned with ‘‘the imposition of artificial units of spatial reporting on

contiguous geographical phenomena’’ and is of obvious interest to archaeologists as

4 G. Lock and B.L. Molyneaux



we go about our normal business of categorizing space into ‘‘sites’’. As Harris

points out it is now forty years since Haggett raised these issues and accused many

geographers of ‘‘working in happy or perverse oblivion to the problems that scale

brings’’. How many archaeologists, we wonder, give consideration to the MAUP

when carrying out spatial analysis of any kind?

Essential to any constructive discussion of scale is terminology, an area of

some confusion at the analytical level that geographers, but few archaeologists,

have taken up vigorously. There is a somewhat tense semantic standoff between

the two disciplines. Geographers focus on the ratio or ‘‘representative fraction’’ of a

scale, and so maintain that ‘‘small-scale’’ refers to a large area (the fraction is a

smaller number) and ‘‘large-scale’’ to small areas (the fraction is a larger number).

On the contrary, archaeologists tend to take the common view that ‘‘small-scale’’

refers to relatively small things and ‘‘large-scale’’ to relatively large things. These

oppositions are further complicated by the use of terms derived from the optical

measure of resolution, such as ‘‘coarse’’ and ‘‘fine’’ grain or scale, and areal

categories such as ‘‘small-’’ and ‘‘broad-scale’’. Underlying such terms are notions

of relative correspondence (Quattrochi, 1993) and, as indicated above, the import-

ant analytical elements of extent and resolution (Mathieu and Scott, 2004b). Spatial

and temporal extent is the size of the area or the span of time under study whereas

resolution is the smallest unit or object of study within that range. These definitions

are relatively straightforward, especially in digital visualization technologies such

as GIS and remote sensing where an image has a maximum extent and resolution

relates to the density of pixels. In fact, with more and more archaeology becoming

GIS-based, and focused at the regional scale, extent and resolution are becoming

routine issues of quantification, subsumed within the technicalities of the applica-

tion and somewhat automated. There is a danger that through this soft technological

determinism archaeologists are losing sight of scale as a fundamental concept with a

theoretical basis that has implications for interpretation.

The real challenge is trying to expose the connections between the relational

scales inherent in past behaviour and the relational scales structured into the

analytical and interpretative procedures that attempt to understand that behaviour –

for example, in the analysis of the breaking of a pot and its placement in the fill of

a pit, which was a common practice in the British Iron Age. The person carrying out

that action would have made a series of temporal and spatial connections, perhaps

consciously and sub-consciously, a mixture of secular and ritual traditions and

practices linked to a network of other individuals and groups both near and far in

time and space, both known and known-about. We archaeologists attempt to expose

and understand the multi-scalar relations and transformations inherent in that act

through analytical scale. By structuring and collecting data within analytical and

interpretative frameworks we attempt to identify and explain the multi-scalar

patterns implicated in that single action – sherds within a pit, pits within a settle-

ment, settlements within a landscape, the relationship between individual and

regional religious and ritual practices in the Iron Age (Daly and Lock, 2004).

Crucially, as we carry out these tasks, scale also mediates our labour, depending

on the circumstances of our choosing to select, analyse and interpret a particular

phenomenon within the institution defined as ‘‘archaeology’’. The impact of our

Introduction 5



intervention is an important aspect of scale as it is used here, as an emotional,

intellectual, analytical, mystical, cultural tool. As H. Martin Wobst emphasizes in

Chapter 4, we need to understand that scale is not a benign phenomenon but an

active instrument in the making and changing of a society in which, as he says, ‘‘the

people, the scales, and the discourses about and among them are forever in flux and

unresolved’’.

This blurring of boundaries between the ‘‘concept of scale’’ and the ‘‘meth-

odology of scale’’ as played out in an archaeological context through the ‘‘scale of

then as lived’’ and the ‘‘scale of now as worked’’, is the central theme of this

introduction and of this collection of papers. We are not removed from variations of

scale, viewing our pots and projectile points as networks of relations in social and

environmental settings; we define and are defined by this scalar relationship as we

manipulate our point of view, actually and symbolically, to achieve our own desired

ends. In Chapter 5, Brian L. Molyneaux explores the relationship between the

physical and perceptual experiences of scale shared across time, space and culture

between ancient hunter–gatherers and a modern-day archaeologist at Devils Tower,

Wyoming, in the United States. The sheer fact that on the evidence of material

cultural and literary and oral traditions, humans may have similar reactions to large-

scale physical landmarks such as Devils Tower and use these features in similar

ways, strongly suggests that we may gain access to otherwise impenetrable ideo-

logical realms by analysing the physical landscape in terms of the perceptions and

actions it affords. The implication is that the study of mutuality in environmental

experience brings us closer to a multi-dimensional archaeological approach

grounded in traditional empirical analysis.

While an understanding of spatial scale and its effects is crucial, it does not

then follow that scalar approaches are exercises in the management of spatial

perspectives. Simon Holdaway and LuAnn Wandsnider write in Chapter 12 about

the ‘‘remarkably under-theorized’’ concepts of time and temporal scales in archae-

ology, which fail to deal with the often-overlooked fact that archaeological deposits

are poly-temporal in nature and require analytical methods commensurate with

what are highly complex artifact palimpsests formed by cultural activity at varying

scales.

The complexities of scalar relationships discussed above suggest that we need

to rethink the methodological procedures involved in the most fundamental arch-

aeological activity – fieldwork. At the operational and organizational levels, field-

work is multi-scalar, ranging from the excavation of small exploratory trenches

which invite questions of individual past actions to the regional surveying of

landscapes which are concerned with questions of social organization and relations.

Yet, even the most taken for granted mechanics of fieldwork have implications for

scale, as shown in Chapter 8 where Gill Hey discusses the impact of evaluation

strategies on evidence and interpretation. The results are worrying and suggest not

only that we devise evaluation strategies to find more evidence of what we already

know about, but also that there is a distinct lack of connection between the

interpretative scale of landscape and the data-collecting scale of excavation. Thomas

Yarrow takes an anthropological view of excavation in Chapter 6 and explores

the relationship between scale and perspective. By following the excavation of flint

6 G. Lock and B.L. Molyneaux



number 68176 he interrogates the practices and processes that generate the sense of

shifting scale as different perspectives are ‘‘brought into vision’’. As we move from

the flint in the ground to its representation as one of many points on a site plan so

the ‘‘same’’ object moves through different scales of interpretation and invites

different questions to be asked of it. Will Banks exploits an even wider range of

archaeological scales in Chapter 7, as he discusses use–wear on the microscopic

landscapes of Upper Palaeolithic tools in order to interpret regional sequences of

resource exploitation at the site of Solutré, in hills along the Saône River valley in

south-central France. Given the potential contribution of use-wear analysis in the

interpretation of regional cultural adaptations, does its persistence as a specialized

sideline outside the archaeological mainstream relate to the fact that ordinary

archaeology operates at the scale of things within human grasp?

The influence of familiar scale in archaeological theory and practice becomes

even more problematic when we use the shape- and scale-shifting technology, GIS.

As GIS is a profoundly spatial discipline, its rapid adoption and adaptation to meet a

range of archaeological needs is not surprising, and while the focus of this volume is

not on GIS, many of the papers incorporate GIS in view of its significance as an

inherently scale-based technology. In Chapter 3, Trevor Harris details the scale

implications of GIS use as a technical and interpretative device, noting some spatial

problems that pre-date GIS but are inherent within its use. One of the perceived

strengths of GIS is that it is ‘‘multi-scalar’’ although, as Trevor points out, being

able to easily move between scales of data and interpretation does not necessarily

mean that the implications of doing this are always understood.

In Chapter 9, Larry Zimmerman and Joe Artz caution against the uncritical

adoption of GIS to solve archaeological problems because of its ability to charac-

terize landforms with a scale and precision heretofore impossible. In a comparison

of settlement behaviour at a complex of Central Plains earthlodges in western Iowa

in the United States with a much more sophisticated GIS model constructed 25

years later, they found that modelling at an increasingly finer scale (nearly 1:1) with

precise landform variables including elevation, slope and aspect did not accomplish

any more in terms of understanding cultural processes than the earlier, coarser-

grained approach. More significantly, the GIS was not able to address the cultural

meanings of the landscape to its inhabitants, an issue that marks the schism between

modern and post-modern archaeology.

Malcolm Ridges presents an example in Chapter 10 of how GIS-based multi-

scalar analysis can be integrated within interpretative understandings when such

issues of scale are made explicit. Looking at two different aspects of Aboriginal

interactions with landscape, rock-art and trading routes, Malcolm compares the

results from a region and two sub-regions within it. The complexity and subtlety of

the differences in spatial patterns suggest different levels of social behaviour and

relations.

Scales of spatial patterning and their interpretation is also the focus of the work

of Andrew Bevan and James Connolly presented in Chapter 14. Here the emphasis

is on the methodology and spatial statistics in particular, with the demonstration of

Ripley’s K function as a tool designed to be multi-scalar. Andrew and James

emphasize the importance of a ‘‘reflexive approach’’ to spatial statistics to move
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us beyond the rigidity of traditional methods such as Nearest Neighbour Analysis.

Also at the regional scale but not concerned with point patterning at all is Graham

Fairclough’s contribution, Chapter 13. Historic Landscape Characterization (HLC),

as Graham describes, is, in fact, intentionally devoid of points and focuses on

polygons of land that conjoin to create regional representations of land-use. Under-

lying this approach is a complex web of scalar understandings, including spatial,

temporal, perceptual and social, that feeds into the concept of ‘‘landscape’’. Some

of these define the HLC methodology while another group of scale-issues arise

from HLC projects, these include selectivity, detail/generalization, interpretation,

applications, affordances and management. The interaction between the qualitative

scales of perception and the quantitative scales of measurement and recording

ensures that HLC is not a mechanical and objective application of GIS technology.

Several of the papers in this volume refer to the distinction between ‘‘absolute

scale’’ and ‘‘relative scale’’ (Quattrochi, 1993). The accepted difference is that

between an actual distance, shape or other phenomenon defined within a Euclidean-

based system and a relative scale based on some form of functional and meaningful

relationship. This parallels our distinction between analytical scale, which is more

likely to be based within a framework of absolute co-ordinates, distances

and differences, and lived scale, which is inherently relational. Humans are situated

in the material world: places, features and things are in front or behind, near or far,

reachable within an hour’s walk or not. The quantified framework as imposed by

an absolute scale is limited in range, heavily reduced in the density of information,

and artificial – except as an environment that the analyst occupies (Molyneaux,

1991, 1997). Another term sometimes used in geography is ‘‘characteristic scale’’,

the spatial and temporal intervals at which an analyst can best detect and understand

the processes and patterns under study. This is similar to Crumley’s (1995)

‘‘effective scale’’ at which patterns are best identified and meaning inferred.

Again, these terms and concepts relate to analytical scale, attempts by observers

to structure their analysis according to what they conceive as the most effective and

efficient way.

Of course, analysts have not focused entirely on scale as a fixed entity, as any

meaningful linkage to the world requires a fluid concept of a kind that warrants

terms such as ‘‘multi-scalar’’ and ‘‘multiple-scaled spatio-temporal’’ phenomena.

Indeed, while Haggett (1965) invokes the problems of scale-linkage and standard-

ization mentioned above, he accepts that geographers (and archaeologists) collect

and analyse data at a range of different scales. How we conduct such multi-scalar

research is at the heart of understanding and working with scale and raises several

issues that many of the papers within this volume address.

In the geographical and ecological literature, analysts often use concepts of

‘‘hierarchy’’, and even a formal Hierarchy Theory, in conjunction with consider-

ations of scale (Turner et al., 2001). For analytical scale in archaeological analysis,

this can be a useful device, although it resonates rather too closely with a systems-

based approach to sit comfortably within current postmodernist (in archaeology,

post-processual) thinking. The conception of phenomena in a hierarchy of levels of

organization imposes a particular and rather remote kind of order on worldly chaos.

To understand a complex multi-scalar situation, the analyst must identify individual
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phenomena at a particular time-space scale and investigate how they relate to each

other and combine to influence phenomena at lower and higher scales. A crucial,

and very problematic, aspect of this approach is the assumption that phenomena at a

higher level are the background against which lower-level phenomena operate –

analysts typically describe this higher level as the ‘‘context’’ of the lower-level

phenomena. Returning to our example of Iron Age pot breaking, sherds within an

individual pit, in this view, occur within the regional patterning of ritual deposition.

Viewed another way, as the phenomenon at one scale (regional patterning) is a

logical description, or ‘‘consequence’’, of numerous instances of a phenomenon at

a lower level (the placing of a shattered pot in a pit), one understands the individual

act in terms of the phenomenon at the higher scale.

Carrying out data collection with the dynamics of scale in mind requires new

approaches, in order to overcome the constraints of traditional hierarchical methods.

For Oskar Burger and Lawrence C. Todd, in Chapter 15, the challenge of a research

design and sampling strategy is to identify at what scale individual phenomena best

resolve, and what kind of data collection is appropriate, given that spatial and

temporal phenomena are scale-dependent. Their solution is a multi-scale model

derived from landscape ecology that takes the scalar variability of archaeological

deposits and processes into account, and so better adapts the essential task of data

collection to real world situations.

More recent considerations of similar issues centre on the concept of agency

and the relationship between individuals, groups and ‘‘society’’ – agency being a

recent term applied to a long-standing approach in various fields that focuses on the

situational analysis of individuals in natural and cultural environments. These

approaches depart substantially from observer-based studies using an analytical

scale as they treat the ‘‘hierarchy’’ of social life as relational. Life exists

in situations, rather than processes, and in situations, individuals assess group

intentions and develop strategies that eventuate social goals (Molyneaux, 1991).

Dobres (2000) identifies ‘‘analytical scale’’ as the purview of research, the recog-

nition and analysis of patterns, and ‘‘conceptual or phenomenological scale’’ as the

world of human interactions in daily life. The micro-scale dynamics of the everyday

contribute to macro-scale phenomena, such as social reproduction and cultural

change, that we are interested in as analysts. According to Dobres (2000:133)

conceptual scale is made up of ‘‘tangible and intangible structures that create the

fluid parameters within which agents live’’; this merges the material world and the

social world as passed on through social norms, culture and tradition. Both of these

realms are infinitely multi-scalar and also in a recursive relationship with individ-

uals, so that people are created through their material and social worlds while at the

same time creating those worlds. In this human-centred view there is a constant

transformation between social structure (society) and the individual, but it is the

material world and material things that enable us as individuals and social groups to

create this cultural theatre and ensure its persistence, and effect, at temporal scales

longer than is humanly possible (Gosden, 1994).

In Chapter 16, Vuk Trifkovic critiques these ‘‘archaeologies of practice’’ and

offers a novel approach to the integration of excavation data and landscape theory

by ‘‘situating individuals and their bodies within the wider flux of landscape and
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meaning’’. Again, it is the technology of GIS that underlies this work, enabling him

to apply the theoretical concepts of taskscape and distributed persons. For Vuk, the

classic post-modern tension between a ‘‘boundless global world and the body as an

irreducible basis for understanding’’ is a question of scale or perspective. His

macro-scale understandings derive from ‘‘quality of vision’’ relating to landmarks

at the landscape scale, while at the micro-scale he ‘‘explodes the biography of an

individual onto the landscape’’. He achieves these results through the detailed

analysis of skeletal remains including the positioning and orientation of graves in

relation to landscape characteristics.

Issues of scale in archaeology ultimately find their way into publication and

critical exegesis. Richard Fox in Chapter 11 provides a detailed examination of the

sequence of events that make up one of the most famous incidents in the history of

the United States: the ‘‘Last Stand’’ of General George Armstrong Custer and his

7th Cavalry at the Battle of the Little Bighorn in eastern Montana Territory in 1876.

Using empirical evidence to complement eyewitness accounts (derived from a

painstaking archaeological survey of the battlefield, which included mapping the

position and articulation of each surviving cartridge case and bullet), he takes to

task participants in the thriving literary mythology of the battle. While some

legendary versions, fueled more by patriotism than by material evidence, feed off

their own generalized discourse, Fox walks us across the short-grass prairie hills

overlooking the Little Bighorn River that specifically and precisely led Custer and

his men to their deaths.

As these papers all show, there are a series of tensions outlined in this

introduction that overlap and merge within the flux of archaeological practice:

that between phenomenological scale as lived and analytical scale as observed;

that between method and theory; and that between detail and generalization in

interpretation. The first section of this book explores these in a series of papers that

lay the foundations for the following papers, which are more focused on specific

problem areas and applications that bring issues of scale to the fore. While we are

not claiming that this volume will provide a ‘‘manual’’ for understanding and

working with scale, if such a thing is possible, we do hope that it goes some way

to raising issues and lifting the ‘‘happy or perverse oblivion’’ that pervades much

archaeological understanding of scale.
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CHAPTER 1

On Being the Right Size:

Affordances and the

Meaning of Scale

Alan Costall

The world can be analyzed at many levels, from atomic through terrestrial to cosmic. There is

physical structure on the scale of millimicrons at one extreme and on the scale of light years at

another. But surely the appropriate scale for animals is the intermediate one of millimeters to

kilometers, and it is appropriate because the world and the animal are then comparable (Gibson,

1968:22; emphasis added).

In the course of a long career, the American psychologist, James Gibson (1904–

1979) attempted to develop an ‘‘ecological approach’’ to psychology and related

human sciences that would undermine the many dualisms that have traditionally

defined these disciplines and the awkward boundaries between them. These dual-

isms include: mind vs. body, mind vs. world, individual vs. society, and nature vs.

culture.

From the 1950s, Gibson often wrote as though ‘‘finding the right scale’’

would, in itself, be the solution. However, with his later introduction of the concept

of ‘‘affordances’’ (Gibson, 1977, 1979, 1982), the issue of scale – though still
critical – became subordinated to a new approach to the meanings of things, and to

the relation of ourselves and other animals to our worlds.

It is not easy, however, to appreciate the point of Gibson’s proposed solutions.

Not only does he take our recognition of the problems largely for granted, but also

the solutions he presents often seem much too easy. He goes to great lengths to

inform us about the blindingly obvious – for example, that there is a sky above us

and a ground beneath us, that we can see ourselves (e.g., our hands, arms, and legs)

in the world, and that, to live in that world, we need to act in and upon it (Gibson,

1979). Like the deeply unsatisfying answer of ‘‘Forty-two’’ to the ultimate question

of Life, the Universe, and Everything (Adams, 1984:128), Gibson’s homely obser-

vations hardly sound like answers to serious problems.

So, first, I need to explain why these problems really are serious, and how they

keep blinding us to the ‘‘blindingly’’ obvious.

Alan Costall . University of Portsmouth



THE BIFURCATION OF NATURE

The ambitious project of traditional physical science – to explain everything on the

basis of a definite set of methods and principles – seemed to be largely achieved at a

remarkably early stage. By the seventeenth century, the new science had not only

extended beyond the limits of our terrestrial world to the previously quite separate

realm of the ‘‘heavens’’ but also to the intimacy of own bodies, now to be understood

in terms of levers, tubes, pumps, and valves. Yet this awesome success was acquired

at a serious cost to the human sciences (and indeed the entire western tradition): the

radical exclusion of ourselves – now disembodied – from the realm of science.

The supposed inclusiveness of the scheme of physical science was achieved

through a rhetorical trick, the claim that the new science covers everything, and so

anything it fails to include must, evidently, fall beyond the scientific realm of

things. Anything resistant to the methods of the new science could not, therefore,

be truly ‘‘real,’’ and hence, had to, instead, be purely subjective. This subjective

realm of the unscientific has come to include ‘‘secondary qualities’’ such as colour

and warmth, ‘‘tertiary qualities’’ such as meaning and expression, and, in the end,

ourselves, the very sanctuary for all of these banished qualities (Lewis, 1964:215).

The exclusion of us from the ‘‘physical world’’ (i.e., the world as described by

physics) gave rise to psychophysical dualism, the assumption that mind and matter

are ‘‘mutually exclusive and utterly antithetic’’ (Lovejoy, 1929:3). This exclusion of

us from the natural order of things gave rise, in turn, to the epistemological dualism

of knower and known, and it is this derivative dualism that has been taken to be the

pressing problem within Western thought. This secondary problem has been

‘‘solved’’, to the satisfaction of a surprisingly large number of thoughtful people,

through the supposition that ‘‘ideas’’ or some other subjective mediators ‘‘forever

interpose themselves between the knower and the objects which he would know’’

(Lovejoy, 1929:3). This line of theorizing persists as the dominant and seemingly

inevitable theoretical option within cognitivist psychology and many other human

sciences, in the form of the modern ‘‘representationalist theory of mind.’’

In this chapter, I will be concerned with just two of the many big problems that

arise from psychophysical dualism.

1. The alienation of the material. If the material really has to fall on the ‘‘far’’

side of a psychophysical divide, then it is difficult to see how materiality
could be seriously included within psychological and social theory. While

the disciplines of psychology and sociology, through their unworldliness,

have largely ‘‘shelved’’ this problem, archaeologists, given their very

method, are surely required to take things more seriously. Admittedly,

their engagement with material evidence has not entirely protected them,

however, from also opting for representationalism, and this perhaps is

because of the second serious problem.

2. The subjectification of culture. Psychophysical dualism also presents

serious problems about how to theorize ‘‘culture’’. Given the dualistic

exclusion of us from the natural order of things, where can we ‘‘locate’’

culture other than ultimately on the mental side of the psychophysical
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divide? Culture, through guilt by association with us, has to be banished

from the ‘‘real’’ world, and subjectivized; it has to be located within a

realm of individual or social re-presentations.

THE REVOLTS AGAINST DUALISM

There have been some serious challenges to the dualistic framework of science over

many years. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, psychologists such as

William James and John Dewey were emphasizing the importance of Darwinian

theory as a distinctly different kind of science, one which returned ‘‘the mental’’ to

the natural order of things, ‘‘mind and world’’ evolving in mutual relation (James,

1892:4). Radical developments within physical theory, such as relativity theory and

quantum theory, have also been cause for searching examination and criticism of

‘‘the metaphysics of modern physical science’’ (Burtt, 1967 [1924]; Koyré, 1965;

Whitehead, 1926). As a philosopher, Arthur Bentley, engagingly put it:

Since the ‘‘mental’’ as we have known it in the past was a squeeze-out from Newtonian space, the

physicist may be asked to ponder how it can still remain a squeeze-out when the space out of

which it was squeezed is no longer there to squeeze it out. (Bentley, 1938:165)

Nevertheless, the separation of the mental and physical, of meaning and

materiality, of the world and us, still structures a good deal of current theory in

the human sciences, especially within that last outpost of scientism and individual-

ism, modern cognitivist theory. As one of its proponents proudly proclaimed,

cognitivism provides us with ‘‘a science of structure and function divorced from
material substance’’ (Pylyshyn, 1986:68, emphasis added).

Yet, even when the human sciences, as in social constructivism and postmod-

ernism, try to go their own way, they often manage to retain these traditional

dualisms through a failure to engage seriously in an examination of all this

seemingly old-fashioned metaphysics. Thus, we find an anthropologist, Roy Ellen

(1996:31), having argued for a discursive view of nature to replace a scientistic one

– in a book devoted precisely to ‘‘redefining nature’’ – coming to the remarkably

traditional conclusion that ‘‘Culture emerges from nature as the symbolic represen-

tation of the latter’’. And we have a social constructivist, Stuart Hall, insisting that

meaning is confined to the representational realm of symbols:

. . . we must not confuse the material world, where things and people exist, and the symbolic

practices and processes through which representation, meaning and language operate. Construc-

tivists do not deny the existence of the material world. However, it is not the material world which

conveys meaning: it is the language system or whatever system we are using to represent our

concepts. (Hall, 1997:25)

JAMES GIBSON’S ‘‘ECOLOGICAL

APPROACH’’

Let us now look more closely at Gibson’s revolt against dualism. To begin to make

sense of his project, we need to be clear that his real target was not epistemological
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dualism but the more fundamental dualism of matter and mind that it presupposes.

Many critics of Gibson’s ‘‘ecological approach’’ have complained about his dog-

matic denial of any role for representations in the explanation of human thought and

conduct. Yet Gibson was intensely interested in the question of the historical and

material bases of the diverse human practices of representation (Reed, 1991). His

objection was to representationalism, and the inherent incapacity of this theoretical

approach to address the basic problem of how representations can possibly re-

present – if we are indeed all entirely enclosed within a realm of representations.

As he saw it, the big problem with representationalism is that it simply takes

representation for granted, and then pretends to ‘‘solve’’ the profound epistemo-

logical problem posed by traditional dualism. Representationalism can be no

solution, since, given its assumption of psychophysical dualism, there is no way it

could account for how representations represent. How could our mental represen-

tations ever connect to the world, if we are always excluded from it?

In fact, Richard Gregory, the psychologist, has somehow managed to make a

scientific career out of promoting representationalism while at the same time (for

the more astute) giving the whole silly game away:

It used to be thought that perceptions, by vision and touch and so on, can give direct knowledge of

objective reality. . . . But, largely through the physiological study of the senses over the last two

hundred years, this has become ever more difficult to defend . . . ultimately we cannot know

directly what is illusion, any more than truth – for we cannot step outside perception to compare

experience with objective reality. (Gregory, 1989:94)

Hint: If we are all (including, of course, important scientists, such as Richard

Gregory) trapped in a realm of representations and ‘‘cognitive assumptions,’’ where

is all this hard objective evidence, apparently supporting this radically subjectivist
conclusion, coming from?!

Affordances and the Scale of Meaning

James Gibson, in contrast to most other psychologists, preferred to dissolve, rather

than solve, the seemingly intractable problems posed by dualism. Although his

concept of affordances was just part of his wider project to undermine the various

dualisms of traditional psychological and social theory, this concept is, in my view,

his most fundamental contribution to a nondualistic approach to both materiality

and culture.

Gibson was seeking to develop alternative descriptions of animals and their

environments that would capture their interdependence or ‘‘mutuality.’’

The words animal and environment make an inseparable pair. Each term implies the other. No

animal could exist without an environment surrounding it. Equally, although not so obvious, an

environment implies an animal (or at least an organism) to be surrounded. . . . The mutuality of

animal and environment is not [however] implied by the physical sciences. (Gibson, 1979:8)

Gibson’s initial attempts to find a way to describe the world in such a way that

it is appears compatible with, rather than alien to, the existence of animals focused

upon scale.
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The world of man and animals consists of matter in the solid, liquid, or gaseous state, organized as

an array of surfaces or interfaces between matter in these different states. It is the habitat of an

animal. In some respects it is the world studied by ecology. . . . Present day physical science is of

little help, since it jumps from crystals to planets and shows no interest in the entities of the world

which we can see and feel with our unaided sense organs. . . . (Gibson, 1959:469–470)

Although there are hints of the idea of affordances in his earlier writings, it is

only in Gibson’s later work that this concept takes a prominent position (Gibson,

1977, 1979; cf. Gibson, 1950, Ch. 11). Affordances are the meanings of things

for our actions, but these meanings are not something we ‘‘mentally project’’ onto

objects. They concern the relation between agent and the world.

The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes,

either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the dictionary, but the noun affordance is

not. . . . I mean by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no

existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment. (Gibson,

1979:127)

Now scale continues to figure as an important issue within Gibson’s treatment

of affordances, since – along with a host of other factors – it is critically important

to what things can mean. What matters, however, is not scale in an absolute and

abstracted sense, but scale in relation to the animal. So let us, after all of this talk of

history and metaphysics, descend to two concrete examples, such as going up and

down stairs, and grasping things.

Clearly, the dimensions of both the risers and treads of the stairs matter

critically. Beyond a certain critical point, the stair no longer affords climbing. To

ascend a staircase, we need to be able to reach the next step with our foot, and,

furthermore, then be able to lift our body so that its weight is centered on that step.

Going down stairs is more precarious, since we also need to check that we do not

overdo things and end up in a painful fall.

Normally, young children do have serious problems going up and down stairs.

In fact, one can find age ‘‘norms’’ in the textbooks on motor development and

developmental psychology, where the failure or success to achieve that norm is

taken to reflect the intrinsic developmental condition of the child (Gesell et al.,

1977). There are striking differences in the age norms for going down as opposed to

going up stairs, and also for alternating the feet between steps as opposed to moving

one foot forward and then gingerly following through but putting the other foot onto

that same step. With the normal staircases that children normally encounter, it is not

until they are around the late age of four and a half years that they begin to risk

alternating their feet when descending.

However, although the climbability of a staircase is a function of its dimen-

sions, it also depends upon the size of the person in question. People do not come in

standard sizes, and, in particular, young children are generally much smaller than

adults. Yet these age norms have been based on ‘‘normal’’ sized staircases – stairs,

in other words, designed for adults, not children.

It is very curious that in our schools, for example, there are child-sized chairs

and tables, but not child-sized stairs. In an inspired study, Josep Roca and his

colleagues simply checked to see how children would cope with a scaled-down

staircase where the steps were just 10 cm high and 20 cm deep (Roca et al., 1986).
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The children coped remarkably well. The mean age at which they could climb either

up or down the staircase was about twelve months, and alternating the feet between

steps was achieved only slightly later at around eighteen months.

Even this study did not make allowances for the fact that some of the

participants were smaller than others, not least because of their different ages. Yet

it is the precise relation between the dimensions of the stair and of the individual
user that is crucial. For example, according to Warren (1995), when the ratio of

height of a step to leg length is greater than .88, it is simply no longer possible to

step up onto it, and one must then resort to climbing with ones hands and knees.

There is also a definite optimum ratio where energy expenditure in climbing is least,

and this, again, is a conjoint function of both the stair and the user. Under the

specific conditions used in Warren’s research, where the diagonal distance between

successive stairs was held constant at 14 in., the optimum ratio of riser height to leg

length was .26.

Let us take just one more example. The ways in which young children (and

indeed other primates) are able to grasp objects has been of great interest to

developmental psychologists, paediatricians, and primatologists, especially the

precision grip where the object is held between thumb and forefinger. Presumably

in the sake of the serious pursuit of ‘‘scientific control,’’ in many of the main

studies on grasping, the target object has been of a single, ‘‘normal’’ size, one more

appropriate, once again, to the body size of a human adult (Halverson, 1931;

Connolly and Elliott, 1972). Primates, however, including children and indeed

even human adults, do not come in a standard size, and the graspability of the

object surely depends on the relation between the object and the agent.

Karl Newell and his colleagues presented both young children and adults with

a range of cubes of different sizes and recorded the different kinds of ways they

picked them up, e.g., between the flat of the palms, within the palm of one hand

with all of the fingers grasping the object, and the prestigious precision grip (Newell

et al., 1989). When these investigators related the frequency of these various grip

patterns, not to the absolute size of the cubes, but body-scaled to the individual

participants, the transitions between different kinds of grip corresponded to definite

ratios common to both the children and adults. Indeed, it was the bodily-scaled

dimensions of the cubes, rather than age, that accounted for most of the variability

between the different grip patterns. Although the children in this study were older

than the age at which children have been recorded as first being able to use the

precision grip, the results suggest we need to be wary about age norms that make no

reference to the child’s relation to the test situation.

There are critical points concerning scale, therefore, that define the limits

within which we can act upon something in a particular way – and beyond which

we simply cannot at all. Scale really does matter. But not in isolation. For example,

whether – and how – we might grasp an object depends upon a host of its other

characteristics: its fragility, its slipperiness, its mass and also the distribution of its

mass, its monetary value, and so on. And what ‘‘holds’’ scale together with all of

these other characteristics together and gives them meaning is the animal or person

in question, though not as a ‘‘perceiver’’ (cf. Gibson, 1979:137; Heft, 2001:132;

Ingold, 2000:168) but, much more fundamentally, as an agent.
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[Affordances] have unity relative to the posture and behavior of the animal being considered. So

an affordance cannot be measured as we measure in physics. (Gibson, 1979:127–128; emphasis

added)

This, then, is how the concept of affordances is supposed to help undermine,

rather than merely ‘‘bridge’’, the old psychophysical dualism. Affordances consti-

tute the material resources for action but they do not fall on the far side of the

material-mental divide. They are, as Gibson put it, both physical and mental,

because they already implicate the needs and purposes of an agent, who, in turn,

is envisaged as existing within – rather than beyond – the natural order of things

(Heft, 1989).

Affordances and the Dualism of Materiality and Culture

Gibson’s concept of affordances was meant to help undermine not only the dualism

of the material and mental, but also that of materiality vs. culture. However, even

commentators attracted to Gibson’s emphasis upon materiality, and also embodi-

ment (see Costall, In Press), have failed to see how his ecological approach could

possibly ‘‘take on’’ culture. George Lakoff, for example, though generally sympa-

thetic to the thrust of the ecological approach, has complained that ‘‘the Gibsonian

environment is monolithic and self-consistent and the same for all people,’’ and that

his approach ‘‘cannot make sense of experiential or cultural categories’’ (Lakoff,

1987:216; see also Ben Ze’ev (1993:72).

It is certainly true that Gibson did not adequately develop an account of

affordances that connects them to the wider collectivity and the historical process.

The entire treatment of affordances is, frankly, sketchy. Despite, or maybe because

of this, Gibson manages to set up two nasty traps that would lead the unwary to

suppose that the concept of affordances is essentially individualistic, and biologic-

ally reductionistic and universalistic!

the ‘‘direct perception’’ of affordances

The first trap concerns Gibson’s claim that affordances can be ‘‘directly per-

ceived.’’ According to Michaels and Carello (1981), ‘‘affordances write perception

into the language of action,’’ yet, unfortunately, the reverse has largely happened in

the subsequent research. Action has been ‘‘written’’ in the language of perception.

The main studies on affordances have (though for perfectly good reasons of their

own) usually involved asking people merely to look at objects and make verbal

reports about them, rather than act upon them. Furthermore, Gibson’s own research

over many years had focused upon perception, and it was the perception of

affordances, he claimed, that was primary:

The central question for the theory of affordances is not whether they exist and are real but

whether information is available in the ambient light for perceiving them (Gibson, 1979:140;

emphasis added).

Gibson (1950:xiv; 1968:156; 1979:232) often quoted, approvingly, Bishop

Berkeley’s claim that vision enables animals ‘‘to foresee the damage or benefit
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which is like to ensue upon the application of their own bodies to this or that body

which is at a distance’’ (see Berkeley, 1975 [1707]:24). There is now a substantial

body of research with adults and children showing that we can be very effective in

‘‘foreseeing’’ affordances, for example, whether a staircase is climbable and even

the optimum riser height for one’s own height, whether one can walk through a gap

either with or without turning one’s shoulders, or ducking one’s head, and so on

(e.g., Mark, 1987; Warren, 1984; Warren and Whang, 1987). And we typically do

this not by first visually ‘‘measuring’’ the object and only then comparing it our

own body. Rather, we experience the object in relation to ourselves: As Gibson

himself put it, ‘‘The awareness of the world and one’s complementary relations to

the world are not separable’’ (Gibson, 1979:141).

This is obviously the case, for example, when we are about to pick up an

object. We do not just see the object nor just our hands, but the object and our hands

in relation to one another. The relation of the object to our bodies is also specified

in more subtle ways. Thus our eye-height is specified by the ‘‘visible horizon’’

(Gibson, 1979:162–164). Objects extending beyond the horizon are higher than our

own eye-level, and the proportion in which it intersects the horizon corresponds to

the height of that object relative to one’s eye-height. Like the critical ratios for

stepping on stairs and picking up cubes, these horizon relations relative to the height

of the point of observation lack an objective metric, they are dimensionless and

body-scaled. They directly relate to us, and are all the better for that:

. . . the ‘‘knowledge’’ of his height that comes to the observer simply from living in his body is

both more fundamental and more meaningful to him than the knowledge communicated to him by

a statement such as ‘‘X is Y feet long.’’ (Sedgwick, 1973:47)1

Complementarily, we develop, and continually update, a relatively stable sense

of the limits and capacities of own bodies – in relation to the world – in the very

course of our activities (Stins, Kadar, and Costall, 2001). Interestingly (if not

surprisingly), this sense of our own bodies can be disrupted during periods of

rapid growth (Heffernan and Thomson, 1999).

Now, to the extent that we are able reliably to see what an object affords, there

must be something about it that specifically distinguishes it visually from other

objects that do not have that affordance. For example, if a doorway does not extend

above my eye level, I had better duck when passing through it. If this is all that

Gibson means by the claim that ‘‘information is available in the ambient light’’ for

perceiving affordances, then it is surely hardly contentious (Gibson, 1979:140). But

his claim that affordances can be directly perceived seems to imply much more than

that: an appeal to a universal and innate kind of ‘‘immaculate perception’’ that

immediately reveals the meanings of things – that just by peering at things we can

foresee precisely what they might afford.

Gibson’s cavalier use of the term ‘‘direct perception’’ is the source of the

trouble here. He used the term direct perception to make a whole range of contrasts

with many quite different senses of indirect perception, but he failed properly to

1 The variety of ‘‘anthropocentric’’ measurements of length is remarkable: (Klein, 1975; Connor, 1987) –

based on the size of the hand, the length or width of the fingers, the thumbnail, the fist and outstretched

thumb, the foot, the pace of the legs, and so on.
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distinguish among them. In the end, therefore, ‘‘direct perception’’ seemed to

preclude any kind of experience of the world that was historically situated or

socially mediated in any way (Costall, 1989).

Yet, there can be no doubt that Gibson intended ‘‘affordances’’ to include the

culturally specific, as in his much discussed example of a postbox, which ‘‘affords

letter-mailing to a letter-writing human in a community with a postal system’’

(Gibson, 1979:139). Community is usually supposed to crowd out materiality. But,

when you think about it, even though a postal system constitutes a highly specific

human practice, its materiality still matters. Postboxes, for example, as part of this

system, have to perform the function of accepting and temporarily storing letters,

but they also need to be distinguishable visually from litter bins and other kinds of

things. And, of course, we do not discover what postboxes mean just by peering at

them! It is through being a member of a community in which postboxes are actually

used that we come to understand what they are supposed to afford, including being

instructed by other people about how to use them, seeing other people using

them, and, if all else fails, consulting a manual on how to use them. Indeed, if, as

in the case of autism, we are somehow excluded from ‘‘connecting’’ with other

people, the normal use of objects can be seriously disrupted (Williams, Costall, and

Reddy, 1999).

the objectification of affordances

There is another serious trap that Gibson sets for us in his account of affordances,

and this one involves not just an imprecise use of terms, but a blatant contradiction.

From an early point in his career, as we have seen, Gibson put great emphasis on

the need to find an appropriate spatial scale for making the animal and its

world ‘‘comparable’’ (Gibson, 1968:22). However, as I shall now try to explain,

it is also essential to find the right scale in two other senses.

Gibson defined the concept of affordances relative to the posture and behavior

of the animal (Gibson, 1979:127–128), and as such affordances are ‘‘anchored in

human beings at one pole and in things at the other’’ (Gibson, 1975:320). And it is

precisely because they are relationally defined that affordances serve to undermine

the traditional dualism of the objective and subjective2. Yet, he then went on to

insist upon their independence – not interdependence – of us: ‘‘The organism

depends on its environment for its life, but the environment does not depend on

the organism for its existence’’ (Gibson, 1979:129).

Gibson certainly had long-standing misgivings about the ethical and political

implications of cultural relativism (Costall and Still, 1989). But his retreat into a

notion of affordances as independent of us was itself ‘‘afforded’’ by restricting his

analysis primarily to a very local scale of analysis: an individual dealing with things

in the immediate ‘‘here and now.’’ And with such a specific focus, one can

conveniently lose sight not just of the wider social context but also of historical
process.

2 As Aaron Ben Ze’ev (1993:73) has put it, ‘‘The relational nature of the perceptual environment is a

price one has to pay for the meaningfulness of that environment.’’
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Any object or situation we encounter has a limitless number of affordances

(although this does not mean that we can do anything with anything). Yet many of

the objects in our environment are nevertheless meant to have just one ‘‘intended’’

affordance – they have been designed for a specific use, and/or have come to be

identified with a particular activity: postboxes, chairs, pencils, apples, sunny sandy

beaches, or whatever. In such cases, it makes sense to ask the question – what is this

thing really for? Clearly, the proper use of the object, its ‘‘canonical affordance’’

(Costall, 1995, 1997), is not dependent on any individual in particular – on any one

of us. It is impersonal. One sits on a chair; one is supposed to post letters not bombs

in a postbox; one does this, not that, with this particular object. Yet this social

process of impersonalization, this objectification of affordances, most emphatically,

involves us. And it is not, in most cases, just a question of ‘‘designating’’ privil-

eged, impersonal meanings to things. The actual objects involved, along with their

distinctive affordances, cannot, from this wider historical perspective, be regarded

as the ‘‘independent’’ preconditions of the human practice in which they exist.

They themselves came into being and took shape in relation to that very practice.

Chairs are constructed within a whole tradition of such construction, and of

people sitting down on such things. To suppose that affordances even of this kind

are independent of us would be to commit what John Dewey, that wonderfully

insightful psychologist and philosopher, deemed to be the ultimate ‘‘psychological

fallacy’’:

. . . the increasing control over the environment is not as if the environment were something fixed

and the organism responded at this point and that, adapting itself by fitting itself in, in a plaster-

like way. The psychological or historical fallacy is likely to come in here . . . [when] we conceive

the environment, which is really the outcome of the process of development, which has gone on

developing along with the organism, as if it was something which had been there from the start,

and the whole problem had been for the organism to accommodate itself to that set of given

surroundings. (Dewey, 1976 [1898]:283–284)

If I have been largely critical in this chapter – about mainstream cognitive

psychology, about the human sciences more generally, about Gibson’s critics, and,

indeed, about Gibson himself – it is because I am convinced Gibson provided us

with some important theoretical resources for going beyond dualism, not least with

his concept of ‘‘affordance.’’ As the anthropologist, François Sigaut, has recently

observed, if ‘‘it is only a word, it is a very useful one’’ (Sigaut, 1996:432). First of

all, it reminds us that the human sciences are faced with a fundamental problem, the

exclusion of us from the natural order of things, the problem of psycholophysical
dualism.

Representationalist theory is an attempt to deal with the derivative problem of

epistemological dualism, and if it really is ‘‘the only game in town’’ we are talking

about a very small town, and, in any case, the game is hardly worth playing.

Properly handled, the concept of affordances promises to undermine not only the

dualism of matter and mind, but also that of materiality and culture. But it is not

enough to have a good sense of a spatial scale that will relate the individual animal

to its world. That animal and its world need also to be seen within the more

comprehensive scales of sociality and history.
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CHAPTER 2

Timescales

Chris Gosden and Karola Kirsanow

Archaeology prides itself on its long timescales. Despite the disadvantages of

missing, fragmentary and dispersed evidence, archaeology has the one great advan-

tage of looking at the longest of all longue durée, potentially spanning the last six

million years. However, as we well know scale is context dependent – nothing is

inherently big or small, but only by comparison to something else. Lying behind

archaeology’s claim to long timescales is an implicit and unexamined set of

assumptions concerning what constitutes a general view of duration in other

disciplines, which, when compared with archaeology, makes our timescales look

big. What we might call short duration disciplines, such as anthropology or soci-

ology, investigate sets of events or take a biographical view spanning a person’s life

time. History explores a range of timescales, overlapping at the micro end of the

scale with anthropology, to the long durations of Braudel as people’s relationships

with land and sea unfolded over centuries and even millennia. By any of these

standards, archaeological timescales appear generous, although of course we cannot

compete with the geologists or palaeontologists, even though neither of these is

worried about humans and their effects. Of the disciplines concerned with human

action the span of millennia and millions of years available to archaeology dwarfs

all others, allowing us to pose the big questions of what it means to be human, to get

lost in the vastness of time at our disposal or dive into minute details of people’s

lives where these are preserved.

However, size is not everything, or rather is not one single thing. Here is the

key point of our chapter – temporal scales are hard to make easy sense of, being not

one thing but many; each set of archaeological evidence contains nested within it a

number of different forms of duration and means of measurement. Archaeological

interpretation involves shuttling backwards and forwards between different spans

and durations of time in a manner that is not straightforward. To look at the inherent

complexity of timescales, let us compare the temporal and the spatial, as spatial

scales, we would argue, are more intuitively easy to understand than temporal ones.

Metaphors used to understand time are often spatial: we feel that the future is in

front of us and the past behind (a spatial positioning famously reversed in Maori

thought where the past, more visible than the future, is thought to be in front of us –

in either case a spatial metaphor is used). We talk of the distant past or the near
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future and hope to take things forward (see Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, 1999).

The use of spatial metaphors in dealing with time is comforting, but ultimately

misleading, as space can be understood through three dimensions, but time is of

a greater complexity, less easy to translate into a fixed number of dimensions.

Our argument is that as a discipline embraces longer stretches of human time its

workers encounter not so much a larger scale, but a greater complexity of scales,

made up of a variety of times hard to harmonize into a single picture. In order to

explore this key point let us look a little more at the contrast between spatial and

temporal scale.

SPATIAL SCALE AND TEMPORAL SCALE

In order to understand, replicate or simulate past sets of spatial scales, it is necessary

to start with an averagely sized human body and place it in a landscape or some

form of terrain model. Distance, areas of visibility or feelings of enclosure can then

all be judged against an average human body and its general capabilities. The same

is also true for human constructions in the landscape: forms of boundaries, field

systems or buildings can all be subject to estimates as to the labour time involved in

their construction and maintenance, and their effects on human and animal patterns

of movement or forms of perception can be judged.

In contrast, there is not one temporal scale, but many and it is not entirely clear

what standards we should judge our various measurements of duration against. The

obvious point of comparison with which to start is the average human life span.

However, such spans vary considerably over time and across a single population.

According to the latest Human Development Report (Human Development Report

Office, 2003) the world average life expectancy is 67 years, with Japanese

women having the best life expectancy at 85 years. Shockingly, although predictably,

some contemporary African countries have a life expectancy of half that due to a

combination of Aids, famine and, sometimes, war. However, the picture within all

countries is variable, with class, gender and ethnicity being responsible for consi-

derable differences. Aboriginal people in Australia have life expectancy more

in line with those of the Third World than the rest of Australia, which supports

one of the longest-lived of the world’s populations with an overall life expectancy

of 79 years. Such variability is certain to have occurred in the past – slaves and free

citizens of fourth century Athens would have had quite different life expectancies.

A single yardstick of comparison is elusive.

The term ‘life expectancy’ can be used in a more philosophical sense. Western

cultures at present attempt to hold death at arm’s length, constructing the projects of

our lives as if death is not imminent. We do not expect to die before extreme old

age and feel cheated if this is not the case. At the age of forty most of us are still

planning for a long-term future. Many cultures live with a more ready acknow-

ledgement of death and personal finitude. This is not just because life spans were

shorter, but also because the emphasis on an individual and their deeds through life

was less marked. Ironically, our emphasis on personal longevity might have cut us

off from the long-term elements in human life caused by generational succession
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and being part of the overall flow of life. We are now becoming aware that

prehistoric and early historic groups in Britain orientated themselves on a long

term past in order to create their life in the present (Bradley, 2002; Gosden and

Lock, 1998), an awareness now slow in coming as we do not feel personally part of

a succession of generations that leave marks of their activities all round us. Such

feelings of succession are currently displaced onto broader groups – nations, towns

or institutions have long-term histories, but individuals and kin groups are less

likely to partake in them, despite the current popularity for reconstructing family

histories. Consequently, we can see that time has a qualitative dimension, as much

as a quantitative one – what people feel about the duration of their lives and how

this fits in with lengths of time beyond the individual life spans are crucial to the

nature of individual and group projects.

Variability in individual life spans within and between societies is not the major

complicating factor in working with time archaeologically. The greater problem

is that individuals and groups do not present themselves in a straightforward

sense archaeologically. Let us start with a single human body. If we assume an

average prehistoric lifespan of some forty years then the application of radiocarbon

dating, generally with a minimum period of plus or minus fifty years, will provide a

determination with a range longer than the life of the person whose bones can be

dated. People cannot be placed in time using absolute methods at a timescale

commensurable with the spans of their lives. If we focus in on events and processes

occurring within the life of a person, then complexity increases. When looking at diet

we can sample bones in which isotopic values depend on the food eaten in the last

decade of life. In order to understand human movement, we can sample for strontium

and compare the values for the adult teeth, laid down in the few years in which

the teeth were grown, with the values for the bones created in the last few years of

life. Differences between teeth and bones might indicate movement, but provide us

with two snapshots of a whole human biography. The times of the body thus vary and

are difficult to fix. We cannot reconstruct a whole human biography, but can gain

brief flashes of insight into people’s histories. These individual flashes start to

make some sense when a large enough sample is gained of human individuals,

from which broader patterns can be discerned. But it must be remembered

that these broader patterns are dependent on individual instances and structured

by these.

It is even more difficult to connect people to their products. A hand axe or a pot

might take a few hours each to produce, with each individual step of production

taking seconds or minutes. Objects might be used and immediately discarded, or

curated and used for many hundreds or thousands of years, an ultimate instance of

which is the display of handaxes in Roman temples, or indeed the recovery of long-

buried materials through excavation. The total biography of an object in production

and use might either be much shorter or much longer than an individual life

span, only occasionally approximating it (these are the truly biographical objects

that people have carried for much of their lives, accruing the significance of their

lives – Hoskins, 1998). As Chapman (2000) reminds us, some things were made to

be broken and deposited, others to be kept and curated. The treatment of artefacts

can give us vital clues as to the cultural forces at work in creating groups and
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individuals. Artefacts have their own longer temporal rhythms, so that changes in

style can be described by battleship curves, as styles wax and wane over periods

more or less than a human life span. In many cases different classes of materials,

for instance pottery and metalwork in Britain from the Bronze Age onwards,

have their own separate histories. A chronology for metalwork is hard to tie to

that for pottery; and it is harder to link the history of settlements with metals as

most metal is in cemeteries or hoards, whereas pottery is crucial for the dating of

settlements.

The nature of the archaeological evidence is generated through a series of

timescales, from a single event, such as knapping, to palimpsests of material that

may build up very slowly over centuries and millennia through a complex combin-

ation of human and natural factors. There is no one single temporal landscape, as

our understanding of time is made up of many forms of evidence, each with their

own influences and biases. A useful analogy is the contrast between perspectival

painting and Cubism. Constable’s The Hay Wain depicts a bucolic English land-

scape at a human scale, complete with buildings, human figures and the hay wain

itself as comforting reference points. The paintings of Picasso’s Cubist period are

much harder to assimilate, precisely because they introduce the temporal dimension

of human experience to explore what an object looks like when the various angles

from which it can be seen are rendered in two dimensions. Archaeological time

necessitates a Cubist form of reconstruction in which various measures and qualities

of time intersect in ways that do not always make immediate sense. Scale is not a

strong quality of Cubist painting and in the same way timescales in archaeology are

hard to judge due to their internal complexity.

In order to develop and elaborate these points we will look at a number of sites

and case studies each with their own complexity of timescales and problems of

combining long timescales with short-term events and processes. The contrast

between long and the short come out most clearly with Palaeolithic sites, so that

we will start with the famous British site of Boxgrove.

BOXGROVE

The Lower Palaeolithic calcareous silts of Boxgrove in West Sussex have preserved

an extensive archaeological landscape, including a human tibia and associated

stone tools believed to date to approximately 500,000 years ago (Roberts et al.,

1994:311). The site also contains evidence for butchery and possible large-game

hunting (Roberts and Parfitt, 1999:415).

As Clive Gamble notes, ‘‘the Boxgrove landscape vividly records a series of

brief activities, maybe as little as 15 minutes each, that took place 500,000 years

ago on a beach in southern England’’ (Gamble, 1994:275). Boxgrove contrasts the

minute temporal scale of everyday activities such as flint-knapping and carcass

processing with larger-scale questions such as the timing of the earliest human

colonization of Europe.

Boxgrove also poses important questions about the most fruitful applications

of stratigraphic and radiometric dating techniques. Because of the site’s great
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antiquity, relative dating techniques with real temporal depth, such as biostratigra-

phy, have been crucial to dating efforts. The vole clock – the evolutionary change

from rooted molar dentition of Mimomys savini to the unrooted molars of the extant

Arvicola terrestris – is the key element around which much of the Boxgrove

chronology has been constructed, and occurred shortly before the Boxgrove site

was formed (Roberts et al., 1994:312). The artifact-bearing silts at Boxgrove have

been dated by mammalian biostratigraphy to a temperate stage immediately

preceding the Anglian glaciation (Roberts and Parfitt, 1999:307). Correlative bio-

stratigraphy, combined with geomorphological evidence from fluvial gravels,

points to a date in oxygen isotope stage 13 (OIS 13), between 524,000 and

478,000 years ago (Roberts et al., 1994:312).

These dates are controversial. Other researchers have pointed out that inter-site

biostratigraphic comparisons are not securely underpinned by independent

physical-chemical dating, and that the dating argument based on fluvial gravels is

not unambiguous (Bowen and Sykes, 1994:751). Indeed, chemical and radiometric

methods have been generally unsuccessful at Boxgrove, producing dates ranging

from OIS 6 to OIS 13 (Roberts and Parfitt, 1999). Most of the scientific methods

produced later dates that the biostratigraphic estimates: Electron Spin Resonance

(ESR) and Uranium series results suggested a date in OIS 7 (245,000 years ago),

and aminostratigraphic results support a date in OIS 11, 423,000–362,000 years ago

(ibid:303). Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) dating supports the OIS 13

date, but an OIS 11 date is within one standard deviation of the OSL age estimate,

so the dating is not unquestionable (McNabb, 2000:440).

Boxgrove raises the difficulties of reconciling long and short elements of

dating. One the one hand are the things of ultimate interest – hominid activity at

a very early point in the hominid occupation of Britain, in this case flint knapping

and animal butchery. These are faithfully recorded in high resolution by the

Boxgrove palaeosurfaces, due to the suddenness of burial. They are also well-

recorded through high-quality excavation. On the other hand, there is the overall

uncertainty about which oxygen isotope stage Boxgrove should fall into. A key

element of the Boxgrove evidence is a strong indication that hunting was taking

place. The origins of hunting, an activity which takes considerable social coordin-

ation, as well as technical expertize, has been much debated, with many feeling that

true hunting may not occur prior to the Upper Palaeolithic, some 40,000 years ago.

The combination of the comparatively instantaneous activities of knapping and

butchery at Boxgrove, and the uncertainty about placing the site in time makes the

temporal situation of Boxgrove complicated and hard to evaluate.

POUNDBURY

The case of Poundbury, a site in Dorchester in southern England, illustrates the

different degrees of temporal resolution provided by both different materials and

investigative methods. Poundbury comprises a settlement with occupational phases

beginning in the Neolithic and continuing to the post-Medieval era associated with

a series of cemeteries from which over 1,400 inhumations have been recovered
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(Farwell and Molleson, 1993:ix). The earliest evidence for burials occurs in the

Middle Bronze Age, and the latest securely-assigned burials appear to be associated

with the Late Roman period (1993:xii). The Iron Age and Roman phases at Pound-

bury are particularly interesting because one can attempt to trace the development

of the cemetery and settlement together through time. Fifty-nine burials derive from

the late Iron Age and early Roman periods and 1114 graves were associated with

the late Roman period (4th century BC). Diachronic change in architecture, arti-

facts, and even skeletal form can be observed in a long-lived settlement such as

Poundbury, especially given the sample sizes available.

Both radiocarbon and artefactual dating were employed in order to untangle

the complex stratigraphy encountered in many of the phases of the site, especially

in trying to relate the constructional phases in each complex to the overall site

chronology (Sparey-Green, 1987:91). Spatial scale was intimately related to tem-

poral scale at Poundbury: most of the dating was accomplished through artefact

typology and stratigraphic and proximal association. Radiocarbon dating was

applied to several phases of the settlement, and the dates obtained span from the

15th century BC to the 5th century AD (1987:141).

Radiocarbon and artefactual dating were important at Poundbury as part

of efforts to understand the physical development of a non-living entity – the site

itself – and to trace the evolution of lifeways at the settlement. A different sort of

resolution is provided by stable isotope analysis performed on skeletons from the

Iron Age to post-Roman eras, which illuminated the social scales and scales of

migration in operation during this period, along with variations in diet through time.

Isotopic analysis of individual remains illuminated differences in diet correspond-

ing to inferred variations in social status within a population, variations in diet

between the populations of different periods, and dietary differences between

Poundbury natives and possible immigrants from a warmer clime (Richards et al.,

1998:1251). The late Iron Age and early Roman period skeletons show that most

people had a similar diet, with meat and vegetables but no marine foods. In the late

Roman period people buried in more elaborate graves, with lead coffins or mauso-

lea ate more animal protein than those in poorer graves and some immigrants were

picked out by variations in bone chemistry related both to the foods making up the

diet and geological substrates on which food had been grown.

Poundbury provides us with a mix of chronological perspectives, which it is

possible to enter at different scales depending upon interest. A single human bio-

graphy may be discerned from bone isotopes or more general and longer-term

trends may be seen. The artefacts in the graves and the forms of the graves

themselves respond to long-term trends, many of which emanate from outside the

region, through influences flowing through the Roman Empire more broadly.

A single grave may represent a compound of longer term changes in material

culture, with evidence from a human body personal to the individual concerned

and this later bodily information may have been laid down at a variety of times,

from childhood to the last few years of life, depending on whether bones or teeth

were being sampled. Such complexity within an individual is found in even greater

measure on those rare occasions when tissues and hair are preserved – one much

discussed case being Ötzi, the Iceman.
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ÖTZTAL

The Ötztal iceman was discovered by a pair of hikers in 1991 on the Italian side of

the Ötztal Alps, near the Austrian border (Kutschera and Rom, 2000:13). The Ötztal

case represents a reversal of the Poundbury scenario, where artefactual dating based

on a well-known regional typology sequence produced a finer degree of temporal

resolution than scientific methods. Here, radiocarbon and stable isotopes provide

information on Ötzi’s position within a worldwide radiocarbon chronology and

movements through the region during his lifetime.

Prehistorians initially dated the extraordinarily well-preserved remains to

around 2000 BC on the basis of the flanged axe in the Iceman’s kit, an artifact

characteristic of the Early Bronze Age in the northern Alps (Barfield, 1994:20).

However, radiocarbon determinations produced even earlier dates. AMS radiocar-

bon measurements on tissue, bone, equipment, and grass from the Iceman assem-

blage produced an (averaged) radiocarbon age of 4,550+ 19 BP indicating that the

Iceman lived in the Late Neolithic, between 3370 and 3100 BC (Bonani et al., 1994,

Kutschera and Rom, 2003:709), in contrast to the Early Bronze Age date suggested

by the artefactual evidence. Further investigation into the stylistic chronology of the

region was conducted in order to reconcile this discrepancy, and a possible correl-

ation of the axe from Ötzi’s kit with another early instance of the flanged axe form

in the greater region may have resolved the disagreement between the artefactual

and radiocarbon age estimates (Barfield, 1994:22).

The intimate connection between spatial and temporal scales is illustrated

by the investigation of Ötzi’s origin and movements through isotopic analysis of

different body tissues representing different developmental stages (Kutschera and

Rom, 2003; Holden, 2003). A combination of radiogenic (Sr, Pb, Nd) and stable (O,

C, N) isotopes were measured in order to investigate different aspects of the

Iceman’s prehistoric movements. The heavy radiogenic isotopes enable the recon-

struction of movement relative to the local geological substrate, while the lighter

stable isotopes track changes in palaeodiet (C and N) and altitude and position

relative to a watershed (O) (2003:715). Argon dating was performed on ingested

mica samples from the Iceman’s intestine in order to determine their provenance

from among local lithologies of different geological ages (Müller et al., 2003:865).

Different lithological units have different isotopic compositions, and these

differences are preserved in the vegetation and fauna of each geological region.

Human hard tissues such as bone and tooth enamel mineralize at different devel-

opmental stages and incorporate radiogenic isotopes bearing the signature of their

geological environment during each ontogenetic stage. The enamel of the perman-

ent dentition mineralizes in early childhood and remains compositionally unaltered

thereafter, while bones are continually re-mineralizing throughout an individual’s

lifetime. The isotopic composition of bone reflects the last 10 or so years of life,

with spongy bone turning over more rapidly than cortical bone (Sealy et al., 1995).

Strontium and lead ratios from Ötzi’s tooth enamel were significantly different

from ratios from spongy and cortical bone samples, indicating that the region in

which the Iceman was an adult was geologically distinct from that of his childhood.

Analysis of oxygen isotope ratios indicated a southerly origin for the Iceman, and
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Sr and Pb ratios pointed to the region within 60 km south of the find site (Kutschera

and Rom, 2003:718). Investigators also noted the possibility that the Sr and d18O

isotope values observed in the Iceman reflect a pattern of seasonal migration

between low altitude settlements in the south and summer grazing areas above the

timberline in the north, around southern Ötztal (Müller et al., 2003:865).

So for Ötzi, isotopic analysis of dental enamel zooms in to the third to fifth

years of his life, analysis of bone describes the last 10 –20 years, his kit attests to the

demands of his final days, and the ingested mica in his intestine reflects his last

hours. Because of the unusual preservation of tissue, stomach contents and artefacts,

Ötzi highlights how complex the temporality surrounding an individual can be. Any

person represents a point of intersection of varying temporal scales. For Ötzi there is

the biography of his life – his origin lies some 60 km south of where he died. The

movement between place of birth and death may be something accidental to him or

reflect broader patterns of movement – which possibility pertains, we do not know.

The same goes for his diet, over which there is considerable controversy, particu-

larly in the comparison between stomach contents revealing his last meal and

analyses of his hair, which grew over a longer period. It seems most likely that he

ate a mixed diet of meat, bread and vegetable matter, totally unsurprisingly, and

each component of this reflects long histories of domestication and local knowledge

vital for procurement. One of the most intriguing features of the Iceman find is the

presence of a suite of equipment and clothing representing the kit of one person at a

particular point in time. These artefacts have not gone through a post-mortem

selection process, and so more accurately represent a certain moment within the

Iceman’s lifetime, a moment primarily concerned with survival in the mountainous

terrain of the Alps (Barfield, 1994:12). The material culture found with the body,

such as the bows, copper axe, a backpack, and birch bark containers demonstrate

that 18 different sorts of woods were used, each presumably chosen for its proper-

ties being suitable to the object being made. Such knowledge was not individual to

Ötzi, but the product of long traditions of working in the mountains and Alpine

valleys. The birchbark containers, backpack, and bows were specific instances of

broader assemblages of material originally found in large numbers at the very end

of the Neolithic, most of which perished long ago.

DISCUSSION

Absolute methods provide a global scale, so that a site, landscape or assemblage of

material can be placed within a set of chronological schemes that can ultimately

span the globe. Thus, Boxgrove is of interest globally, feeding into debates about

human ancestral capabilities, especially to do with hunting from periods when

evidence is sparse anywhere in the world. The Boxgrove finds excited much British

interest, but again because it put Britain on a larger map. The Times famously

described the find of a human tibia at Boxgrove as evidence of the ‘‘first European’’

(a phrase replete with temporal confusions, Europe being a very recent category and

having little utility in describing the identity of hominids living so long ago, and

also factually incorrect, there being a number of older sites within the territory of
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present day Europe). It is the scale of discussions and consideration that is crucial to

people’s views of dating evidence. Ötzi is known and discussed globally due to the

unusual nature of preservation and the evidence, but the artefactual assemblages

and more detailed pattern of actions are of great interest to local prehistorians, as

well as to the world community. Poundbury is of somewhat more local interest, but

the evidence is again a compound of varying sets of scales among individuals

buried and the complex of evidence from the site more generally.

Time and timescales can only be understood through metaphor – long time-

scales, the deep past and so on – rather than directly. This being so we need to think

more about the range of metaphors we employ and their internal compatibility. In

addition to the spatial metaphors used to understand time, which are deeply

engrained in our thought and will obviously continue in use, we can see that there

are also discursive effects on our conception of time, although here again the scope

of discussions are often influenced spatially. Boxgrove is a site most immediately

thought of in a larger ambit – whether hominids were in Britain 500,000 years ago

tells us something about the pulses of populations across the continent of Europe

and beyond, as does whether Britain was only occupied in warmer climatic or

during cold ones as well. Even the short-term evidence of killing, knapping and

butchery are best thought of broadly, once we have got over that amazing preser-

vation and degree of detail from a site of this age. The Iceman again commands

headlines due to the nature of his preservation, but ultimately there is a surprisingly

local story being told here based on considerable geological variability expressed in

the various isotopic values in tissue, hair, teeth and bone. The objects found with

him also tell of a fine knowledge of the local region and its resources. People living

near to Boxgrove might be excited that such an amazing find lies in their vicinity, if

they think about the matter at all, but it tells them little about the use of the local

region. Ötzi is globally known and discussed, but the evidence derived from his

body and artefacts fit directly into local knowledge and feel for the varying

altitudinal zones, their plants and animals, that still exists in the region today.

Poundbury’s story can be entered at different temporal levels, ranging from the

long-term coming into being of a single place in use from the Neolithic to the

medieval period and beyond; it informs on the nature of diet and movement in the

Iron Age and Roman periods that specialists of both periods can relate to and

discuss in terms of the histories of artefacts and of human bodies.

Time excites a range of reactions in us all. Even the hardened professional

gains a sense of wonder from a knapping episode perfectly preserved from half a

million years ago, or from a single person and his equipment from 5,000 years ago.

Once this sense of wonder has diminished, more pragmatic, analytical concerns set

in arising from what one can say about evidence of this type and how to place it

within a broader narrative of long term trends and changes. The pinpoint nature of

events that first excite attention, become part of an analytical problem of how to fit

rich short-term elements of evidence within a longer, thinner record from which so

much has been lost. If all our evidence was as rich as that surrounding Ötzi we

would quickly become overwhelmed in detail and our ability to see long-term

trends would be lost, but this is not a great fear, faced as we are with the opposite

problem.
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Understanding time and timescales is a complex business. Complexity is not

something to be dissolved or disaggregated into simpler forms. Almost any piece of

archaeological evidence mixes longer and shorter times within it and can appeal to

varying sets of discussion of local or more global significance. We do need to be

aware of the complex nature of our temporal evidence and think how we can use

this. The radiocarbon revolution (and subsequent advances in absolute dating) have

taken some of the worry out of chronology, in that many sites can be placed in a

scheme of ultimately global scope, with determinations also very helpful in creating

internal sequences within sites. Placing sites in some measurable scale creates

confidence, culturally inclined as we are to see time as measurement in our daily

lives. But radiocarbon determinations bring us up against events that happened so

quickly (such as an individual lifespan) that they cannot be placed within timescales

deriving from absolute dating methods. Rather than seeing temporal complexity and

a lack of a single timescale as a problem, we can use this as a spur to reflect on the

fact that time is a quality as much as a quantity – some minutes or hours fly by and

others drag on interminably. Most of the minutes and hours have vanished from our

evidence, but some are still there and how to bring these together with years,

decades, centuries and millennia is still a key issue for archaeology, which needs

to be more clearly recognized than it has to date.
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CHAPTER 3

Scale as Artifact:

GIS, Ecological Fallacy, and

Archaeological Analysis

Trevor M. Harris

INTRODUCTION

The concept of scale is confusing, frustrating, little understood, and yet . . . intriguing.

Geography, as the discipline with spatial pattern and relationships as its core focus,

has traditionally embraced and confronted the meaning, interpretation, explanatory

power, and some would suggest, intractability, that scale brings to studies. There are

many other spatially related disciplines such as archaeology that share with geog-

raphy the need to operate across a scale continuum ranging from the local to the

regional, national, and international levels. Indeed, as Mcmaster and Sheppard

(2004) point out, it is difficult to identify a completely ‘‘scaleless’’ discipline. Our

understanding of geographical and archaeological patterns, societal processes, and

spatial heterogeneity, are highly dependent on scale. Because of the extent and

complexity of the Earth’s surface, researchers must invariably sample, generalize,

or aggregate in order to comprehend reality. Identifying an appropriate scale of data

capture and analysis to use in a study, and managing the trade-offs that must occur in

matching resources with data capture, have long been acknowledged. But while scale

is readily associated with the level of detail involved with geographical description,

what is missing from most studies is any discussion of how representative that scale

of analysis is, given that there are no standard measures of uncertainty related to

particular scales of analysis (Tate and Atkinson 2001). Indeed, Meentemeyer (1989)

suggests that it seems that study scales are selected unconsciously and therefore may

seem to be completely arbitrary. Watson (1978) observes that we tend to work at one

analytical level exclusively and implicitly, without considering other alternatives,

almost as an act of faith. Scale issues associated with line generalization, scale of data

capture and data display, and with the even less well-known issues of ecological

fallacy and its derivative, the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, are only rarely

acknowledged.
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Geographic Information Systems, GIS, facilitate an almost effortless integra-

tion and display of multi-scale data and aggregation of areal units. Generating data

for GIS analysis invariably requires extensive effort and introduces a slew of issues

associated with data capture, data accuracy, data resolution, error estimation,

metadata, data structure, storage and compression, and data sharing to name but

a few. The problem of identifying an appropriate scale of study when using GIS is

compounded by the need to utilize, wherever possible, data created by others in

order to reduce data duplication and replication and to minimize the cost of

populating the GIS database. As a result, additional problems arise because of the

need to work with digital data inherited from elsewhere and over which an inves-

tigator had very little, if any, control in its creation. The ease of digital data use in

GIS thus raises concern not only about how scale issues are handled explicitly in

disciplinary studies but implicitly through data acquisition and the application of

a range of methods and tools.

The identification of an optimal scale, the sampling and generalization of

reality that underpins ‘‘data scale’’, multi-scalar data issues, and the desire to

‘‘jump’’ scale from local to global and the interconnections that lie between them,

is methodologically highly problematic. In the face of these many scale-based issues,

Gregory (1994:545) contends that ‘‘one might expect a renewed and conjoint

interest in both the technical and the theoretical issues raised by the question of

scale. . . . ’’ Given the multiple meanings of the term scale, this chapter explores

the conjoint implications and meanings of scale by focusing on spatial scale, and the

implications arising from aggregation issues and inferences that contribute to the

fundamental problem of ecological fallacy. If, as Bird (1989:22) suggests, different

scales of approach may eventuate in different results and study outcomes, then it is

important to understand scale not solely as a ‘‘mechanism’’ or scalar measure of data

accuracy or cartographic display, but as a conceptual primateur in the production

and reproduction of space. This paper focuses on the theoretical link between data

scale and the inferences that can be drawn from scale-conditioned studies.

DEFINING SCALE

The term scale has acquired multiple connotations and some ambiguity because of

its several meanings and abstract complexities. By far the most commonly recog-

nized and widespread use of the term is that it represents a level of spatial

representation, as commonly used in cartography, and defines the relationship

between distance on a map image and the corresponding difference in reality.

Some authors perceive scale more broadly as a level of spatio-temporal represen-

tation, experience, or organization of events and processes (Gregory, 1994:543;

Smith, 2000:724). Scale is certainly used in the context of regional scale and, more

recently, has centered on the causal mechanisms derived from the globalization of

capitalism and modernity (Gregory, 1994:544). These latter questions on the the-

orization and representation of scale and the political economy of scale clearly

extend the meaning of scale well beyond more traditional notions of its usage in

spatial science and analytical method (1994:544).
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Beyond these very broad definitions of scale, a number of authors have sought

to provide greater specificity of its varied meanings (Dungan et al., 2002;

Meentemeyer, 1989). Gregory (1994:544) draws on the work of Haggett (1965)

and Harvey (1969) to identify three basic questions of scale. Scale coverage refers

to the need to study the world at all relevant scales using exploration, resurvey, and

sampling procedures. Scale standardization refers to the need to aggregate and

weight areal procedures in order to obtain the necessary data for analysis. Finally,

scale linkage applies to the need to link scaled studies at a comparative ‘‘same-

level’’ relation, as a contextual relation, high to low levels, or as an aggregative

relation, low to high levels. As Gregory rightly points out, the linkage of scales

between high to low and low to high levels brings about concerns for ecological

fallacy because ‘‘generalizations about patterns and processes at one level of scale

may not hold true at another level’’ (1994:544).

Smith (2000:724) also identifies three discernible meanings of scale: carto-
graphic scale, methodological scale, and geographical scale. Cartographic scale, as

its name suggests, refers to the level of abstraction at which a map is constructed

and its relative correspondence to reality. Methodological scale refers to the scale

selected by a researcher in order to garner the information necessary to pursue a

research problem. Smith suggests cartographic scale and methodological scale

relate more to issues of specific processes in the human and physical landscape

and are therefore distinct from the conceptual abstraction implied by geographical

scale. In contrast to these two conceptualizations, Smith (2000:725) suggests the

third meaning of scale, geographical scale, which represents an overarching con-

ceptual abstraction lain over these scaled landscapes. Methodological and geo-

graphical scale, he suggests, were not significantly separated in the minds of

researchers until the 1980s and have only come to the fore more recently in the

wake of social theory, Marxist Geography, and a focus on the ways in which space

is produced, reproduced, and redifferentiated into places, groups of places, and

social units (Smith, 2000:725). Smith (2000:725; and see McMaster and Sheppard,

2004) also suggests that geographical scale is not natural or given but provides

a central organizing principle according to which geographical differentiation takes place. It is a

metric of spatial differentiation: it arbitrates and organizes the kinds of spatial differentiation that

frames the landscape. As such, it is the production of geographical scale rather than scale per se

that is the appropriate research focus.

This moves the discussion of scale a considerable distance from the early

interpretations of scale in geographic enquiry as a level of detail ranging from the

local to the global and the interaction between these scales – what Bird (1989) refers

to as micro-scale, mesoscale, and macroscale. Geographical scale, as defined by

Smith, even moves beyond Gregory’s focus on how space and scale articulates and

influences the examination of substantive processes (Gregory, 1994). Hierarchy

theory draws on ecological approaches to scale that involves a system of vertical

and horizontal structures of levels wherein subsystems operate at spatial and

temporal scales that are nested series within a hierarchical system (Levin, 1992;

McMaster and Sheppard, 2004). Interactions are stronger within these structures or

‘‘holons’’ than between them and analysis is facilitated because it is assumed that

spatial and temporal scales covary simultaneously (McMaster and Sheppard, 2004).
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These meanings and interpretations are applicable, if not central, to most discip-

lines, but especially archaeology, geography and ecology, where studies tend to be

predominantly scale dependent.

While these multiple meanings and complex abstractions of scale have pro-

vided opportunity for rethinking notions of scale, invariably they have contributed

more to a growing confusion about scale, and how scale impacts studies. Several

authors writing on scale issues have referred to the multiple meanings of the term

and to the many interpretations that accompany these definitions (Goodchild and

Quattrachi, 1996; Mcmaster and Sheppard, 2004; Tate and Atkinson, 2001). Indeed,

Goodchild and Quattrachi (1996) refer to the over half column in Webster’s

dictionary dedicated to defining scale. To complicate matters still further, they

suggest that scale also has different meanings in different disciplines. The landscape

ecologist, for example, focuses on ‘‘grain’’ as a measure of the size of patch or

discrete habitat in the landscape. To a GIS user, scale can refer to the geographical

extent of a study and to the degree of detail or content exhibited. At a 1:2,400 scale,

archaeological sites may well be represented in a GIS as polygonal units whereas at

a 1:50,000 scale these same sites could be represented as point data. In the latter,

scale is inferred to represent accuracy, or conversely is an assessment of error.

Scale can also be used to infer a level of representation. Scholars in different

disciplines often use small-scale and large-scale in seemingly opposing senses

meaning coarse scale, large area – small scale, and fine scale, small area – large

scale, or as ‘‘large’’ areal extent or ‘‘small’’ areal extent (Goodchild and Quat-

trachi, 1996). The latter reflects another use of the term scale in representing the

areal extent of a study. Scale and resolution are also interrelated in that resolution

defines the smallest object or feature that is discernible in the data. Scale and

resolution are related because there is a lower limit to the size of an object that

can be usefully distinguished, sampled, or represented. As scale becomes coarser,

so resolution diminishes. In this respect scale is the basic dimension of generaliza-

tion that, by definition, must introduce uncertainty into the representation of the

real phenomenon. Here, the larger the scale, the less the generalization and

the greater the apparent detail (Goodchild and Quattrachi, 1996). However, gener-

alization should not simply be equated with less information, for generalization

could add information rather than reduce it simply by the ability to display more

features for a larger areal unit. Scale is thus intertwined with issues of data

measurement, data accuracy, and data resolution. Absolute and relative scale of

course are not synonymous, for while absolute scale is tied to Euclidian space and is

underpinned by measured space, relative distance can be based on more than

measured distance (Meentemeyer, 1989). Social distance and relative access are

not based on a Euclidian construct but suggest different ways of understanding

space and scale. Spatio-temporal scaling is a further conceptual and methodological

problem that applies to almost all social sciences, though GIS is increasingly

exacerbating the issues because of its ability to move beyond the restrictions

previously imposed by the static and controlled environment of the paper map.

Representations of the real world are based on spatial and temporal data usually

captured at a limited range of scales and scale issues plague data collection efforts

as well as subsequent analyses. Data at ‘‘sub-optimal’’ scales are sometimes all that
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is available and GIS users must be very conscious of this constraint on the validity

and quality of results. The dramatic diffusion of GIScience, GISci (Geographical

Information Science), forces disciplines, even those long acquainted with the use

of geographical information, to reconsider and reflect on the changes that this

technology brings. Scale issues certainly come to the fore in matters of GIS

and GISci.

Finally, while the definitions outlined above do not deliberately set out to

portray a linear conceptualization of scale, a perception of linear scale certainly

predominates based on an assumed scale linkage extending from the local to the

global, or even a metaphysical scale that continues beyond the earth (Ferber and

Harris, 2005). Smith (2000:725) proposes a loose nested hierarchical schema of

geographical scales from the body, home, and community through to the local,

regional, national and global and suggests that the production of scale is not

arbitrary or even voluntary but is ordered and contested. It is also appropriate,

however, to consider scale as a non-hierarchical relation. In this regard, Ferber

(2005) suggests that in addition to the ontological complexities of scale given by

Smith and Gregory that a hermeneutical perspective might also apply. Thus Herod

and Wright (2002) refer to scalar metaphors that also frame the discussion of

scale. Herod suggests four scale metaphors that comprise the ladder, the more

traditional linear perception of scale with the local at the base and the global at

the top of the ladder, as well as the circle, the Matryoshka doll, and the network.

The Matryoshka doll scale metaphor suggests that each level of scale can be

larger or smaller than another but is not necessarily hierarchical or linear in the

sense of being above or below the other as in the scale ladder metaphor. The circle

metaphor suggests a scale linkage in which scale relations surround one another.

The network metaphor suggests that places can be either local or global and are not

constrained by traditional notions of Euclidian space. Thus earthworm type tunnels

could connect one scaled place to another but one scale is neither above, below,

or surrounding the other; rather each scale level is positioned beside the other.

This perhaps comes closest to Smith’s (2000:726) suggestion of the simultaneity

of scales.

SPATIAL DATA AND SCALE IN GIS

Because our understanding of scale largely originates from the historical use of the

traditional non-dynamic paper map, the flexibility and dynamism of digital GIS

represents new and significant challenges to the understanding of scale issues. On

the paper map, the scale of display remains fixed because it is the scale of the output

map product. The ability of a user to alter or change that ratio in traditional paper-

based maps is severely limited. However, digital mapping allows the user to vary

this fixed constant, and provides unfortunate opportunities for the misuse of display

scale. Many will have probably heard or experienced the horror stories of those

who, in their search for supposedly ‘‘larger scale’’ data, photocopied and enlarged

paper maps thinking they were changing the scale of the map. Of course, while the

ratio between map units and real world units had changed, the original scale at
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which the data had been captured remained the same. The distinction between scale

of data capture and the scale of data display is critical to understand in GIS usage.

The ease with which GIS enables the important ratio of scale to be changed,

demands that care and attention must be exercised regarding its use.

GIS studies are often undertaken by researchers using spatial data created by

others, and over which the researcher has little control and, despite metadata,

possibly only limited understanding about the limitations, purpose, or ontology of

that data (Gahegan, 2005). Decisions or interpretations are often made based on

geographic scales and units determined by other groups and which are invariably

aligned with areal units defined by bureaucratic or political purposes. Thus, the

scale of data used in a GIS is often outside the control of the geographer or

archaeologist and is determined or inherited from data collection efforts or activities

designed for different purposes. Given the substantial cost of obtaining GIS data

this trend will likely continue. Archaeologists are unlikely to be able to control the

entire process of project data collection, compilation, management, analysis and

modeling. It is entirely possible then, that the digital spatial data available for many

GIS-archaeological projects will not match the scales at which processes are

actually operating. Science in this respect will become complex, more interpretive,

and highly scale dependent. What are required, of course, are analytical techniques

that will work at different scales of analysis or at scales that are not considered ideal

(Goodchild and Quattrochi, 1996).

One of the powerful functional features of GIS is its capacity to integrate

multi-scale data captured at a variety of scales. This implies, however, that the

implications of utilizing data captured at different scales are fully understood.

Given that scale represents the extent of detail in the digital representation of real

world features, the issue of generalization has significant impact on the integration

and use of multi-scale data. A well-known question posed to geography students

studying the fractal nature of landscape is to ask them to estimate the length of a

specified coastline. The subsequent discussion on the fractal nature of lines reveals

that such a distance is infinite, for the length of a coastline is a property of the scale

at which the information is collected (Mandelbrot, 1977). From space, the length of

the measured coastline will reflect the need to severely generalize the coast’s

sampling points; much more so than if the coast were measured from a lower

altitude. If the line sampling were to shift to a sampling measure based on walking

the coastline then the line will be considerably more complex and ‘‘wiggly’’.

Although Mandelbrot discovered that the fractal nature of landscape was relatively

constant across a range of scales, nonetheless, the actual line lengths will vary

depending on the sampling density and line generalization. Ultimately, one could go

the extent of measuring around every boulder or even grains of sand to calculate the

length of a coastline – the coastline length thus depends on the level of scale and the

resultant effect of coordinate point sampling on the line generalization. The meas-

urement of shore length is thus a function of the density of sample points and the

scale used to describe it. This continuum of scales enforces the generalization or

simplification of features, or the densification of such features, as one transitions

from the macro to the micro-scale and vice versa.
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Overlaying data captured at different scales creates similar issues as to how

line features are captured or depicted – whether at coarser or finer scale. Scale in

this respect reflects the generalized geometry at which the feature was defined (see

Figure 3.1). Overlaying feature data captured at one scale onto another feature

captured at a different scale is prone to produce scale artifacts and significant error

if appropriate care is not exercised. In the hypothetical schematic Figure 3.1, two

data sets representing road and stream features were ostensibly captured at a

1:24,000 scale and represent a comparable level of sampling and line generaliza-

tion. If a data coverage of one of these features was captured at 1:100,000 scale then

the line representation is further generalized with fewer coordinates to describe the

feature geometry. Overlaying features captured at different scales thus has the

potential to produce spurious errors, as in this example where the overlay of features

captured at two different scales generates several crossing points of the stream

whereas at a more appropriate scale no such crossings are portrayed.

Scale then has a significant impact on the results of a GIS analysis. Consider an

extrapolation of the mixed scale example in Figure 3.1 to an application to calculate

the time taken to transport patients from several townships to a trauma hospital

using network analysis in which road conditions and speeds, turning directions, and

traffic directions were included in the calculation. Significantly, and irrespective of

Stream 1:24,000
Road   1:24,000

Stream 1:24,000
Road   1:100,000

Figure 3-1. Implications from the integration of multi-scale data.
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the sophistication of the network algorithm, the distance and time taken to cover the

respective distances between township and trauma hospital will vary markedly as the

scale of the road network line representation is changed. Based on student studies of

this problem, we found that as the road network becomes less generalized and the

sampling points more dense to represent greater detail in the sinuosity of the road, so

the ‘‘length’’ of the road ‘‘increased’’, by as much as one third when performing

analysis at 1:100,000 and 1:24,000 scales. This is not dissimilar to the inference made

by Mandelbrot and his wiggly lines. Appreciating the impact of data scale on

analytical outcomes is a critical part in the appropriate use of GIS technology.

Ecological Fallacy

The advent and rapid diffusion of GIS then has intruded scale into the frontline of

spatial analysis and a multiplicity of users must now grapple with spatial data and

scale issues. The utility and appropriateness of spatial data is invariably related to

the scale of geographic representation in the form of the attribution, accuracy, and

resolution of the spatial geometry used to describe the spatial primitives of point,

line, polygon, and pixel. In addition to the issues of data scale and data represen-

tation discussed above, this paper also focuses on the deeper underlying implica-

tions arising from scale. While the issues of line generalization, scale of data

capture and display, are problematic, the influence of scale inference as conceptu-

alized in ecological fallacy and in the aggregation effects of the Modifiable Areal

Unit Problem are even less well known but equally problematic.

Haggett suggests that scale obtrudes into geographical studies because of the

problem of linking results obtained at one scale of analysis to those obtained at

another (Haggett, 1965:164). In particular, he proposed that scale is problematic

because of: (a) the variety of studies undertaken at differing areal extents – the

scale-coverage problem; (b) the desire to link results obtained at one scale to those

obtained at another – the scale-linkage problem; and (c) the problems of standard-

izing data that are captured at a variety of fixed scales – the scale-standardization

problem. Invariably scale is a factor in most analyses simply because of the need to

change scale in order to comprehend the enormity of the area covered. In the

context of the scale standardization problem Haggett suggested that differing

statistical results could be obtained by changing the boundaries of the areal units

for which the data was first captured (Haggett, 1965:179). If differing outcomes can

be obtained by aggregating areal units in differing ways then this issue is highly

problematic for researchers. This concern lies at the heart of what became known as

the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, MAUP, which bedevils much of areal unit

based GIS analysis. In the context of the scale-linkage problem, Haggett also

identified a concern that is now known by the term ecological fallacy.

Robinson first highlighted the potential concerns about ecological fallacy in

1950, and Alker (1969), advanced and extended Robinson’s revolutionary ideas by

outlining several forms of ecological fallacy. Reduced to its essential elements,

ecological fallacy occurs in several forms. Individualistic fallacy occurs when

attempts are made to impute macrolevel, aggregate, relationships from micro-level,
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individual, relationships. Cross-level fallacy occurs when one makes inferences from

one sub-population to another sub-population at the same level of analysis. Eco-
logical fallacy is the opposite of individualistic fallacy in that it involves making

inferences from higher to lower levels of analysis, from coarse to fine. A derivative of

ecological fallacy is to be found in the modifiable areal unit problem that questions

the assumption that relationships observed at one level of population aggregation are

a universal feature of that population (Alker 1969).

Ecological fallacy represents a little known but continuing and unresolved

issue in the analysis and interpretation of geographical and archaeological phenom-

enon. As the name suggests, the fallacy is especially prominent in the field of

ecology where data scale ranges from the individual plant to forest ecosystems

(Levin, 1992; Dungan et al., 2002; Turner et al., 1989; Wiens et al., 1993). In

essence, ecological fallacy suggests that scale underpins the patterns that we see and

our ability to understand the processes that we cannot see. Perhaps here a simple

rhetorical question positions the quandary well. Can the operation of a forest

ecosystem be determined if the problem were studied at the scale of a leaf? Equally,

can one understand the physiology of a leaf if the problem were examined at the

scale of the forest? As early as 1956 Mccarty et al. (1956, quoted in Haggett,

1965:170) provided insight into the implications of pursuing analysis at different

scales and he concisely captures the tenor of ecological fallacy.

In geographic investigation it is apparent that conclusions derived from studies made at one scale

should not be expected to apply to problems whose data are expressed at other scales. Every

change in scale will bring about the statement of a new problem, and there is no basis for

assessing that associations existing at one scale will also exist at another.

Bird (1956), for example, discovered in a comparative study of Cornwall and

Brittany that at a small scale of analysis he determined the areas to have similar

characteristics. However, when viewed at a large scale he found the areas to be

essentially dissimilar. Delcourt et al., (1983) study of the influence of scale on ecology

reinforces this. He found that each major process operating on a landscape occurred

over a limited range of characteristic scales. Thus, the process of secondary succes-

sion operated over a particular range of both time and space, and this differed from the

process of speciation extinction which process was observable and interpretable at a

coarser spatial and temporal scale. Importantly, Delcourt noted that temporal and

spatial scales in ecology are usually linked and co-vary because of the influence of the

transportation mechanism in ecology. This study, undertaken over 40 years ago,

should be instrumental to GIS practitioners in archaeology and unless this is explicitly

recognized, many results derived from spatial analytical studies may be meaningless.

The implications of ecological fallacy for archaeologists are significant for if con-

clusions derived at one scale of analysis should not be expected to apply to problems

expressed at other scales, then it is unclear whether the patterns and understanding of

an archaeological phenomenon are in fact an artifact of scale dependency.

Given the range of scale used in archaeological analysis, from intra-site to

intersite, such cautionary warnings are poignant. No single mechanism can explain

patterns at all scales, and these mechanisms typically operate at different scales than

the scales at which the patterns are observed (Levin, 1992; Gardner et al., 1989;

Addicott et al., 1987; Dale et al., 1989; Schwartz, 1994). Some geographic patterns
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only become apparent at a certain scale and when ‘‘viewed’’ at a certain distance. As

studies move progressively from fine scale to coarse scale, it is unknown whether

patterns and processes change smoothly and gradually, or abruptly. To move from the

individual micro-organism to the macro-scale it is crucial to understand how infor-

mation becomes discernible as scale changes from fine to coarse scales (Jarvis and

McNaughton, 1986). The key to understanding how information is transferred across

scales is to determine what information is preserved and what information is lost as

one moves from one scale to the other (Levin, 1992). The effects of moving from one

scale to another has received some discussion (Haggett, 1965; Harvey, 1968; Hudson,

1992) but central to the concern about scale change is the extent to which our

understanding of patterns and processes obtained at one scale level may be valid or

invalid at another level. This is the basis of ecological fallacy.

THE MODIFIABLE AREAL UNIT PROBLEM

The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, MAUP, is probably one of the most widely

recognized forms of ecological fallacy. The MAUP is related to the extent to which

the choice of areal unit impacts the results of analysis. In the MAUP, ecological

fallacy arises when findings obtained from the analysis of grouped data aggregated

into areal units of one specific type are then inferred as applying to all the

individuals who formed that group (Openshaw, 1984:8). Heywood et al. (2002:8)

defines the MAUP as ‘‘a problem arising from the imposition of artificial units of

spatial reporting on continuous geographical phenomenon resulting in the gener-

ation of artificial spatial patterns.’’ The MAUP is endemic to all analyses involving

areal data and although the MAUP is generally well known by geographers, it is

questionable to what extent the problem is understood by the broader GIS commu-

nity or related spatial disciplines (Openshaw and Johnston, 1981; Openshaw and

Taylor, 1979; Openshaw and Alvandies, 1999). Whether the problem is acknow-

ledged or not, it is often, as with other aspects of scale, just ignored or assumed

away as being insoluble.

One of the best concise studies laying out the case explaining the MAUP and

detailing the severity and implications of the problem is a monograph by Openshaw

(1983; see also Openshaw and Taylor, 1979). According to Openshaw (1983:8) the

MAUP is comprised of three separate but very related problems:

1. a scale problem in which there are questions as to the number of zonal units

needed for a study and the significant variation in results that can

arise as data is progressively aggregated into fewer and larger units of

analysis;

2. an aggregation problem that raises questions about how data are to be

aggregated and the variation in results that may arise due to the use of

possible alternative aggregation schemes at equal or similar scales; and

3. the impact of ecological fallacy in instances where spatially aggregated data

are used to infer similar characteristics on those individuals who populated

the aggregated zones.
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In many geographical and archaeological studies, individual data are often

assigned to areal units that form the base spatial units for the study of some

phenomenon. In many instances, these units are themselves subsequently aggre-

gated into larger units. Openshaw indicates that these units are invariably modifi-

able and could take many forms, but that no fixed rules exist as to how the units are

first generated. ‘‘Quite simply, the areal units . . . used in many geographical studies

are arbitrary, modifiable, and subject to the whims and fancies of whoever is doing,

or did, the aggregating’’ (Openshaw 1983:3).

The census enumeration unit is a good example of a modifiable zone that is

‘‘designed’’ such that an enumerator may reasonably take a census of a number of

non-modifiable households (Cleave et al., 1995; Tranmer and Steel, 1998). The

enumeration units may have some geographical basis but in many instances, they

may simply be determined to meet the operational requirements of the census taker

or government administration. Many geographic data refer to similar points in space

that are, in turn, aggregated into larger spatial units that are arbitrary and modifi-

able. As a result, the units have no intrinsic geographical meaning (Openshaw,

1983). This factor is what Openshaw sees as the crux of the MAUP problem. There

are many modifiable, arbitrarily defined units used in spatial analysis but few

non-modifiable units. If most areal units are arbitrary and modifiable then so too

might be the results of any spatial analysis, which could be heavily dependent on the

defined modifiable units, employed (Openshaw, 1983:4). Furthermore, if different

rules of aggregation were applied to generate an almost infinite number of modi-

fiable units then the resulting patterns may too vary markedly and be artifacts not of

the underlying geography or archaeology, but of the modifiable units and the unit

aggregation procedures applied. The lack of established rules or standards contrib-

ute to the lack of verifiable practice and the understanding of replicable error.

The MAUP is clearly a factor when defining electoral boundaries and the lack

of established rules are well illustrated by the term ‘‘gerrymandering’’ where the

outcome of the electoral districting is distinctly influenced by the modifiable unit

employed. Irrespective of outright gerrymandering, Johnston and Rossiter (1982),

indicate that the relative success of political parties in the United Kingdom is

substantially influenced by the specific aggregation procedure used to combine

contiguous electoral wards into parliamentary constituencies. Dummer found that

different results could be generated from analyses of stillbirth deaths depending on

whether he used wards or postcode sectors as the base zonal unit (Dummer,

2002:37). In addition to being wary of inferring that individuals in each area

share the same attributes, the ecological fallacy, Dummer also identified the

MAUP as the root cause of the varying interpretation of areal results and concluded

that the choice of areal unit and the data aggregation process influenced the

observed pattern. Krieger et al. (2002) in an analysis of area-based socio-economic

measures for monitoring population health found inconsistent results between

findings using census and tract block and zip codes. As Openshaw (1983:5),

found ‘‘. . . . different aggregations yield different results but without any system-

atic trends emerging that can be used for prediction or correction purposes.’’

Openshaw (1983, 1984), for example, found that because of the scale effect of

ecological fallacy, the larger the unit of aggregation the larger on average is the
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correlation between two variables. Furthermore, Openshaw and Taylor (1979,

1981) found that because of the aggregation effect that a very large number of

possible zonal aggregations generates a distribution curve of possible correlation

values between two variables which, although leptokurtic, may cover the full range

from �1.0 to þ1.0. Openshaw saw this conundrum as an opportunity to move away

from rigid and aspatial statistics to new techniques that cater to the needs that

geographical analysis brings (Openshaw 1983:6).

CONCLUSION

An understanding of scale is central to recording and interpreting archaeological

patterns and process in the landscape. Scale and the analysis and interpretation of

spatial pattern and process are interwoven. In looking to the future, several lines of

inquiry for handling multi-scale data are discernible. Core questions relate to

identifying an appropriate scale of analysis and determining that a chosen scale is

appropriate to the study in hand and whether the results can be extrapolated from

one scale to another. These questions also extend to identifying and understanding

scale effects on geographical analysis. Goodchild (2001) in his discussion of the

science of scale posed several tasks and questions for further investigation. These

questions include: identifying what human or physical systems are invariant to the

influence of scale; identifying the possibilities for transforming between scales;

recognizing the impact of scale change on information loss and how an understand-

ing of process is manifested or impacted by changes in scale; exploring the role of

scale in the parameterization of process models and how models are affected by the

use of data at inappropriate scales; and pursuing the implementation and integration

of multi-scale data and databases.

Central to any resolution of ecological fallacy is to recognize that the problem

exists and to be sensitive to analyses that involve the potential for fallacy. Eco-

logical fallacy and the inability to distinguish between the spatial associations of

aggregated data from the real associations of the non-modifiable individual data

prior to aggregation is endemic to all analyses of areal data and spatially aggregated

zones (Openshaw, 1983). Openshaw (1983) and Goodchild (2001) suggest that the

MAUP and the question of scale is not only a fundamental and universal geograph-

ical problem but probably the most important unresolved problem left in spatial

analysis. Openshaw (1983) suggests that several options exist for handling the

MAUP. One option is to ignore the problem and the potential impact on study

results as long as such results are plausible. Such a decision need not be based solely

on ignorance but a conscious one that assumes that the zoning systems are inde-

pendent of the geography and that aggregation procedures have little impact on the

results. Given the lack of discussion in many studies of ecological fallacy or the

MAUP, Openshaw considers this option to be implicitly the accepted case.

A second option is to accept that the MAUP is an insoluble problem, that re-

searchers have little control over the zonal system anyway, though they do in

cases of re-aggregation, and that no solutions are known. A further option is that

understanding the MAUP provides an opportunity for a geographical and not just a
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statistical solution such that a variety of zoning systems might be tested for the same

data at multiple scales or zonal aggregations. The MAUP is particularly problematic

because the effects are not consistent and is it not easy to determine how differing

modifiable spatial units impact differing non-modifiable data. There is thus a need

to search for techniques that are frame independent and avoid aggregation bias

(Kousser, 2001; Tobler, 1989) where the method is independent of scale and the

geographical unit (Cleave et al, 1995; Holt et al., 1996; King, 1997; Tranmer and

Steel, 1998; Johnston and Pattie, 2001; Usery, 2000; Openshaw and Alvanides,

1999; Mennis, 2002; Fotheringham et al, 2001; Nakaya, 2000; Tate and Wood,

2001; Withers, 2001). Larger spatial units may create greater stability in the results

but may also mask important geographical variation that might be found at smaller

units of aggregation. As Goodchild and Quattrochi (1996:5) write, ‘‘As science

becomes more complex, data-dependent, and multidisciplinary, it is more and

more important that we develop the tools and techniques needed to operate at

multiple scales, to work with data whose scales are not necessarily ideal, and to

produce results that can be aggregated or disaggregated in ways that suit the

decision-making process’’.

In 1965, Haggett suggested that while scale problems were a traditional

problem in geography, at that time he considered that scale was becoming more

acutely recognized and provided a very real challenge to Geography. Optimistically

one might assume that practitioners now generally recognize the importance of

scale though Cao and Lam (1996) refer to the ignorance of many geographers,

let alone the broader community, to these very same issues of scale, ecological

fallacy, and the MAUP. The advent of GIS and its broad acceptance into main-

stream information technology use will only increase the likelihood of scale mis-

understanding and misuse. While Bird (1989:19) suggested that geographer’s eyes

light up at the mention of scale, Haggett (1965:183) equally suggested that many

continue to work in ‘‘happy or perverse oblivion to the problems’’ that scale brings.

Given the fundamental importance of space and scale in archaeology it is critical

that archaeologists acknowledge and struggle with these concepts and refuse to

work in perverse oblivion to the problems of scale.
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CHAPTER 4

Artifacts as Social Interference:

The Politics of Spatial Scale

H. Martin Wobst

INTRODUCTION

This is an article on the theory of method in archaeology. Often spatial method

structures the archaeological record quite contrary to the goals of archaeologists.

Even before archaeologists have posed their questions, defined their problems,

or spelled out their research designs, spatial method may have structured

their data already. Such a pre-given data structure might make it difficult,

if not impossible, to reach certain kinds of conclusions, while making other

conclusions virtually inescapable. My article argues that theory needs to instruct

spatial method at any point of archaeological practice lest archaeologists lose

theoretical control over their research. There are four parts to my argument. I lay

out some basic assumptions, caricature normal archaeological practice, lay out a

theoretical critique of that practice, and develop some alternatives to present

practice.

SOME BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

One must assume that archaeological data, the material products and precedents of

human behavior, are continuously distributed across space (see, for example, Wobst,

1979, 1983). If one plotted them as counts of artifacts, or as intensity of observable

human material impact, the archaeological record would form a globe-encircling

envelope. This envelope would have some steep peaks (our ‘‘sites’’), as well as large

areas of low values and vast stretches of virtually zero readings. Archaeologists, and

social scientists, usually allocate their data to socio-spatial units, that is, cohesive,

bounded nonoverlapping spatial entities, for describing, analyzing, and theorizing.

In theory, these socio-spatial units range from points (a point reading of human

material impact, an artifact or a grouping of artifacts) as the smallest possible unit
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size, to one continuous entity (the entire archaeological record, discovered and

as yet undiscovered) at the largest possible unit size, with an infinity of potential

spatial unit sizes in between. At each unit size, one would learn something different

about human behavior. Presumably, at the smallest sizes, counts or differential

intensity readings would heavily depend on local variables such as earthworms; at

the largest ones, earthworms would not have much impact on the observations, their

place being taken by global processes such as colonialism or world systems,

with regional and interregional variables gaining in archaeological visibility in the

middle ranges of unit sizes.

Like the archaeological record, the human population surface is continuous

around the world. Per geographic unit in which it is measured, it has a few

steep peaks (cities, rock concerts), and many areas of intermediate (the oikoumene)

and low counts (deserts, oceans). Modern humans have shown that they can

organize themselves into units of any size, from living the life of a hermit to

organizing a world government, with an infinite number of socio-spatial unit sizes

in between. The same individual can subscribe to membership in a multitude of

spatial entities of different geographic inclusiveness (for example, nation, county,

and township). Socio-spatial entities of the same kind or size may overlap in

space or personnel, with people having multiple, often competing allegiances

(e.g., Kurds in Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Syria). Such socio-spatial entities are not

essential attributes of humans, but are constructed, shored up, and maintained by

cultural process. They need to compete for allegiance and membership, and a

given member may alternatively champion, resist, or sabotage them. Socio-spatial

units are never complete, but forever in a process of construction. Membership is

never resolved, but in a field of tension between fusion and fission, voluntary

subscription, recruitment and resistance. Socio-spatial entities are thus forever in

motion.

Artifacts, the material products and precedents of human behavior, including

of the behavior to form and disband socio-spatial bonds, should sensitively track

this motion. Certain socio-spatial entities, particularly toward the more inclusive

sizes, are even unthinkable without certain kinds of artifacts (such as flags and

boundary markers, record keeping, uniforms, or currency). How has archaeological

practice dealt with all of this motion?

NORMAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRACTICE

There should be an infinity of potential unit sizes through which one could look at

human performance on this globe today and in the archaeological record. From this

potential infinity, archaeologists select a very few. Archaeological space is usually

surveyed, excavated, reported, and theorized only with a very small sample of

preferred spatial unit sizes. Cultural research management practice, method and

textbooks, archaeological field schools, and introductory archaeology classes center

on these grid sizes. Going from smallest to largest, archaeologists usually talk about

behavior in the spatial units of artifact, feature, household, community, region,

culture, country, and continent. It is my sense that most archaeologists would tend
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to view these entities as ‘‘natural’’ ones. They are often juxtaposed to the arbitrary

square grid sizes for fieldwork units, the likes of 5�5 or 10�10 square feet or

square meters, or the larger field survey tracks (even though these grid sizes

are obviously arbitrary, their size is often justified to be large enough so that they

may reliably intercept the afore-mentioned ‘‘natural’’ socio-spatial entities) (cf.,

Dincauze et al., 1981).

Short of artifacts that are points, features are the next inclusive unit of analysis,

description and explanation. Conceptualized as disturbances of the background

matrix in the field, features such as fireplaces or storage pits serve to situate

activities; and activities thus located are thought to be, in part, explained by that

association. ‘‘Structures,’’ while they are technically also features, are usually the

next stepping point on the march of archaeologists from smallest to largest unit in

tying down human behavior in space, the likes of tent circles or house foundations –

modifications of the ground suitable for dwellers, or functionally related to dwell-

ing. Behavior in and around such structures is thought as having been anchored in

this material evidence of residence and dwelling. In social terms, structures are

usually related to ‘‘households,’’ that is, to coresident and cooperating groups of

closest relatives.

If we increase our spatial inclusiveness beyond households, we are looking for

communities next (which are thought to generate our commonsensical ‘‘sites’’ or

‘‘settlements,’’ although, of course, even a single artifact could be called a site). We

imagine communities composed of clustered ‘‘households’’ when we see cohesive,

dense and intensive materiality. Intense marking at their periphery (e.g.,

walls and moats) or at their center (e.g., church spires), helps us to infer the

presence of these entities. We often envision such remains to have been the

product, the outflow, and the material reflection of community. Thus, ‘‘the Leverett

Community’’ in Massachusetts (where I live) has as its artifact ‘‘the Town

of Leverett,’’ with its not yet archaeological but quite material ‘‘correlates’’ of

a town hall, a Congregational Church, a garbage dump, and an elementary

school. This community contrasts with the ‘‘Amherst community’’ (where I work)

from which it is separated by fields and woods. That community has its own

material ‘‘correlates,’’ in its own town hall, garbage dump, and schools. The

artifacts that mark these spaces as separate and different are seen as attributes of

the assumed communities.

Regions, cultures, or societies are about as inclusive as habitual units of

archaeological integration get: groups of communities, similar in attributes, sur-

rounded by contrastive materiality or by empty space as in valley or island cultures.

We assume the people in such entities to share characteristics and values, thus

generating similarity within, in the materials they generate and leave behind,

in difference to the material products of other such entities. Thus, when we hear

‘‘the Germans,’’ ‘‘the Connecticut Valley,’’ or ‘‘Maine,’’ we imagine households

grouped into communities grouped into regional cultures, each with material

characteristics that are internally homogeneous, and different from ‘‘the French,’’

‘‘the Hudson Valley,’’ and ‘‘Vermont’’ in this example. The theory behind such

‘‘archaeological cultures’’ or ‘‘archaeological regions’’ has been criticized for a

long time already in archaeology (see, for example, Barth, 1969). Beyond this size,
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textbooks, museums, courses, and grand syntheses may contrast spatial unit sizes

larger than the region, as in interaction spheres (Caldwell, 1965), technocomplexes

(Clark, 1968), and various other culture area formulations.

From an infinity of potential sizes for socio-spatial units, archaeologists tend to

select only four or five, thought to represent natural and pan-human ways of subdiv-

iding society. Of course, these habitual types of units, of individuals, households,

communities, and cultures, are European and Euro-American common sense. Archae-

ologists will look for the evidence in their archaeological data to be similarly consti-

tuted. If they find archaeological data that map onto these modern social units, they

assume that society must have been organized along these same scales. Once they have

that match, they will feel comfortable to map past behavior onto households, commu-

nities, or cultures. The preferred unit sizes are thought to be associated with, and to

generate, archaeological correlates, that is, material traces of their essential qualities.

When such correlates are found, archaeologists infer the presence of that scale, and

interpret archaeological finds in reference to these arenas for spatial behavior.

In the sixties and seventies, archaeologists often formalized this methodology.

Thus, Chang (1967) theorized for a ‘‘settlement archaeology’’ to help expose

‘‘communities’’; Trigger (1968:55–60) argued that ‘‘individual structures’’ should

be archaeology’s most basic units, and the principal components of communities;

and David Clarke (1968) systematized the region, and differentiated a microlevel

(within structures), from a semi-microlevel (within sites), and a macrolevel (be-

tween sites) (Clarke, 1977) – very much in cahoots with the locational geography of

the day (such as the widely read Haggett, 1965, or Chorley and Haggett, 1967). For

Binford (see, for example, 1964 or Binford et al., 1970), hunter–gatherer remains

were naturally organized into artifact, feature, site, and cultural system in the same

way that Flannery (1976) had Mesoamerican agriculturalists adapt in households,

villages, and ‘‘all the villages in a single valley.’’

THE SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF ARTIFACTS

If ‘‘social’’ units were actually human universals, and if people’s artifacts would

actually settle into the archaeological record reflecting these units, archaeological

method would be straightforward, and reconstituting the societal matrix from

archaeological traces would be easy. Looking from the top down, ‘‘obvious’’

cultural markers such as church towers would guide us to communities, and

house-walls would locate households. From the bottom up, we could systematically

search for those grid sizes, where chance was least to blame for the observed

distributions, that is, where the action of the social units of the day would have

been most marked (for an early application of this logic, see Whallon, 1973). These

two logics form the mainstay of spatial method in archaeology today.

Both logics take artifacts as products of human behavior. If a given social

entity had been present, it must have generated products – if we find its products,

the given social entity must have been a reality. From the top down, a house-wall, as

material product, is seen as a natural outflow of the resolved existence of a

household: a house-wall is there, thus, a household must have existed; a town
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wall signals the unquestionable existence of a community. From the bottom up, we

infer social entities when we have located the grid sizes at which factors other than

chance are most forcefully expressed: social units of that size must have generated

the sharp contrasts between clusters and sterile spaces.

Whether top-down or bottom-up, that approach treats artifacts as (unthinking

and obvious) fallout of real and resolved entities. Since at least 1982, with Symbols
in Action (Hodder, 1982), we should know that that is highly problematic. To users,

artifacts are devices to bring about something that would not otherwise exist or

happen; that is, they are designs to change aspects of the social world that are

considered objectionable, or to keep aspects from changing that are considered

agreeable. Thus, artifacts rarely if ever talk about uncontested or incontestable

aspects of the social world. If they did, they would waste matter, energy, or

information. If things were indeed incontestable or uncontested, why address

them at all, much less address them by producing, acquiring, using or discarding

artifacts (with their cost in energy and matter)?

To explain why people would shoulder artifactual costs, we need to think about

what they were thinking of changing! In terms of socio-spatial units and how people

materially modify their visual scapes, artifacts do not communicate that the dimen-

sions of social space are, indeed, uncontested or incontestable dimensions of social

space. They are designs to construct something that is different from what would be

if things were left alone, that is, without artifactual interference.

If artifacts are designs to shape the future, they will not describe the present.

Instead, artifacts are interventions designed to change that present, whether to

preserve it as it is (since it is thought that it would change otherwise) or to change

it (because it is thought to be unpleasantly stationary otherwise) (see Wobst, 2000).

They are designed as interferences in the anticipated trajectory of society. A given

social context, in its artifactual traces, is an amalgam of such interferences. To gain

access to social process, we need to feel our way to the competing plans with which

artifact users approach social contexts to affect their own futures and the future of

the given context. For socio-spatial units, this has immediate implications. Our

artifacts that talk about the scale of social process do not talk about scale as it once

was, but about scales to be achieved in the future. They are contributions to a

conversation about social scale, not reflections of it. They are instruments to bring

about or evade scales of social process, not mirrors of their existence.

AN INFINITY OF SCALES FOR ACTION

Social contexts are pushed and pulled by their participants toward, or away from, a

number of different social scales simultaneously. The people, the scales, and the

discourses about and among them are forever in flux and unresolved. In the recent

human past, artifacts have been a very active, if not essential part of that discourse.

They do not reflect a given socio-spatial order. Instead, they reflect attempts to

bring it about, to maintain it, to change it, or to resist it.

Let us look at individuals in the US as an example. Their individuality is forever

in contest. On one hand, people are under the constant material bombardment
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of social security cards, passports, birth and death records, credit cards, beds, personal

dining and silverware, chairs, toilet seats, diaries, etc., to constitute themselves as

independent agents, and to imagine that they are possessing free will. On the

other hand, advertising continuously tries to make them unhappy with that individu-

ation, to construct improved versions via the consumption of commodities. The

destabilization of the free-willed agent, self-empowerment via consumption, and

the affiliation with desirable and disaffiliation with undesirable groups that implies,

keep individuals and their materiality forever in flux. Artifacts chronicle that flux;

that is, they are a discourse about the unit ‘‘free-willed individual,’’ not its resolved

presence. Ironically, the material conversation about individuals should be strongest

where the ‘‘individuality’’ is most contested.

Similarly, households are not generated by gravity or nature. Artifacts that map

onto that entity do not record its existence. Rather, they attempt to interfere in

society to bring it about, to strengthen it, or to resist it. The state envisions

households with artifacts such as census forms, tax returns, zoning regulations,

building codes, inheritance laws, and the like. Household members shoot in the

same direction with family plots, bibles, dining tables, and mail boxes; house-walls,

drive-ways, and swimming pools; gardens and fences; and integrated heating-,

sound-, or vacuum systems. The principal counterstrategy is social fission. There

is a discourse about households, and that discourse eats up significant ‘‘household’’

resources.

Whose agency is fossilized in ‘‘household’’ artifacts? Who gains or loses with

or without those artifacts? The corporate entity ‘‘household’’ does not envision or

generate ‘‘household’’ artifacts, these come from a constellation of individual

household members (whose agendas often contradict each other). Such artifacts

make some members more powerful, disempower others, or raise their thresholds to

fission. If we blindly treat archaeological traces as attesting to households as

resolved, we merely empower some sectarian interests, and disempower other

ones. Given that our state considers households as natural constituents of its social

contract, we also thereby empower the state.

Community is a concept with a very positive meaning in the US. Communities

do not exist, they are in process. States make laws about, and tax, zone, and

regulate, communities. ‘‘Communities’’ are associated in our minds with adminis-

trative centers and communal institutions, moats and walls, and symbolic markers

such as church towers, statuary, and communal cemeteries. Such artifacts are easy

to see, and would be obvious to the average archaeologist. But these artifacts are not

evidence of community, but of efforts to bring about community. They do not attest

to strong community bonding or to a resolved understanding that community was a

normal and natural entity. Rather, they interfere in the discourse about community

in order to shore up that concept and the entity ‘‘community,’’ and to make fission

from it harder to think and do. The most glaring ‘‘community’’ artifacts should go

with places where doubt about community is strongest.

The same argument should apply to regions and states. Artifacts that map on to

them are not ‘‘natural’’ outflows of an internally homogeneous membership, but

attempts to make members more homogeneous. Anthems, flags, and border markers

are material interferences to bring about a bounded entity. They should be more
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intense, where doubt about borders is greatest, and where, internally, membership is

least homogeneous. They are sectarian interventions to portray that entity as

bounded by reference to external others, to generate more homogeneity where little

existed before, and to decrease the ability and ease of fission. If archaeologists

organize their data blindly into resolved agreed-to states, they merely foster those

sectarian interests. They have made the state easier to think.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT?

How then should we deal with socio-spatial units in the archaeological record?

Obviously, we have to pay closer attention to contexts and their history. Artifacts

designed to interfere on the social axes of fission and fusion can help us in feeling

our way into that discourse. Massive household walls made it harder to see one’s

continuity into the next household, and raised the start-up costs for members

who wanted to fission. It must have been in somebody’s interest (not necessarily

at the household level) to keep people’s feet nailed to the ground. Resistance to

that interest, unfortunately, does not leave equally obvious remains. The most

obvious reaction would simply be social fission, a strategy that does not leave

obtrusive artifacts in situ. Mechanical inference that merely interprets the most

obvious artifacts will always exaggerate the resolvedness of social spaces and

entities.

To take the pulse of this discourse, we can report with ease on the variation in

time, space, and medium in the sectarian measures designed to bring about social

units of certain kinds. We have to develop ways to measure the varying intensity of

these interferences, because that would speak to the importance of countervailing

forces. We also have to peel our eyeballs to instances of shirking and sabotage, as

well as discourses that otherwise subvert with artifacts the raw power of materiality.

Frequencies of dissolution, collapse, and abandonment of social entities should

sensitively track this discourse. This is actually a very accessible variable, since it

is what frees archaeological space for excavation. In those places that were left

behind by their former populations, the previous rules and material processes that

held the socio-spatial entities together have proved insufficient. Thus, these cases

illuminate the forces in context (and provide glimpses of the fissioning end of the

conversation about spatial entities winning and thus help to balance the habitual

bias for the other side of the contest to a certain degree).

Fine-grained analysis of contexts through time needs to be given more weight.

It gives me a considerable sense of optimism that even jails (as some of the most

powerful artifacts for suppressing spatial agency) do not prevent the weak from

expressing themselves materially. As shown in the archaeological analysis of the

19th century Rhode Island State Penitentiary by James Garman (Garman, 2005), or

Alejandro Haber’s (2004, personal communication) research into the materiality of

political prisoners during the Argentinean junta, even prisoners are not exhaustively

predicted by their jailer’s materiality, and leave material evidence of their resistance

as well as their humanity that is not predicted by or predicated on the socio-spatial

designs of their jailers.
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In this reporting, the central tendencies of materiality, the means, the modes,

and the medians will not be half as important in reading the content of the

conversation as the shape of that variation. Equally important is how that shape,

for a given variable, changes through time and over space, and what happens to the

spread or range of measures over time and space (see also Wobst, 1999). It is those

distributions and their changes that chronicle the discourse about spatial unit size. In

that game, the central tendency that results when such measures are grouped in time

or space may not have been in the perception of the contemporaneous players at all

and, at best, is only one of many aspects of that distribution that had been in the

visual scape of the artifact makers users or discarders, in reference to which they

placed their own material artifacts into the context or modified the ones that were

there already.

Archaeologists rarely if ever operationalize this conversation about spatial unit

size. Though his goals differ from the ones championed here, Ronald Fletcher has

been one of the path-breaking exceptions here, in his work on settlement patterns in

a wide variety of different contexts. He has always been very generous in presenting

the shape of variation for measurements of socio-spatial variables. Particularly

intriguing is an article about a 13th century Mongol hillfort in Anatolia. The time

trajectory of the distribution of measurements, relative to spatial scale, chronicles

how administratively given standard spatial measures were locally subverted. In the

end, the broadening spreads around the administratively given measures document

the eventual demise of centralized administration, at least in terms of local socio-

spatial entities (Fletcher, 1984).

On the other hand, if only the central tendency had been recorded, one might

not have been able to notice any change through time, or, since the modes in this

case did not have any behavioral relevance, any changes noticed would most likely

appear as random from generation to generation. Both of those conclusions would

have been interpreted, in ‘‘normal’’ archaeology, as reflections of the ‘‘normal’’

output of the resolved and uncontested existence of these spatial entities.

SOME CONCLUSIONS

If we do not sensitively report on the spatial contest between those who

want to materially establish or shore up socio-spatial entities and those who want

to materially resist them or evade them altogether, our results merely aggrandize

some sectarian interests at the cost of others. Most likely, our silence about socio-

spatial entities in process and in contest helps people to cocoon themselves into

bounded, nonoverlapping socio-spatial entities. It makes households, communities,

regions, and countries (or cultures) look more natural rather than cultural, more

resolved rather than in process, and more agreed on than in contest. In terms of the

specific socio-spatial units naturalized by archaeologists in the archaeological

record, we have been handmaidens of the state, making our own society easier to

think!

To break that bondage does not require more work. The central tendencies with

which archaeologists usually report on spatial organization require the same number
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and kinds of individual measurements as graphs of the shapes of measurement

distributions do. Rather, they require that spatial method is specified and applied

only after its context of application is theoretically thought through. This will assure

that our method tracks human actions sensitively, so that we can learn from our

observations about the human condition and its alternatives, rather than accidentally

destroying our data accidentally, or forever reinforcing our unevaluated biases and

prejudices.
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SECTION 2

CONSTRUCTING SCALE:

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS



CHAPTER 5

Topographical Scale

as Ideological and

Practical Affordance:

The Case of Devils Tower

Brian Leigh Molyneaux

INTRODUCTION: SCALE AS A BODILY

RELATION

The issue of scale is not a geometric matter, resolved by machine, but a problem

of perceptual engagement at the core of knowledge and understanding. While

theoretical discussion tends to focus on the fit between the scale of analysis of

archaeological phenomena and the scale of the cultural life that produced them,

the crucial relation is our own, materially and socially, to the information we

retrieve. The typical analytical environment consists of artifacts at least twice

removed from their original contexts and most often from utterly different cultures

than our own, imagined against an arid background of maps and images that

substitutes for the real world. This combination of remoteness and alienation,

which passes for objective distance, effectively removes us from the environment

of use values and relations that is cultural reality. Constructing a figurative

archaeological past from these traces may be fairly simple, but the profound

discontinuity between the situations of production and interpretation makes it

difficult to understand the circumstances that once gave them life. We need

access to ideological resources in order to view material objects as cultural

things (see, for example, Saunders’ recent (2001) investigation of the cultural

transmutation of obsidian from material to cosmological substance in

Mesoamerica).

While the relativity of use relations and values in material culture may hamper

the potential for interpretation, however, we all participate in the theatre of human

action. We may not be able to get into the heads of others, but we do share the

physical aspects of human experience that underlie ideology. The powerful have
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most obviously taken advantage of this through the aggrandizements of monumental

architecture and larger-than-life imagery. By elevating their subjects above ordinary

humanity, actually and symbolically, they diminish those who can only bear witness.

Of course power is relative: even a humble graveyard may have larger stones

promoting some special dead. No matter what the absolute scale is, such hyperbolic

fictions convey information about power and status across time, space and culture.

Indeed, we may be equally struck, or cowed, by Abu Simbel and the Statue of Liberty,

even if we know little of their meanings, because we recognize the sort of message

that outsized scale conveys.

Is the power of scale to influence perception and interpretation something

innate, or part of the politics of vision? In the following discussion, I take this issue

into the landscape, to explore ways of identifying past uses of scale as an instrument

in perception, action, and understanding.

LANDMARKS

Large-scale landmarks command particular attention because they have conspicu-

ous physical attributes that set them apart from their surroundings. While meaning

can transform an inconspicuous object or locality into a significant place, landmarks

assert themselves so dramatically that they transcend the specificities of culture.

Because of this salience, landmarks act as anchors or nodes in the cognitive maps

that enable people to find their way through the environment. But a landmark is

more than a navigational guide: it may be an organizing concept for a society

(Golledge, 1999:16) with a social description that may encompass origins, signifi-

cance, and function. A landmark becomes a meaningful cultural object through the

education of attention to this description and thus a focus for worship, respect,

admiration, or awe. It therefore affords social beliefs and actions, and becomes a

powerful means of ideological reinforcement.

While the language of a landmark description is symbolic, it needs to refer to

physical form to ensure common understanding. With the symbolic content grounded

in the material world, the knowledge of the landmark can pass across social and

cultural boundaries. A striking example is Sri Pada (‘‘Holy Footprint’’), in Sri Lanka,

known in the west since medieval times as Adam’s Peak. Since it rises near the edge

of the ocean and is visible from a great distance, this distinctive, pyramidal mountain

has been a navigational landmark for centuries. As it is an isolated peak, it also seems

extraordinarily high. The missionary Giovanni De’ Marignolli (b. ca. AD1290), who

traveled to China between 1342 and 1346, wrote that it was ‘‘perhaps after Paradise

the highest mountain on the face of the earth’’ (extract from Recollections of Travel

in the East, manuscript translated and published by Sir Henry Yule, 1866:358), and

Fra Mauro (d. AD1460), a Camaldulian monk from near Venice, thought it signifi-

cant enough to include on his Mappamundi, the most detailed map of the world to that

time (AD1457–1459).

Although the peak’s large scale attracted the attention of navigators, a small-

scale feature fired the imaginations of several great cultures and religions. Near its
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summit is a natural hollow, just under two meters long, that resembles a giant

footprint. Buddhist writings before 300BC described it as the footprint of the

Buddha; Chinese writers described it as the mark of a god or of their first ancestor;

in a Muslim legend it is the footprint that Adam left where he landed after his fall

from Paradise, the place where he stood on one foot for a thousand years in

penance; Portuguese traders in the 16th century saw it as the footprint of St.

Thomas; and Hindus see it as the footprint of the god Shiva. It is even depicted

on Fra Mauro’s great map. With this profound attention, Adam’s Peak has been an

important wayplace for centuries, visited by Marco Polo (AD1254–1324), Ibn

Batuta (AD1304–1368) and many other explorers, missionaries and pilgrims.

Among other amazing features associated with the mountain are heavy chains

that help climbers along the steepest part of the route to the summit – in one

account, put there by Alexander the Great (Giovanni De’ Marignolli, in Yule,

1866:345).

The presence of a common physical feature in diverse descriptions of a

landmark suggests that it is possible to conduct a cross-cultural study of the

relationship between perception, ideology and expression in the environment. As

topographical descriptions embody meaning and function, they provide an

ideological veneer over the landscape that may inform and complement the

archaeological record. Crucially, the physical features tend to remain intact over

the millennia, providing archaeologists with the opportunity to explore first-hand

the effects of dramatic changes in scale on meaning and understanding.

We can make the connection between past and present landscapes because the

environment presents a limited range of possibilities for perception and action. In the

radical approach to perception advocated by the psychologist James J. Gibson (e.g.,

1976), we perceive the features of the environment directly, rather than through

programmes that resolve imagery in the brain, and so exist in a complementary

relationship with our surroundings. As part of this complementarity, we perceive

environmental features in terms of affordances, the possibilities for action that they

present (see also Costall’s 1995 interpretation). With its striking form, mass and

great height, Adam’s Peak clearly presents a common situation to spectators,

asserting itself in consciousness and provoking action and interpretation – as its

notoriety shows. Indeed, we can interpret a landmark description as a cumulation of

endlessly repeated individual perceptions that in their contents share aspects of the

physical attributes of the landform despite the normal relativity of cultural content.

This phenomenon helps account for the common features in interpretations of the

anomaly on Adam’s Peak despite the great religious differences. At the scale of the

longue durée, some of a landmark’s cultural functions may change as cultures and

technologies change. Indeed, the peak is no longer a key marker in regional

navigation or, to even the most enthusiastic Christians, an entryway into Paradise,

but it remains an important pilgrimage site and a magnet for tourists in the

region. The survival of such intense affordance values into the modern world

shows that prominent topographical features have an impact beyond the specifi-

cities of culture.

As the example of Adam’s Peak suggests, nature and culture work together to

intensify affordance values. Consider Stonehenge. It is undeniably an anomaly in
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the Wiltshire countryside, but its notoriety across the world makes it seem much

bigger than the somewhat diminutive reality that some visitors perceive. What is

surely massive is its description and the expectation that follows, the result of

centuries of speculation about its origins and function, reinforced by enthusiastic

accounts of the heaviness of the stones and the immense human effort required to

transport and lift them. Such weighty significance has helped make it an icon of

ancient monuments everywhere.

The visual and emotional impacts of monumental constructions repeat end-

lessly in culture, as they strive to be seen, to direct and educate the attention of

inhabitants. Whether it is the many thousands of tons of stone devoted to Egyptian

kings, or statues of Lenin, or honorific monuments to other leaders and govern-

ments, such displays use scale explicitly as a visual form of ideological reinforce-

ment. South Dakota is the home of the Shrine of Democracy on Mount Rushmore,

where the sculpted heads of four American presidents project from the face of the

granite near the peak. Each head is about 60 ft high and set at a height that conforms

to the scale of the man, so they are almost 500 ft above the base. The original intent

was to inject money into the South Dakota economy by carving heroes of the Wild

West, such as Buffalo Bill, General George Armstrong Custer, and Sitting Bull, but

the lure of ideology was too great for an emerging industrial giant – as the sculptor,

Gutson Borglum, related in 1924, in words now entombed in the partly completed

Hall of Records near the sculptures:

We believe the dimensions of national heartbeats are greater than village impulses, greater than

city demands, greater than state dreams or ambitions. Therefore, we believe a nation’s memorial

should, like Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt, have a serenity, a nobility, a power

that reflects the gods who inspired them and suggests the gods they have become.

It is not just the appearance of a great landmark against the horizon that draws

us in; it is the dramatic shift in the scale of observation it promises. From its heights,

a landmark is an instrument that increases the range of vision. Its use can be purely

practical, as a navigational aid, or it can resonate within emotional, philosophical,

or spiritual realms of culture, as the spectator hovers between a vast earth and sky.

This dramatic contrast in perception is what makes a landmark so compelling. It

dominates the landscape, urges spectators to it, and then permits them a point of

view they cannot achieve in ordinary life – an illusory sense of mastery over the

physical environment and a superior position in the social landscape. As Barthes

(1979:17) says of the Eiffel Tower: ‘‘one can feel oneself cut off from the world and

yet the owner of a world.’’

The psychological impact of perceiving at dramatically different scales sug-

gests that we must interpret landmarks within a politics of vision. Consider Richard

Bradley’s distinction between stone circles and what he calls the ‘‘inward-looking

world of the henge’’ (1998:145) in Britain. A monumental stone circle afforded a

continuous relationship between the interior and the landscape beyond, as people

outside could observe what was happening within, while those inside could relate its

configuration to a wider world. Increasing social differentiation was incompatible

with such perceptual and conceptual freedom, and so there followed a process of

closure, supported by new religious ideologies that, in general, began to identify

particular people with particular locations in the landscape.
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Consider also church architecture, the extension of the ancient enclosed sacred

space. Cathedrals and other religious monuments are often still the most dramatic

monuments on the landscape. They were designed as much to be seen, to dominate

the landscape, so as to draw the spectator in and then to shut the world out, save for

the light from the heavens. Indeed, in a high vaulted Gothic church, the lure of the

upward gaze is almost irresistible. But churches and religions change, and in

modern religious architecture controversy surrounds new interior designs that go

against this traditional order. In the Catholic Church, the problem is that new church

interiors shift the gaze from the altar to the congregation:

. . . it is no mere accident that our churches are now designed (or remodeled as the case may well

be) ‘‘in the round,’’ placing congregants around the centralized focus of the altar table. We, the

congregants, have in effect become a part of (or have become) the sanctuary while the Blessed

Sacrament has been moved or removed from its traditional position as the focal point of the

sanctuary (Rose, 1996:1).

This democratization of perception subverts the power of the cynosure, weak-

ens the effect of the single, fixed focus. In essence, the looking away from the

original, sacred source allows a social communion, which threatens to make

society, rather than god, the subject and the object of worship.

Following these examples, we may also describe landmark studies in terms of

a politics of scale – as variation in the scale of perception becomes a way of

attracting, directing, and educating attention to meanings applied to the object

itself. In an archaeological approach, we can look at the relationship between the

patterns of speech and behaviour in landmark descriptions and the patterns of

human activity at the landmark itself.

BEAR’S LODGE, OR DEVILS TOWER

One of the most important geological and religious sites in North America, a

massive volcanic anomaly in northeastern Wyoming known to the many tribal

groups who lived in the region as Bear’s Lodge (or Bear Lodge) and to most

Euroamerican people as Devils Tower, provides an appropriate case study.

In the rugged uplands west of the Black Hills, broken by deep river valleys and

mesas, this strange object looks like the deeply furrowed stump of an enormous

tree, long ago topped by the fierce prairie winds, or the core of a great buffalo horn

(Figure 5.1). The Kiowa, who once lived to the west near the headwaters of the

Yellowstone River until early in the 19th century, recall the giant tree in their name

for this place, ‘‘Tso-aa’’ (tree rock). An actor in the film Close Encounters of the

Third Kind, which features the Tower in its story of alien contacts, described it as

‘‘a mammoth rectangle that stands out against the blue Wyoming sky as if it has

been drawn on with a fine line marker’’ (Balaban, 1978:14).

Such a place demands to be interpreted, and so it figures in the oral traditions

of tribes who lived in the region before their dispersal and confinement in the late

19th century. In 1932, an aged Crow woman, Kills-Coming-to-the-Birds, said that it

was ‘‘put there by the Great Spirit for a special reason, because it was different from
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other rocks’’ (Gunderson, 1988:32). A modern telling of the Kiowa theory of its

origin, by N. Scott Momaday (1996:8) who learned it from his grandmother, has the

essential features:

Eight children were there at play, seven sisters and their brother. Suddenly the boy was struck

dumb; he trembled and began to run upon his hands and feet. His fingers became claws, and his

body was covered with fur. Directly there was a bear where the boy had been. The sisters were

terrified; they ran, and the bear [ran] after them. They came to the stump of a great tree, and the

tree spoke to them. It bade them climb upon it, and as they did so it began to rise into the air. The

bear came to kill them, but they were just beyond its reach. It reared against the tree and scored

the bark all around with its claws. The seven sisters were borne into the sky, and they became the

stars of the Big Dipper.

Other tribes formerly or presently in the region share the essence of the story,

as shown by some of the other names for the Tower: ‘‘Dabicha Asow’’ (Bear’s

Home) for the Crow; ‘‘Woox-niii-non’’ (Bear’s Tipi) for the Arapaho; ‘‘Na

Kovea’’ (Bear’s Lodge) for the Cheyenne; and ‘‘Mato Tipi, or Tipila’’ (Bear

Lodge) for the Lakota Sioux.

When we strip these descriptions of their mythological contents, there is com-

mon ground here that relates to the ‘‘shape of meaning’’ (Molyneaux, 1991; 1997).

Each text contains the fundamental material elements that all people see and respond

to: a towering rock shaped like a giant tree trunk with deep scoring down its sides.

There is commonality as well in cultural behaviour at the site. Many American

Indians come to the Tower to worship, as their ancestors did, some of them

preparing vision quest or prayer sites in the privacy of the forest or tying small

strips and bundles of cloth as votive offerings in the trees. There is also compelling

Figure 5-1. View of Devils Tower from the south.
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archaeological evidence that their ancestors have been coming here for at least

10,000 years. While Americans of European descent may not share this religious

tradition, they too recognize the special nature of this place. In 1906, it became the

first National Monument in the United States, a measure designed to protect sites of

unique historical and scientific interest.

The question here is this: can we decipher in the oral traditions and

the archaeological evidence at Devils Tower something about ‘‘past meaningful

scales of living’’ in the terms I have discussed here, the politics of scale and vision?

A landmark is partly significant because it gives people the ability to orient in

space and to easily pass on a geographical description to others (Orians and

Heerwagen, 1992:564). American Indian people undoubtedly visualized and com-

municated geographical knowledge about the Tower over a wide area, following the

shifts in tribal territory – and forced relocation – after the coming of the white man.

This is dramatically evident in the recollections of I-See-Many-Camp-Fire-Places, a

Kiowa soldier at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, recorded in 1897 (General Scott’s notes,

Volume 1, p. 99, quoted in Stone, n.d.: 68):

No Kiowa living has ever seen this rock, but the old men have told about it – it is very far north

where the Kiowa used to live. It is a single rock with scratched sides, the marks of the bears’ claws

are there yet, rising straight up, very high. There is no other like it in the whole country, there are

no trees on it, only grass on top. The Kiowa call this rock ‘‘Tso-aa,’’ a tree rock, possibly because

it grew tall like a tree.

This was also very likely the case in prehistoric times. Hunter–gatherers would

have used this landmark in navigation and carried its description – probably

expressed in analogical or metaphorical terms similar to the extant oral

traditions – as they moved through the vast grasslands and drainages between the

western mountains and the Great Plains and along the corridor between the front

range of the Rocky Mountains and the Black Hills. It was an ideal anchor for

cognitive maps, visible at a great distance and unmistakable, and as such, a focus

of key oral traditions about the origins of land, people, and the cosmos. Indeed, in

modern times, the high meadows around the Tower are sacrosanct for American

Indians. But the archaeological evidence confounds those who might attribute the

presence of these ancestral peoples to purely religious activity – as is the common

practice today, here and at other sacred places. An archaeological survey commis-

sioned by the National Park Service showed that the grounds below the Tower

concealed a dense scatter of stone tools and manufacturing debris – the stuff of daily

life–whereas, the meadows along the Belle Fourche River valley, close to the river

resources, should have had abundant evidence of human activity, but they did not

(Molyneaux et al., 2001).

Several environmental factors may account for this unusual situation: destruc-

tion of lower elevation sites by erosion; the lure of scattered outcrops of quartzite

partly buried in the high meadows; and the sheltering effect of the Tower itself. One

find suggests another important practical function. Eroding from a narrow bench in

a very steep talus slope on the Tower flanks high above the meadows was the stem

of a Late PaleoIndian point, perhaps 10,000 years old, along with several bifaces

and a scatter of debitage. From this vantage point, the Belle Fourche River was a
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silver ribbon, winding through the valley and disappearing into the upland hills,

while the dark mass of the northern Black Hills loomed against the eastern sky.

Other recorded recollections of American Indian people about the Tower

contain crucial information related to ordinary activities. Sioux accounts that

Stone (n.d.) records in the 1930s mention camping for solitary vision quests and

rituals (Stone, n.d.: 50), camping by a band who went there to worship (Stone, n.d.:

51), and camping ‘‘because the cold winds were kept out by the hills’’ and because

it was ‘‘fine winter country . . . with all kinds of animals’’ (Oscar One Bull,

Hunkpapa, 1934 (translated by Luke Eagle Man) and recorded by Stone, n.d.:

52). An Arapaho account of the origin of the rock begins with a lodge camped at

Bear’s Tipi (Stone, n.d.: 58). In a Cheyenne version, the protagonists took their

families and camped there while they worshiped (Stone, n.d.: 61), and in another

account, they fire arrows at a bear trying to climb the rock (Stone, n.d.: 63B). Two

Crow accounts mention the building of ‘‘dream houses’’ there (Stone, n.d.: 65A,

66), and another mentions that ‘‘the Indians used to throw arrows up at the Bears

House by [sic] that none could throw over it’’ (Mrs. White Man Runs Him, ca.

1935, recorded by Stone, n.d.: 66). Finally, information offered by White Bull, a

chief of the Minneconju, in 1934 (translated by George White Bull) to Dick Stone

(n.d.:53–53A) is explicit about life at the Tower prior to the forced resettlement of

Indian people:

Sometimes, years ago, we would go to Bears Tipi and stay all winter, that is how the arrows and

scraping knives came to be found there. When I was two years old [ca. 1852] I spent the winter

there with the Minneconjui, Itazipco and Uncpapa bands, these bands all speak the same

language. They hunted antelope, buffalo and deer, there was also black bears and grey wolves

around there. When I was fourteen years old we wintered at this place and again when I was

eighteen years old. We wintered in different places around this hill each time.

This evidence suggests that before white settlement in the area, Bear’s Lodge

served as both a place to live and a place to worship.

Perhaps the most satisfactory interpretation of what today seem like contra-

dictory functions is that the line between the sacred and the secular, drawn so

clearly now, was not so clear in prehistory. This more integrative understanding of

the world enabled the original inhabitants to conduct their daily lives in the shadow

of something they also held sacred. If we take this point of view, then the cultural

landscape of Bear’s Lodge becomes clear. Here, the highest meadows afforded the

greatest number of benefits for daily life in prehistoric times. The Tower flanks

provide commanding views of the Belle Fourche River valley and its resources. The

meadows, nestled among talus boulders and sheltered by the great rock, provide

level, well-drained habitation sites and work areas in all seasons. Springs and seeps

attract game and give water. Good-quality lithic sources are near at hand. Upland

resources, the broad lower meadows, river terraces and the river valley are a short

distance away. Above all, the spiritual resources of the Tower are within reach.

This scenario can also help us understand why no physical evidence has yet

surfaced relating to the time immediately before the removal of the original

inhabitants and the establishment of cattle ranches around the Tower in the

1870s. With the introduction of the horse in the 18th century, and slightly later,

European trade goods, the time-honored cultural landscape of Bear’s Lodge no
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longer represented an ideal place to live. What people on foot achieved in days,

people on horses took hours. There are better places from which to view the Belle

Fourche valley, hills that a horse can quickly climb. And with the introduction of

metal goods, the stone tool sources became obsolete. It seems likely, therefore, that

as the fur trade period progressed, the original inhabitants largely abandoned the

quiet, sheltered meadows high on the Tower for lands more amenable to a way of

life by then fully adapted to travel by horseback. While this gave the Tower relief

from the stress of settlement, it did nothing to lessen its primary impact as a

landmark in topographical and spiritual landscapes.

In terms of scale, there has been a shift in emphasis over the 10,000 years of

cultural life evident at Bear’s Lodge. To hunter–gatherers who walked on foot, the

strange towering rock was a key anchor point in the cultural landscape, most likely

voiced and remembered in ways similar to later oral traditions. Its sight then, and

now, is irresistible and unforgettable. Complementing this intense inward focus

were the equally stunning viewsheds from the heights of the talus slopes that creep

up the tower’s neck, accessible from the high meadows below, and at this lofty

elevation, the closeness of the sky. Then, sometime in the 18th century, the

Euroamerican invasion disrupted traditional American Indian cultural life, at first

indirectly, with horses and trade goods, and then, directly and cruelly, in genocidal

conflicts that removed these original inhabitants to distant reservations. During this

terrible period, the great rock lost its practical affordances and, despite tribal

resistance, the primacy of its traditional names. Still, for the many people who

hold it sacred, Bear’s Lodge is a landmark remembered and possessed as a spiritual

symbol, a monument gazed at with reverence that, long ago, their people also

climbed to look out over the vast reaches of their homelands.

All monumental natural landmarks provoke reactions that are simultaneously

behavioural and cultural. They attract and direct attention in the environment

and in so doing, may become repositories for meaning, as cultural groups

elaborate their descriptions in the processes of communication and memory. Monu-

mental constructions more explicitly educate attention, as they carry messages

about power and status within societies – and, most significantly, across cultures.

Both afford ways of seeing that are impossible at ordinary ground level. Evidence of

ideological behaviour associated with monumental features exists in the nature and

distribution of material traces associated with perceptual affordances for navigation,

overviews, and access to the heavens. Crucially, archaeologists can perceive these

affordances directly and unequivocally and be confident about their associations, as

they are universal attributes of scale at the level of daily cultural life.
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CHAPTER 6

Perspective Matters:

Traversing Scale through

Archaeological Practice

Thomas Yarrow

SCALE AND PERSPECTIVE

Anthropology, Strathern (1991:xiii) notes, is concerned to demonstrate the com-

plexity of social phenomena. But in the demonstration, phenomena must be sim-

plified sufficiently to make this complexity visible. An exact scale-replica of the

world, after all, would simply be a tautology, providing nothing in the way of

insight or understanding; like the ‘‘obviate mirror’’, described by Roy Wagner,

‘‘that reflects so perfectly what appears in front of it that it provides no perspective

of its own and might as well not be there’’ (2001: 248).1 In looking at archaeo-

logical fieldwork from an anthropological perspective,2 it is therefore necessary to

simplify the relationships and practices observed. As the archaeologists that I have

worked with simplified the phenomena that they encountered through fieldwork

practices and conventions, I will foreground some aspects of the site as significant,

relegating others to form the background against which these appear. However, in

contrast to archaeological fieldwork (which simplifies the site through particular

processes and practices), the simplification enacted in this account is brought about

by a particular set of interests and theoretical concerns: the relationship between

scale and perspective.

The first time I participated in excavation, I was struck by the contrast between

the practices that I observed in fieldwork and the archaeological books, articles and

site reports that I had read beforehand. It seemed to me strange that relations,

patterns and connections that were evident in the texts were often invisible in the

process of fieldwork. Paradoxically, it appeared that the closer I was to particular

1 Roy Wagner points to the necessarily partial nature of all perception, noting that ‘‘Total perception

would burn away the world’’ (2001:123).
2 Other ethnographies of archaeology include Abu El Haj (1998), Edgeworth (1990), Holtorf (2002), and

Shankland (1996).
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artefacts, the further away I was from understanding them. At the same time,

however, as a number of the archaeologists on site pointed out to me, many of

the relations and practices that occurred on site were completely missing in the

accounts that were produced.

Archaeology is a ‘‘global’’ discipline (Hodder, 1997:693), connecting diverse

ideas, and people from all over the world, and from this perspective one could see

the site as just one local instance or example. But in the context of the various

relationships and activities on site, archaeology seemed to be scaled differently.

Where archaeology was just one discipline, people on site composed a social

totality, and their conversations in this context often relativised archaeology as

just one of many possible perspectives to take, or subjects to talk about. And while

the site report selected only certain aspects of the site as being of significance, in

fieldwork I was told, it was necessary to record everything, even if only potentially

of importance. Moreover, people on site often pointed to the richness and complex-

ity of what they were finding and to the corresponding paucity of theories to

account for it.

Archaeology can therefore seem big or small, significant or insignificant,

depending on how or from where one looks at it. Changing perspective in this

way alters how it appears to be scaled. But we would not normally imagine that the

relationships, ideas and practices of which it is composed are themselves altered by

such shifts. This, of course, is true of the way in which westerners tend to think

about the world more generally. We can switch perspective or change the position

from which we look at the world and in doing so we see different things. Changing

scale, in this way, changes the level of phenomena that we look at. Seen close-up,

things may well appear different than they do from a distance, and indeed, different

issues or questions might become interesting according to the scale at which one

looks (cf. Hodder, 1997, 1999; Jones 2002; Strathern, 1991). But what does not

change in this formulation is the essential nature of the phenomena themselves.

Although people can change perspectives on the world, they do not regard the world

itself as changing (Strathern, 1991; Vivieros De Castro, 1998).

The following account traces the processes and practices through which an

artefact is recorded on an archaeological site, and in this sense it is a form of life

history or artefact biography (cf. Kopytoff, 1986; N. Thomas, 1991; and, e.g., from

an archaeological perspective, J. Thomas, 1996; Tilley, 1996; Gosden and Marshall,

1999). But as Holtorf (2002:54) notes, such approaches tend to assume, as west-

erners do in general, that whilst people are free to assign different meanings to

artefacts, and re-negotiate them in different social circumstances, their material

essence does not itself change. In contrast, here no such assumption is made. The

intent is not to examine, how ‘‘the same’’ artefact appears from different perspec-

tives or scales of interpretation. Rather the account seeks to interrogate the pro-

cesses and practices that act to generate the sense of shifting scale. To this end, it

looks at how new perspectives and scales are brought into vision, in part through

changes that such practices make to the material world itself (cf. Latour, 1993,1999;

Law, 1994).
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SWITCHING PERSPECTIVES, TRAVERSING

SCALE

The artefact that this chapter traces is find number 68176, excavated from site SK, a

Mesolithic site close to Star Carr in The Vale of Pickering, North Yorkshire,

England.3 This can be seen in Figure 6.1, which depicts the flint, as it emerged

from the soil, excavated by Richard, one of the archaeologists on site. The particular

flint in question is just one of many hundreds of artefacts excavated and recorded

that day. However many more stones identified as ‘‘natural’’ were discarded on the

spoil heap, along with most of the rest of the site (Johnson, 2001:76). The decision

to leave this flint in the position that it was found was probably influenced by a

number of factors. Scale (cf. Hodder, 1997; Holtorf 2002) was one of these, since

the archaeologists left in place only pieces over 1cm in length. But not all flints over

this length were kept. Also important, as the site ‘‘flint specialist’’ pointed out to

me, were the kind of material from which they were manufactured and the presence

of features such as the ‘‘bulb of percussion’’ or ‘‘striking platform’’, indicating that

they were ‘‘worked’’.

3 The fieldwork which this article is based on was undertaken during consecutive seasons in 1999 and

2000, although subsequent work within developer funded archaeology also indirectly informs the

account.

Figure 6-1. The flint later to become ‘‘find number 68176’’ was excavated and identified as ‘‘an

artefact’’ by its size, shape, and the material it was made from. Since not all that is excavated is retained,

the artefact is already an abstraction relative to the site as a whole.
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In this way, through carefully trowelling back of the earth in flat spits,

selecting some things as being significant and discarding others, the archaeologists

acted to reveal certain artefacts and features. The flint therefore became visible,

precisely because the soil and ‘‘natural’’ stones that previously surrounded it were

carefully cleared away; and it became ‘‘archaeological’’ because of the ways in

which the conventions of trowelling and identification turned the site into an

instance of its own method (cf. Lucas, 2001b). These artefacts were, in this way,

revealed through the background that was created around them.

In relation to the site as a whole, then, this flint was already at this stage of the

process an archaeological abstraction. Although it had been designated ‘‘an arte-

fact’’, however, it remained disconnected from the other artefacts that had been

found on site: from those that were excavated over the past twenty-five years of

fieldwork by different people in different places; and from those yet to be found. It

therefore remained too local, too particular and too material to reveal much of

significance. On its own, it said nothing about the kinds of things that these

archaeologists were interested in, such as how different sites relate to each other

(Conneller, 2000), how technology was organised (Conneller and Schadla-Hall,

2003), the nature of the seasonal round (Rowley-Conwy, 1994) or how people

interacted with the landscape (Lane and Schadla Hall, forthcoming). These kinds

of processes, I was informed, ‘‘are not really visible at this scale’’.

Archaeology, as many of the volunteers on site told me, is not so much about

finding things as about the relations between the things that are found. These

relations are often referred to as ‘‘context’’ and it is an assumption of much

archaeological theory that this context exists prior to the act of excavation (Lucas

2001b; Holtorf, 2002:55); archaeologists simply ‘‘discover’’, ‘‘record’’, or ‘‘repre-

sent’’ relationships that are already there. But until the artefact is actually

recorded, can this really be said to be true? Holtorf suggests that it cannot, arguing

that ‘‘all the properties and characteristics, including its material identity and

age, are ascribed to the thing some time after the moment of its discovery’’

(2002:55). Before recording, artefacts do undoubtedly have a context, insofar as

they exist in relation to all sorts of other people and things on and around the

site. But this is not the same as an archaeological context. Although there is a

physical proximity between the various people and things that become intimately

enmeshed with one another through fieldwork, these were not all considered

relevant and neither would it be archaeologically meaningful to compare them

with one another.

Indeed at this stage of excavation, the problem is rather that the very material

form of the site prevented important comparisons and relationships from being

made. Attached to the spot that it was found, it was impossible to remove it for

analysis elsewhere by other archaeologists and specialists and it was impossible to

relate it to other artefacts on site. When asked what they were finding, those

excavating often replied that ‘‘it’s too early to tell’’ or that ‘‘you never really

know at this stage’’. The flint therefore needed to be abstracted from certain aspects

of the context that surrounded it on site, whilst retaining other aspects seen as

‘‘archaeologically significant’’.
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This apparently complex problem was resolved through a relatively simple

procedure, using an equally simple technology. A tag with the ‘‘find number’’ on it

was carefully nailed to the position previously occupied by the flint, whilst the find

itself was placed in a small plastic ‘‘finds bag’’, and labelled with the same number.

In this way, the find and its context were detached from one another. But critically,

the use of the individual find number 68176 meant that so long as the find remained

in the bag and the tag remained nailed to its context, the find and its context

nonetheless remained connected to one another, despite the loss of physical prox-

imity. Immediately after excavation, the flint was placed in a bucket, mixed up with

all the others that had been found in that area, and later it was taken to the barn

where it joined finds from other sites, to be sorted and recorded. The flint became

incorporated into a new context and in this sense it was ‘‘sheared’’ (Jones 2002:73)

from its original location. But is this disconnection responsible for the movement

beyond ‘‘the framework of human observation’’ (2002) that Andrew Jones suggests

is associated with such transformations?

If we look at Figure 6.2, the usefulness of this process of abstraction becomes

more evident. The finds themselves were attached precariously to their context by

gravity alone. But the numbered tags that substituted for them were nailed securely

in place. This meant that it was possible for archaeologists to continue trowelling

and identifying artefacts without dislodging those that had earlier been found.

Figure 6-2. The numbered tags that substitute for the flints make it possible to view a number of these

artefacts simultaneously. They therefore reveal relationships that were not previously visible.
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Consequently it became possible to view the results of an hour or so of work

simultaneously in a single glance. The relatively more abstract perspective that the

tags made visible revealed relationships that remained hidden at earlier stages of

the process, so that whilst the particularity of the individual artefacts was lost along

with most of the site, greater ‘‘comparability and compatibility’’ (Latour, 1999:51)

was gained amongst what were previously disparate elements. By losing most of

its original context, the find in fact gained more of an archaeological context: as

such, it could be related to more artefacts, all simultaneously visible within the
framework of human observation (pace Jones, 2002). The simplification entailed in

the substitution of artefacts for tags therefore generated relationships and com-

plexities previously hidden.

Looking at the area, the site flint specialist was intrigued by the number of

finds. From the relatively large number of artefacts emerging in this area, she was

able to tell that Mesolithic people were once active in this spot. However, she was

unable to infer much more than this. This area, she said, was too small to be of much

significance and it would therefore have to be looked at in relation to other sites. To

find out more it was therefore necessary to relate the flints depicted, to ones which

were in that instance invisible: to those that were still hidden in the soil; and to those

out of sight or in storage from past years. Though the tags abstracted no more than

the position of the artefacts, they were still too particular to reveal much of

archaeological significance. Nailed literally to their spot, they were still too material

to allow Richard to excavate further and too local to allow the flint specialist to

compare them to other sites.

As with the flint, the archaeologists needed to be able to remove the tags and

hence more of the context. And yet as with the process through which artefacts

were replaced by tags, they also needed to be able to retain aspects of this context

in a modified and simplified form. The tags were not themselves interesting to

these archaeologists and neither was the soil that surrounded them. What they

regarded as crucial, however, were the relationships that they had materialised

and made visible. Indeed they saw these as so important that in instances where

the ‘‘context’’ became detached from their artefacts, as when flints were discovered

on the spoil heap, they regarded them in the words of one volunteer as ‘‘more or

less useless’’.

In order to remove these relationships from the particularity and materiality of

the already simplified site, the archaeologists used a total station. The literalness of

this translation is more difficult to grasp, since so long as the machine worked as it

was intended to, it obscured the complexity and conventions materialised in its

circuitry. The objectivity of the find was ensured by the excavator’s careful

adherence to archaeological conventions (Yarrow, 2003). But by contrast, the

total station objectified the conventions and knowledge of specialist disciplines

including, I was told, trigonometry, physics and computer science. These enabled

it, when operated by somebody, as I was told, ‘‘in the correct way’’, to represent

the physical, three-dimensional context of the flint in the two dimensions of

the total station screen. However, although the person operating the machine

needed to be able to correctly manage its inputs and outputs, they need not know
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anything of the conventions by which the machine itself worked. In this sense, the

total station acted to background or ‘‘black box’’ (Latour, 1987) complexity and

knowledge, obscuring the technical and scientific practices that enabled it to

work.4

Even converted into binary code, the context still had a physical presence, in

the machine. But crucially this kind of presence is far easier to transport through

space and time and is therefore much more mobile. As with previous translations,

the total station therefore enabled a more tangible, more particular, more material

presence to be substituted for one which is more abstract, simpler and, because of

this, more ‘‘superimposable and combinable’’ (Latour, 1999:306) with other arch-

aeological data.

That evening in the finds’ room the data from the total station was downloaded

onto a laptop. Looking at column upon column of numbers, it appeared as

though the site had disappeared entirely. The rows of co-ordinates abstracted only

the tiniest part of the reality of the finds’ tags. But the mathematical convention

that allowed for this reduction made the finds’ relative positions invisible through

its own complexity (cf. Bateson, 1972; Wagner, 2001). The numbers, as with

earlier translations, therefore obscured aspects of the relationships that they materi-

alised.

To make these relationships visible again, a computer program simplified each

three-dimensional co-ordinate to a single dot on a two-dimensional map. As with

the total station, the conventions through which this was achieved were not visible

or even known by those operating the programme. But so long as the computer

worked as it was intended, all that was needed was somebody who knew how to

enter the data correctly from the total station. As a result of the simplification that

the computer enabled, it became possible to view the site, as the specialist put it,

‘‘as a whole’’ (Figure 6.3).

As seen earlier, the tags made it possible to view only those finds that had

been excavated over the period of an hour or so. Converted into binary code, it was

barely possible to conceive of one of these many artefacts. But through this map,

all points become comparable and compatible with one another, as never before

(cf. Latour, 1999:51). Thus in one glance (still very much within the framework of

human observation) it is possible for the flint specialist to view the results of a

dozen or so peoples’ work, over more than a fortnight. Bound by the site’s

physicality, she was unsure what she was looking at. But sitting in the finds’

room, poring over the site maps, relationships began to emerge that were previ-

ously invisible: ‘‘The site represents a very dense area of intense activity – much

denser than the area to the east’’ she declared. It would seem that a broad range

of activities occurred on site SK. And she thinks, ‘‘it is evident from the large

percentage of spalls that most of the tools were manufactured on the site’’. As with

other translations, then, simplification of phenomena allows for greater com-

patibility and comparability with other phenomena, which in turn brings into

4 Gregory Bateson draws attention to the necessity of such black-boxing (although not in these terms)

through the following hypothetical example: ‘‘consider the impossibility of constructing a television

set which would report upon its screen all the workings of its component parts, including especially

those parts concerned in this reporting’’ (1972:136).
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view new relationships and hence new forms of complexity. The map therefore

makes tangible a part of reality, concealed by the particularity of any

single find. It makes these new relationships concrete precisely because it

abstracts only a part of this reality, making it possible to see relationships,

connections and patterns between phenomena that were previously disparate and

unconnected.

PERSPECTIVE MATTERS

As we have seen, at every stage of translation, there is a literal correspondence

between the more and the less abstract form. As the flint is substituted for the tag,

the tag for the total station co-ordinate, and, finally, the co-ordinate for the map,

certain aspects of the artefact and its context are kept constant. Consequently, the

process is objective, in the sense that it retains particular elements regardless of the

scale (cf. Latour, 1999: Chapter 2). Indeed, it is only because these attributes are

kept constant that archaeologists are able to occupy different perspectives in

relation to them, or to look at ‘‘the same’’ phenomena in the context of different

interpretative or analytical scales.

Find locations
Find 68176
Extent of trench SK

1 0 1 2 metres

Figure 6-3. The plan of SK, through which all artefacts excavated on site over a number of weeks are

made comparable and compatible with one another. In this way it becomes possible to view the site ‘‘as a

whole’’.
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But recall the flint depicted at the beginning, and it becomes obvious that while

there are literal continuities through different stages of translation, there is no sense

in which its material essence remains the same (cf. Holtorf, 2002; Lucas, 2001a);

and hence no sense in which there is a ‘‘concrete reality’’ beyond which all else is

fabrication or abstraction. At every stage of translation there is a loss in terms of

matter and therefore in terms of particular kinds of complexity.5 The map reveals

nothing about such things as the way in which the flint was manufactured, or the

type of use it was put to. To answer these questions, it would be necessary to return

to the relationships concretised in the flint itself and therefore to undertake a

different scale of analysis.6 Although the map reveals as much as it does because

it hides things, it nonetheless hides as much as it reveals.

There is no sense, therefore, in which the various perspectives could be added

to one another to produce a more complete whole, and no sense in which the map

(or any representation for that matter) could be said to provide a complete descrip-

tion of the phenomena for which it substitutes (cf. Strathern, 1991). Rather, in the

switching of perspectives, creating more (for example in terms of greater compar-

ability amongst elements) always creates less in others (such as a loss of detail in

terms of any one of the elements combined). As Strathern succinctly observes,

‘ . . . at every level, complexity replicates itself in scale of detail’ (1991:xvi). It

follows from this that similar intellectual operations have to be performed, whatever

the scale of analysis or interpretation.7

Of course, relationships and interpretations do not simply emerge of their own

accord; the site and the material that it yields have to be thought about by those

excavating and interpreting it. But as the preceding account demonstrates, neither

do these interpretations or perspectives come only from the mental operations

performed by the various archaeologists involved in the process of recording and

interpretation. Rather, I suggest that different perspectives and hence different

scales of understanding are brought into view through the ways in which people

on site order, organise and ‘‘materialise’’ (Lucas, 2001b: 42) the phenomena they

encounter. In this sense archaeologists on site never simply occupy a perspective on

the world. Rather they are always moving to new ones through the application of

tools and techniques, re-ordering the world so as to bring into view different kinds

and scales of comparison and relationship and, in this way, re-ordering their own

5 In this account I have tended to focus on the gains that are derived through the loss of particular kinds

of detail and so on the ways in which peoples’ perceptual capacities may be extended, enhanced or

changed through fieldwork practices. However, there are also political dimensions to these practices,

insofar as they enable some peoples’ vision to be privileged over that of others, or make visible the

work or interpretation of some at the expense of others. These issues of invisibility were highlighted in

a joint project in a Bronze Age ring-ditch in Cambridgeshire and posed in the following very visceral

way: ‘‘In terms of the excavation work that we carry out, we cannot find the words, and this is literally

speaking, to describe to you how painful the process of cutting ourselves out of an archaeological

imagination is. Or describe what a dangerous shattering of subjectivity there is in drawing and

interpreting where you and others made something, but without you’’ (McFadyen et al. 1997).
6 For example, extensive re-fitting was often done within or between sites at the Vale of Pickering;

micro-wear analysis and raw material characterisation were also done.
7 Although in the light of earlier observations (footnote 4), it should be noted that some peoples’

intellectual operations will tend to be regarded as more ‘‘intellectual’’ than others.
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thoughts and extending their perceptual faculties (cf. Haraway, 1988). If people are

able to move through scales, to shift perspective on the world and so bring new

phenomena into vision, then perspective also in this sense moves people.
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CHAPTER 7

Artifacts as Landscapes:

A Use-Wear Case Study of

Upper Paleolithic Assemblages

at the Solutré Kill Site, France

William E. Banks

INTRODUCTION

The concepts of landscape and scale vary considerably during archaeological

analysis. Landscape typically invokes ideas of site distribution studies and analyses

of site function variability across localities, regions, or continents. Rarely, though,

is the landscape concept consciously applied to the analysis of individual arti-

facts.

When looking at human activity patterning across a landscape, it is impor-

tant to understand what took place at individual sites, i.e., site function. One

prominent and important source of information is the stone tool assemblage,

especially at sites where little else is preserved. Researchers often infer the different

activities from formal tool types: hunting from projectile points or armatures,

butchery and other processing from scrapers, and work with hard contact materials,

such as bone or antler, from burins. In addition, they use the frequencies of formal

types in an assemblage or archaeological component to estimate the relative

importance of such activities. As tools can serve a variety of purposes, however,

inferences of site function based on the morphology and composition of a lithic

tool assemblage are insufficient. Only high-power use-wear methodologies can

reveal the nature and extent of individual tool use and, hence, the pattern of activity

at a site.

At issue here is the need to understand a toolkit’s structure and flexibility in

order to make the analytical leap to the recognition of secondary site activities

and temporal variability between components. Schlanger (1990:20) points out

that the real existence of a tool is when it is in action or animated by gestures.

A tool loses its technological meaning as soon as it moves from its behavioral
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context. Use-wear analysis allows one to witness a tool in action and the gestures

of its user indirectly, through the use-wear signatures visible within the landscape of

the tool at a microscopic scale, and then project this behavior within the con-

text of site activities at a human scale. Lithic analyses focused on metrics and

reduction sequence attributes provide only a partial description of the productive

sequence.

The landscape concept may seem inappropriate for use-wear analysis, but

it emphasizes that the study of human behavior is not confined to the scale of

the lived-in environment that we perceive. The locations of wear traces indicate

which specific portions of a tool were in contact with a worked material, as well

as which portions of a tool were contained within a haft element or held in the

user’s hand, and the patterning of the recognized wear features across the land-

scape of the artifact suggest tool use and tool function. Use-wear analysis

therefore allows researchers to understand the nuances of tool use and human

behavior at specific places and, after this process is complete, enables them to

consider the evidence at increasingly larger scales, moving from site function to an

understanding of the scope and complexity of human activity across a larger

landscape.

This chapter summarizes the results of a high-resolution use-wear analysis

of lithic artifacts from the cultural components at the Upper Paleolithic kill site of

Solutré (Saône-et-Loire), France (Banks, 2004). The analysis employed a

binocular differential-interference microscope with polarized reflected-light and

Nomarski optics (Hoffman and Gross, 1970) at intermediate range magnifications

(100�– 400�) for use-wear determination and various statistical methods for inter-

pretation. I will show that this use-wear analysis is an effective and necessary first

step in understanding human activity in east-central France during the Upper

Paleolithic, accomplished by building upon a multi-scalar foundation that begins

with the treatment of individual artifacts as landscapes.

THE SOLUTRÉ SITE

The site of Solutré is located just west of the city of Mâcon in the hills alongside the

Saône River valley, between the uplands of the Massif Central and the Saône River

floodplain. (Figure 7.1). The archaeological deposits are in a talus slope below ‘‘La

Roche de Solutré,’’ a small uplift of Jurassic limestone that forms a southerly facing

cliff, next to a small stream drainage between the southern side of Solutré and the

northern terminus of the Mont de Pouilly, another uplift of Jurassic limestone. This

drainage creates a prominent corridor between the two uplifts that served as a

natural funnel constricting the movement of large game animal herds during the

Upper Paleolithic.

Solutré contains components that represent each major Upper Paleolithic

cultural complex, however not each site area contains the complete Upper Paleo-

lithic sequence. Also, sediment deposition was so slow during the periods of time

that the site was used that it is virtually impossible to recognize specific or
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individual occupational/kill events. Therefore, each of the cultural components

(Aurignacian, Gravettian, Solutrean, and Magdalenian) is viewed as a whole.

Combier and Montet-White (2002) and Banks (2004) provide more detailed de-

scriptions of the site’s stratigraphy and cultural sequence.

The use-wear samples from excavations here, sorted by time period and artifact

class, are contained in Table 7.1, and Figure 7.2 is a map of the site and the

modern excavation grid. The sample sizes are not equal, for several reasons. The

frequencies of lithic artifacts in these assemblages vary greatly, ranging from

relatively sparse samples in the Aurignacian and Solutréan assemblages to exten-

sive collections in the Gravettian and Magdalenian assemblages. In addition,

heavily carbonated and patinated artifacts were left out because it was likely

that any wear traces on such specimens had been compromised. Finally,

the prohibitive cost of casting every artifact led to the selection of complete

or nearly complete specimens. The subject of casting artifacts for microscopic

Solutré

Figure 7-1. Map of France and general site location.
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examination is beyond the scope of this chapter, but detailed discussions of the

reasons for and methods of casting are provided by Banks (2004) and Banks and

Kay (2003).

While the sample sizes vary, each time period’s inventory consists of a wide

range of tool types and is assumed to represent the distribution in the recovered

assemblages. The Solutrean sample is smaller because relatively narrow ‘‘win-

dows’’ were excavated into deposits of this age during recent times. Also, the

Magdalenian sample seems small when viewed against the large number of lithics

in the total assemblage until one notes that many specimens recovered from

Magdalenian levels were broken pieces and reduction waste materials (Montet-

White, 2002).

Table 7-1. Artifact Composition of Use-Wear Samples

Type Aurignacian Gravettian Solutrean Magdalenian Total

Formal tools 14 4 12 25 55

Blades 25 38 5 23 91

Flakes 1 2 8 7 18

Total 40 44 25 55 164
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Figure 7-2. Map of Solutré excavation blocks.
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ANALYSIS

The dense bonebeds at Solutré, the presence of hunting weaponry, and the evidence

of butchery on many recovered faunal elements all demonstrate that people used

this place to intercept and dispatch large game animals during the Upper Paleolithic.

Despite these commonalities, there are differences in the composition of the lithic

assemblages recovered from the different cultural levels. The Aurignacian assem-

blages are relatively lithic poor, blades dominate the Gravettian components, the

Solutrean has a wide variety of specialized and general-purpose tools, and the

Magdalenian toolkit is diverse and typologically specialized. This variability hints

at possible differences in secondary site activities between the time periods and

potential differences in how Solutré figured in settlement systems and resource

acquisition schedules through time.

Chi-Square Comparisons

The chi-square statistic is necessary because the determinations of tool action and

worked material are not continuous variables; it determines if the observed vari-

ability between the assemblages is significant. Thomas (1986:283) quotes Leslie A.

White, ‘‘A device that explains everything explains nothing,’’ to suggest that while

chi-square tests can be informative, they are often misused in the anthropological

literature and are difficult to interpret. While this is true, one can understand which

cells in the contingency table influence a statistically significant result by consider-

ing the value of each cell’s contribution to the final chi-square statistic, along with

graphical plots of the data.

tool motion or use action

The first chi-square statistic is the comparison of use action (the types of move-

ments adopted by the tool user) across the time periods represented by Aurignacian,

Gravettian, Solutrean and Magdalenian toolkit assemblages. To suit the demands of

an analysis based on tool actions rather than tool form, this comparison focuses on

the employable unit (EU) – the portion of the tool used for a given action – rather

than the whole artifact. Working at this scale, one can account for the complete

range of tool actions for each time period (see Table 7.2).

Table 7-2. General Use Action Counts for Employable Units

Time period Butchery Scraping Burin Total

Aurignacian 11 23 4 38

Gravettian 44 7 3 54

Solutrean 10 13 2 25

Magdalenian 7 18 9 34

Total 72 61 18 151

X2
a¼0:05, 6 ¼ 45:57;p < 0:001
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The resulting chi-square statistic calculated for this contingency table

(X2 ¼ 45:57, d:f: ¼ 6, a ¼ 0:05, p < 0:001) is significant, allowing the null hy-

pothesis of no difference to be rejected. The primary contributors to this significant

result are the high observed frequency of butchery activities and low frequency of

scraping and planing actions in relation to the expected frequency in the Gravettian

assemblage (Figure 7.3). The Gravettian occupations therefore appear to be focused

on butchery and related processing activities. The secondary contributors are the

low frequency of butchery activities and high frequency of burin type actions in the

Magdalenian assemblage, while the frequencies associated with butchery and

2 cm

A/A2

0.1 mm 400 times

0.1 mm 400 times

B

B
A
A2

Figure 7-3. L13k WEB18 – butchery wear.
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scraping activities in the Aurignacian assemblage – a slightly lower than expected

frequency of butchery activities, and a slightly higher than expected frequency of

scraping activities – are possible but distant contributors. The Solutrean assem-

blage’s observed and expected frequencies show almost no difference for each

broad category of use action and do not contribute to the significant chi-square

result.

A plot of the percentages of each use action with respect to each time period’s

total EU sample provides a visual depiction of this significant use action vari-

ability (Figure 7.4). While percentages of use action are not the same as the

observed frequencies, calculating percentages allows the observed frequencies

to be roughly normalized, and the graphic results mirror the statistical results

detailed above.

The results of this use action comparison fit well with the observed

morphological characteristics of the recovered lithic assemblages. The Gravettian

is dominated by retouched and unretouched blades and has relatively few

formal tools compared to the other time periods – a composition expected in an

assemblage geared towards butchery and initial carcass processing. On the contrary,

the wide variety of formal tool types in the Magdalenian tool assemblage suggests

that many use actions are not directly related to butchery or carcass processing.

This is also the case for the Aurignacian assemblage. While it tends

to be lithic poor, and less dominated by formal tools than the Magdalenian,

the Aurignacian sample has more formal tool types than the Gravettian as-

semblage, indicating processing activities beyond primary butchery and carcass

processing.
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worked material

The next chi-square test evaluates the frequencies of worked material hardness at

the level of the employable unit (Table 7.3). The resulting chi-square statistic

(X2 ¼ 31:07, d:f ¼ 6, a ¼ 0:05, p < 0:001) for this contingency table is signifi-

cant. A review of the contributing chi-square contributions from each cell of the

contingency table indicates the hardness category and time period cells that cause

this significant result. In contrast to the previous comparison, the Magdalenian

assemblage accounts for much of the significant variability (ca. 33%). The primary

Magdalenian contributors are the high observed frequency of hard contact materials

and the low frequency of soft contact materials in relation to the expected frequency

in the assemblage. This correlates with lower than expected butchery use action

frequencies and higher than expected frequencies of burin and grooving actions in

the sample. Again, as with the use action statistical comparison, the Gravettian

assemblage accounts for much of significant variability between observed and

expected frequencies: a high frequency of soft contact materials (butchery) and

a low frequency of hard contact materials (burin related actions). The minor

contributors to this significant chi-square statistics are the lower than expected

frequency of soft contact materials in the Aurignacian assemblage and the lower

than expected frequency of hard contact materials in the Solutrean assemblage.

However, these calculations are so low that they most likely do not contribute to the

significant result. As expected, the worked material patterns closely resemble the

use action patterns discussed previously.

The worked material hardness counts were converted to percentages and

graphed. The line graph (Figure 7.5) illustrates the significant results with only

one erroneous graphic placement: the soft category for the Solutréan assemblage.

While it appears to be significant when the percentages are viewed graphically, the

statistical calculations demonstrate that this is not the case.

hafting/prehension

The frequencies of microwear traces from hafting and prehension (holding or

grasping in the hand) are evaluated to reveal any significant variability between

the cultural components (see Table 7.4). Unlike the previous comparisons, con-

ducted at the level of the EU, this statistic uses the whole artifact as the basis of

comparison.

Table 7-3. Worked material hardness counts for employable units

Time period Soft Medium Hard Total

Aurignacien 16 17 14 47

Gravettian 40 14 5 59

Solutrean 24 10 3 37

Magdalenian 12 15 18 45

Total 92 56 40 188

X2
a¼0:05, 6 ¼ 31:07; p < 0:001
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The calculated chi-square statistic (X2 ¼ 18:51, d:f ¼ 3, a ¼ 0:05, p < 0:001)

is significant. The greatest contributors to this result are the higher than expected

frequency of Aurignacian hafted tools and the lower than expected frequency of

Gravettian hafted tools in the samples. The secondary contributors are the higher

than expected frequencies of Gravettian hand-held and Magdalenian hafted tools.

While the frequency of Aurignacian hand-held tools is lower than expected, there is

only one tool in the sample with identifiable traces of prehension.

Figure 7.6 graphically depicts the percentages calculated for this contingency

table, and the patterns closely parallel the calculated statistical results. The hafted

tool samples are small, and one might question the comparisons between the

Aurignacian sample and the other time periods, but the Aurignacian components

are relatively lithic poor, so the Aurignacian computation may be accurate.

edge rounding

The final chi-square statistic comparison concerns the degree of edge rounding.

Pronounced edge wear in an assemblage suggests that the tools were kept and used
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Figure 7-5. Hardness percentages by time period.

Table 7-4. Hafting and Prehension Wear for Employable Units

Aurignacian Gravettian Solutrean Magdalenian Total

Hand 1 30 18 6 55

Haft 7 7 13 11 38

Total 8 37 31 17 93

X2
a¼0:05, 3 ¼ 18:51; p < 0:001
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frequently (curated) rather than used and discarded. As with hafting and prehension,

this analysis uses the whole artifact for comparison (see Table 7.5).

The resulting chi-square statistic (X2 ¼ 9:415, d:f ¼ 6, a ¼ 0:05, 0:10 < p <
0:25) is not significant; the null hypothesis is accepted. While not statistically

significant, the two principal contributors to the calculated statistic are the higher

than expected frequency of minor edge rounding and the lower than expected

frequency of moderate rounding in the Aurignacian assemblage. The other cells

in the contingency table have only minor variations between the observed and

expected rounding frequencies. Therefore, the chi-square comparison of edge

rounding does not point to one cultural assemblage being used more intensively.

anova results

Standard metric attributes for each artifact and the associated edge angle for each

EU are recorded in order to identify any possible differences in tool use over time.
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Figure 7-6. Hafting and prehension percentages by time period.

Table 7-5. Degree of edge rounding counts for employable units

Time period Minor Moderate Well Total

Aurignacian 15 7 6 28

Gravettian 12 20 12 44

Solutrean 5 12 3 20

Magdalenian 10 16 10 36

Total 42 55 31 128

X2
a¼0:05, 6 ¼ 9:415; 0:10 < p < 0:25
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The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) – GT2 method (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995:244, 248–

249) compares the variances of these measurements with respect to use action and

worked material for each sample. Once the statistic is calculated, the upper and lower

limits of the variance for each class are calculated and depicted graphically. If the

upper and lower limits associated with separate means overlap, they are statistically

the same. If they do not overlap, the null hypothesis of no difference can be rejected.

tool motion or use action and edge angle variability

Comparison of the GT2-method analyses of the butchery and cutting actions and

their associated EU edge angles for the principal time periods suggests considerable

variability (Figure 7.7). Significant differences occur in the Solutrean time period,

which has the lowest average edge angle, and the Aurignacian, which has a slightly

higher average edge angle. The Gravettian and Magdalenian assemblages have

higher than average edge angles than the other two time periods and are statistically

the same. As expected for scraping and planing activities, the average edge angle is

higher than that observed with butchery and cutting activities. The Aurignacian,

Gravettian, and Magdalenian variances are all statistically the same, while the

Solutrean sample’s edge angle is statistically lower. Finally, the burin edge angles

for all time periods are statistically the same. Surprisingly, they exhibit a wide range

of variability and overlap the ranges of all the time periods’ scraping samples and

the Gravettian and Magdalenian butchery samples.

When these results are organized by time period and then use action

(Figure 7.8), it is evident that edge angles increase within each time period based

on use-action, which is an expected pattern.
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worked material and edge angle variability

When edge angle variances and worked material hardness are examined with the

GT2-method, some patterns are evident (Figure 7.9). As one would expect, the

average edge angle measurement increases as worked material hardness increases.

High angle edges are preferred because they are stronger than low angle edges and
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hold up better under use; low angle edges are more efficient than higher angle edges

for processing soft materials. One therefore expects a higher frequency of lower

angle edges where the contact is with softer materials. An interesting exception is

the Magdalenian assemblage, which has significantly larger edge angles than the

averages of the other time periods, corresponding with the range associated with

medium contact materials for all the time periods.

When these results are grouped by time period rather than hardness (Figure

7.10), one notes a significant difference between the average edge angles for

the different worked material classes within each time period. The exceptions are

the Aurignacian and Magdalenian samples. In the Aurignacian sample, the edge angle

variances of the soft and medium hardness categories are statistically the same. In the

Magdalenian sample, there is very little variability between the hardness classes, and

only the means of the medium and hard categories are statistically different. Also, the

average edge angle regardless of material hardness is relatively high.

hafting/prehension and edge angle variability

The GT2 calculation of variability of EU edge angles for hafted or hand-held tools

(Figures 7.11 and 7.12) indicates that hafted tools have EUs with a relatively high

average edge angle for each time period. There is a large range of variability within

each temporal sample and all of the time periods are statistically the same.

Nearly the opposite is true when hand-held tools and EU edge angles are

compared. The Aurignacian is excluded here because only one tool had clear

prehension wear. The average edge angle is lower than that observed for the hafted

tools, and there is little variability within each sample. While these averages are

lower than those seen in the hafted samples, they still fall within the lower range of
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the variability plotted for hafted tools for each time period. Each of the hand-held

samples is significantly different from the others.

width/thickness ratios

As tools kept and reused over time should show a higher degree of standardization

with respect to dimension than expedient tools, the GT2 calculation of variation in

the ratio of width to thickness measurements for the principal tools will indicate

whether or not tools were curated.
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The calculated upper and lower comparison limits for the sample means of each

cultural time period (Figure 7.13) indicate that the use-wear assemblages are similar.

These ratios are also temporally compared for hafted and hand-held tools

(Figures 7.14 and 7.15). All sample means for the hafted tools exhibit a high

amount of variability and all the temporal samples are statistically the same, so

the null hypothesis of no difference cannot be rejected. The Aurignacian sample is

not included in this comparison because only one tool showed clear evidence of

being hafted. A similar situation obtains for hand-held tools. While the range of
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variability is smaller for each period, the null hypothesis is accepted since all of the

calculated ranges overlap. Thus, no time period has more standardized hafted or

hand-held tools than other time periods.

In another comparison of the width/thickness ratio (non-normalized data), a

coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated for each temporal sample (Table 7.6). This

is a sample’s standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the sample mean; it is

useful for comparing samples when they differ appreciably in their means (Sokal and

Rohlf, 1995:58). A lower value (percentage) indicates less variability around the

mean and therefore represents a more standardized toolkit (Shott, 1986:43) – which

suggests curation. The sample displaying the least amount of variability is the

Solutrean. The Aurignacian and Magdalenian calculations are essentially the same

and higher than the Solutrean result. The highest amount of variability is seen in the

Gravettian sample, indicating the lowest degree of standardization and, therefore,

the least curation. This is in contrast to the EU analysis, discussed below, which

shows that the Gravettian sample is more versatile, and thus more curated.

employable unit averages

Another comparison aimed at evaluating the degree of curation is the average

number of employable units per tool. Tools in a curated toolkit should have a
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Figure 7-15. Natural log normalized width/thickness ANOVA for hand-held tools.

Table 7-6. Log Normalized Width/Thickness Ratio Coefficient of Variation

Time period N Mean S.D. CV

Aurignacian 23 3.30 1.35 40.91

Gravettian 12 3.63 1.80 49.59

Solutréan 9 4.40 1.27 28.86

Magdalenian 25 3.84 1.59 41.41
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higher average number of EUs per tool than an expedient, or more disposable,

toolkit since curated tools must be more versatile (Shott, 1986:35). Because the

sample sizes vary, a coefficient of variation is calculated for the EU averages and

used to compare the assemblages (Table 7.7), with samples having low CVs

interpreted as more versatile than those with high CVs (Shott, 1986:43).

The Magdalenian sample has the highest EU coefficient of variation indicating

that it is less versatile and thus less curated (Shott, 1986:43). Yet, hafted tools,

characteristic of curated toolkits, dominate this assemblage, thus contradicting the

EU CV result. One explanation is that the Magdalenian assemblage from Solutré

reflects a specialized use that required hafted tools – a need met by making them at

the time of use. Additionally, the bulk of the Magdalenian use-wear sample comes

from a specific area of the site with exhausted cores and core platform rejuvenation

flakes, indicating that tools were manufactured on site. Since these specialized tools

needed hafting to be effective, I propose that they were produced on site, placed in

hafting elements brought to the site, used and then discarded and replaced with new

tools in anticipation of future activities away from Solutré.

The Aurignacian sample has the second highest variation (57.25), suggesting

less curation than samples with lower CV scores. This result is unexpected since it

counters the chi-square results, which indicated a high frequency of hafted tools –

but the problem may be the small size of the Aurignacian hafting sample (n ¼ 8).

The Gravettian and Solutréan samples have the lowest coefficients of vari-

ation, indicating that these tools served more uses than the Aurignacian and

Magdalenian specimens. The higher versatility represents a higher average number

of use applications per tool, which I have argued indicates a curated toolkit.

The low CV value associated with the Gravettian assemblage was not expected

since it is dominated by blades, has few formal tools, and is dominated by butchery

wear. However, the recovered lithic assemblages indicate that little lithic reduction

took place on site during the Gravettian time period. It seems that Gravettian groups

were arriving at Solutré with a prefabricated toolkit dominated by blades. There-

fore, despite a narrow range of activities and a blade-dominated toolkit, which

suggest an expedient toolkit, it appears that Gravettian groups were conducting

activities at the site with a limited but curated toolkit.

The Solutrean sample has the highest average number of EUs per tool,

indicating a more versatile and curated toolkit. This is not surprising, considering

the unique nature of Solutrean assemblages compared to the other blade dominated

Upper Paleolithic cultures. Bifacial tools are not present in other Western European

Upper Paleolithic assemblages. While the two are not culturally related, the Solu-

trean shares many technological and material characteristics with the Clovis culture

Table 7-7. Employable Units’ Coefficient of Variation

Time period N Mean S.D. CV

Aurignacian 40 1.2 0.687 57.25

Gravettian 44 1.36 0.613 45.07

Solutrean 25 1.52 0.714 46.97

Magdalenian 55 0.95 0.591 62.21
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of North America (ca. 11,500–11,000 B.P.). Clovis assemblages of the Central

Plains show evidence of long curation, suitable to mobile populations. It is perhaps

not surprising that the Solutréan bifacial assemblage, which dates to the Last

Glacial Maximum when high mobility was also necessary, also seems highly

curated. Indeed, a number of fragmentary bifacial tools have wear traces indicating

use as both projectiles and cutting tools (Figures 7.16 and 7.17) – a pattern

commonly seen on early Paleoindian bifaces (Kay, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2000).
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Figure 7-16. I11u88–1708 – Solutrean example of impact and butchery.
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DISCUSSION

After an analysis that moved from a microscopic scale to a human and site-specific

scale, we can now shift to a broader perspective and infer human action at an

environmental scale. The microscopic analysis of individual tools revealed infor-

mation about secondary site activities at Solutré as well as changes in the adaptive

organization of lithic toolkits over time. The next logical step is to attempt to

interpret how the site of Solutré fits within Upper Paleolithic movements across

a larger, regional landscape.

The Aurignacian tools show a high frequency of scraping and planing on

medium and hard contact materials, and a relatively low occurrence of butchery

and cutting on softer contact materials. While the sample exhibiting hafting and

prehension wear traces is small, it is likely representative since this time period is
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Figure 7-17. J10u27–1 – Solutrean example of impact and butchery.
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relatively lithic poor at Solutré. Relative to the sample, the frequency of tools with

hafting use-wear signatures is high. Edge rounding in the Aurignacian assemblage

is minor, suggesting that while animals were clearly being killed and processed at

the site, other activities were taking place, primarily the preparation or repair of

bone/antler hafting elements.

Combier and White (2002), using traditional macroscopic methods of exam-

ination, conclude that Aurignacian groups occupied Solutré for brief periods,

arriving with prepared toolkits geared towards hunting and processing. On the

contrary, the microscopic use-wear data indicate that Aurignacian groups lived in

the region immediately surrounding Solutré, typically arriving at the site in antici-

pation of the horse herds that passed immediately southeast during migration. This

pattern of arriving on site before migration resembles the situation evident during

the Magdalenian period at Verberie (Enloe, 2000a, 2000b). Subsequent to their

arrival, Aurignacian groups likely prepared the hunting and processing components

of their toolkit to await the game. The presence of crested blades, core platform

rejuvenation flakes, and hearth features all support such a finding. These use-wear

and lithic reduction signatures may also represent activities subsequent to kill

events, but I think this is less likely. While many Aurignacian tools were hafted,

thus indicating curation and possible logistic mobility, most exhibit polishes with

only minor or moderate rounding over the edges used. Such a pattern is not

expected for the versatile, extensively used, and curated toolkits of highly mobile

peoples. Because Aurignacian toolkits contain bone, and sometimes antler, arma-

tures, and many hafting elements were of bone or antler, the high frequency of hard

contact material wear traces supports this hypothesis.

The Gravettian sample is markedly different – dominated by unretouched

and retouched blades used in butchery and kill activities, many with polishes that

are moderately to well rounded over tool edges. The evidence of polish and the

low EU coefficients of variation indicate that the Gravettian toolkits were highly

versatile and thus curated. The use-wear results show a significantly high

frequency of butchery and cutting wear, a significantly low frequency of scraping

and planing activities, and little evidence of the working of hard contact materials.

This sample is also marked by a high number of hand-held tools and few hafted

tools. Finally, it is associated with a high edge angle average for these animal-

processing activities. Many of these tools are retouched, a pattern that would be

typical if groups arrived on site with a narrow range of anticipated activities and

a restricted toolkit that necessitated frequent tool rejuvenation. These data

indicate that Gravettian groups were logistically mobile, lived in the region around

Solutré, and arrived on site with toolkits geared towards the killing and processing

of game animals. They arrived with a prepared toolkit and used it intensively over

a short time. While they could obtain tool stone within a radius of several kilo-

meters, they probably had no time to make the journey necessary to refurbish

their toolkits.

These use-wear results support the Combier’s (2002) conclusions that the

Gravettian groups operated within a relatively restricted region, as well as the

general conclusions of Combier and Montet-White (2002) concerning Gravettian

occupations at Solutré.
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The Solutrean sample is markedly different from the previous Upper Paleo-

lithic samples, with no significant variation in tool actions and little evidence of

hard contact material processing. Evidence of many tool types and abundant

retouched tools, especially bifacially retouched pieces, suggests a curated assem-

blage. The EU coefficient of variation calculations supports this interpretation.

I would argue that these groups were residentially mobile, exploited a wider

territory than Gravettain populations and occupied Solutré when the season and

opportunity were right. The presence of laurel leaf projectile points made from

crystal support this conclusion, since a group needed a larger territory to gain access

to such exotic raw materials. The significantly low edge angles associated with

tools used in cutting and scraping activities indicate that Solutrean groups used

Solutré soon after they had produced new tools and refurbished their toolkits.

Solutrean groups likely arrived in the Mâconnais region before the arrival of

migratory game animals, refurbished their toolkits, and then moved to Solutré to

procure and process game. The use-wear data support the proposal of Combier and

Montet-White (2002) that Solutrean groups were highly mobile and likely occupied

Solutré for longer periods of time than groups did in earlier time periods.

The Magdalenian sample is different from the others. It is characterized by

a diverse toolkit and a low curation signature and yet has many hafted tools, which

seemingly contradicts notions of expediency. Furthermore, the sample shows a high

average edge angle for cutting activities, a feature typical of versatile and curated

toolkits, but a low frequency of butchery wear and work on soft contact materials and

a high frequency of burin actions and contact with hard contact materials – a pattern

that seems to indicate on-site camp activities or activities not associated with the

processing of dispatched game. Magdalenian tools appear to be highly specialized,

and it is likely that this specialization required that they be hafted. Thus, the curation

signature related to hafting and the high frequency of work on medium and hard

contact materials is likely the result of creating, hafting, and using specialized tools

and not related to curation or residential mobility requiring a curated toolkit.

These data suggest that Magdalenian populations were residentially mobile

and covered a wide area in their seasonal movements, a pattern proposed by

Combier and Montet-White (2002). An alternative explanation is that Magdalenian

groups were logistically organized and had base camps nearby. While they may

have used a large region including areas around and west of Mâcon, as well as

uplands in the Jura Mountains to the east, special purpose groups may have

intensively exploited Solutré during brief visits while the larger population occu-

pied seasonal base camps nearby. The fact that the Magdalenian lithic assemblages

have prepared cores that were brought to the site, possibly to produce tools needed

to replace exhausted ones, supports this interpretation.

CONCLUSION

The interpretations derived from the use-wear analysis of a set of Upper Paleolithic

tool assemblages at Solutré vary in some ways from interpretations by Combier

(2002) and Combier and Montet-White (2002) that employ traditional formal
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analysis at a macroscopic scale. For the Aurignacian period especially, the inter-

pretation of life at Solutré changes from brief occupations by highly mobile groups

ranging across the region to seasonal exploitation of the site by groups residing in

the surrounding territory. Interpretations of the Gravettian and Solutrean assem-

blages based on morphology and use-wear converge, while use-wear analysis

provides a plausible, more detailed alternative to the Magdalenian scenario.

These results suggest that use-wear studies are capable of refining our ability

to understand the myriad of behaviors that make up ordinary daily life across the

millennia. They begin at a scale well below our level of conventional awareness, in

a landscape that only a microscope can reveal, characterized by subtle patterns of

wear across the surfaces of artifacts. Once microscopic examinations of artifacts are

complete, the scale of analysis is adjusted to the familiar perspective of the artifact

assemblage, where temporal changes in secondary site activities and toolkit organ-

ization can be identified through a combination of traditional morphological analy-

sis and statistical verification. The analytical scale is expanded one last time to

consider the wider environment – this time, above and beyond the consciousness of

individuals. In this chapter, this last view relates to how different Upper Paleolithic

cultural groups moved about the regional landscape and how the site at Solutré was

incorporated into these different settlement/subsistence systems. Such shifts in scale

and increases in interpretative resolution would not have been possible without

high-power use-wear methods. It is clear, therefore, that our understanding of

prehistoric human behavior can dramatically increase when we view lithic tools

as landscapes scarred by human action rather than simply as objects of human

production.
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CHAPTER 8

Scale and Archaeological

Evaluations:

What are We Looking For?

Gill Hey

INTRODUCTION

It is axiomatic that archaeological investigations rely on scaling up. We examine

residues, mere traces, of past activity and attempt to say something meaningful

about the totality of the events they represent. More pertinently to the theme of

this paper, as a rule we sample these residues and make a prediction about the

character and extent of archaeological remains from which we interpret past events.

Whether we sample individual sites or large landscapes, most archaeological

endeavor entails only examining a part of the whole, and this has always been

the case.

Today, the majority of archaeological excavations in the UK take place

within the framework of development and its attendant planning legislation, and

decisions on whether to undertake excavations in advance of development are

usually based upon some sort of an evaluation of the presence/absence and signifi-

cance of archaeological remains on a site. This may be just a ‘‘rule of thumb’’

assessment of the likely presence of sites, a formal and in-depth desk-based

appraisal or a more detailed non-intrusive or intrusive evaluation: fieldwalking,

geophysical survey or machine trenching. Whatever the technique of assessment, a

curator or development-control officer has to scale up, to decide from a small

amount of evidence what this represents in terms of the totality of the remains on

the site. A decision must then be taken about whether further investigation is

required.

The background to this paper was a study by Oxford Archaeology which

looked at twelve major infrastructure projects in southern England that were

subsequently excavated, in order to assess the success of the evaluations undertaken

for predicting archaeological remains and providing a suitable basis for making

decisions about further appropriate levels of work on these sites (Hey and Lacey,
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2001). The project, known as Planarch, was jointly funded by English Heritage and

the European Union as part of its European Regional Development fund, which

considers spatial planning (the Interregional IIC programme). It was initiated by

Kent County Council and followed an earlier study undertaken by Southampton

University (Champion et al., 1995).

The Planarch study suggests that archaeologists have allowed their preconcep-

tions of the past to dominate sampling strategies. Not only that, a trench-eye view

has restricted our archaeological vision and limited the scope of our fieldwork. As a

result, we tend to find what we expect to find, unless we come across the unex-

pected in the course of other work.

An unthinking use of statistical approaches to sampling archaeological sites

may additionally have reinforced this attitude. Recognizing the difficulties involved

in detecting sites by survey methods, a number of authors have pointed out

problems and suggested remedies (e.g., Nance and Ball, 1986; Wobst, 1983) and

in particular in the British context have suggested that archaeologists should focus

much more clearly on the sites that they wish to identify and develop strategies to

locate these more effectively (Orton, 2000:115–147). This may be appropriate if we

are looking for something specific or can accurately predict what is there, but this is

seldom the case. As a result there has been a tendency to develop sampling

strategies to locate the remains that are anticipated, thus creating an in-built bias

towards finding those sites. In addition, when estimating appropriate sample sizes

there has been a tendency to model sites as solid blocks which, of course, they are

not. Archaeological statisticians have warned of precisely these drawbacks (e.g.,

Shennan, 1988:323–8; Orton, 2000:120 –2), but their cautions have seldom been

heeded. More commonly, however, archaeologists have paid little attention to

mathematical modeling of evaluation methods and have adopted a suite of strat-

egies as a matter of custom, with little thought as to how this might be affecting

perceptions of past human activity.

Equally worrying is that the debate surrounding the methods of evaluating

areas of potential archaeological interest has focused almost entirely on finding

‘‘sites’’, by which we generally mean occupation areas or monuments. Human

activity is, of course, much more wide ranging than this. Given theoretical concerns

about understanding human agency and how people used the wider landscape

and conceptualized the space around them, which have been part of mainstream

archaeological theory for well over a decade (e.g., Barrett, 1993; Tilley, 1994),

it is surprising that modern fieldwork has failed to grasp the challenge of seeking

physical evidence for some of the events undertaken on this wider stage.

Should we not be aspiring to capture a more complete record of the traces of

past human activities and an understanding of what lay in the spaces between

‘‘sites’’?

Over recent years, major infrastructure projects in southern Britain

have entailed more work than ever before, involving archaeological operations

sometimes on an enormous scale. This means that much larger areas than previously

have been exposed with care and observed by archaeologists, and it has been

possible to assess how successful the evaluation techniques that were used really

were.
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THE STUDY

The Projects

The Planarch project provided the opportunity to examine the evaluation techniques

employed on eleven infrastructure projects in Kent and Essex, in addition to a large

project in Oxfordshire, in order to compare predictions and results. The sites were

chosen to be representative of archaeological projects in southern Britain; they

covered a wide range of topographies and geologies and yielded a variety of periods

and types of archaeology (Table 8.1). They also covered a very large area, with

240 ha in total having been investigated archaeologically, partly as formal excav-

ation and partly as watching briefs where prior work suggested low archaeological

potential. All the sites had been evaluated using methods that are commonly

employed in Britain, some of which have become industry standards, and all had

been completed in terms of their fieldwork. An important element of the study was

also to model by computer simulations the effects of using alternative trenching

strategies (percentages and arrays) upon the archaeological sites revealed in the

extensive investigations that were undertaken.

A wide range of evaluation techniques had been employed on these projects

including desk-based assessment (e.g., examination of records of earlier discoveries

on the site and nearby, air photography, documentary sources and historic map-

ping), non-intrusive field survey methods (fieldwalking and geophysical survey

of various kinds) and intrusive field survey methods (test pits, boreholes and

machine trenches) before they had been extensively stripped and either excavated

or examined as part of watching briefs.

The Study Methodology

The detail of the methods used during the course of the study can be found in the

published report (Hey and Lacey, 2001:6–13). In summary, site drawings such as

fieldwalking plots, interpretations of geophysical surveys, test-pit locations, evalu-

ation trench plans, excavation and watching-brief plans were scanned and all were

prepared in a GIS format in AutoCAD 2000� using AutoCAD MAP�. Different

levels of data for individual sites were prepared on separate overlays so that results

could be compared. In particular, survey drawings could be overlain on the final site

plans to compare the results with ‘‘ground truth’’. On the basis of the data gathered,

survey reports and interviews, a series of questions was applied to each evaluation

technique used on these projects for each period represented on the site to test the

effectiveness of the methods. This was not just for judging the presence or absence

of remains, but also for getting relevant information on site layout, date and state of

preservation.

Computer simulations were made of a range of forms and sample sizes of

machine trenches, focusing on those most commonly used in the UK and adjacent

European countries. The simulation trenches were placed randomly over the site

areas, taking into account their general overall shape but without any archaeological
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Table 8-1. Key characteristics of the sites that formed part of the Planarch study

Site

Size

(ha)

Development

type

Recent

land use Topography

Geology

(main

type) Sub-soils

Average

depth of

overburden

Archaeological

remains present

Thurnham 4.4 Railway Arable Knoll at foot

of Downs

Clay 0.35 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Iron Age; Roman

Northumberland

Bottom

30 Railway Arable Slopes of dry

valleys

Chalk Colluvium-partial 0.4 m Neolithic/Bronze

Age; Iron Age;

Roman; medieval

White Horse Stone 12.4 Railway Arable Dry valleys

and spurs

Chalk Colluvium 1 m Neolithic/Bronze

Age; Iron Age;

Roman; medieval

Tutt Hill 8.5 Railway Arable and

pasture

Side of low

hill

Sand Colluvium- partial 0.55 m Neolithic/Bronze

Age; Iron Age

Westhawk Farm 30 Housing Arable Gently

sloping

Clay 0.4 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Roman; medieval

Thanet Way 10 Road Arable Edge of

ridge

Chalk Colluvium-partial 0.5 m Neolithic/Bronze

Age; Iron Age;

Roman; early medieval;

medieval

Ramsgate

Harbour

Approach

4 Road Arable Dry valley Brickearth Colluvium 0.4 m Neolithic/Bronze

Age; Iron Age;

early medieval

Whitfield to

Eastry Bypass

1 Road Arable and

pasture

Low

ridge

Chalk 0.3 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Iron Age; early medieval

Tesco, Manston

Road, Ramsgate

1.07 Supermarket Arable (latterly

a car park)

Edge of

downland

Brickearth 0.5 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

early medieval; medieval

Elms Farm 11.3 Housing Pasture Floodplain Gravel Alluvium 0.3 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Iron Age; Roman

Stansted Long-term

Car Park

7.8 Car park Arable Gently

sloping plateau

Clay 0.35 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Iron Age; Roman; medieval

Yarnton 120 Mineral

extraction

Arable River terraces

and floodplain

Gravel Alluvium-partial 0.45 m Neolithic/Bronze Age;

Iron Age; Roman;

early medieval;

medieval

Total ¼240.47 ha



remains being visible, and a series of experiments was set up to assess the probable

success rate likely to accrue from using the different proportions and arrays, and

also the degree of variability that might be expected in the results.

How successfully did these predictive tools fare when compared with the

reality of the total site plan, and to what degree did the scale of the activity assist

or impair an understanding of the character of the sites?

The Results

Each evaluation technique provided a different level of information about archae-

ology at a number of different scales (Figure 8.1), demonstrating not only why the

choice of method for each project is difficult but also why it is so important to tailor

techniques for individual site conditions.

Desk-based assessments proved to be only poor to moderately good at evalu-

ating the archaeological sites in this study, although they did provide a valuable

overview of the project areas at this stage, enabling the examination of a study area

encircling the development site as well as the site itself, and involving the consid-

eration of many sources of information about site conditions, previous investiga-

tions and local and regional settlement patterns. Fieldwalking fared little better than

desk-based assessment. Sites that were finds poor, for example those of the early

medieval period, were usually missed by these methods, but fieldwalking was one

of the most successful techniques for locating Neolithic and Bronze Age settle-

ments. The small-scale and scattered nature of occupation features of these periods

was not easily found by other evaluation methods but flint tools and associated

debris very often survived in the ploughsoil. Sites that had been completely

ploughed away and were only represented by dispersed artifacts in the cultivation
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Figure 8-1. Success of different archaeological techniques for all periods.
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horizon would be identified by few other means. Geophysical survey (usually

magnetometer survey in this study) was a more successful method of evaluation

and proved very effective at revealing the extent and character of the layout of sites,

but its successful application depends on suitable ground conditions and geology,

and the presence of features of a reasonable size with magnetically-enhanced fills.

For this reason, Roman sites were good subjects for geophysical survey, but even

here, stripping sometimes revealed important features which were not visible on the

surveys – for example a small temple made up of shallow slots and small postholes

at the Westhawk Farm settlement in Kent (Linford and David, 2001:80 –1; Booth

et al., In Press).

Machine trenching was the most successful evaluation technique when aggre-

gated for all periods present on the sites within the study. It is the most commonly

employed method of field assessment in England (Darvill and Russell, 2002:32–4)

and the fact that it alone provided moderately good results shows that there are

sound reasons for its application. Figure 8.1 shows the results for the evaluation

techniques actually employed on the projects in the study and, on average, a 2.4%

sample of the sites had been trenched by machine. This is a similar proportion to

the 2% evaluation trenching commonly applied in the UK. There were, however,

two significant variables in the success of evaluation trenching: the chance

positioning of trenches and the type and period of remains present on the archaeo-

logical sites.

chance positioning of trenches

There is a very strong element of chance present during evaluation trenching, and the

experiments undertaken using simulated trenches suggest that a variation of between

1% and 1.5% can be expected within sample fractions of between 2% and 10% (Hey

and Lacey, 2001: 45– 48, and Table 7). Whilst this may be an acceptable figure when

using sample sizes of over 5%, it can have a significant impact on the effectiveness of

less intensive evaluations. Some random trench simulations at the common 2%

sample size produced proportions of archaeology lower than 0.8% of that present.

Such results would probably lead to no further work on these sites, all of which

contained important archaeological remains. Variability should also be greater

for smaller sites comprising more scattered features than for the more substantial

settlements present on the projects within the study (cf. Shennan, 1988:310–312).

period and type of remains

Period and type of remains present on the sites was the single greatest variable in

the success of the evaluation techniques examined in this study. This can be seen on

Figure 8.2 where the relative success of machine trenching for uncovering remains

of Roman, Iron Age and medieval date is apparent. The likelihood of detecting

Neolithic and Bronze Age features was much less certain and results for early

medieval settlement were poor.

The White Horse Stone site in Kent revealed an Iron Age settlement as well as

important remains of the Neolithic period, including one of the few Neolithic
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longhouses ever recovered in southern Britain (Hayden, In Press). Experiments using

simulated trenches showed that the Iron Age remains were significantly easier to

detect than those of Neolithic date, and in one of the simulations even a 10%

trenching regime placed randomly on the site missed the Neolithic building. It is

unsurprisingly that the actual 2.1% machine-trenched sample used on this site failed

to locate this structure.

The poor results of machine trenching for detecting Neolithic and Bronze Age

sites are even more alarming when it is borne in mind that these sites included

funerary and ceremonial remains such as ring ditches and ditched enclosures which

are much easier to detect than settlement features. Not only are such features

relatively large in size, they often have soils which are magnetically enhanced

making them comparatively easy to see in geophysical surveys. Although settle-

ment and other types of features were not separated in the study, it is apparent that

occupation features would seldom have been detected.

These conclusions are reinforced by the poor results of all evaluation tech-

niques for locating early medieval settlement sites. Such sites usually comprise

scattered post-built structures and sunken-featured buildings and are seldom finds

rich. Sunken-featured buildings can be backfilled with material that is detectable in

geophysical survey, but otherwise the study showed that it was very easy to

trench or fieldwalk across and within an early medieval settlement and not recog-

nize its existence – for example, the 3.2% trenching undertaken on the Whitfield to

Eastry Bypass. This reinforces the point that these sites are not solid blocks but

contain a good many open spaces. These difficulties have been recognized in other

parts of England. In the East Midlands, for example, Lewis et al. (1997:86) high-

lighted the problems of detecting sites with few finds, friable pottery and timber

buildings.
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Figure 8-2. Success of machine trenching by period.
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Results for detecting occupation sites of Iron Age, Roman and later medieval

periods were much better, especially for those of the Roman period. Such sites tend

to comprise more substantial features, were usually more densely occupied and

contain more durable artefacts; even a 2% sample often revealed sufficient infor-

mation to allow decisions to be made about further work. The study showed that

increasing the sample size to between 4% and 5% often provided additional useful

information about sites of these periods, but beyond that the increase in effective-

ness diminished noticeably (Hey and Lacey, 2001:43– 44, and Figures 27 and 28).

In contrast, as sampling regimes increased to 10% (the maximum assessed by the

study) the likelihood of discovering Neolithic and Bronze Age sites continued to

improve; early medieval sites were still very difficult to find.

WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

A significant concern that arises from the results of the Planarch study is that the

comparative success of the evaluation techniques for finding Roman and some Iron

Age and medieval sites may be engendering false confidence in these methodolo-

gies. The outcome is that we continue uncritically to employ the techniques that

encounter the types of remains that we expect to find, unless chance intervenes.

Widespread stripping which has accompanied the projects which formed part of the

study, and evidence from other sizeable projects, suggests that we are much less

successful than we think. The scale of evaluation work and its narrow focus leads us

consistently to miss certain feature types, remains of particular periods and a range

of activities of all periods. Even on easily detected Roman sites, small and insub-

stantial structures can be missed, such as the small Roman temple at Westhawk

Farm, Kent, mentioned above. If this structure had been isolated it may never have

been found.

Feature and Site Types

It is well recognized that evaluation methods are poor at detecting small features,

even when they are in groups. Over recent years in southern Britain, two early

Neolithic houses have been discovered unexpectedly in areas that had already been

evaluated; that at White Horse Stone in Kent has already been referred to and the

other was found at Yarnton in the Upper Thames Valley and dated to ca. 3,800 cal

BC (Figure 8.3; Hey et al., In Preparation). Yarnton is a good example of a large site

that was thoroughly evaluated, with desk-based assessments, fieldwalking, magnet-

ometer survey, test pitting and machine trenching having been undertaken, but

which revealed a number of unexpected and important remains when overburden

was stripped.

It is very easy to see why the Neolithic structure had been missed. It was made

up of a number of small, shallow features, mainly individual postholes in the

ground, which yielded very few artefacts. It could not be seen in the magnetometer

survey (Figure 8.3) and neither could the numerous Neolithic pits and a number of
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small, circular Bronze Age buildings that were also present. The only feature visible

in this survey was the edge of a ring ditch in the south-west corner. Figure 8.3 also

shows the 2% trench array that was actually used in the evaluation and which

missed the structure.

Size and significance are not the same thing. Structures of this early date have

been sought with little success in southern England, and their absence has occa-

sioned debate about the nature of early Neolithic settlement in the region (e.g.,

Cooney 1997). The discovery of the Yarnton building and that at White Horse

–2.55 –0.92 0.72 2.35
nT

N

0 100 m

Ring ditch
Neolithic building

Figure 8-3. Yarnton Site 7, showing site plan 2% trenching array and magnetometer survey.
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Stone, already discussed, makes a genuine contribution to the understanding of

early Neolithic settlement in England. The possibility that we may be consistently

missing such remains is a serious issue.

Figure 8.4 shows one of the 18 Bronze Age buildings uncovered at Yarnton

that were not found during evaluation. This particular example was discovered with

pits, a waterhole and other settlement features, in an area that was chosen for

examination specifically to test the apparent absence of remains suggested by the

evaluation. The difficulties of discovering early medieval settlements have already

been discussed. We think such sites are rare, but is this true?

Burials can be as difficult to detect as small settlement features, especially

when they are unmarked in any way, unaccompanied and situated away from

settlement. They can be excavated and backfilled very quickly and are seldom

discovered by geophysical survey (David, 1994:16 –9). This is a problem that

relates to burials of all periods. Anglo-Saxon burials at Monkton on the Thanet

Way in Kent were only anticipated because of discoveries in the adjacent area; they

were not visible in the geophysical survey or the limited evaluation trenching

(Bennett and Williams, 1997). A small and unusual Iron Age cemetery came to

light unexpectedly during machining for gravel extraction to the south-east of a

middle Iron Age settlement at Yarnton that was, by good fortune, being excavated

by archaeologists at the time (Hey et al., 1999). The burials were crouched in

shallow graves and were unaccompanied. They may form part of a funerary

tradition that is more common than we think but which is seldom detected by our

evaluation methods.

Figure 8-4. A Bronze Age building on the Yarnton floodplain.
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Neolithic and Bronze Age funerary remains, as represented by barrows or

funerary enclosures, are often detected from the air and by geophysical survey, and

can also be found in machine-dug trenches. The relative ease with which such

remains are discovered, however, may lead us to believe that this form of burial

was universal. Widespread striping over 15 ha on the Thames floodplain at Yarnton

revealed a number of single, unmarked Neolithic and Bronze Age inhumation and

cremation burials (Hey et al., In Preparation). How many individuals were buried in

this way whom we have never found? The cremations are of considerable interest, as

not all are complete and some are mixed with cremated animal bone and other

artifacts. Investigation of these remains allows a much more complex pattern of

burial practices to emerge for these periods, but their recovery relies on chance or

widespread stripping of sites for other reasons. We can also be misled into thinking

that Neolithic and Bronze Age cemeteries comprise only the visible barrow remains,

whereas it is increasingly apparent that they include a whole range of other features

both within cemetery areas, but also beyond. An alignment of small pits and associ-

ated burials discovered on the Thanet Way in Kent lay beyond what would conven-

tionally be described as the cemetery (Bennett and Williams, 1997:262– 4) and

might, in other circumstances, not have been examined archaeologically.

Range of Activities of All Periods

The results of the evaluation techniques that have been addressed so far have been

expressed in terms of their success in finding what we define as ‘‘sites’’. But people

did not just inhabit houses and the area immediately outside them, they inhabited

landscapes. They herded animals, they collected water and they prepared food.

About 30 m away from the Bronze Age settlement at Yarnton was a waterhole that

not only added to the range of settlement features and indicated a degree of

permanence of settlement, but also provided information about the surrounding

landscape, indicating grassland grazed by domesticated animals over a wide area.

Several waterholes dating from the early to the late Bronze Age (ca. 2000–800 BC)

were discovered unexpectedly during widespread stripping on the Yarnton flood-

plain, which furnished excellent environmental data for their period of use. They

also provided evidence of deliberate deposition and ritual activity, and yielded a

range of artifacts that would have decayed on ordinary settlement sites. Wooden

and bark bowls and tools made of organic materials had survived. A bowl from

Yarnton was found in a deliberately placed deposit of worked wood, including a log

ladder, from which a fox skull and deer skull were also recovered. Another

waterhole contained the right distal humerus of an adult human that had been

worn smooth and had a notch cut in one end. Similar deposits have been discovered

in other parts of southern England – for example, a human skull fragment worked

into a perforated disc or roundel, found in a waterhole at the Reading Business Park

(Boyle, 2004), and a wooden plough ard thought to have been specially placed in

a river channel at the Eton Rowing Course excavations (Allen, 2000:94 and

Plate 17). These objects represent an entire class of deposit that only emerge during

widespread stripping.
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Waterholes of all periods provide excellent evidence of the changing environ-

ment and land-use practices through time. They show how people cultivated their

fields, coppiced the woodland and collected food from it. In addition, widespread

stripping can reveal evidence of how people moved across the landscape to meet

family and neighbors and exchange animals and objects with others. Trackways and

occasionally roads, causeways and bridges can be revealed. In other words such

work can reveal a good deal about the significant proportion of the time that people

spent away from their domestic space or from monuments. Some of these activities

were attended with some ceremony. A limestone causeway exposed at Yarnton had

not only been constructed of several tons of stone brought from a source over 4 km

away and was laid down on foundation deposits, but feasting debris was found upon

it, including a large and significant number of the right limbs of cattle (Mulville,

In Press) (Figure 8.5). Capturing this aspect of the inhabited landscape is much

more difficult than detecting ‘‘sites’’, but in terms of furthering our understanding

of the past it is of considerable importance.

CONCLUSIONS

The Planarch study suggests that the evaluation techniques that we use are designed

to target those things that we expect and that are relatively easy to find. Thus we

tend to reinforce our preconceptions about the frequency and character of sites of

certain periods, such as those of the Iron Age or Romano-British periods. Con-

versely, we believe that certain other sites, such as Neolithic and Bronze Age

settlements, are extremely rare. However, we are not demonstrating that this is

true, we are merely showing that the scale of our evaluation work is insufficient to

find them. The process of sampling and interpreting what the results represent tends

to lead to predictions based on preconceptions and to a bias in the archaeological

record in which certain site and activity types are poorly represented and ill

understood.

This is not a statistical problem but an outcome of the way in which we view

the past. The things that we seek to find are essentially random and we do not know

what they are or where they are. Sites exist at a multiplicity of scales and are

infinitely variable in terms of their dispositions and component parts. Devising

more reliable statistical methods to discover them may be impractical.

Of equal concern is the range of small-scale activities conducted away from

settlement sites of all periods that is emerging as a result of large-scale stripping.

These have seldom been actively sought and would only be recovered in evaluation

by chance, but are providing important new information about the activities that

people undertook during the course of their lives. Trench size, even small excav-

ation size, is not the scale at which people operated and relying on a snapshot of

settlement is not adequate if we are going to advance our understanding of the past.

It is time to move beyond simplistic definitions of sites and rigid sampling

strategies designed to detect and examine these. Problem-orientated evaluation

strategies, designed specifically for the circumstances of individual projects and

grounded in sound research frameworks are essential ingredients if we are to be
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more imaginative about predicting past human activity. Formal and appropriately

funded excavations are an essential element of archaeological fieldwork. If, how-

ever, we are to recover the more ephemeral traces of the past and the truly

unexpected, we must be more courageous in our attempts to examine areas over

a large scale, even where little or no remains have come to light during field

evaluation. Routine examination of sites after they have been stripped and alloca-

tion of limited resources would enable a record to be made of the most important

Figure 8-5. The middle Iron Age limestone causeway on Yarnton floodplain.
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discoveries. The results would add immeasurably to our understanding of the

diversity and complexity of life at earlier times.
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CHAPTER 9

Scale, Model Complexity, and

Understanding: Simulation of

Settlement Processes in the

Glenwood Locality of

Southwestern Iowa,

1976 and 2000

Larry J. Zimmerman and Joe Alan Artz

One archaeology cant is that greater understanding comes with more data and better

analytical tools. Supposedly, the better our culture history of an area, the better our

understanding of the cultural processes operating there. Intuitively, this bit of

received wisdom, repeated often in the conclusions of numerous archaeology

conference papers, seems obvious, but is it true?

We contend that it is not always so simple. Although more data and better tools

might make for better culture history, they do not always lead to greater under-

standing, particularly of culture processes. The reason is a matter of scale.

Scale is defined here as the ratio between the size of something and a
representation of it. By constructing a representation, we build a model of some

reality, such as an artifact, feature, or event. Models are abstractions containing

what are understood or believed to be the salient features of that reality. A scale of

1:100 is fundamentally the same as a scale of 1:10. Some level of detail is lost at

1:100, but the underlying structure of the model is the same. If the level of detail

known about the reality being modeled increases, is the model automatically

improved? If more detail is visible in the model, does that make the model more

real? Not necessarily, if the principles used to construct the model remain un-

changed. Does understanding increase if better analytical tools are applied to the
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model? Not if the structure of the model is an inappropriate or flawed representation

to start with.

Nearly a quarter-century ago, Zimmerman (1977) modeled and simulated

locational decision-making processes of a horticultural, earthlodge-dwelling cul-

tural complex in southwestern Iowa using a primitive form of geographic informa-

tion systems (GIS). Recently, Artz et al. (2000) reassessed his simulation using

more sophisticated, GIS-based data. A comparison of the two studies illustrates the

relationship between spatial scale, model sophistication, and understanding.

GIS AND THE GLENWOOD VARIANT

The Glenwood variant of the Nebraska phase of the Central Plains tradition has

been written about since the early 1900s, and has been the focus of intensive work

by both amateur and professional archaeologists. It comprises a unique complex of

Central Plains tradition earthlodges located directly opposite the mouth of the Platte

River in the rugged Loess Hills of western Iowa (Figure 9.1).

Early descriptions of Nebraska phase settlement by Wedel (1959:560 –562,

566), Strong (1935), and others suggested that sites consisted of straggling lines of

house pits, rarely in groups, with a few isolated houses. Wood (1969) and Krause

(1970), however, reported the occurrence of lodges in clusters, leading Gradwohl

(1969:2, 135) to contend that the existence of a dispersed form of settlement was

an archaeological mental construct rather than a spatial reality. Anderson and

Zimmerman (1976) contributed to this debate by reexamining the distribution of

Figure 9-1. Location of documented Central Plains tradition sites in Nebraska and Iowa. The Upper

Republican, Smoky Hill, and Nebraska phases of this tradition also extend south into Kansas, but digital

data for Kansas sites was not available. Site locations in Iowa and Nebraska were provided by the Office

of the State Archaeologist, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, and the Nebraska State Historical

Society, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Glenwood locality earthlodges in Mills County, Iowa. They noted two forms of

settlement: the dispersed variety, with isolated lodges strung along ridgelines; and

the nucleated form, with clusters of lodges on hillslopes and stream terraces. They

agreed with Gradwohl that previous studies overemphasized the dispersed form and

they offered a model based on climate change to account for both forms of settlement.

Zimmerman (1977) used this model as the core of a computer simulation

of Glenwood settlement to see if patterns of lodge location like those noticed in

Glenwood and other Central Plains tradition localities could be generated. His goals

were:

1. To account for the variability previously noted in the Central Plains trad-

ition settlement patterns of the Glenwood locality;

2. To understand to some degree the processes by which inhabitants of the

locality might have made locational decisions; and

3. To operationalize and test the implication of a number of assumptions about

or reconstructions of Central Plains tradition culture for settlement patterns

(Zimmerman, 1977:41).

An algorithm with ten factors or ‘‘rules’’ governing behavior of the system

drove the simulation. The algorithm outlined the key variables from the Anderson–

Zimmerman model including preferred settlement location, population change,

kinship system, and residence patterns. Response to climatic stress, a key variable

in the system, was operationalized through the allocation of land based on concepts

of environmental carrying capacity.

To simulate population, Zimmerman employed a Monte Carlo (i.e., stochastic)

model that allowed population growth according to predetermined ‘‘rules’’ speci-

fied by tables of marriage age, first parturition, and mortality. To simulate residence

patterns, he accepted the commonly held idea that Central Plains peoples were

matricentric, as horticulturalists tend to be, and as the Caddoan-speaking descend-

ants of the Central Plains tradition were. He defined a notion of ‘‘proximal

matrilocality’’ in which the bride and her husband choose to build a residence as

close as possible to the bride’s parents, if arable land is available.

Zimmerman (1977:79) wrote, ‘‘Since the focus of this model is ultimately the

location of earthlodges, the rules by which locational decisions were made . . . must

be the most precisely analyzed segment of the settlement system.’’ He believed that

ideally these rules should be inferred from a statistical analysis of known lodge

distributions. Lacking such an analysis, he based the Glenwood I locational rules on

a series of assumptions concerning the location of lodges relative to ecological

zones (upland prairie, upland forest, floodplains) and elevation.

The simulation program was SIMSCRIPT, a forerunner of today’s object-oriented

programming languages that, for the time, was quite sophisticated. Zimmerman

initialized the system by placing a pioneer population onto locations of known Glen-

wood lodges. Using a numberof simulation runs, he altered the length in simulated years

of the run, the size of the founding population, and environmental carrying capacity.

Each run generated a map with new lodge locations and population figures.

To test the locations generated, he compared them both visually and statistic-

ally to lodge distributions as they were known in 1974. Many runs generated
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populations, lodge numbers, and lodge locations that were out of line with the

known distribution. The run he considered a best fit demonstrated a coefficient of

dispersion that was nominally higher than the known distribution.

Zimmerman (1977) noted that proximal matrilocality did indeed generate

lodge clusters, and that this might be tested in the archaeological record by looking

at dates of lodges in clusters or by conjoining artifacts between lodges within a

cluster. The model seemed to indicate that populations at any time within the

locality were relatively small, rarely exceeding 100 contemporary individuals.

Finally, he inferred that a time span of 100 – 150 years would likely have been

best for the locality. More than that produced vastly more lodges than the 67 known

from the published record of the Glenwood locality.

Over the next 20 years, the number of Glenwood locality earthlodges reported

increased from 67 to 186 (Billeck, 1993; Green, 1991, 1992). The larger sample

size, and the proliferation of digital geospatial data, made possible the kind of

spatial analysis of lodge locations that Zimmerman (1977) was unable to undertake.

As Hedden (1997) observed, it became feasible to create a GIS with enough specific

archaeological and environmental information to model historical processes

involved in the origin, expansion, and decline of the Central Plains tradition

in western Iowa. Indeed, Perry (1998, 2004) has recently developed a model

focusing on diachronic trends that are becoming increasingly apparent in Glenwood

settlement patterning.

In 2000, Artz et al. (2000) suggested that Zimmerman’s simulation model could

be recreated and refined using desktop rather than mainframe computers. They

illustrated the feasibility of this concept by running several Visual Basic macros in

Excel to recreate the population and demographic modules of Zimmerman’s model.

We will now consider the second aspect of their ‘‘proof of concept,’’ a modeling of

lodge locational preferences using ArcView GIS.

DOES INCREASING LEVEL OF DETAIL

AUTOMATICALLY IMPROVE A MODEL?

The purpose of this section is to describe the recreation of Zimmerman’s original

overlay in a modern GIS by Artz et al. (2000). The exercise is instructive for

illustrating the effect of scale, or more precisely, of horizontal resolution, on a

spatial analysis.

Most of the geospatial base layers that both Artz et al. (2000) and Zimmerman

(1977) used were extracts from topographic quadrangle maps produced by the US

Geological Survey at a scale of 1:24,000. Zimmerman collected spatial data directly

from paper maps by overlaying them with a Mylar grid of 4,000 cells covering an area

that measured 5 � 8 miles (8 � 13 km). Cell size was 0.1 � 0.1 mi (161 � 161 m).

For each cell, he manually recorded average elevation to the nearest 50 ft and

assigned one of five resource types: Missouri River floodplain, hillslope grassland,

forest–grassland ecotone, upland forest, and tributary stream bottoms. He defined the

bottomland zones topographically. The dominant color of the map for each cell

determined grassland versus forest vegetation, with green colors indicating forest,
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white colors grassland. He classified cells with an equal mixture of both colors as

forest/grassland ecotone.

Today, USGS quadrangles are available as digital raster graphics (DRGs) and

digital elevation models (DEMs). DRGs are scanned and georeferenced images of

the paper maps. Each pixel of the DRG image measures 2.4 m at map scale and has

an integer value representing the color of the paper map at that location. DEMs

consist of elevation data extracted from the quadrangles and converted to a grid,

with each cell assigned an elevation. DEMs are available at horizontal resolutions

(cell size) of 10 and 30 m. The Glenwood and Pacific Junction quadrangles that

Zimmerman used are available only at 30 m resolution.

Table 9.1 lists the variables Zimmerman chose to digitize to represent the

physical environment of the Glenwood locality. The second column states his

operational definition of each variable, and the third column is the re-operationa-

lization by Artz et al. (2000) using DRG or DEM data. They captured elevations

from the National Elevation Dataset (NED), a nationwide, 30 m DEM. Forest

vegetation appears on USGS quadrangles as areas of green. In the DRGs, each

pixel is numerically coded for color. They therefore identified forests by isolating

the green-coded pixels and expanding them to fill gaps, which result where brown

contour lines, blue stream lines, and red and black road symbols cross forested

areas. ArcView GIS has several methods for recognizing and filling such gaps.

In his Glenwood I model, Zimmerman classified areas not marked as forest as

grassland and cells evenly divided between forest and grassland as ‘‘ecotones.’’ In

other words, in Glenwood I, a 161-m cell that was 50% forest and 50% grassland

was classified as ecotone. To re-operationalize the ecotone class, Artz et al. (2000)

assigned forest areas a value of 5 and grasslands a value of 0. They then passed a

filter across the vegetation zone that calculated, for each cell, the mean value of all

cells within a 161� 161 m2 square. These values ranged from 0 (all grassland) to

5 (all forest). A value of 2.5 represented a case in which the cell’s neighborhood was

equally divided between the two zones; such cells always occur on the boundary

between all-white and all-green areas on the maps and define a zone extending

ca. 80 m (1/2 the dimension of a Glenwood I cell) to either side of the zone

boundaries. These transitional cells appeared to meet Zimmerman’s specification

for an ecotone.

Although the intent of this exercise was to re-create Glenwood I’s model of the

physical environment, Artz et al. (2000) made two exceptions. The first of these

involved the differentiation of the two valley bottoms zones. In the Glenwood

locality, the foot of the Missouri River bluffs corresponds roughly to the 1,000 ft

topographic contour as displayed on 1:24,000 USGS topographic maps. Zimmerman

used this elevation as an arbitrary cut-off to differentiate the Missouri Valley

and tributary valley zones. This contour, however, makes deep re-entrants into the

major tributary valleys of Pony and Keg Creeks, and smaller, but still significant

re-entrants into many bluff-edge side valleys. In digitizing the Glenwood environ-

ment, Zimmerman reclassified these re-entrants as tributary valleys. To minimize the

need for manual reclassification, Artz et al. (2000) used a dataset not available to

Zimmerman to re-operationalize the two valley bottom zones: soil surveys created by

the Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly Soil Conservation Service) of
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the US Department of Agriculture. These surveys are available in digital format for

the Glenwood locality, both as vector (polygon) coverage and as 30 m grids. Using

these base maps, they classified Zimmerman’s Missouri Valley zone as mainly

Haynie–Albaton–Onawa and Keg–Salix–Luton soil associations and his tributary

bottomland zone as alluvial parent material within the Ida-Hamburg and Monona-Ida

soil associations (Nixon 1982).

The second major difference between Glenwood I and its re-operationalization

is a matter of scale. By using the DEM and gridded soils data, the spatial resolution

Table 9-1. Process Steps Used in 2001 and 2004 to Recreate Zimmerman’s (1977) Model of

the Physical Environment of the Glenwood Locality

Task

As operationalized in Glenwood

I (Zimmerman 1977:59–63)

As operationalized in GIS (Artz et al.

2001 and this paper)

Create grid Mylar overlay of 7.5 min

quads: grid a 5 � 8 mi area

into 50 � 80 cells. Each cell

is 161 � 161 m.

Clip 30 m DEM from NED

Record elevations Recorded to nearest 50 ft

based on contour lines

passing through cell.

Use DEM elevation data

Test the elevation data Generate contour map

with SURFACE II, compare

to paper quadrangles.

Generate contours with ArcView

Spatial Analyst, compare by overlaying

on DRG (digitized 7.5 min quad).

Identify vegetation

Forest Cells > 50% green on USGS

map (disregarding any

other color)

Convert DRG to grid, identify all cells

with green colors, expand/shrink to

‘‘solidify’’ cells of other colors that

cross green.

Grassland Cells > 50% white on USGS

map (disregarding any

other color)

Cells not part of the green zone

Ecotone Evenly divided white

and green

Cells within 0.05 mi (80 m; half a

Glenwood 1 cell) of a forest/grassland

edge

Separate Missouri

River and tributary
stream floodplains

Missouri River

floodplain

Elevations < 1,000 ft ‘‘Big Valley soils’’ from statewide

digital soil map

Tributary stream

bottomland

Elevations > 1,000 ft ‘‘Trib Valley soils’’ from statewide

digital soil map

Define resource

zones
Missouri River

Floodplain

Valley bottom w/elevations

< 1,000 ft

Big valley soils

Tributary Valley

Bottoms

Valley bottom w/elevations

> 1,000 ft

Tributary valley soils

Hillslope Grassland Nonvalley Grasslands cells Nonvalley Grassland cells

Oak-Hickory Forest Nonvalley Forest cells Nonvalley Forest cells

Forest/grassland Ecotone Nonvalley Ecotone cells Nonvalley ecotone cells
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increases from a 161 m cell to a 30 m cell, from a total of 4,000 to over 122,000

cells. Figure 9.2a shows the result of the re-operationalized model. To illustrate the

contrast, Figure 9.2b shows the same data, this time resampled using nearest

neighbor analysis to a cell size of 150 m, near the 161 m resolution of the original

model.

(a) 30 m Cells

(c) Difference map

Ecological zones

Grassland

Ecotone

Forest

Tributary valley

Missouri valley

(b) 150 m Cells

Different values
at 30 and 150 m

30 m Cells:

Same value at
30 and 150 m

0 1 2 3 4 miles

0 1 2 3 kilometers4 5

Figure 9-2. The Glenwood locality physical environment, operationalized using modern GIS data based

on the original, Glenwood I definitions: (a) ecological zones on a 30 m grid; (b) the same zones generalized

to a 150 m grid; and (c) difference map showing misclassifications of cells due to generalization.
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Although the 30 m data displayed in Figure 9.2a render the landscape in

a much more precise fashion, Figures 9.3a and b illustrate that generalizing the

data to 150 m does not result in overall information loss. The relative frequency

of each class, by area, is virtually identical. At this level of abstraction, a grid of

4,000 cells is as good as a grid of 30 m cells at modeling the overall proportion

of each zone.

On the other hand, the 150 m model is not as good as the 30 m model at

classifying the landscape at a particular spot. Figure 9.2c shows locations where the

value assigned to a 30 m cell is different from that assigned to the overlying 150 m

aggregate. As shown in the corresponding histogram (Figure 9.3c), generalization

of the data to 150 m results in a loss of the model’s ability to accurately represent

the environmental context at a finer scale. Specifically, 38% of the 30 m ecotone

cells are misrepresented at 150 m, as are 14–23% of the grassland, forest, and

tributary valley zones. Only the Missouri Valley zone is correctly classified nearly

all the time by the generalization because this zone occupies a large contiguous area

where misclassification is nearly impossible. For the model area as a whole, only

14% of the 30 m cells are misclassified at 150 m.

The results of this analysis indicate that simply increasing the scale of the

model, in this case from 150 to 30 m cells, does not automatically improve

the model’s ability to classify broad patterns in the landscape. Even if the 30 m

grid is accepted as a more accurate representation of the ‘‘reality’’ being modeled,

the 150 m grid still correctly represents that reality for 86% of the model area. Used

in a simulation model, the 150 m generalization would probably be appropriate

for identifying broadly defined resource zones that were available to the local

population.

IS A MORE DETAILED MODEL MORE REAL?

With nearly three times the number of known sites, Artz et al. (2001) concluded that

it was appropriate to develop a new set of locational rules inferred from actual lodge

site distributions, as Zimmerman (1977) initially envisioned. A wealth of environ-

mental data was available in digital format for this purpose. DEM data, for example,

were not only available at a higher resolution than the original model, but could also

be used to create derivative layers such as slope and aspect.

Figure 9.4 shows the location of 187 recorded Nebraska phase lodge sites in

the Glenwood locality. The pattern that the map reveals is well documented in the

archaeological literature of the Nebraska phase. Lodges occur in two locations: on

uplands, predominantly along the ridgelines; and on valley bottom terraces and

footslopes. Except for a few sites at the foot of the Missouri River bluffs, all lodge

sites occur east of the bluff line, in the loess hills, and have never been found

away from the bluff footslopes on the Missouri Valley floodplain. Lodges have also

never been identified on the relatively broad floodplain of Keg Creek, although

undiscovered lodges may be buried in Missouri Valley, Keg Creek, and Pony Creek

alluvium (Perry 1978).
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(a) Frequency distribution of ecological zones (30 m cells)
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(b) Frequency distribution of ecological zones (150 m cells)
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(c) Percentage misclassified at 150 m
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Figure 9-3. Histograms comparing the 30 m model to its 150 m generalization: (a) frequency of 30 m

cells classified by Glenwood I ecological zone; (b) frequency of 150 m cells classified by ecological

zone; and (c) within-zone misclassification of cells due to generalization from 30 to 150 m cells.
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The 187 sites are distributed across an area measuring 8 � 14 km, larger than

the 8 � 13 km model area defined by Zimmerman (1997). For this area, Artz et al.

(2001) examined lodge locations with respect to four variables:

0 0.5

Elevation Range: 945–1342 ft.

1 1.5 2 2.5 Kilometers

Figure 9-4. Location of Nebraska phase lodge sites in Mills County Iowa, displayed on a 30 m

National Elevation Dataset DEM of the Glenwood locality. The broad flat Missouri River floodplain

in the western part of the locality gives way to dissected, loess-mantled uplands. The two, largest,

tributaries cross-cutting the loess hills in the Glenwood locality are, from north to south, Pony Creek and

Keg Creek.
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1. Soil parent material, as determined from digitized Natural Resources

Conservation Service soil survey maps;

2. Elevation, obtained from 30 m digital elevation models (DEMs) from the

National Elevation Dataset (NED);

3. Slope, determined from the NED data; and

4. Aspect (facing direction of slope), also determined from NED data.

We added a fifth variable, distance in meters from the Missouri Valley bluff

base, for the present paper. All variables are continuous, except soil parent material,

which is a discrete variable with four classes: upland summits, upland slopes,

tributary valley floors, and Missouri Valley floor. For analysis, we created nine

equal-interval classes for each of the continuous variables.

We used the histogram function in ArcView GIS to count the number of 30 m

cells in each class for each variable within the Model Area as a whole. The results are

displayed in Figure 9.5 as relative frequency distributions. We then created a second set

of frequency distributions, this time counting only cells that contain earthlodge sites.

The Model Area frequency distributions (dashed lines in Figure 9.5) show the

distribution of each variable within the project area as a whole. The Lodge Sites

Only distributions (solid lines in Figure 9.5) suggest that the inhabitants did not

consider all landscape positions equally suitable for lodges. Indeed, the recorded

lodge sites are on either loess-derived upland soils or soils of the tributary valleys,

with slightly more on the former than the latter (Figure 9.5a). Very few sites occur

at elevations below 1,000 ft (elevations on USGS maps are still represented in feet).

These areas are on the Missouri floodplain or in the broad lower valley of Keg

Creek. Most lodges are between 1,000 and 1,080 ft, an elevation range that includes

the valley margins of Keg and Pony Creek and their tributaries and the lower ridge

spurs overlooking the valleys. A second mode of lodge site locations occurs on

higher ridgelines between 1210 and 1250 ft (Figure 9.5b). Most lodge sites are

located within 1,000–3,000 m of the Missouri River bluff base, with very few

located farther than 5,000 m (Figure 9.5c).

Within these broadly defined landscape positions, lodge sites tend to be on

slopes of intermediate grade (Figure 9.5d). Very few lodges are on the flattest,

0–2% slopes. About 25% occur on slopes between 2% and 6%, and about 65%

occur on slopes of 2–14%. Eighteen percent appears to represent a threshold of

steepness for lodge site location: the histogram drops abruptly at this value. Most

lodge sites are on slopes that face south, southwest, west, and northwest (Figure

9.5e). Fewer sites are located on east and southeast facing slopes, even though these

aspects are well represented in the locality as a whole.

To create a preliminary locational model for lodge sites in the Glenwood

locality, we assigned to each 30 � 30 m cell a ‘‘suitability value’’ calculated as

the mean of within-class relative frequencies for each variable. The results are

plotted on Figure 9.6. White pixels are classified as least suitable, and black the

most suitable, for lodge locations. The histogram (Figure 9.7) shows suitability

rankings for cells that contain lodge sites. Notably, only 40% of the sites are located

on ‘‘very good’’ cells, but about 82% are classified as good or very good. The 34

sites classified as ‘‘poor’’ are mainly those appropriately located with respect to
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Figure 9-5. Histograms illustrating frequency distribution of variables: (a) soil parent material; (b) elevation; (c) distance from bluff base; (d) slope; and (e) aspect.
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aspect and landscape position, but on steeper slopes. Finally, a few sites fall on

cells that do not rank highly with respect to any of the variables.

CONCLUSION

Glenwood I was a computer simulation model of Nebraska Phase settlement

behavior accomplished in the mid-1970s on a mainframe computer using a primi-

tive version of GIS and object-oriented programming language. As we have seen,

the use of higher resolution geospatial data in a modern desktop GIS did not

significantly improve the model’s representation of the physical environment of

N

Lodge site suitability
Very poor
Poor
Good
Very good

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 km

Figure 9-6. Map of Glenwood locality showing classification of landscape according to suitability for

lodge sites.
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the Glenwood locality. Despite differences in the technology used to acquire and

manipulate the data, the original model and the present re-operationalization of that

model both relied on essentially the same data source: USGS 1:24,000 topographic

quadrangles. Whether they acquired them from paper maps or their digital coun-

terparts, Zimmerman (1977) and Artz et al. (2000) had access to the same kinds of

environmental data, classified and represented in the same way.

We gained some understanding, however, as our consideration of lodge loca-

tion moved beyond the constraints of the original model – gains made possible in

part by the availability of more data (67 versus 187 known lodge sites) and also by

the greater computational power of present-day GIS software, which can quickly

generate multiple layers data from a single initial data source. Slope and aspect are

examples of derivative layers quickly and routinely generated in current GIS

software that were simply too computation-intensive for Zimmerman to consider

for Glenwood I in 1977. Furthermore, our reanalysis of the Glenwood data went

beyond simply providing more data; it allowed us to create a set of rules for

modeling lodge location based on the physical locations of the lodges, rather than

on more generalized extrapolations from environmental data. Zimmerman (1977)

considered this a desirable goal, but one that was not achievable at the time.

In what might be considered a first step toward ‘‘Glenwood 2,’’ we created a

model for lodge site locations that favors south-, southwest-, and west-facing slopes

of 2–18%, with a slightly higher probability of upland versus bottomland locations.

These rules correctly positioned about 80% of the recorded lodge sites. The model

can bear considerable refinement, but this is nonetheless an encouraging start.

Simulation modeling of the Nebraska phase in the Glenwood locality is no less

difficult now than it was 25 years ago, despite (and perhaps because of) the
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Figure 9-7. Histogram of classification of known lodge sites according to modeled lodge site suitability.
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availability of more archaeological data, more environmental data, and more

sophisticated analytical tools. Modeling at an increasingly finer scale (i.e., nearly

1:1), one that approaches reality in terms of numbers of variables, may increase the

validity of predicted site locations, but may well defeat an effort to comprehend

cultural processes, perhaps because the model can do little to incorporate the

cultural meanings of a landscape to its inhabitants. Above and beyond the abilities

of computers to manage and manipulate data, good modeling depends – as it always

has – on good anthropology to establish the theoretical framework for organizing

environmental, archaeological, and cultural data.

Simulation modeling with large data sets and the capacity to manipulate them

with powerful computation is seductive, but much depends on the nature of the data

manipulation and the questions that drive the model. The risks are clear: researchers

unaware of the impact of scalar change may produce fatally flawed models, while

researchers who manipulate scale in the quest for new insights, as we did here, may

not achieve any greater understanding of cultural processes.
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CHAPTER 10

Scale and Its Effects

on Understanding Regional

Behavioural Systems: An

Australian Case Study

Malcolm Ridges

THE IMPORTANCE OF SCALE FOR

ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY

As a concept, scale is important for enabling the ability to specify, explicitly,

different perspectives of complex systems. By their very nature, complex systems

are composed of many interacting components, each varying continuously across

a multitude of measurable contexts. Because of this, there is no simple way of

visualising all the patterns and processes within a complex system in a single

representation, except for all but the most simple of systems. Consequently, scale

is used, arbitrarily, to define the context in which we view and interpret a

more manageable portion of a system. In this sense, specifying scale establishes a

particular view, or perspective, of a system.

Scale is therefore closely linked to perspective, such that scale is used to

provide structure and context for any given perspective, and by extension, a crucial

element to situating interpretative statements. If we think about scale this way, it

is possible to see how scale is important to archaeology for the way we use it to

specify our perspective on the past.

Most commonly, archaeologists are familiar with scale through using it to

establish a spatial perspective. At any given map scale, decisions are made about

sacrificing complexity to varying degrees in order to capture the most informative

spatial structure, for a given theme, at a given level of spatial representation. The

map itself is not reality, but captures arbitrary components of spatial reality in order

to form a particular perspective of a spatial context. In doing so, each map scale

establishes a different perspective on spatial context. Specifying a map scale is
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therefore a way specifying, explicitly, a particular perspective in a given spatial

context.

The same applies equally to archaeological theory and how it enables different

perspectives on the past. Archaeological theories describe behavioural and material

reality at various levels of generalisation. Thus, in the same way that maps attempt

to capture patterns and processes at arbitrary levels of generalisation of the earth’s

surface, so to does archaeological theory attempt to capture patterns and processes

of the material remains of past human activity at arbitrary levels of generalisation.

The importance of scale to archaeological theory therefore extends far beyond what

it is normally associated with—maps. Instead, scale is a concept that is important to

all statements about archaeological perspective.

In Australia (Lourandos and Ross, 1994), as in other parts of the world

(Trigger, 1995), archaeologists have come to accept that no single perspective on

the past is sufficient for explaining all the variation observed archaeologically. In

the absence of a unified theory of behaviour, many of the general level theories

(Schiffer, 1988; Trigger, 1989:20) archaeologists draw upon (either explicitly or

implicitly) only refer to various parts of a broader totality of human behaviour. So

long as archaeologists adopt a flexible approach to theory, the diversity of theory

has come to be seen as a good thing for the discipline.

However, the diversity of perspectives now applied in archaeology potentially

presents a problem for interpretation. It is possible to be overwhelmed these days by

the multitude of perspectives that can somehow find relevance in any given

study (e.g., Dobres and Robb, 2000:9). There is therefore an emerging need for

the ability to make explicit statements about the ways different perspectives become

relevant in different archaeological contexts.

Many of the features (in both their material sense and as behavioural

processes) that archaeologists describe and theorise are subject to the effects of

scale by virtue of them having or referring to some sizeable quantity. However,

perhaps in trying too hard to employ uniformitarian propositions (Binford, 1983),

the influence of scale, and hence specific reference to context, is poorly articulated

in many theories. The importance of incorporating scale into theory is highlighted

by the attention it has been given in ecology as the discipline comes to terms with

addressing such diverse problems as global climate change and responses of

individual species to local habitat destruction. As O’Neill and King (1998:5–6)

describe:

These studies . . . lead to one inescapable conclusion: if you move far enough across scale, the

dominant processes change. It is not just that things get bigger or smaller, but the phenomena

themselves change.

Despite this, the incorporation of scale into archaeological interpretation is

generally under-theorised. The importance of scale for archaeology lies in its

necessity for articulating various perspectives on the past, and how these shape

the narratives we form. Apart from its common application to describing time and

space, scale is applicable to almost any kind of archaeological subject that can be

measured or theorised. Consequently, research directed towards investigating pro-

cesses operating across and within scales, should assist in understanding the way

archaeologists employ particular perspectives and theory in different contexts.
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Doing so should also lead to more explicit statements about a given perspective and

assist in evaluating different interpretations of the past.

AN AUSTRALIAN CASE STUDY

The work reported in this chapter comes from a regional archaeological study

conducted in northwest central Queensland, Australia (Figure 10.1). Aboriginal

occupation in the region extends back at least 15,000 years (Davidson et al.,

1993). These people adopted a hunting and gathering lifestyle that was typical for

the arid-zone of Australia (e.g., Gould, 1980). Their population density was very

low, and they were highly mobile. Importantly, despite being highly mobile, the

Figure 10-1. The location of the study region showing topography and drainage routes.
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movement of people related as much to social and economic reasons, as it did

subsistence (Roth 1897:132).

Aridity in the region results from low and highly unpredictable rainfall, which

occurs predominantly during the summer months in the form of thunderstorms.

Evaporation far exceeds precipitation, so that standing water is rare, and there are

no rivers in the region that flow continuously. The region demonstrates little relief,

varying by only 200 m in elevation. Nonetheless, where relief is appreciable, it is

generally abrupt, and although only rarely sufficient to completely hinder the

movement of people in any direction, it is enough to have strongly influenced

the routes with which people moved throughout the landscape (see Figure 10.1).

In the upland zones, the geology consists of Cambrian and Precambrian

sedimentary units that in the west have experienced several phases of uplifting

and warping, producing low rugged hills containing complex sequences of meta-

morphic rocks, many of which are suitable for manufacturing stone tools. Stone tool

production is one of the key archaeological features of the region, with artefacts

made from quartz, quartzite, chalcedony, chert, silcrete, and metabasalt.

In the east, the upwarping of the sedimentary units produces a low tableland

with abrupt mesas at its margins. It is in rockshelters along these mesas that many of

the rock-art sites encountered in the region are found (Davidson et al., in press;

Ross, 1997). As well as a rich and well preserved archaeological record, the region

played host to two kinds of behavioural process that are important for understanding

the prehistory of the region: trade and the production of rock-art. Each of these is

outlined briefly below.

Roth described in some detail the movement of items into and out of

northwest central Queensland. Of these items, the most important were stone

axes (Davidson et al., in press), ochre (Jones, 1984), and the narcotic plant pituri
(Duboisi Hopwoodii) (Watson, 1980). The harvesting of pituri each year facilitated

several months of ceremonies and markets at various places throughout the region

(Roth 1897:131), and rights to host such events were also an important item of

exchange.

It is clear from Roth’s writings that there were important distribution centres,

from which items entered and left the region, but the specifics of how these items

were used within the region is much less clear. Davidson’s (1993) work has

demonstrated that at least one site, the frequency of axe flakes increased dramatic-

ally in the last few thousand years, indicating the expansion of distribution systems.

However, the character of this distribution system in spatial terms is unknown

except in very broad terms. Subsequently, despite what emerges about the import-

ance of trade from the archaeology and ethnography, how it affected behaviour at

the local level was not clear.

The region also contains a diverse assemblage of rock-art about which there is

little oral tradition. About 180 sites containing paintings and/or engravings have

been recorded in the region. A distinguishing character of the region’s rock-art is

the prolific occurrence of an anthropomorphic figure (Morwood, 1985). Detailed

analysis of these figures showed that they were spatially restricted to the region, and

were depicted with stylistic elements that, while adhering to a regional style,

potentially encoded additional information about group affiliation (Ross, 1997).
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On this basis, Ross argued that the style of anthropomorphic figures reflected a

spatial differentiation between social groups.

What therefore emerges about this region is a social system that sort to

distinguish itself from its neighbours, but a contrasting economic system that was

facilitated by a fluidity of movement. On this basis, it was clear that there were

some complex spatial processes evident in the behaviour of people living in the

region. Significantly, these spatial processes involved social and economic

interactions, so that any approach to understanding them, using spatial patterning

of archaeological finds, could not be understood purely from the viewpoint of

subsistence and environmental context. Understanding them necessarily involved

invoking procedures capable of characterising economic and social spatial relation-

ships along with environmental context.

A MULTI-SCALAR METHODOLOGY

The way archaeologists use scale to obtain different perspectives on the past, was

explored in this study through a methodology that involved analysis performed at

multiple scales. In the past, studies have emphasised the utility of using data from

different scales (Gamble, 1986:26), or have stressed the need to ensure all analysis

was performed at a single spatial scale (Lourandos, 1996:15). Rarely has the focus

been to perform the analysis at multiple scales.

To explore how scale provided different perspectives on the past, the study

focused upon spatial variation in the region’s archaeological record. There were

several methodological advantages to the use of a spatial framework for investigat-

ing the influence of scale:

1. Diversity of evidence. For the vast majority of archaeological evidence,

location was easier to measure than antiquity, permitting the incorporation

of a greater diversity and volume of data.

2. Control of scale. With a set of data referenced by location, spatially sub-

sampling the dataset simplified exploration of variation due to spatial scale

(Mueller, 1975).

3. Analytical tools. A geographic information system (GIS) provided a power-

ful tool for managing and analysing the archaeological dataset (Green,

1990). The utility of the GIS lay in its ability to manipulate the visual

display of spatial data, and to provide the analytical tools necessary for

describing its spatial relationships.

4. Ethnographic analogues. A large volume of detailed anthropological de-

scriptions exists for the spatial component of hunter–gatherer behaviour. In

addition, the majority of the archaeological evidence used in the study

comprised sites estimated to be of relatively recent antiquity (see Ridges

2003:136), and for the purposes of this study, were assumed to reflect

reasonably well the important elements recorded ethnographically.

The choice of a regional focus for investigating the influence of scale was

also important since it was at such a scale that the interaction between many
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of the important components of hunter–gatherer behaviour could be observed.

As Gamble (1986:31) noted in his review of the Palaeolithic settlement of Europe,

the importance of examining regional hunter–gatherer behaviour was that it

encompassed:

. . . the determinant features of the environment, to which groups must adapt, but also the

continual process of social reproduction which specifies that the habitat shall be exploited

according to the principles of hunter–gatherer formation in order to sustain and reproduce social

existence.

Hence, a regional focus permitted the interaction between subsistence, social

and economical behaviour to be studied, with the hope that these would produce

differences in archaeological pattern at different scales.

Given what was already known about the rock-art of the region, and the

importance of trade, this study explored the issue of scale through the spatial

analysis of these two key aspects of the region’s archaeology. The spatial analysis

performed on each of these components was necessarily different. For the analysis

of site distributions (used as a surrogate for studying the spatial influence of trade),

the approach was to use predictive modelling in order to describe the main charac-

teristics of where sites occur. Such an approach was afforded by the non-site nature

of lithic material in the region. In contrast, the analysis of rock-art figures was by

necessity a point pattern problem, since rock-art sites occur in the region at discrete

locations. Point patterns were investigated using a combination of distribution

averages and link analysis. Distribution averages were used to describe trends

in the distribution of various features of the rock-art, whereas the link analysis

examined the spatial relationships between art sites.

Variation in archaeological pattern due to differences in scale was examined

by performing the analysis for both datasets at different spatial and categorical

scales. For site distributions, the different scales involved two levels of spatial scale

and involved performing the modelling at the region level, along with repeating the

modelling for two smaller areas within the region (see Figure 10.2). For the analysis

of the rock-art figures, the analysis was performed at a single spatial scale, the

whole region, but involved two categorical levels, the distribution of different motif

types, and the distribution of design elements of a single motif type (anthropo-

morphs).

The data used for modelling site distributions came from over a decade

of archaeological survey in the region (Davidson, 1993). Additional sources

included work undertaken in theses (Drury, 1996; James, 1993; Kippen, 1992),

work undertaken for cultural heritage management, and the Queensland archaeo-

logical site register. In total, 1,795 locations containing archaeological material

were included in the database, and of these, 1,620 contained stone artefacts. For the

purposes of describing regional and sub-regional settlement patterns, the results of

modelling only those locations that contained stone artefacts and were classified as

‘sites’, are described here (details of tool type and raw material models are reported

in Ridges, 2003). The modelling of these sites was used to examine the main factors

influencing the location of activity associated with the manufacture of stone

tools and how this changed when the models were recalculated at a different spatial

scale.
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The rock-art database contained 180 sites, and described a wide range of motif

types, including geometric designs such as circles, dots and lines, through to

figurative designs such as macropods, bird tracks and hand stencils. In total, 102

different motif types were recognised in the database. Varying levels of recording

detail meant that in some instances only the presence or absence of particular

designs was available. For others, the recording included a complete census of the

figures depicted at the site. All the analysis described here utilised the presence or

absence data only. In addition to this data, Ross (1997) had undertaken a detailed

study of the distribution and form of anthropomorphic figures where she recorded

the presence or absence of 57 design elements of those anthropomorphic figures

located within 61 art sites. For the purpose of this study, this data was generalised to

the presence or absence of these design elements at each site. Through performing

Art sites with anthropomorphs Study area
Drainage

0 25 50
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Sub-regions

Figure 10-2. The location of sub-regions examined in this study.
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the analysis on both these datasets, it was possible to explore, at the regional scale,

variation in the spatial pattern of rock-art depiction at two different classificatory

scales.

PREDICTIVE MODELLING RESULTS

The predictive modelling was performed using generalised additive modelling with

a binomial family, a special form of logistic regression where the model is derived

from non-linear interpolations of the independent variables (MathSoft, 1999).

This approach offers a great deal of flexibility in the choice of variables that can

be included into the model, whilst maintaining interpretability due to relaxing the

need for variable transformation (Ridges 2003:107). For the open sites model,

the dependent variable comprised the 1,620 locations that contained stone artefacts,

and which were classified as sites, along with 1,795 randomly distributed

points, used as pseudoabsences. The independent variables were elevation, slope,

aspect, proximity to waterholes, proximity to drainage lines, proximity to drainage

lines weighted by stream order, a wetness index, and a vegetation classification of

LANDSAT MSS data (see Ridges 2003:124).

Figure 10.3 shows the predicted probability of finding sites containing stone

artefacts, produced from the model. The important elements of this model are that

the highest probabilities occur along the drainage lines, in the upper parts of the

tributaries, mainly in the dissected valleys on the margins of the upland zones

(compare Figure 10.1). From examining the amount of variance explained by the

independent variables input into the model, it was found that the most important

variables were the proximity to waterholes variables and slope. The model there-

fore indicated that, at the regional level, proximity to water and local terrain were

the key factors determining where sites were located. This is largely what would

be expected for people subsisting through hunting and gathering in a semi-arid

landscape.

However, when the same procedures were repeated on the sub-regions, the

character of the models was transformed somewhat in response to the effects of

local context. For the site models produced in the Calton and Selwyn sub-regions

(see Figure 10.2), the input data included only those sites occurring within each sub-

region, and new sets of random points corresponding to the number of archaeo-

logical locations recorded in each sub-region. For both sub-regions, the independent

variables were the same as for the regional model, except that the resolution of the

layers was slightly higher—250 m for the regional models and 100 m for the sub-

regions.

Figure 10.4 illustrates the site model for the Calton sub-region, along with

terrain and the difference between the sub-regional model and the regional model.

The important points to notice about the sub-regional model are the high probability

areas along the major creek system in the northwest of the region, and the broad

area of high probability throughout the central and northeast areas of the sub-region.

For the high probability areas along the creek system in the northwest of the

sub-region, it can be seen in Figure 10.4 how there is little difference between
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the sub-regional model, and the model derived for the entire region. This was not

surprising due to the expectation that this part of the creek system provided the most

plentiful and reliable sources of water. In contrast, Figure 10.4 also shows how the

areas away from the drainage lines were predicted to have higher probability in the

sub-regional model, than that predicted by the regional model.

The difference between the regional and sub-regional models is brought about by

the occurrence of numerous local outcrops of a rock type that was used to manufacture

stone axes. The Calton sub-region is in effect an intense axe production area, with axes

from here being found over much of western Queensland and the Lake Eyre

basin. Importantly, this has produced a measurable difference in the pattern of site

Figure 10-3. The regional sites model.
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distribution within the sub-region. The result is that sites in the Calton sub-region are

drawn away from the drainage lines and onto the plain where the geological outcrops

occur, much more so than would be expected by looking at settlement patterns at the

regional level only. In this case, behaviour associated with the production of stone

axes has produced an identifiable difference in the local settlement pattern.

Repeating the same procedures for the Selwyn sub-region produces the results

seen in Figure 10.5. The important point to note in this model is the locally higher

values associated with the edge of the dissected plateau, and the lower probabilities

predicted for the valleys around the perimeter of the plateau. The significant feature

of the Selwyn region is the abundance of art sites located around the perimeter of

the plateau. In the Calton sub-region, only six art sites have been recorded, whereas

eighty-two art sites have been recorded in the Selwyn sub-region.

The higher predicted probabilities for sites in the sub-region model along the

margins of the plateau, again reflects the influence of local context. Whereas there

was an identifiable difference in the settlement pattern for mostly economic reasons

in the Calton sub-region, in the Selwyn sub-region it is associated instead with

what presumably are largely social reasons brought about through the production of

rock-art. In the Selwyn case, there is an identifiable shift from the probability for

Figure 10-4. The site model for the Calton sub-region.
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sites to be located adjacent to streams, towards areas abutting the base of the

dissected plateau where art sites occur. Thus, for the Selwyn sub-region, the context

of rock-art production created a modification in settlement pattern that was not well

predicted by settlement patterns examined at the regional level.

ROCK-ART RESULTS

The first component of investigating spatial pattern in the region’s rock-art assem-

blage was to examine the distribution of motifs and the anthropomorph design

elements (ADEs) measured by Ross (1997). One of the difficulties encountered

with this was comparing the 102 individual distributions for the motif types and 57

ADEs. To simplify these comparisons, each of the motifs (in this case considering

just three groups of similar motif types) and each ADE are represented by a single

point in Figure 10.6. Each point represents the average X and Y co-ordinates of all

those sites containing the respective motif group or ADE. The axes in each plot are

the respective co-ordinate averages for all art sites, and only those sites containing

anthropomorphs, respectively.

In the plots shown in Figure 10.6, a point located near the centre of the axes

indicates a distribution that is similar in character to the distribution of all art sites.

In contrast, a point that occurs in the upper left-hand corner of the plot indicates a

distribution that primarily occurs in the northwest range of the art site distribution.

Comparison of the plots indicates that the spatial distribution for the motifs versus

ADEs were quite different. For the motif groups, there is a tendency for bars to be

located on the northeast margin of the art site distribution, whereas circles and

linked arcs tend to occur on its southwest margin. From this it was deduced that

there was a southwest to northeast distinction in the distribution of these three major

motif groups.

In contrast to the motif groups, the ADE distribution is such that the majority

of ADEs cluster around the origin of the plot – that is, they have a distribution that is

Figure 10-5. The site model for the Selwyn sub-region.
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similar to the distribution of sites containing anthropomorphs. However, there are

two groups of ADEs that tend to occur in either the northwest or southeast of the

anthropomorph site distribution. In this case, the distribution of some ADEs tends to

follow a northwest to southeast trend, and which is diametrically opposed to that

trend seen for the major motif groups.

The differences in motif versus ADE distributions were examined further

through link analysis (see Figure 10.7). The object of this analysis was to examine

the location of each site that contained a particular motif or ADE, in relation to all

other sites containing the same motif or ADE of interest. This was achieved by

using the GIS to construct lines from each art site, to every other art site that

BarsMotif types

Anthropomorph design
elements

Circles
Linked arcs

Figure 10-6. The distribution averages for motifs and ADEs.
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contained the same motif or ADE. For the motifs, this resulted in around 15,000

‘links’ between sites, and around 18,000 ‘links’ between sites for the sites contain-

ing anthropomorphs. For any pair of sites, there may be multiple links depending

upon the number of motifs or ADEs the two sites had in common. In Figure 10.7,

those links involving a larger number of shared motif or ADEs are shaded in a

darker grey and represented with a heavier line. To assist interpretation, the links

involving fewer motifs or ADEs have been made transparent.

Significantly, the pattern of links for the motif types and the ADEs again

demonstrate quite different characteristics. For the motif types, there are fewer

links involving a large number of shared motifs, and little perceivable trend in

their orientation. In contrast, the ADE links demonstrated a strong northwest–

southeast trend, reinforcing the pattern seen in Figure 10.6. The pattern of ADE

links indicates that there are many similarities between the design of anthropo-

morphs depicted in sites in the northwest and southeast of the anthropomorph

distribution.

The differences in the spatial pattern seen for motifs and ADEs are significant

because of what they reveal about regional social behaviour. In the case of the motif

types, the northeast–southwest trend can be related to the drainage divide occurring

in the region (see Figure 10.8). As was mentioned above, the drainage lines

provided the main routes of travel in the region, and consequently, there is the

likelihood that people entering and leaving the region did so from either the

northeast or southwest. As many of the motifs found in the region also occur in

neighbouring rock-art regions, the pattern seen in the links analysis for motifs may

Number of links Number of links

Links based on motifs Links based on anthropomorph
design elements

1 - 5 2 - 13
14 - 25
26 - 36
37 - 48
49 - 60

6 - 9
10 - 13
14 - 17
18 - 21

Figure 10-7. The link patterns for motifs and ADEs.
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indicate that the lack of within-region pattern results from the important motif links

occurring at a much broader scale, that is between regions.

In contrast, the northwest–southeast trend seen in the pattern of ADE distri-

bution can be related to the two sets of uplands occurring in the region. The

composition of ADEs at different sites appears to have served as a mechanism for

reaffirming the links between groups of people living in each of the upland areas.

This is consistent with Roth’s (1897:42) interpretation that the region was occupied

by a single language group, but containing two sub-populations. It is also consistent

with Ross’ (1997) findings that anthropomorphs represent a unique artistic style

seen only in the region, and which most likely was associated with the maintenance

of group identity. In addition, it can be seen from these results that group identity

was also reinforced by the pattern of its distribution within the region. Hence,

despite the single spatial scale of the rock-art data set, it was relatively clear from

Figure 10-8. The factors influencing rock-art depiction in the region.
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this analysis that at the regional scale, quite different processes were operating on

two distinct social levels.

DISCUSSION

This study highlighted some of the complexities associated with understanding

regional hunter–gatherer behaviour. Importantly, these complexities take on

quite different personas depending on the perspective used to examine regional

behaviour. For instance, at the regional level, settlement patterns appear to be

driven by the requirements of subsisting through hunting and gathering in a semi-

arid landscape. However, within that regional trend there remains significant local

variation brought about by local context. In these cases, the drivers at a local level

can be quite different to those seen at the regional level, even though this only

involves minor shifts within the overall characteristics of the regional settlement

pattern.

It is also significant that at a single spatial scale, the region, quite contrasting

archaeological patterns can be produced at different categorical scales. The analysis

of the rock-art data demonstrated this issue by revealing what were likely to be two

relatively distinct levels of social behaviour interacting at the regional scale.

The way archaeological data are categorised can therefore just as equally produce

quite different perspectives of past behaviour as can altering spatial or temporal

scale.

However, what is perhaps most important about the findings of this study is

that the character of regional hunter–gatherer behaviour is composed of a complex

mix of social, economic and subsistence related behaviour, all varying and inter-

acting at different scales. This returns us to the first point made in this chapter,

which is how scale is important for defining perspective on complex systems. What

has been seen here is that regional hunter–gatherer behaviour is a complex system,

and understanding it will not only depend on how scale is used to study it from

different perspectives, but it also requires the use of different perspectives in order

to capture all of its inherent complexity.

Consequently, it can hopefully be seen how scale, and its close association

with defining archaeological perspective, is an important theoretical issue. Not

so much in terms of the way scale offers new ways of interpreting archaeological

pattern, but as a means through which more explicit statements can be made about

how different perspectives are defined and related to one another. To date, arch-

aeological theory about hunters and gatherers has not dealt with the complexities of

variation in regional behaviour to any great degree. Bettinger (1991:3) claims that

in part this stems from viewing hunter–gatherers as primitive, and its corollary that

therefore they should be understandable in simple, generalised terms. However, as

was demonstrated in this study, at the regional level even relatively straightforward

processes like hunter–gatherer settlement patterns, can become complex when

different scales are brought into play. Thus, the problem is just as likely to be

related to the difficulty of understanding complex systems, even if those systems

might be comprised of relatively simple processes. It would therefore appear that
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scale might prove to be an important theoretical issue for more explicit discussions

about the complexities of regional behaviour of all kinds, and can hopefully lead to

more explicit statements about the way we employ existing archaeological theory in

different contexts.
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CHAPTER 11

Custer’s Last Battle:

Struggling with Scale

Richard A. Fox

INTRODUCTION

Increased scale enhances the scope and depth of historical interpretation, paving the

way for more accurate constructions of bygone events. Improved interpretation

through increased scale also has a corollary; the better the interpretive results, the

more strained the defense of cherished beliefs about the past. Few examples in

archaeology better illustrate this than Joshua’s biblical conquest of the Promised

Land – from ca. 1407 BCE to 1400 BCE according to orthodox dating (derived

from biblical synchronisms with Near Eastern absolute chronologies, primarily the

Egyptian). Yet nothing in Egyptian records speaks of a Conquest, directly or

indirectly, nor do the biblical conquest (Joshua) and settlement traditions (Judges)

hint at Egyptians in the land. Such silence is rather odd; the Conquest (allegedly)

happened during the Late Bronze Age, a period well-known, thanks in no small part

to archaeology, as the height of Egyptian power and hegemony in Canaan. Indeed,

the Book of Joshua’s ‘‘conquered cities’’ (at least those identified) – including

Jericho – have yielded to archaeologists hardly a trace of Late Bronze conflict, and

some lack altogether traces of settlement at that time (e.g., Stiebing, 1989). And not

surprisingly, Canaanite Late Bronze Age settlements are rarely fortified – a sure

reflection of Egyptian control.

But for some, preservation of the biblical story is paramount, and all manner of

‘‘solutions’’ have been proposed. Making archaeology fit orthodox Conquest dating

is one way. Destruction layers, for example, are ripped from their terminal Middle

Bronze Age temporal context (ca. 1550 BCE) and reassigned to the end of Late

Bronze I (ca. 1400 BCE) (e.g., Bimson and Livingston, 1987). Such attempts accept

the absolute chronology upon which the Holy Land’s Bronze and Iron ages (and

later) history is built. Others reject it. Rohl (1995), for example, re-invents the

Egyptian absolute chronology to validate biblical history. Still others are committed

to an historical Conquest, but not its orthodox dating. Using the accepted chron-

ology, they put the Conquest earlier or later. One destination, for example (e.g.,

Anati, in Stiebing, 1985:58–59), is the terminal Early Bronze Age (just after 2200
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BCE), a quite attractive destination because, unlike the Late Bronze, it is

‘‘Egypt-free’’ and has plenty of destroyed walled cities (including Jericho).

Of course, none of these ‘‘solutions’’ can explain how walls tumbling to the

sound of trumpets, the Red Sea parting, and a day-long stationary sun (not to mention

a host of other unusual phenomena) made it into otherwise reliable history. But other

snags are unique to each ‘‘solution’’. Rohl’s ‘‘new chronology’’ flounders in several

ways, including circular reasoning. He argues that Meggido VIII reflects Solomon’s

wealth (a biblical story). Therefore the accepted chronology must be shuffled to

reflect this (and other of Rohl’s arguments). The ‘‘new chronology’’ then validates

biblical historicity. The Middle Bronze Age ‘‘solution’’ crams the entire Late Bronze

into 20 years, a rather insurmountable obstacle at many sites – e.g., the four extensive

Late Bronze I building levels at Meggido. And an Early Bronze Conquest extends

the Israelite formative period to a thousand years or so, an impossibly long period

especially in light of Aharoni’s discovery of early Israel’s Iron Age I (ca. 1200 –1000

BCE) hill country settlement (see, e.g., Finkelstein and Silberman, 2001:105 ff).

The bottom line is such ‘‘solutions’’ to secular archaeology in the Holy Land

create more problems than they solve; indeed they create problems far beyond the

reach of the would-be ‘‘solvers.’’ The vast scale archaeology brings to the ancient

biblical world is vexing indeed. Similarly, the scale available in historical archae-

ology can also vex worldviews – not so much the spiritual, but certainly nationalism

and patriotism. Such is sometimes the case for the Custer battle – that famous event

of June 25, 1876 on Little Big Horn River in what is now Montana1.

My historical–archaeological investigations (1983 to 1985) at the Custer

battlefield show that Brevet Major General George A. Custer’s battalion of 7th US

Cavalry troopers entered the fray in good tactical order, but that stability

disintegrated, leading to denouement largely amid panic and fear (Fox, 1993,

1996, 1997). While certainly the soldiers were brave – as are all with the courage

to enter battle – there was no heroic last stand. Such a view is contrary to the image

held by many, if not most – the ‘‘last stand’’ image, the heroic stand against

insurmountable odds, the gallant but futile defense to the last man, if not the last

bullet. More than anything, ‘‘Custer’s last stand’’ is a symbol of white America’s

1 Results of Custer’s fate – he and all 210 men in his battalion perished – are best known. Less well-

known are the valley and Reno-Benteen fights, which, with the Custer fight, make up the Little Big

Horn battle. Major Marcus Reno, second-in-command of the 7th Cavalry, initiated fighting by attack-

ing the Indian village located in the valley. Ultimately Reno’s battalion was driven away. The soldiers

scrambled in confusion out of the valley to high bluffs across the river. There the Reno-Benteen fight

began. By chance Reno met Captain Frederick Benteen, then returning with his battalion from a scout

upriver. The two battalions consolidated on the bluffs where warriors laid siege throughout June 25th

and well into the next day.

Custer’s battle took place some four miles north of the Reno-Benteen battlefield. After ordering

Reno’s attack in the valley, Custer, intending to capture noncombatants, veered to the right and

marched north unopposed as the Indians confronted Reno. Warriors belatedly learned of Custer’s

battalion, by then in pursuit of noncombatants fleeing their village, as they drove Reno to the bluffs.

Many left to meet the new threat. Ultimately a numerically superior force of warriors gathered. Most

likely it was over in little more than an hour; Custer and all the troopers in his battalion were dead.

Indian casualties are difficult to estimate; perhaps forty or fifty warriors died. Though most with Reno

and Benteen survived, the Army failed in its objective to remove the Sioux to their reservation.
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ethos, and as such it is difficult to overcome (or should I say impossible?). Indeed,

over the past decade, my interpretation has provoked various defenses of the last

stand image. But, as I show here, such defenses often err in various illogical,

sometimes torturous ways. Reactions such as these help illustrate the fine-grained

scale available in historical archaeology.

THE CUSTER BATTLE BRIEFLY

Support for a ‘‘last stand’’ exists, at least superficially, in the documentary record.

Some Sioux and Northern Cheyenne – Custer’s foes on the Little Big Horn – said

as much. ‘‘I tell no lies about dead men,’’ assured Sitting Bull (in 1877), who

continued: ‘‘These men who came with [Custer] were as good [as] men who ever

fought.’’ Several years afterwards (1881) Low Dog told the same story, ‘‘The white

warriors stood their ground bravely, and none of them made any attempt to get away.’’

Still later (in 1905), Rain-in-the-Face recounted, ‘‘I had always thought that white

men were cowards, but I had great respect for them after [the Custer battle]’’.

These and a few other accounts reflect a human propensity, one put well by a

French artillery officer and contemporary of Custer, Ardant du Picq (1946:63).

To paraphrase him, the vanquished always console themselves, and the victors

never contradict. And those who told such stories had reason not to contradict.

While they won, within a year following the Little Big Horn battle their way of life

came to an end. Reservation life loomed. Thrust into uncertain times, leaders like

Sitting Bull (the people white chroniclers sought out) tended to assuage their

listeners. Thus Indian accounts from the decade or so after the battle are by and

large complimentary.

But archaeology on Custer’s field paints a different picture, one of denouement

amid panic and fear. Cartridge cases (spent cartridges) show this best. Operation of

a firearm leaves a firing pin mark – called a signature – on the cartridge case. Firing

pin signatures vary between individual firearms. These ‘‘unique’’ signatures, plus a

record of the exact location of each casing, make it possible to identify individual

positions and trace individuals across the battlefield. For the cavalry, unique

signatures reveal that some troopers manned skirmish lines on Calhoun Hill (Figure

11.1). The two lines are indicative of tactical stability. Yet this kind of patterning is

absent at all other sectors occupied by soldiers. This suggests a breakdown in

stability, or tactical disintegration. It appears on archaeological grounds that disin-

tegration began around Calhoun Hill (see Figure 11.1) where soldiers ceased

skirmishing, bunched together, and eventually fled into the Keogh sector.

Consistent with this pattern are numerous accounts by Custer battle veterans

who in 1876 were lesser lights among their people. Related decades after the battle,

when the tribes’ lots in life had been settled and with little left to lose, these stories

are far more candid. They tell of a loss of cohesion among the troops. Like material

remains, the hundreds of Indian eyewitness accounts provide a record of combat

behaviors – their own and those of the soldiers they defeated. Indeed, behaviors

attendant to flight – panic and fear – are found in numerous Indian descriptions of

soldier behavior, often as metaphor. Runs the Enemy, for instance, recalled that the
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Figure 11-1. Custer’s 1876 battlefield and vicinity near Hardin, Montana, with features and places identified in the text. For

explanations of the customary and Cheyenne directional schemes (i.e. N–S–E–W) also see the text.
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rush from Calhoun Hill looked like a ‘‘stampede of buffalo.’’ Once in the Keogh

sector, warriors, using clubs, knives and hatchets, jumped among the soldiers. Gall,

Dewey Beard, Moving Robe, and others remembered this. Horned Horse recol-

lected that ‘‘it was just like this [fingers intertwined], Indians and white men.’’ Gall

said that the soldiers ‘‘threw their [carbines] aside and fought with little guns.’’

Fleeing soldiers acted as if drunk (Hollow Horn Bear), were shot from behind (Red

Feather) and were jerked from horses (White Bull).

Clearly mayhem had developed. But how? A look at battalion organization is

necessary. Custer’s battalion operated in two wings. Capt. Myles Keogh com-

manded the right wing (companies C, I, L); Capt. George Yates directed the left

wing (companies E and F). Formerly in and around Medicine Tail Coulee, a

seasonal creek which feeds the Little Big Horn, the two wings had reunited at

Calhoun Hill. The right wing stayed there. Company L deployed in skirmish

formation on Calhoun Hill; the remaining two companies held in reserve, probably

in the Keogh sector.

Meanwhile, the left wing moved north along Custer Ridge, then northwesterly

into the Little Big Horn Valley, finally returning to Cemetery Ridge, so-called

because today a national cemetery is situated there.

During this time – as the left wing maneuvered – warrior numbers increased,

first a few, then more and more. Generally ignorant of the left wing movements, the

Indians cautiously infiltrated right wing positions. Fighting remained desultory as

infiltration continued, to which many Indian accounts attest. Nonetheless, warriors

eventually got very close to right wing positions, some threatening the riderless

horses – a strategy reported by Gall, the Hunkpapa Sioux leader.

Threats to the cavalry mounts, and the nearness of warriors, demanded relief.

Capt. Keogh sent one of his reserve companies into Calhoun Coulee, where many

Indians had by now gathered. Wooden Leg recalled this ‘‘charge,’’ as he called it,

but did not know that it was Company C, a fact deduced from various lines of

evidence. The company, about 40 strong, sent the antagonists scattering.

What happened next? Red Bird recalled that Lame White Man, a Cheyenne,

rallied the warriors and they attacked Company C. This was the beginning of the

end for Custer’s battalion. The company collapsed and fled toward Calhoun Hill.

In response, the men in L Company shifted their skirmish line position, firing

west in order to cover the men from C. Originally the line had faced south, stymieing

the few warriors who had followed the two wings out of Medicine Tail Coulee.

Confusion among the right wing troops emboldened other warriors. These, including

Crazy Horse and Gall, joined in the attack. Soon the panic engulfed L Company. Now,

with both companies broken, the survivors from C and L bunched together (they

gathered in a ‘‘bunch’’ according to Runs the Enemy). Some soldiers fired, leaving

the cluster of casings found by the archaeologists. Then they fled into the Keogh

sector toward Company I, now also under attack – by Two Moon and others.

Warriors followed C and L survivors, and their movements can be tracked by

the signatures on spent cartridges they ejected along the way. By now the entire

right wing had disintegrated. Routed, right wing survivors, with warriors among

them, fled the Keogh sector, rushing toward Custer Hill. The left wing had taken up

this position in response to the right wing collapse. Out of approximately 120 men
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in the right wing, about 20 made it to Custer Hill. There they linked up with the 90

or so men in the left wing, which included Custer and his staff. The battalion had

been reduced by half – to about 105 men.

There – on Custer Hill – the survivors were surrounded. Though matters had

evolved into a desperate situation, officers evidently restored some measure of

control. Warriors, moments earlier aggressive and bold, reverted again to stealth

tactics, presumably as a result of the restoration in order. The siege – it lasted ‘‘just

a few minutes’’ according to Hollow Horn Bear – had begun. Two Moon recalled

that a trumpeter blew a call whereupon about 45 men – five mounted, the others on

foot – rushed from Custer Hill toward the river. The mounted soldiers, as He Dog

put it, tried to get away to the south. But they did not make it.

The mounted men probably intended to ride to Reno for help. The major and

his three companies had earlier charged toward the southern end of the Indian

village, a sprawling camp along the Little Big Horn on its west side. Unknown to

Custer, however, warriors had thwarted Reno’s battalion (about 130 men), forcing it

to the Reno/Benteen battlefield. Upon reaching the bluffs, Reno met Benteen, who

also commanded a battalion of three companies. As the two joined up, the warriors –

virtually all had responded to Reno’s attack – began to learn of Custer’s presence.

Word of ‘‘the other soldiers’’ spread slowly. Individuals and groups began to move

downriver, collecting around Custer over time. Eventually more than a thousand

warriors reached the Custer Ridge vicinity. Such numbers helped fuel the disinte-

gration process which resulted in a shattered command ensconced on Custer Hill.

The 40 or so pedestrian troopers who rushed from Custer Hill probably

intended to divert attention from the five horseman, allowing them to reach Reno.

Whatever their intent, the troopers – E Company as we now know – succumbed to

panic induced by a heavy Indian attack. Iron Hawk recalled the Sioux charge, one

which carried the Indians right into the terrified soldiers. The company disinte-

grated. Bear Lying Down thought the troopers acted as if drunk. According to

Lights, soldiers fired wildly in the air, and warriors wrenched their guns away.

The attack caused E Company to ‘‘swerve,’’ as one Indian put it, toward a rugged

coulee now called Deep Ravine. Many, such as Good Voiced Elk and Standing

Bear, recalled that surviving soldiers jumped into the coulee. Once there, the

fighting evolved into a hide-and-seek affair as soldiers struggled on their own.

The fate that earlier befell C Company had now engulfed Company E.

Meanwhile, the siege at Custer Hill had taken its toll – a grim siege, not the

swirling, glorious finale of history. About 60 men had remained behind when

E Company rushed from the hill. Of these 60, some fled from time to time toward

Deep Ravine, perhaps 20 in all, leaving some 40 to die on Custer Hill, including the

general. Indeed, in the aftermath, military observers, Lt. Edward Godfrey included,

counted 42 bodies on Custer Hill, mostly identified as men from F Company. Their

deaths, and this hill, more than anything have immortalized the Custer battle – ‘‘the

last stand’’ of history. Yet the last fighting did not occur on Custer Hill. The

struggle ended in and around Deep Ravine. Flying Hawk, American Horse and

Young Two Moon (not to be confused with his uncle, Two Moon) said exactly that,

echoing Respects Nothing, who reported, ‘‘[The soldiers] at Custer Hill were all

killed before those were down along the ravine.’’ (Ricker 1906).
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The Custer battle ended in the tangled brush of Deep Ravine. In all, the battle

lasted about 90 minutes; around an hour of subdued exchanges as cautious warriors

infiltrated, followed by the dissolution of tactical stability – when ‘‘the battle

became furious’’ as Foolish Elk described it. Gall, Crow King and others estimated

the ‘‘furious’’ activity at about 30 minutes. Iron Hawk summarized the whole affair.

Referring to the transition from stability to disintegration, he said, ‘‘Custer’s men in

the beginning shot straight, but later they shot like drunken men, firing into the

ground, into the air, wildly in every way’’ – until all were killed. And so Custer’s

last battle ended.

STRUGGLING WITH SCALE

When Custer’s last battle ended, the battle over what happened began. Because

I reject the ‘‘last stand,’’ my ideas have added considerable new fuel to that fire.

My synthesis (Fox, 1993) is scalar. It ends with the broad sweep of events that led

Custer that day to the killing field. These events, I argued, cannot be fully under-

stood without a detailed understanding of the battle itself. So before I dealt with

prebattle events, I built the historical–archaeological interpretation of the actual

battle. That construction is rich with history, but it is history mediated (as in the

summary above, where I favor Indians accounts that speak of panic, not of unyield-

ing soldiers) by an archaeological foundation. Thus it is that I opened with an

archaeological analysis, an analysis that implicated tactical disintegration in the

defeat of Custer’s battalion. Thus it is not surprising that critics seek to undermine

the archaeology of Custer’s last fight. In doing so, however, some tend to select-

ively ignore history or pejoratively dismiss archaeologically generated ideas as

‘‘revisionist.’’

Ignoring History

I pointed out a decade ago in my historical-archaeological synthesis (Fox,

1993:128) that relic collecting has occurred on Custer’s field, even citing several

episodes. ‘‘Last stand’’ advocates most commonly dismiss the Custer battlefield

archaeology by floating the relic collection argument. Over the years, they say,

Custer Hill (or whatever sector) has been picked clean, so Fox’s conclusion that

cartridge case patterning indicates disintegration can be ignored. Mostly this is done

in conversation, on websites, and on internet discussion boards, but Larry Sklenar

has made a specific point of it. He writes ‘‘ . . . some investigators attempted to write

the definitive account of Custer’s defeat, even though parts of the field had been

corrupted by millions of souvenir hunters’’ (Sklenar 2000:xiii; emphasis added).

Now I doubt ‘‘millions’’ have collected. Nonetheless, so it is that Sklenar, in

constructing his Custer battle (basically a ‘‘last stand’’), issues himself a license

to ignore my historical-archaeological synthesis.

Oddly, Sklenar (2000:276), after rejecting our controlled, systematic archaeo-

logical surveys (Scott and Fox, 1987; Scott, et al., 1989), proceeds to use poorly
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reported material remains collected unsystematically in the 1940s and 1950s to

support his analysis. But this is just an aside, inexplicable as it is. Like all others

who resort to the relic-collecting argument, Sklenar ignores (or misses) the fact that

I cite (Fox, 1993:246–247) several eyewitnesses whose observations essentially

support the cartridge case patterning uncovered during the 1980s digs. Soldiers

helped bury the dead. Observing the aftermath, they too wondered what happened.

Some commented on the distribution of cartridge cases. Sgt. John Ryan (1923)

wrote of the field in general. He recalled that other than a few cartridge cases

beneath Custer, ‘‘strangely’’ he saw none elsewhere (Fox 1993:159). While this is

an error – archaeology turned up government cartridge cases in all sectors occupied

by troops –something clearly baffled Ryan, who probably expected to see in spent

cartridges something like a ‘‘last stand.’’

Lt. Charles DeRudio seemed equally as baffled, telling an 1879 official inquiry

that he saw but ‘‘few shells . . . [and on Custer Hill] there were a few shells of

our caliber’’ (Nichols 1983:359–360). Lt. George Wallace, when asked at the same

inquiry if he saw government casings at locations other than Calhoun Hill, replied

there were ‘‘very few’’ (Nichols 1983:76). Both Wallace and DeRudio, probably

to soften the implications of their testimony, allowed that maybe Indians retrieved

cartridge cases. Some individuals (unnamed) said the same to Charles Roe, a

second Cavalry officer and Custer battle student. But Roe reported that others

(also unnamed) did not buy the Indians-collected-them argument. Rather they

saw in the patterning what amounts to disintegration. Roe (1927) wrote of their

view, ‘‘Much fatigued and worn out [certainly a contributing factor in disinte-

gration; see Fox, 1993:267–269], the men may not have been able to fully exert

themselves, [this] evidenced from the fact that very few cartridge shells were

found.’’

A few observers actually reported cartridge case counts. A week after the

battle, Captain Myles Moylan reported that he saw as many as 40 empty govern-

ment cartridges on Calhoun Hill (Frost, 1976:246). Three years later Moylan

remembered 28 cartridge cases on Calhoun Hill around one man, with scattered

shells ‘‘between the bodies’’ (Nichols, 1983:263). As well, Wallace saw on

Calhoun Hill piles of 25–30 spent casings at ‘‘one or two places’’ (Nichols,

1983:76). And Private John Dolan (Anonymous, 1992:8) recalled during the sum-

mer of 1876 that ‘‘some twenty’’ spent rounds lay near Sergeant Jeremiah Finley,

whose body was discovered on Calhoun Ridge. But these numbers are not espe-

cially important. What is important is what might be called an ‘‘historical pattern’’;

nobody (to my knowledge) ever reported cartridge case counts for sectors other

than Calhoun Hill and Calhoun Ridge. This ‘‘pattern’’ does not at all conflict with

the historical observation that tactical stability in Calhoun sectors disintegrated,

eventually leading to denouement.

A twist on the relic collection argument is that we know Custer Hill was picked

clean because early battlefield superintendents had to salt the field to provide

visitors with satisfactory experiences. This is entirely anecdotal. No one to my

knowledge has ever produced any evidence. But never mind . . . note the unfounded

assumption – salting took place because Custer Hill got picked clean. But the

practice, if such did take place, can be accounted for with another unfounded
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assumption – namely, salting happened because originally there was little or

nothing there. Obviously such exercises lead nowhere. One thing is certain though.

If relic hunters picked Custer Hill clean, or otherwise seriously compromised the

archaeological record, then they were quite particular. They sure left a lot of spent

Indian casings (ammunitions for the many types of breech-loading firearms carried

by warriors are easily distinguished from government ammunitions fired by the two

weapons troopers carried, the Springfield carbine and Colt revolver).

Revisionist History

Some critics find it convenient to counter my historical archeology synthesis of

Custer’s last battle by labeling it as politically correct. Michno (1997:285) seems

to do this, but with subtlety; he mentions no one by name. Rather there are ‘‘those who

use the physical record for their own moral agendas’’ (Michno, 1997:285). So too does

David Evans. According to him the historical record ‘‘does not require re-engineering

by revisionist historians’’ (Evans, 1999:281). Equipped with this bias, Evans

(1999:263–301) constructs his battle. How does he do this? By ignoring ‘‘revisionist

history’’, Evans frees the material record from my historical–archaeological synthe-

sis. Now it can be used to suit his purposes. This is fair enough, except that he uses the

archaeological record piecemeal, selecting from it only what seems (to him) to support

this or that interpretation. Evans’ practice is the ‘‘handmaiden to history’’ approach, a

view rejected, over the last 40 years or so, by archaeologists and historians involved in

shaping historical archaeology as a distinctly independent discipline.

The ‘‘handmaiden’’ approach, as I noted in 1993 (Fox, 1993:9), is inherently

faulty because it misuses archaeological data by failing to consider the contextual

significance of material remains. Here is an example. Evans (1999:270ff) deploys

some soldiers to Greasy Grass Ridge and has them fighting there. Eventually Indian

pressure increased sufficiently to cause them to break and run. Yet, as I pointed out

in my synthesis (Fox, 1993:99), there is no archaeological evidence for soldiers

fighting on this elevation. But it was a warrior stronghold. Several clusters of Indian

cartridge cases show this, including the government cases (from captured carbines)

found in the clusters (Fox, 1993:99). Evans, who appeals only to his interpretation

of documents for this deployment, overlooks the archaeology here. Yet in contrast,

for example, he imagines in detail the demise of a single trooper based on six

artifacts at another sector – three carbine casings, a Colt casing, a Colt bullet, and a

deformed .50 caliber bullet. Selective use of the archaeological record leads only to

faulty ideas about the nature of this battle.

Confusing History

Custer Ridge, defined at either end by Calhoun and Custer hills, is the primary

directional reference for most battle descriptions. The ridge is oriented roughly

northwest–southeast in relation to magnetic north (refer to Figure 11.1). Euro-

american descriptions customarily refer to the Custer Hill end as north, Calhoun
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Hill is the southern extremity, the Keogh sector is east, while west is the river side

of Custer Ridge. But in some Indian accounts north is equivalent to customary east,

south to west, east to south, and west to customary north. Ridge orientation makes

either usage acceptable (see Fox, 1993:150).

Bob Snelson’s (2002) version of Custer’s last battle is in part based on a flawed

understanding of the Indian directional scheme. Recall my historical–archaeo-

logical construction pits Lame White Man against C Company, which made its

foray from a reserve position in the Keogh sector. Not so, according to Snelson

(2002:70–72). In his version (basically a ‘‘last stand’’ in which panic overcomes the

few still alive at the very end), warrior threats caused Custer’s five companies to

retreat to Calhoun Hill. Two withdrew from near the mouth of Medicine Tail

Coulee (MTC), the other three, C Company included, from a ridge next to the

coulee but some distance upstream from its mouth. On the way, Custer dropped off

C Company (or part of it) at Calhoun Ridge to serve as a rear guard, which Lame

White Man soon attacked. In support, Snelson (2002:71) argues:

The Lame White Man story has Company C charging onto Calhoun Ridge from the east via Calhoun

Coulee. [But] [t]he Sioux and Cheyenne accounts typically identify north as west and south as east.

[Therefore] Company C charged up Calhoun Ridge from the south [from the ridge next to MTC]

which would have been east according to the warrior accounts (emphases added).

Snelson generalizes here. Sioux and Cheyenne accounts do not ‘‘typically’’

use the Indian directional scheme. They are few compared to those that do not. This

is not a minor issue. Indeed, only two accounts tell us from whence came the

soldiers confronted by Lame White Man. They are Kate Bighead’s and Wooden

Leg’s. But neither simply says – as Snelson has it – that they came generally

from the ‘‘east’’. Rather, Bighead’s simply says from a ridge (Marquis,

1967:85ff), Wooden Leg’s says from the east end of a ridge (Marquis, 1931:231).

Context in both makes clear that the ridge is the one where the soldiers were killed
(Marquis, 1931:231–237; Marquis, 1967:87–90). Bighead adds it was the ridge

with the soldier memorial monument (Marquis, 1967:89). No ridge in MTC

meets these criteria. But Custer Ridge does, and only Custer Ridge. The cavalry

unit I identified (Fox, 1993:155ff) as C Company (an identification Snelson

accepts) rode off the east end (customary south) of Custer Ridge. By generalizing,

Snelson has overlooked or ignored the specifics that defeat his C Company

interpretation.

Another overlooked specific is direction. The Bighead and Wooden Leg

accounts say the troopers who came off the ridge rode toward the river. How, if

they rode off the MTC ridge toward the Little Big Horn, did they end up at Calhoun

Ridge? And why ride toward the river, a direction that, in Snelson’s scheme, could

only take the soldiers into the warriors responsible for the decision to retreat?

Snelson’s interpretation cannot accommodate these questions.

From Circular Reasoning to Special Pleading

Kate Bighead, also called Antelope, was, like Wooden Leg, a Northern Cheyenne.

She was in the village on June 25, 1876. Her account was written by Thomas
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Marquis, a Northern Cheyenne Agency physician during the 1920s and 1930s, who

must have had direct contact with Bighead. Marquis’ (1967:80–96) Bighead story

recounts, among other things, how the attack by Lame White Man and group

initiated major fighting, following which everything else happened. These

two ingredients – a major fight that precipitates all else – make Lame White

Man’s attack very attractive to ‘‘last stand’’ theorists. So, it is said, Lame

White Man’s attack was directed toward Custer Hill.

Gregory Michno is among those who use Lame White Man’s attack in this

way, and one of his star witnesses is Kate Bighead. According to Michno, she

watched Lame White Man attack the South Skirmish Line (SSL). The attack, says

Michno, began below Custer Hill and against E Company, which rode off the Custer

Hill hoping to stem the assault. By Michno’s reckoning, the episode began about

half an hour after the battle’s first exchanges, which took place in the Calhoun

vicinity, and which amounted to nothing more than a stalemate (Michno, 1997:195,

198, 200). This interpretation not only precludes tactical disintegration as an

impetus for defeat, it also makes room for a ‘‘last stand’’, in Michno’s eyes a

protracted, nearly two-hour long struggle.

Michno has promoted his argument in two books, Mystery of E Company
(1994) and Lakota Noon (1997). The way Michno does this in Mystery represents

classic circular reasoning. He correctly observes that the SSL can be seen from the

west end of Greasy Grass Ridge (the end that terminates at Deep Ravine). Bighead

described Lame White Man’s attack. Since that attack occurred on the SSL, she

must have been located near the west end of Greasy Grass Ridge. Therefore Kate

Bighead saw Lame White Man assault soldiers deployed on the SSL. After all,

continues Michno, from this position her description does not fit anything south-

east toward the Calhoun sectors (Michno, 1994:109, 273). Of course this kind of

‘‘reasoning’’ works for everyone. Put Bighead where she cannot see the other guy’s

version, just yours.

Circular reasoning is abandoned in Lakota Noon. So too is Greasy Grass

Ridge. Nonetheless Bighead remains in a position to see Lame White Man’s alleged

SSL attack. Michno agrees Bighead used Indian directions (see Figure 11.1) – she

said she was south (customary west) of Custer Ridge, and it is upon her use of

‘‘south’’ that Michno’s (1997:109, 210) reasoning turns. If Bighead stopped south

(the river side) of Custer Ridge, then her position, argues Michno (1997:210),

‘‘must be [located] about ninety degrees removed from both the east and west

ends [of Custer Ridge] . . . and about midway between’’ the two ends (emphases

added).

Midway? Ninety degrees removed? What does he mean? How does this locate

Bighead? Imagine an isosceles right triangle, the hypotenuse of which is equal in

length to the distance between Custer and Calhoun hills (Figure 11.2). Then

superimpose the hypotenuse on Custer Ridge. Two corners of the triangle (at the

hypotenuse ends) now coincide with Custer and Calhoun hills. The triangle’s apex

falls at a single point south of Custer Ridge. And the single point is ‘‘midway’’

between the ridge’s two ends. Lines drawn from this midway point to Calhoun and

Custer hills form a 908 angle, satisfying Michno’s ‘‘ninety degrees removed’’

criterion.
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The imaginary triangle is of course mine; it nonetheless illustrates Bighead’s

‘‘position’’ per Michno. From this location she sees what Michno wants her to see.

To do it, though, he forgets that he agrees the Bighead account uses the alternate

directional scheme. Suddenly she is looking customary north. When she described

a band of soldiers on a ‘‘low ridge north of the deep gulch,’’ says Michno (1997:

210 –211), she gazed from her ‘‘position’’ across Deep Ravine (a deep gulch) at the

so-called SSL (a low ridge).

Of course all this is nonsense, even allowing Michno’s slight ambiguity (about
midway, about ninety degrees). Because the account states Bighead was ‘‘south’’

(of what in the account’s context is Custer Ridge) means nothing of the sort.

Michno’s special pleading results in an entirely contrived ‘‘position’’. He in effect

repositioned the North Pole to a point (about) midway along Custer Ridge (midway

on the hypotenuse). Now all points toward the river are ‘‘not-south’’ except those

on a perpendicular that (about) bisects Custer Ridge. Bighead’s ‘‘south’’ subtly

morphs into due south. Then the ‘‘ninety degrees removed’’ dictum arbitrarily

selected a single point (the triangle’s apex) on the contrived ‘‘due south’’ perpen-

Figure 11-2. Michno’s (1997) arbitrarily derived location for Kate Bighead. The triangle illustrates

Michno’s divined ‘‘ninety degrees removed’’ and ‘‘midway’’ criteria. To make the criteria work, Michno

subtly ‘‘relocates’’ the North Pole to the position indicated.
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dicular. In the end, Michno determined Bighead’s ‘‘position’’ using nothing more

than an arbitrary contrivance.

The North Pole could, of course, just as easily go at the east end of Custer Ridge,

or even the west end. Indeed, it can go anywhere on Custer Ridge. Thus an infinite

number of ‘‘due south’’ perpendiculars are possible, from which an infinite number of

triangle types of various dimensions can be created. Put the North Pole at Calhoun

Hill, for example, and use a scalene triangle of proper dimensions, and Bighead is in

position to see Lame White Man attack at Calhoun Coulee. But of course that will not

work either. The North Pole must remain in the Arctic – at such an enormous distance

that all points on the river side of Custer Ridge are south. Bighead could have been

anywhere between Custer Ridge and the river, if she was there at all.

What of Bighead’s whereabouts during the battle? Her story is in the first-

person, and purports to be an eyewitness report of the battle, beginning to end. This

(an eyewitness story) is very unlikely for several reasons. First, certainly Marquis’

Bighead account violates the caveat that eyewitnesses see but little beyond their

narrow field of vision. Imagine seeing the whole thing through the higher terrain,

commotion, dust, and gun smoke.

Second, the eyewitness caveat makes it likely the story is an oral history. Indeed,

it so resembles Marquis’ (1931) Wooden Leg-battle-story that it smacks of a Northern

Cheyenne oral thread. Marquis may be involved too, although if so just how remains

a matter of speculation. Possibly he inserted ‘‘Bighead the eyewitness’’ into oral

history to make it more genuine for his white readers. Maybe Marquis added material

from his numerous interviews to make it a complete story.

Lastly, descriptions of battle events in the Bighead story also signal oral history.

They are referenced exclusively to battlefield topographic features (‘‘North of the

deep gulch,’’ ‘‘south of the ridge,’’ and so on), not Bighead’s (alleged) positions.

Remove her entirely from the story, and the narrative is not affected in the slightest.

With or without her, Bighead’s battle sequence in the Bighead account is consistent

with the historical–archaeological synthesis (1) Lame White Man’s attack, (2)

Calhoun Hill (Bighead’s ‘‘east end’’), (3) Keogh sector (‘‘north side’’), and finally

(4) Custer Hill (‘‘west end’’) where ‘‘the remaining soldiers collected’’ (Marquis,

1967:87–89). Michno makes Lame White Man’s attack available for his SSL version

only by plucking it from its narrative context, and of course after summarily dismiss-

ing archaeological patterning consistent with that context.

Michno (1994:64, 1997:xi, 223, 258) realizes the limitations on eyewitness

perspectives, that Bighead’s account is based on oral history, and that it may reflect

more than a bit of Marquis. He even understands – quite well actually – that ‘‘I did,’’

‘‘I saw,’’ and so on, can be inserted into oral history (Michno, 1997:223–224). Still,

he blithely treats Bighead literally, as if she did in fact circumnavigate the field,

stopping here and there, observing this and that – seeing all from battle’s-start to

battle’s-end (Michno, 1994:275, 1997:210). Why Michno did not conclude that there

are no assurances Bighead was even on the battlefield during the battle is perplexing.

Even had she watched, Bighead could not have seen it all, throwing into question just

what she did and did not observe. Until these kinds of problems are resolved Bighead

cannot be used as an eyewitness. These considerations simply render moot Michno’s

‘‘Bighead location’’ exercises, not to mention all such exercises.
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In the end, the oral history recounted in the Bighead story is consistent with

archaeological patterning, with white observers like DeRudio and Wallace who saw

in the cartridge cases a patterning similar to that discovered archaeologically, and,

importantly, with other Indian accounts that describe the flow of battle, two of

which are Red Bird’s (also known as Little Wolf) and Young Two Moon’s

testimonies.

Incredulity, Divination, and Doubt

Accounts left by Red Bird and Young Two Moon (not to mention others; see Fox,

1993:143–161), both Northern Cheyenne veterans of the battle, support the archaeo-

logical conclusion that tactical disintegration began in the Calhoun sectors. Their

accounts are compelling for at least two reasons; both are keyed to intelligible sketch

maps, and each is from an independent source – Walter Camp (1918),

who interviewed Red Bird, and Walter Campbell (n.d.b: 8–11; nom de plume Stanley

Vestal; see also Wells, 1989:10), who interviewed Young Two Moon. The two

Custer battle veterans clearly refer to (1) the initial decisive attack (that spawned

disintegration), (2) the location of that attack – the Calhoun sectors, and (3) its results

– a flow of battle from the Calhoun sectors northerly into the Keogh sector, and

ultimately to the Custer Hill environs. Furthermore, (4) both unambiguously name

Lame White Man (also known as Walking White, a Southern Cheyenne who married

into the Northern Cheyenne) as a principle in this attack.

Now, this confluence of archaeological and historical data does not fit well

with ‘‘last stand’’ advocates, including Michno. He frees Red Bird’s and Young

Two Moon’s accounts from archaeology by invoking the relic collection argument

(Michno, 1997:285). But the two accounts still remain troublingly close to the

archaeological conclusions about Custer’s last battle. So Michno is compelled to

submit them to his two-prong historical ‘‘analysis.’’ The first prong attempts to

discredit Red Bird and Young Two Moon by generating doubt, arguing from

incredulity and creating ambiquity. The second attempts to rehabilitate the two

witnesses.

discrediting history

To discredit Red Bird, Michno employs several tactics. Because Camp reported that

Flying By (a Minneconjou veteran of the battle) did not understand his (Camp’s)

map, we must wonder, says Michno, about Red Bird’s map-reading abilities. We

must wonder too because Red Bird told George Bird Grinnell that he did not see all

of the battle. But generating doubt gets us nowhere, for the tactic is easily turned.

For example, and as Michno (1997:211) correctly notes (but promptly ignores), Red

Bird told Camp (1918) ‘‘I was there.’’ Perhaps then we should wonder if ‘‘I was

there’’ means the part Red Bird did witness was Lame White Man’s foray. Simi-

larly, Camp had the sagacity to sense Flying By’s cartographic deficiencies. We

might then wonder why he said nothing about Red Bird’s map-reading. Could it be

that Red Bird had no trouble?
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Red Bird, says Michno, also informed Thomas Marquis (the Northern

Cheyenne Agency physician). But, he adds, Marquis would never have written

that Lame White Man attacked just below Custer Hill if Red Bird said it came in the

Calhoun sectors. And, offers Michno (1994:271), compare Marquis, who received

from Red Bird direct on-field information, with Camp’s report which is just ‘‘a few

sentences . . . based on two letters on a paper map. . . . ’’. How can Camp’s Red Bird

be right in the face of this! But Michno’s argument from incredulity is manufac-

tured. The fact is, we currently have no idea what Red Bird told Marquis, or how

Marquis used Red Bird’s information, if at all.

Indeed, nowhere have I found where Marquis (or anybody else) says he was

on the battlefield with Red Bird, and Michno does not cite his claim. He seems to

just divine it, evidently from the earlier of two books by Marquis titled Wooden
Leg (1931). In it, Marquis (1931:ix) names his Indian sources, including Red Bird.

Michno evidently assumes that means the two visited the battlefield together, and

then transfers his assumption to Marquis’ (1976) later book, Keep the Last Bullet for
Yourself (written in the mid-1930s, but not published until 1976).

The latter is the book upon which Michno relies for his Red Bird–Lame White

Man argument. But neither book states, or even remotely implies, that the two

ever visited the battlefield together (nor do any of Marquis’ writings). Furthermore,

nowhere in Bullet does Marquis name (or otherwise identify) Red Bird as an

informant (actually few are named; although Marquis certainly interviewed battle

participants, the battle story in Bullet is his interpretation without support). Marquis

does not put Red Bird on the battlefield with him (or anybody for that matter), nor

does he credit Red Bird with even the remotest thing about the issue at hand (Lame

White Man’s attack). In fact, although Red Bird appears four times as part of the

Bullet narrative, each time but briefly, Marquis does not quote or paraphrase Red

Bird on anything. What is fact, however, is an eyewitness account given by

Red Bird to Walter Camp exists, and it is thoroughly unambiguous – Red Bird

clearly says Lame White Man assaulted soldiers on Calhoun Ridge. This makes

Michno’s machinations all the more ridiculous.

Regarding Campbell’s Young Two Moon interview, Michno (1994:271)

writes in Mystery that ‘‘where [Lame White Man’s] attack might have occurred is

uncertain’’. If Michno means precisely where, he is right enough, but is nonetheless

disingenuous. Says Michno, ‘‘our only clue’’ other than a symbol ‘‘apparently’’

putting Lame White Man near Calhoun Hill is ‘‘first charge, side of hill’’ (Michno,

1994:271). Not so. In fact, the ‘‘symbol’’ to which Michno refers (#1 on

Campbell’s sketch) does not ‘‘apparently’’ locate Lame White Man; it unambigu-

ously puts him well south of Custer Hill, at or near Calhoun Hill. Furthermore,

Michno fails to mention that Young Two Moon’s text-aided map clearly carries

Lame White Man’s warriors from #1 (near Calhoun Hill), through the Keogh sector,

then beyond to abreast of Custer Hill. That, of course, makes it rather certain that

the affair did not occur where Michno needs it.

This is the same for Lakota Noon. Here, though, the ‘‘ambiguity strategy’’ is

dropped in favor of generating more doubt. Grinnell’s Cheyennes, says Michno,

named several warriors who fought around Calhoun Hill, but never mentioned

Lame White Man (Michno, 1997:211). That is correct, but one Grinnell informant
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was Young Two Moon, who did indeed mention Lame White Man to Campbell.

Apparently we are to discard Campbell because the younger Two Moon did not

mention Lame White Man to Grinnell. If we apply this strategy wholesale to all

Indian accounts, much of the native record, if not most, will have to be jettisoned

altogether.

rehabilitating history

In Mystery, Michno seems to sense that in Red Bird and Young Two Moon he

opposes high quality evidence. After trying to discredit them, he quickly launches

into an apologetic about why we should listen to the two after all – we should not, says

Michno, selectively use or discard testimony. Sounds like the high road here, but it is

not to be. Instead, Michno tries to make Red Bird and Young Two Moon work for

him. Maybe, he says, their statements are not opposed to my (Michno’s) ‘‘last stand’’

story. The two witnesses, recognizes Michno, surely do start Lame White Man’s

attack well south (customary) of the South Skirmish Line. Maybe then all we need to

do is adjust the axis of his assault – maybe it came from the southern environs, not the

west as traditionally supposed. Maybe, opines Michno, that is the essence of Red

Bird’s statement and Young Two Moon’s map (Michno, 1994:271).

Red Bird’s axis of attack (per Camp) is L-shaped, beginning on Calhoun Ridge,

turning customary north at Calhoun Hill and running north into the Keogh sector.

Michno’s shifted axis is a short straight line that runs directly from the western

terminus of Greasy Grass Ridge to the South Skirmish Line. It not only shortens

Red Bird’s route, but clips off the Calhoun Ridge, Calhoun Hill and Keogh portions

(without letting the reader know). Young Two Moon’s axis is also ‘‘L’’ shaped,

running north along Custer ridge to Custer Hill, then westerly to somewhere below

Custer Hill. Michno’s axis clips off the Custer Hill-to-below Custer Hill leg. So

in actuality Michno does not just shift axes, he distorts them, thereby masking the

flow of battle clearly described by the two informants. These ‘‘shifts’’ are facilitated

by not divulging the nature of Red Bird’s and Young Two Moon’s axes of attack.

Michno rationalizes his ‘‘axis shift’’ this way. The bulk of the evidence (i.e., his

interpretations of the evidence) all but demands it. Therefore Campbell and Camp

likely missed Young Two Moon’s and Red Bird’s meanings. Meanings could very

well have become confused when the two warriors’ terrain perceptions clashed with

the maps. After a lot of ‘‘may have’s, ‘‘could be’s, and ‘‘may be’s, an ‘‘axis shift’’

seemingly becomes reality. In this way Michno concludes that his version – Lame

White Man and his contingent initiated their attack at the South Skirmish Line sector –

becomes ‘‘increasingly sustainable’’ (Michno, 1994:273).

Of course the ‘‘axis shift’’ is founded on sand. It boils down to this kind of

thinking. Michno knows his South Skirmish Line episode is right; the bulk of the

evidence proves it (at least the way he interprets it). So Red Bird and Young Two

Moon – after all, they were there – must have seen it. But that is not what they reported.

Therefore their testimonies must have got mixed up in the recording. The axis is what

was misunderstood. Adjust for that and the two, says Michno, actually saw Lame

White Man at the South Skirmish Line. Meanwhile, the archaeological patterning is

brushed aside courtesy of the ‘‘relic collecting’’ argument (Michno, 1997:285).
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CONCLUSION

Elbert Hubbard was a storyteller. His vision of Custer’s last battle measures the

romance of that famous confrontation. Writing in 1915, his ‘‘last stand’’ came down

to endurance. Surrounded, General Custer realized how serious matters had become.

In desperation, he dispatched a message to General Terry, pleading for help. Then

came noon ‘‘and buzzards began to gather in the azure’’, wrote Hubbard. The

‘‘blistering hot’’ afternoon dragged on; the sun sank. ‘‘Custer warned his men that

sleep was death.’’ Dawn came. Daylight found Terry struggling to make it in time.

Finally, Custer and his men ran out of ammunition. Then the Indians closed in and it

was over. Sadly, Terry had fallen an hour or two short (Hubbard, 1974:118–121).

To my knowledge serious students of Custer’s last battle have in their writings

neither subscribed to Hubbard’s fantasy, or something like it, nor exhibited his

breathtakingly simplistic grasp (Hubbard’s literary bent notwithstanding) of the

subject – including the authors herein criticized. Certainly their constructions, espe-

cially Michno’s, are comparatively quite detailed, more so than I can adequately

convey in the space limitations here. But perhaps restricted space creates the opposite

impression, and/or an impression that I have attempted to discredit the whole of each

author’s work by singling out a weakness here and there. While, for example,

inaccurately locating Lame White Man’s attack does indeed weaken a ‘‘last stand,’’

that is not my intent. Rather I have illustrated how, at the very least, responses to the

refined scale available in historical archaeology can be at times rather strained.

The main trend among ‘‘Custer’s last stand’’ defenders is to cite relic collect-

ing in order to reject the patterning discovered (using firing pin signature analysis)

in government cartridge cases. That practice, of course, requires overlooking

documentary evidence that clearly supports the stability/disintegration pattern.

The evidence consists of (1) white observers who clearly stated they saw few

cartridge cases beyond the Calhoun sectors, and (2) the ‘‘historical pattern’’ –

accounts given by whites that speak of spent casing numbers at sectors other than

two in the Calhoun area are nonexistent.

But there is something more. The archaeology helps make sense of the

historical record. Equipped with archaeological knowledge, for instance, I recog-

nized that the Bighead account does not use customary reckoning. Adjusting for

that, her account fits the material pattern. But in this case, as I have shown, Michno

dismisses archaeology, and that leads to the rather curious practice of relocating the

North Pole to, using alternate directions, ‘‘position’’ his witness, and then shifting

to the customary scheme so she can look in the right direction. It is tempting to see

such reasoning as a measure – perhaps the polar opposites of a long, long con-

tinuum? – of the analytical power the refined scale historical archaeology wields in

the pursuit of understanding our past.
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CHAPTER 12

Temporal Scales and

Archaeological Landscapes

from the Eastern Desert of

Australia and Intermontane

North America

Simon J. Holdaway and

LuAnn Wandsnider

INTRODUCTION

Time gets much less attention than space in discussions of archaeological scale.

This may seem strange in a primarily historical discipline for which the demon-

stration of human antiquity is something of a defining moment (Grayson, 1983).

Part of the reason may lie in the nature of time. Time unfolds along a continuum,

and the way observers perceive time depends on their location and the scales they

adopt. Compare the contemporary Western experience of earth time, for example,

with time at the scale of the universe. A person traveling at the speed of light would

experience a different time (Hawking, 1998; Ramenofsky, 1998) than the person

caught up in the linear progression of our planet-bound life. Of course, archaeolo-

gists rarely deal with quantum time, but the example serves to remind us that time is

not an absolute dimension. Archaeologists create their own conceptual units for

measuring time. They project these units at different scales and choose their own

observation points, dividing the continuum of time into arbitrary packages that

relate in some way to specific research goals (Ramenofsky, 1998).

Few archaeologists have grappled explicitly with scale issues. Crumley (1979)

and Marquardt (1992; see also Crumley and Marquardt, 1987) emphasize that social

and economic processes may each resolve best at different spatial scales. Stein
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(1993) attempts to reconcile the vastly different temporal scales of geology

and archaeology. Most recently, Dobres (2000; see also Lock and Molyneaux,

this volume) differentiates between the phenomenological scales at which events

contributing to archaeological deposits unfold (i.e., activities, behaviors, and prac-

tices) and the interpretative scales of archaeological reasoning (i.e., generalized,

theoretically informed). The former are comprehensible in what Binford (1981)

refers to as ‘‘ethnographic time’’ and what Stein (1993) calls ‘‘human time’’; the

latter are timeless or time-free.

Dobres contrasts phenomenological and interpretative scales with the analytic

scales that researchers use. The choice depends on their research interests (see also

Crumley, 1979; Marquardt, 1992) and on the nature of archaeological deposits. As

her focus is primarily on agency at individual and collective levels, she emphasizes

the phenomenological scale, but she insists that phenomenological, interpretative,

and analytical scales have no necessary relationship. Thus, when pursuing such

interpretative goals as agency, archaeologists are not limited to one particular scale

of phenomena. Nor, according to a close reading of Dobres, are they limited by

the nature of the archaeological record, as the scale at which they view the material

record is not related to any particular phenomenological scale of agency.

In this chapter, we explicitly focus on archaeological temporal scale, by which

we mean both the temporal structure of the phenomenon we study, i.e., the

archaeological deposit, and the scales of measurement and interpretation we bring

to that phenomenon. Temporal structure refers to (1) the grain, resolution, or

microstratigraphic acuity and (2) the extent or scope of phenomena represented in

archaeological deposits, observations and interpretations. Grain (Binford, 1980;

O’Neill and King, 1998:7), resolution (Behrensmeyer, et al., 2000; Ramenofsky

and Steffen, 1998:4–5; Stein, 1993:2) and microstratigraphic acuity (Schindel,

1982) refer to the smallest resolvable temporal interval in an observation set. Extent

(O’Neill and King, 1998:7) and scope (Schindel, 1982) refer to the total expanse

of time represented in an observation set (see also inclusiveness – Ramenofsky

and Steffen, 1998:4 –5). To these, Schindel (1982) adds (3) temporal sequence

completeness, as many deposits are records of depositional gaps as well as

accumulations.

Ecologists O’Neill and King (1998:7) offer important observations on how

scale of observation and measurement affect the effective grain and extent of

deposits. They note, for instance, that the sampling frequency in time influences

the grain of observation, a relationship described elsewhere as the Nyquist principle.

Similarly, the time span of a particular measurement necessarily influences grain.

The practice of calculating means for some span of time necessarily coarsens the

grain while subsampling a sequence reduces its extent. In archaeology, both behav-

ior and geological processes contribute to grain (resolution), extent (scope), and

completeness of sequences. Measurement practices further affect these aspects of

temporal scale.

While Dobres argues that there is no necessary relationship between phenom-

enological, interpretative, and analytical scales, we follow geoarchaeologists, geo-

morphologists, paleontologists, and ecologists in emphasizing that the nature of

archaeological deposits very much determines the analytical scale – and therefore
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the range of interpretative scales (see Murray, 2003; Stein, 1993:5; Stern, 1993,

1994; Stern, et al., 2002). Thus while the archaeological record may potentially be

viewed at a variety of different scales from a range of different view points, issues

of compatibility between data, analysis and interpretation cannot be ignored. We

begin with this point, using it as the basis for a critique of the recent and current

hunter–gatherer literature and drawing on our current work from western New

South Wales, Australia, and southwest Wyoming, USA. We argue that neither of

the current interpretative approaches to the hunter–gatherer archaeological record,

ethnoarchaeological models or insights derived from behavioral ecology, deal

adequately with the temporality of the record. Integrating the temporality of data

and interpretation suggests to us a third way, whereby we can use explanations

developed by viewing the archaeological record at a variety of scales to create a rich

historical tapestry of past human behavioral variability.

TEMPORAL SCALE IN ARCHAEOLOGY

Measuring time in a number of different ways frees the archaeologist to search

for processes operating at different temporal scales (Fletcher, 1992). However,

this liberty brings with it the responsibility of ensuring that the scale of expla-

nation meshes with both the scale of observation and the temporal scale of archaeo-

logical deposits. Unfortunately, the ‘‘Tyranny of Familiar Things’’, to use Plog’s

(1974) phrase, means that it is easy to adopt a common sense approach and see

archaeological materials as the products of daily living. From this point of view,

the archaeologist simply assumes that both behavior and deposition occur at

the same temporal scale as that experienced at the ‘‘ethnographic’’ (Binford, 1981)

or ‘‘human scale’’ (Stein, 1993, 2001), i.e., at intervals consistent with the life of

the observer (Wandsnider, 2003). In almost every instance, however, the processes

operating to create archaeological assemblages reflect a scale that is likely to be

many times longer than that of daily living, an observation made by Binford

(1981) in his discussion of the Pompeii premise (see also Foley, 1981). This fre-

quently creates a disjuncture between the scale of observation and the scale of

interpretation.

Recognition of this disjuncture dates at least from the 1980s with a seminal

paper by Bailey (1983). Since that time, case studies and theoretical statements have

appeared under the title ‘‘time perspectivism’’ (e.g., Bailey, 1981, 1987; Fletcher,

1992; Murray, 1997, 1999, 2003; Stern, 1993, 1994, Stern, et al., 2002). Despite this

attention, there remains in archaeology a void between the scales at which theor-

etical models are constructed and the scales of the units adopted to collect and

aggregate data used in evaluating these models.

In the search for interpretative models, archaeologists frequently appear as

itinerant foragers, willing to scour other disciplines for theoretical resources. The

pickings seem so much richer in the ethnographic, historical, and ecological litera-

ture. Nowhere is this truer than in hunter–gatherer studies where, as we argue below,

ethnography (either current or of the recent past), ecology (in the form of evolution-

ary ecology), and forms of evolutionary theory now underpin most hunter–gatherer
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studies conducted in North America and Australia. To the ‘‘Tyranny of Material

Things’’ can be added versions of Alcock’s (1993) ‘‘Tyranny of Historical

Records’’, Wobst’s (1978) ‘‘Tyranny of the Ethnographic Record’’, and a yet to be

articulated ‘‘Tyranny of Ecological Models’’. While all these sources – historical

records, ethnographic records, ecological models – are rich in detail, thereby con-

trasting with the apparent poverty of the archaeological record, their richness

emphasizes the short-term over the long-term, multitemporal historical record, the

very attributes that make the archaeological record so fascinating to study!

In what follows, we argue that all three sets of models (i.e., involving lifeways

ethnography, historical documents and ecology) are useful for interpreting hunter–

gatherer behavior only if history is ignored and time is characterized as flat, an

observation made by Bailey (1983:170) when referring to structural functional

models. Change, when it occurs, is punctuated, involving the transition from one

stable state to another. We therefore find this characterization of human history

most unlikely and suspect that it flows from a lack of consideration of temporal

scale.

TEMPORAL SCALES AND

HUNTER–GATHERER RESEARCH

Archaeologists have conducted research on deposits created by hunter–gatherers at

a variety of temporal scales reflecting the operation of the various tyrannies noted

above. While archaeological hunter–gatherer research is richer than we can portray

here, we recognize two distinct modes of analysis and interpretation using two

different temporal scales.

‘‘Pompeii’’ Deposits and Functional Interpretation

The first mode of temporal scales relies on, or attempts to warrant, the assumption

that the deposits under study may be interpreted according to the ‘‘human scale’’

(Stein, 1993), as though they represent ‘‘Pompeii’’ deposits, i.e., fine grain or fine

resolution deposits preserving ‘‘frozen-moments’’ or short duration events in time.

Most archaeologists working in Australia and North America recognize that some,

probably most, deposits represent a form of palimpsest, but this assessment rarely

affects their interpretations.

Because many researchers in Australia rely on ethnographic analogy as a

source of models for interpreting archaeological materials, the formational history

of the record they are interpreting becomes polarized. They consider sites as either

in situ or mixed, the behavioral equivalent of single ethnographically conceived

campsites or a jumble of material from multiple occupations. In effect, by using

ethnography in these situations, they need not distinguish between the phenomeno-

logical, interpretative, and analytical scales Dobres discusses – beyond the mixed

versus intact dichotomy – since interpretation can only exist at one (ethnographic)

temporal scale.
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In North America, researchers have largely abandoned ethnographic analogy

per se, instead substituting settlement components of Binford’s (1980) model that

relates structure of resources, hunter–gatherer mobility and settlement. However, as

discussed below, the use of Binford’s insights as direct analogs for the past has led

North American archaeologists to the same interpretative dilemmas that their

antipodean colleagues have reached.

In Australia, an unequal distribution of resources related to seasonal fluctu-

ations in the environment has long formed the mechanism for explaining why

people in the past performed different economic functions at the same places within

a landscape (e.g., Thomson, 1939; Allen, 1972). In the arid zone, archaeologists

generally assume that the most critical resource is water. Ethnographic case studies

(e.g., Cane, 1984; Gould, 1969) suggest that during times of rain, populations

disperse to exploit resources in regions where water sources are ephemeral. As

the rains depart and the country enters into drought conditions, people retreat to

more permanent water sources and exploit the resources around these locations.

Archaeologists have used these observations as the basis for explanations of the

distribution of archaeological sites (e.g., Allen, 1972; White and Peterson, 1969;

Ross, 1984; Ross, et al., 1992; Smith, 1989, 1993, 1996; Veth, 1993; Williams,

1987). According to the model, those sites located away from sources of permanent

water should show relatively few artifacts with little evidence for maintenance

activities, while those closer to more permanent water should have more abundant

artifacts and show a greater range of materials and artifacts, reflecting occupation

by larger groups for longer periods (e.g., Veth, 1993:71).

Thus, in arid Australia, changes in water availability become the means by

which archaeologists can assess intersite assemblage variability. They use different

artifact assemblages to infer different activities practiced at particular locations,

hence permitting the identification of site types (i.e., where type refers to function,

Veth, 1993:80). Then they link these site types together in an ethnographically

familiar, synthetic settlement system. The task of the archaeologist becomes one

of measuring the temporal duration over which this system existed, together with

its spatial extent. When they find similar sets of artifacts existing over extended

periods, they can assume that the settlement/subsistence system has remained

unchanged since occupation of the region began.

On a worldwide scale, the late occurrence of broad-spectrum changes in the

Australian hunter–gatherer economies is well known. Changes elsewhere labeled as

the broad-spectrum revolution occur from the mid to late Holocene in Australia,

apparently unconnected with significant environmental change (Edwards and

O’Connell, 1995). In the arid zone, the exploitation of grass seeds becomes import-

ant (Smith, 1986) and population increases, although there is debate about whether

increasing numbers of people were the trigger for (e.g., Smith, 1989), or a conse-

quence of (e.g., Veth, 1989), the late Holocene changes. Either way, the assumption

is that people adapted to the Australian arid zone by implementing a series of

technological and social solutions and, consequently, producing a characteristic

settlement pattern.

Our concern with the application of such models to Australia centers on the

utility of ethnographic models in the interpretation of long-term historically derived
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archaeological records. The problem is that functionalist interpretations of artifacts

have changed over recent years. Ethnoarchaeological studies have shown, for

example, that discard behavior is much more important than function in determining

the spatial association of artifacts (Wandsnider, 1996). Ethnohistoric, ethnoarchaeo-

logical and experimental studies also report little relationship between artifact form

and function (e.g., Hayden, 1979). In Australia, as elsewhere, similar artifact forms

appear to have had a range of functions in the past while, conversely, a range of

different artifact morphologies had single functions (e.g., Kamminga, 1982).

The implications of these studies for the identifications of site types seem

clear: if assemblages do not represent tool kits, if the spatial association of artifacts

reflects discard behavior rather than the existence of activity areas, the inference of

a single or limited range of functions for a site must be viewed with skepticism.

Following on from this, the inability to determine site function must call into

question the nature of the Australian settlement pattern reconstructions, particularly

the substantive transferal of ethnographically derived, short-term (i.e., seasonal)

mobility models to explain long-term accumulations of artifacts.

In contrast, several factors have contributed to the demise in North America of

an explicit ethnographic reconstructive orientation. First, starting especially in the

late 1970s, a number of researchers critiqued the practice of reconstructing the past

using ethnographic units. Wobst (1978) called attention to the abnormal sample that

ethnography provides and to the ethnographic practice of normalizing important

variation. Dunnell (1980) heavily criticized some of the early New Archaeologists

for their reliance upon ethnographic concepts and units. In his analysis of the

behavioral archaeology program, Binford (1981) argued, echoing Clarke (1973),

that archaeological deposits refer to another order of reality, something attrib-

utable to an interpretative unit, a cultural system operating over the medium- and

long term, as opposed to an empirical unit, such as an ethnographic group.

Second, the experience of North American archaeologists with the archaeo-

logical record made it very clear that simple application of ethnographic models –

those dealing with the articulation of functional settlement units – to archaeological

deposits was flawed (Ramenofsky and Steffen, 1998:9). Instead, they began to

talk of land use, by which they attempted to explain archaeological patterning in

the long term. Thomas’ (1973, 1975) and Bettinger’s (1977) attempts to generate

expectations for the archaeological record if Great Basin locations were utilized in

the distant past, as documented by Steward for the Shoshone recent past, are only

two such examples (see also Dancey, 1973; Jones, 1984).

Third was the publication of Binford’s (1980) ‘‘Willow Smoke and Dog’s

Tails’’. Binford described and explained patterned variation in hunter–gatherer

mobility and settlement according to the spatial and temporal structure of critical

resources. He offered a conceptual schema to help understand some of the prin-

ciple sources of variation seen in hunter–gatherer mobility and settlement. He

distinguished between foragers, employing residential mobility to move consumers

between patches of low abundance resources, and collectors, whose mobility is

tethered to stores and who employ logistical mobility to provision consumers

from widely dispersed, seasonally superabundant patches. To aid his discussion,

he offered a typology of sites.
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From all of these sources followed a reconfiguration of the ethnographic

analogical arguments so widely seen in Australian applications. For example, archae-

ologists discussed the degree to which their evidence indicated forager or collector

adaptations (e.g., Sanger, 1996) or the degree to which one could use their evidence to

stipulate these adaptations (e.g., Cowan, 1999). In other applications, archaeologists

relied on the site types (residential camps, field camps, stations, caches, and

locations) that Binford had identified as created through different deployments of

residential and logistical mobility (see Simms, 1992 for an elaboration of this

contention). Such applications confused the substantive content of Binford’s

forager–collector contribution with its conceptual content. For this reason, they

committed exactly the same sins already detailed above for the Australian case.

Palimpsest Deposits and ‘‘Strategic’’ Interpretations

As Dunnell (1980) notes, one of the major research foci of the New Archaeology

was the nature of the archaeological record, how it formed, and how we could

interpret it. In the early 1980s, the ‘‘Pompeii premise’’ debate between Binford

(1981) and Schiffer (1985) addressed the interpretative implications of the time-

averaged nature of archaeological deposits. In contrast to ‘‘Pompeii’’ assemblages,

Binford discussed ‘‘palimpsest deposits,’’ that is, coarse-grain or -resolution de-

posits representing the accumulation of materials over decades if not hundreds of

years. He and Foley (1981) argued that with such assemblages, the ethnographic

time of daily living was masked by stronger patterns introduced by the longer-term

operation of human settlement and mobility patterns. Furthermore, both authors

contended that processes unfolding in archaeological rather than ethnographic time

were the rightful objects of archaeological study.

Beginning in the 1990s, North American archaeological literature on hunter–

gatherers reflected the dual impact of the thinking articulated by Binford (1981)

and Foley (1981) as well as the influence of optimal foraging theory and behavi-

oral ecological research (e.g., Torrence, 1989; Bettinger, 1991). Archaeologists

described past hunter–gatherer behavior using the concept of ‘‘strategies’’ similar

in form to the analytical evolutionary stable strategies (ESS) of evolutionary

ecology. They undertook studies that recognized mobility strategies (e.g., Amick,

1996; Bamforth and Becker, 2000; Smith and McNees, 1999), technological and

land use strategies (e.g., Cowan, 1999), reproductive strategies (e.g., Bettinger,

1993), and subsistence strategies (e.g., Dering, 1999; Stafford, et al., 2000).

Australian archaeologists were obviously aware of these theoretical develop-

ments in North America. In recent years, numbers of studies have sought to define

strategies following Binford and other North American authors rather than con-

structing functional settlement patterns. Hiscock, for instance, has considered both

technology (e.g., Hiscock, 1996) and assemblage composition (e.g., Hiscock, 1994)

from the viewpoint of behavioral ecology in an attempt to explain changes in mid to

late Holocene stone artifact assemblages in Australia. In the former study, he cites

changing strategies as the reason for differences in the degree of bipolar flaking

present in sites in the north of Australia. In the later study, he explains the presence
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of a range of new artifact forms (adze bits, backed blades and seed grinding gear) as

adaptations to the risks involved in moving into new, particularly arid, environ-

ments in the mid-Holocene. McNiven (1994) has also used North American studies

in his attempt to relate increases in the frequency of certain tool types and the

presence of exotic raw materials to the changes in mobility strategy evidenced by

Late Pleistocene sites in southwest Tasmania (but see Holdaway, 2000, 2004).

Both the Australian and North American studies use strategies as ‘‘problem-

solving processes that are responsive to conditions created by the interplay between

humans and their social and natural environment’’ (Nelson, 1991:58). The ‘‘prob-

lem’’ to be solved, sometimes unstated, is usually related to minimizing risk,

optimizing stone tool resources, maximizing reproductive success and so on – in

other words, the grist of optimal foraging and behavioral ecology.

The second important research emphasis, launched by the New Archaeology in

the 1970s but largely unexploited until much later, is middle range research. This

endeavor links archaeological material with the interpretation of cultural dynamics

and makes possible the strategic interpretations discussed above. For example,

Amick (1996) and Bamforth and Becker (2000) rely on the reductive nature of

chipped stone technology and various reasonable stipulations derived thereof to

offer expectations for archaeological assemblages formed because of different

configurations of Paleoindian mobility. Dering (1999) and Stafford et al. (2000)

rely on plant community ecology (productivity, diversity, abundance, rebound

rates) to situate their interpretations of Archaic age subsistence strategies in west

Texas and southern Illinois, respectively. In Australia, Cosgrove and Allen (2001)

use the behavior of Bennetts Wallaby together with paleoenvironment reconstruc-

tion and faunal analysis to understand prey choice and processing patterns. Import-

ant in all these applications are two things: the emphasis on variation and its

explanation as the differential implementation of strategies; and the consequences

such strategies, as defined, have for the differential deposition of artifacts with

different use-lives and temporalities.1

How compatible are ‘‘strategic’’ interpretive units with the palimpsest nature

of archaeological deposits resulting from hunter–gatherers? At face value, they

appear very compatible. These ‘‘strategies’’ only become recognizable because of

repeated behaviors resulting in the patterned deposition of artifacts. Indeed, for the

archaeological record to register these strategies, these behaviors must have been

consistent over decades if not centuries.

However, such patterning also suggests great stability in aspects (i.e., the

common mundane, or the rare, or both) of land use organization, at least for periods

extending to decades and more. Given our current understanding of hunter–gatherer

land use and organization, can we expect this kind of intra- or inter-generational

stability or is it the product of the application of concepts ill-suited to modeling

1 It is important to note that some archaeologists simultaneously pursue both approaches. Cowan (1999)

attempts to recognize different subsistence and land use strategies in terms of different lithic techno-

logical strategies for Archaic and Woodland western New York. He relies on sophisticated analyses of

chipped stone assemblages and explicitly considers the possibility that the patterning he documents may

relate to the convolution of multiple disparate strategies. For unknown reasons, however, something

compels him to translate his interpretations of past subsistence and land use into the settlement system

lexicon described above for Australian hunter–gatherers, rather than offering it in terms of ‘‘strategies.’’
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change? The problem shows clearly in Australia, truly the continent of hunter–

gatherers. Since it had neither agriculture nor complex society, Australia always

lacked clear indicators of major changes in either settlement patterns or adaptive

strategies. As discussed above, the Holocene apparently had only one major change,

sometime around 5,000 BP, which produced various phenomena that some archae-

ologists have linked together with a theory of intensification (the Australian

equivalent of the broad spectrum revolution [Lourandos, 1997]). They explain

this change in a variety of ways, some of the more popular in recent years based

on social rather than demographic change. Yet, regardless of the theoretical back-

ground they adopt, their explanations as a whole have the same all or nothing

quality. When they detect change, they characterize it as instantaneous and total.

The shift seems mechanical – as if history did not exist in the movement from

one stable system to another. To us this seems an unlikely situation either in

the prehistory of Australia or elsewhere. ‘‘Strategies’’ are strategies in metaphor

only. They are abstractions from innumerable individual strategic (the word as

commonly used) acts pursued by members of one or more constantly changing

ethnic groups. Rather than modeling continuity, we should be using the archaeo-

logical record to resolve historical change, since archaeology alone is able to

address this question.

TEMPORAL STRUCTURE AND PLACE

HISTORY INTERPRETATIONS

Archaeological sites in the arid zones of Australia and North America, like arch-

aeological sites anywhere, are places where artifacts and sediments accumulate. In

both these regions, surface exposures of artifacts are either lag deposits or simple

accumulations. In the arid zone of western New South Wales, Australia, artifact

accumulations were buried until relatively recently. Their modern day exposure can

be securely associated with 19th century grazing activity when European pastoral-

ists introduced cloven hoof domestic livestock to an environment that had until then

been the domain of marsupials (Fanning 1999, 2002). The resulting vegetation loss

and topsoil erosion is hard to comprehend. Literally millions of stone artifacts today

lay exposed over thousands upon thousands of hectares. Although exposure has

sometimes resulted in hopelessly mixed hydraulic jumbles, more often it has been

gentler, resulting in the loss of vertical integrity but largely retaining horizontal

position (Fanning and Holdaway, 2001a). In effect, then, erosion has excavated

large regions, producing the types of exposures that archaeologists excavating

traditionally would take a generation to achieve (Holdaway et al., 2000).

In the Wyoming Basin of intermountain North America, there are both deeply

buried deposits and surface deposits. Not surprisingly, the topographic landform

and vegetative cover contemporary with occupations in antiquity contributes to

their present day form, with sites exposed on terraces, buried in swales and along

slopes, and exposed or buried in dune fields (see, Eckerle, 1997; Ebert, 1992 for

discussion). In the Wyoming Basin proper, it appears that surface deposits represent

only a small portion of the subsurface assemblage. For example, dense artifact
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accumulations in the Seedskadee project area are one-to-two orders of magnitude

less than excavated deposits from the same area. Yet, the same kinds of artifacts

appear in both surface and subsurface assemblages, suggesting that surface assem-

blages are a representative sample of the near surface buried assemblages. Features,

of course, are much better preserved and documented in excavated contexts.

Studying both extensive lag (interior Australia) and accumulated (Wyoming

Basin) deposits forces us to recognize that our archaeological sites are time-

transgressive in nature, with different temporal structures (sensu Murray, 2003),

i.e., grain (or resolution), extent (or scope) and depositional gaps. That is, they

encourage a third mode of analysis and interpretation beyond the functional inter-

pretation of ‘‘Pompeii’’ deposits and the simple strategic interpretation of palimp-

sest deposits. These assemblages have not accumulated as the result of a single

‘‘occupation’’ – or more correctly, given the lagging or accumulation processes,

there is no visible stratification to support the interpretation of assemblages as

‘‘living floors’’. Instead, these assemblages reflect repeated use of a place, with

contributions from all the artifact-producing activities that have occurred there.

Thus, it may be more profitable, and perhaps more accurate, to visualize the site as

a record of deposition as opposed to one of function. Since vertical integrity was

either never present or has been lost, there is no reason to think of spatial association

as analogous to functional association. Similarly, since the artifacts represent the

discard from many events, it is easy to imagine assemblages accumulating as the

result of several different behavioral strategies.

In developing ways to interpret records such as this, archaeologists often

adopted Binford’s (1980) concept of foragers and collectors and his discussion

of site types. Because the archaeological record is time-averaged, however,

assemblage site types do not relate specifically to either foragers or collectors.

Here, Binford’s discussion of the Mask site (Binford, 1978) becomes important. As

described, the Mask site consists of artifacts relating to a number of activities at a

location that ‘‘functioned’’ as a hunting lookout. However, the ‘‘function’’ of the

artifact sets has little apparent relationship to the ‘‘function’’ for which the site was

occupied. Instead, Binford stresses the complex relationship between identifications

of site function and the activities that lead to the incorporation of artifacts into

the archaeological record. The way archaeologists determine site function, as with

the categorization of artifacts, depends on which of the activities evident at the site

they give precedence. Archaeological sites do not form a record of the activities

that occurred at a location, but are formed instead by the act of artifact discard at

a location.

The palimpsest nature of time-averaged archaeological deposits compels us to

reject their categorization as single functional entities. Binford’s discussion of

foragers and collectors (1980) is of little use if one understands it as a means of

obtaining prehistoric settlement patterns through the identification of site types. Nor

is it useful to think of assemblages as resulting from the operation of a single

strategy. Time-averaged deposits do not link together as though the operation of a

single set of integrated activities produced them (Stern, 1994). Instead, we see in

Binford’s writings how to understand the nature of artifact deposition as the product

of a number of settlement patterns or as the outcome of a variety of resource
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gathering strategies. As Binford (1982) showed, depending on where a site fits into

a particular strategy, discard rates for different types of artifacts will vary. However,

a single location may change its place and role in a strategy through time. One

settlement system may overlay another as resource availability changes. Therefore,

artifacts from one location are not the products of either a single synchronic

settlement system or a single strategic system. Rather, they represent the cumulation

of discard events over the entire history of uses of that place. We emphasize this

crucial point in our work because there is no possibility of stratigraphically distin-

guishing different ‘‘occupations.’’ The material products of all activities that

occurred at one place in the landscape create a palimpsest. Therefore, we do not

attempt to isolate individual occupations or depositional events because we see the

relative complexity of the assemblage composition as an indicator of the complex

history of place use. Of course, resource availability may not diminish at some

locations, leading people in the past to use such places in much the same way over

significant periods. However, given the vast time spans often represented in arch-

aeological deposits, we suspect this to be the exception rather than the rule. At any

rate, rather than assuming redundancy, and therefore continually seeking to synthe-

size a single strategy or settlement system to exclude all variability, we prefer to

make investigating assemblage variability the goal of our research.

Environmental Variability

The environments with which we deal are highly variable and interpretable at

a variety of temporal scales. In Australia, for instance, the stratigraphic sequence

between the late Pleistocene and the late Holocene one of us has investigated

has long periods of erosion separated by much shorter periods of deposition or

surface stability (Fanning and Holdaway, 2001b). Archaeological materials there-

fore appear only on these depositional or stable surfaces. One period of surface

stability occurred during the last 2,000 years before European settlement. We have

dated many heat retainer hearths to this time. Despite the geological stability,

however, the hearth dates tell of a fluctuating human presence. During one period

of around two hundred to three hundred years, which may correlate with an increase

in temperature known worldwide as the Medieval Climatic Anomaly, occupation

appears to have ceased. Both before and after this gap in occupation, hearths were

constructed but analysis of the radiocarbon results shows that hearth construction was

occasional, occurring every few decades (Holdaway et al., 2002). Based on the

location of the dated hearths, there is little evidence that the occupants at any one

time were aware of those who had occupied the valley previously. Hearths with

different age estimates, for instance, are side by side with no evidence of reuse.

Therefore, hearth construction is discontinuous over two millennia, continuous at the

scale of centuries within single millennia, and discontinuous again at the scale of

decades. The history of place use at this location is one of desert-swapping and

variability – change that is visible only if sufficient time passes for a patterned

archaeological record to accumulate and if the archaeologist explores this variability

at multiple scales.
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Similarly, in the Wyoming Basin, Smith and McNees (1999) document clear

evidence for persistent places (Schlanger, 1992), i.e., places with Archaic-age slab-

lined pits visited repeatedly over a period of hundreds of years as demonstrated

through chronometric dating. During the same period, at other locations in the

basin, contributors to Larson and Francis (1997) point to the presence of pit houses,

suggesting dedicated and deliberate time-transgressive use at these locations. At

still other locations in the basin, especially in contemporary-dune fields with recent

assemblages, both surface and subsurface archaeological records document place

use with no evidence of anticipated return. Spatial contiguity in stratified artifact

distributions (Dewar and McBride, 1992) indicates subsequent returns (as at the

multiple multicomponent sites documented through cultural resource compliance

activities in the basin, e.g., Taliaferro, Smith and Creasman, 1988). There is little

evidence, however, that those who returned to particular locations were aware of

previous occupations. The very high proportion of the chipped stone debris result-

ing from biface reduction, even though tool-quality cobbles are often (but not

always) widely available, points to both planned greater mobility and planned

short occupations (as per arguments offered by Kelly, 1988; see also Bamforth

and Becker, 2000). At this point, the data seem to point to the practice of desert-

hopping by Archaic and Late Prehistoric populations, with repeated movement

throughout and, according to Smith’s (1999) analysis of obsidian source–distance

relationships, just outside the basin proper.

Assemblage Variability

Thus, those who assume that they can apply single settlement systems or single

strategies to interpret the archaeological records of foragers and collectors are

failing to consider environmental variability. Variability in strategies, rather than

continuity, provides the key to unlocking the history of place use. Take a curated

artifact. Its place of use may vary during its use life as it is transported from location

to location (Kuhn, 1994; Shott, 1996). Eventually the tool will wear out and be

deposited in a site. Clearly, in such a case, one cannot treat locations of use and

location of deposition as though they were one in the same. There is an argument

that a closer relationship between function and location of deposition exists for

tools with short use lives. However, this ignores both the general lack of speci-

ficity of tool function and form and the specific results of Binford’s Mask site

research, as discussed above. There may be many different kinds of short-term

activities represented at a site and yet these activities may have little relation to site

function.

These problems reduce the utility of function as an organizing concept with

which to understand the distribution of artifactual material across a landscape. The

alternative is to see assemblage composition not in synchronic functional terms, but

as the result of a series of discard events distributed through time (Shott, 2003).

Certainly, artifacts served purposes but the users may or may not have carried out

these purposes at the places they abandoned them (Binford, 1979). Archaeologists

have spent a great deal of time showing that there is little casual association
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between the functions an artifact performed and the location of its discard. Instead

of concentrating on the function of artifacts, we suggest that it is more profitable to

concentrate on their discard. Barring post depositional changes, we can be sure that

the places we find artifacts are the places where they were abandoned. Thus, the

association between location and discard is much more secure than the association

between location and use.

What we need is an understanding of the significance of the association

between location and discard. Here we suggest a return to the notion of time

provided in the example of the deposition of a curated artifact discussed above.

People make some artifacts for use over time, and they carry and use them in a

variety of different locations. They discard such artifacts when they are no longer

capable of fulfilling a particular set of functions – when they are worn out. The

place where discard occurs depends on where the user is at the time the artifact

wears out. Seen from this perspective, discard has a temporal quality. In the

simplest formulation of this model – an idealized scenario that does not account

for the life history of all curated artifacts – discard will occur most often where the

people using curated artifacts spend the most time. If they use these artifacts for the

same length of time at each place, the expended artifacts will accumulate uniformly

across space. If, however, they use them in proportion to the amount of time they

spend at one location, they will discard more expended curated artifacts over time at

these locations.

In addition, the notion of temporality need not rest solely with curated artifacts

(Holdaway, et al., 2000, 2004; Shiner, et al., 2005). Economic decisions based

on optimality models may also relate to time rather than function. In stone artifact

analysis, for instance, one may interpret choice in such variables as raw material

and degree of core reduction in similar ways. Since cores of different

materials tended to travel from location to location before discard, one may infer

occupation duration from the degree to which reduction debris at a site is local

or imported. During fleeting occupations, people would tend to transport materials

to a site rather than seek out and use local materials (Elston, 1990). Limited use of

this material would result in minimal discard, perhaps the occasional abandonment

of an expended tool or the discard of resharpening flakes. In contrast, during

prolonged occupations, they would make much greater use of local material.

With less need to conserve imported tools and raw materials, they would tend to

use them up, creating more reduction debris – if for no other reason than continued

occupation at one location limited the chance to visit more distant sources (Elston,

1990).

Accumulation as History

From a temporal perspective, an artifact assemblage at a site preserves a history of

the use of that site. Since desertic hunter–gatherers were most often mobile, it is

most unlikely that locations had continuous use. As Binford demonstrated, hunter–

gatherer strategies, or forager and collector modes, reflect the nature of the envir-

onment, particularly the degree to which people may have repeatedly used a place.
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It follows that a site’s artifact assemblage records not the discard from single events

but the accumulation from all events within one stratigraphic division.

The interpretation of assemblages from a temporal perspective permits an

understanding of the sum of all activities at a particular locality in the past. From

this perspective, we are not interested in isolating single events from the mix that

occurred through time. Nor are we interested in averaging the events or determining

which event was most common. The pattern comes from the outflow from all

discard events. It is the complexity, or otherwise, of the assemblage at a particular

location that is of interest as an expression of the history of the use of place.

Certainly, archaeologists will still be able to tell something about the range of

activities performed at a particular location in the past and this knowledge will be of

considerable interest. However, of more significance will be the sum of the activ-

ities that accumulated at this place through time. As discussed above, synchronic

functional assessments of settlement pattern fail because they cannot deal with a

dynamic past that was in a constant state of flux. Studies that emphasize strategies

do not fare any better. Archaeology needs to outgrow a functionalist, ahistoric

anthropology. The search for living floors and the ‘‘cautionary tale’’ of ethno-

archaeological studies demonstrate a concern for identifying the material manifest-

ation of events as the sole basis for inference about the past. However, such studies

ignore human variability. Why should we expect the archaeological record repre-

senting events distributed across hundreds or even thousands of years to mimic

short duration events? Gamble (1999:68) identifies ‘‘flagship’’ (read ‘‘those with

the best information content’’) sites as those with pristine artifacts, presumably,

where accumulation time is short and deposition rapid. We disagree. Pattern in the

archaeological record comes from the accumulation owed to multiple events. In

other words, the power of assemblage analysis comes from the analysis of assem-

blage variation, and multiple events create this variation. We will learn relatively

little by studying the archaeological manifestation of single events. Living floors,

even if we could regularly identify them, will tell us little about the past because

they sample time at only one point. Pattern is much more significant if it is the result

of the accumulation of artifacts due to time-transgressive behavior.

DISCUSSION

The temporal structure of deposits and the temporality we can infer from the

artifactual record permits the assessment of multiple patterns understandable at a

variety of temporal scales. Understanding human environment interaction therefore

becomes a matter of relating the tempo and mode of artifact accumulation with

the tempo and mode of physical and social environmental change (Fletcher, 1992).

Three observations follow.

First, we see this time perspectivism approach as a new way of dealing with

landscape and the interpretation of the strategies critiqued above. It is not that we

need to individually resolve the multiple strategies that have produced assemblages.

Rather the analysis of assemblage variation provides the means to determine place

use histories, and, from there we can approach the interpretation of various strat-
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egies pursued in the past. We have therefore shifted the search for strategies from

analyses aimed at defining synchronic moments in the past to patterns of variation

generated through time. Previous approaches to either settlement pattern research or

to the isolation of strategies often required limited artifact analysis. In many

settlement pattern studies, artifact assemblages are little more than Stone Age

visiting cards (Isaac, 1981) – markers of the use of a location in the past but little

else. In such studies, site type identification does not require much artifact analysis.

Sometimes, the presence of a few artifact types will do.

Alternatively, in the search for strategies, some archaeologists have turned

attention to single classes of artifact (in North America, point types are most

common). We suspect that the Stone Age visiting cards left by prehistoric peoples

have produced distributions of sites across many landscapes in different continents

that appear largely similar. What these visiting cards hide, however, are assem-

blages that record a huge variety of depositional histories with complex patterns of

human–environment interactions. In the search for strategies, the artifact analyses

are more complex, since they involve considerations of optimality through such

factors as design or raw material acquisition, but they are ultimately limited in their

facility for revealing historical variation. Strategies are absolute. They can change

completely or not at all. Modeling the archaeological record as the product of

functioning systems seems to promote an unchanging past. In contrast, investigating

the temporal nature of the archaeological record allows us to begin to model the

complexities of human environmental interactions.

Second, one of the questions that remains unanswered is whether the patterns

attributed to the operation of strategies are apparent at a variety of different temporal

scales. If they are not, and we suspect that this is likely to be the case in many

situations, it begs the question of how we should interpret the patterns we are able

to identify. What ‘‘strategies’’ are observable only over the long-term, and how

should we differentiate them from ‘‘strategies’’ observable at shorter temporal

scales? From studies of historical change may come a clearer understanding of the

behavioral regularities from which ‘‘strategies’’ are abstracted. Questions concerning

the temporal scale at which any patterns emerge rarely appear in either the Australian

or North American literature, yet they remain of fundamental import if one is to meet

concerns about the lack of match between the scales of interpretation and observation.

Third, understood from a temporal perspective, the challenge becomes how

to assemble multiple, individual place use histories so as to understand the

patterned use of space over the long term not by groups of individuals belonging

to particular ethnic groups, nor by groups reducible to single structural poses

or strategies. The material record of past behavior produces its own form of history.

We can seek explanation for this history by analyzing the material remains at a

variety of temporal scales. The patterns we see are the product of human behavior

but not isolatable into units familiar to students of short-term ethnography or at

least ethnography as it is currently written (Murray, 1997). Historical continuities

exist in material culture but these continuities do not necessarily correlate with

what people think either about the material culture or about themselves. As one

of us has been able to show (Wandsnider, 1998), two different ethnic groups,

each leaving behind markedly different material records reflecting markedly
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different settlement patterns and distinct behavioral strategies, can use a single

place. Place use is the constant here. The history of use of place is no more or

less valid because two different ethnic groups used a single location. Group

ethnicity provides one way of dividing the material record into classes for analysis,

and the nature of their economic pursuits forms another, but these are not the only

possible analytical units nor are they oftentimes obtainable. As historical archae-

ologists have been able to show (e.g., Lightfoot, 1995; Lightfoot, et al., 1998), the

ethnic identity of the people who used and abandoned artifacts is much less

interesting than the fact that the artifacts were used and abandoned at a particular

place and time.

CONCLUSION

Thirty years ago, Plog (1973, 1974) urged archaeologists to move beyond syn-

chronic interpretations of a diachronic archaeological record. Research on the

nature of the archaeological record during the 1970s and 1980s highlighted its

temporal structure and the multiple temporal scales at which one might product-

ively approach it, adding another dimension to Plog’s critique. Archaeologists

have begun to move beyond functional interpretation of hunter–gatherer deposits

to interpretations of stable strategies. The next step, we suggest, is to consider

formationally informed accumulation and place histories, sensitive to temporal

structure, as the lens through which a variety of strategies, operating at a variety

of tempos, become evident.
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CHAPTER 13

Large Scale, Long Duration

and Broad Perceptions:

Scale Issues in Historic

Landscape Characterisation

Graham Fairclough

INTRODUCTION

Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) is a method of landscape-scale inter-

pretation and analysis of the historic environment that has been developed over the

last 10 years for archaeological resource management purposes by English Heritage

and English local government (Aldred and Fairclough, 2003; Clark et al., 2004;

English Heritage, 2004; Fairclough, 2002).

This chapter examines how HLC confronts scale in several guises. The HLC

method is GIS-based, which immediately introduces simple issues of spatial scale at

three levels: input, output and interpretation. Issues of scale related to geographic

size (‘‘map scale’’) are fairly mechanical, however, and relatively easily resolved.

HLC also confronts more challenging scale issues: some also concerned with spatial

scale, but most with other scales such as temporal, perceptual or social. Some

concern even more interesting questions such as scales of use, application and

objectives. These issues can be divided into two groups – first, categories of

scale – space, time and perception – that define the HLC method; and second,

less central and more unusual, types of scale issues that mainly arise from HLC

projects. First, however, a short description of HLC is needed.

HISTORIC LANDSCAPE

CHARACTERISATION (HLC)

HLC is an archaeological resource management (ARM) tool that was invented in

England (UK) during the 1990s (Herring 1998; Fairclough 1999; Fairclough et al.,
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1999; Fairclough and Macinnes, 2003; Clark et al., 2004). It arose as a response to

debates about whether a selective list – a Register – of landscapes of historic

importance should be compiled. This was (and still is) a very problematic concept,

but it is also a scale-dependent issue, because traditional methods of designation

and protection used successfully for monuments and buildings cannot be expected

to work at the scale of whole landscapes.

Apart from that scale-related objection (and other philosophical reservations –

i.e., definition, how to treat ‘‘living’’, semi-natural, heritage), there remained the

issue of selectivity. Which landscapes are not historic? Everywhere has historic and

cultural character of some description. Landscape is valuable because it is a part of

life everywhere. Early drafts of the European Landscape Convention included a

European list, but the adopted version withdrew from a selective approach in favour

of a more comprehensive and democratic approach, recognising local distinctive-

ness and aiming to promote the sustainable management of landscape everywhere

(Council of Europe, 2000, 2002). The Convention thus tailors its objectives, holistic

or integrated, to the scale of the resource in question, in this case the whole

landscape of Europe.

In England, and in Scotland (Dixon and Hingley, 2002; Macinnes, 2002),

unlike in Wales (Cadw et al., 1998, 2001), the heritage agencies did not adopt

the Register approach, but set off in a different direction, similar to that used by

landscape architects and landscape ecologists using landscape character assessment

(Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage, 2002). In England, the result

was a programme of GIS-based countywide HLC projects (Fairclough, 2003a,

2003b). There is a sizeable literature now on the HLC method itself (see bibliog-

raphies in, for example, Aldred and Fairclough, 2003; Fairclough, 2002, 2003b;

Clark, et al., 2004) and this chapter is not the place for a further detailed descr-

iption. Various methods are in use because of rapid evolution since the first HLC

was carried out in Cornwall in 1994 (Herring, 1998), but they all share common

principles, including those related to scale.

HLC considers ‘‘landscape’’ to be mainly a product of perception, not the

same as the environment. It is ‘‘imagined’’ from its material components, notably

all those derived from the past. It recognises many ways of perceiving landscapes –

those of different experts (e.g., historians, ecologists, architects, art historians or

agronomists), of the public, of personal and collective views, of economic view-

points. It adopts as its main guide the perspective of archaeologists (in the broadest

sense, that is the study of all types of material culture to understand both past and

present), in the knowledge that this single viewpoint must eventually be integrated

with the others.

The principles and methods of HLC sit within the European Landscape Con-

vention’s general definition: ‘‘an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the

result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors’’ (Council of

Europe 2000 Article 1). To flesh out this subtle and comprehensive definition, whose

every word is significant (but most notably perhaps ‘‘perceived’’ and ‘‘action’’),

a set of principles based on English HLC were drawn up for use as one of the

frameworks of an EU Culture 2000 network, European Pathways to the Cultural

Landscape (EPCL), (Clarke et al., 2003; EPCL, 2002–2004; Ermischer, 2002):
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1. the present-day landscape is the main object of study and protection – the

present that survives in (and makes) the past, landscape as material culture –

the reference to scale here is time-scale;

2. ‘‘time-depth’’ is the most important characteristic of landscape, treating

landscape as a matter of history rather than geography – here scale also

concerns the range of interdisciplinary work needed;

3. a concern with area not point data, with landscape not sites, with spatial

scale directing HLC very firmly towards small scales (i.e., large areas), not

large scales (i.e., small areas);

4. all aspects of the landscape, no matter how modern, ordinary or unattractive

are part of landscape character, not just ‘‘special’’ areas – this introduces

scales measured in terms of relevance, topicality and value;

5. semi-natural and living features (e.g., woodland, land cover or hedges) are

as much a part of landscape character as are archaeological features or

buildings: bio-diversity is cultural – here, scale is concerned with the degree

and extent of human agency and intervention, (not, as in views of landscape

focussed on ‘‘wilderness’’, untouched nature, with its presence or absence);

6. a characterisation of landscape is a matter of interpretation not record,

perception not facts: ‘‘landscape’’ is an idea not a thing, although con-

structed by our minds and emotions from the combination of physical

objects – here the scale issues are those of objectivity/subjectivity, top-

down/bottom-up approaches, and the range of views on the question of

the reality and usefulness (or otherwise) of facts and data; and finally,

7. peoples’ views, perceptions and opinions are an important aspect of land-

scape characterisation.

At some stage, HLC-derived perception should be laid alongside public per-

ceptions; how to do this introduces further very under-explored issues of scale.

Most of this chapter is written with the latest most advanced HLC projects in

mind, and a short description of their method might help the reader. The method

uses GIS to allow the subjective definition of areas of land as GIS polygons to

which attribute data is attached. The polygons are defined to capture blocks of land

which mainly have a single predominant character derived from historic processes

(e.g., type of field pattern, woodland, industrial uses etc). These usually absorb

minor variations, a conscious reduction of complexity – that is, they are a general-

isation of historic landscape character that is dictated by a project’s scale and its

range of objectives. The attributes recorded for each polygon can record subsidiary

as well as predominant characteristics. The polygon net allows the attribute data

to be used for classification, and comparative and thematic analysis on a wide range

of fronts, and at several levels from county to parish. Polygon attributes also

recordwhat we know and can infer about earlier periods of landscape history,

sometimes derived from historic maps but preferably from current maps and air

photography.

There are other methods of studying the landscape and its past, of course. HLC

is distinguished from landscape archaeology and history by its particular way of

using GIS, its multiple and variable output scales (and to an extent input scales),
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its aim of creating area-based generalisations rather than detail for specific sites

and features, and by its concern for the semi-natural and non-site components of

landscape. It recognises time-depth in two ways, through the different dates of parts

of the palimpsest of the surviving landscape, and through identifying relict features

from earlier times. HLC also differs from some landscape approaches in adopting a

primarily archaeologists’, rather than historians’, mentality. In a sense, it regards

landscape as being mainly prehistoric (or rather a-historic) whatever its date, since

even historic maps are debatable and selective documents.

HLC has rather more in common with landscape assessment by landscape

architects, in that they use the same landscape-scale and present-day perspectives. It

nevertheless differs from that sub-discipline in its focus on the vertical viewpoint

(maps, air photographs, studying the land as an object), rather than on the more

horizontal and topographically informed perspective necessarily employed by land-

scape architects. HLC achieves its three-dimensions by adopting the extra vertical

dimension of time and ‘‘stratification’’, like landscape assessment studying the

present top layer of the land but doing so with an in-built recognition of deep time,

looking beyond the past few well-documented centuries. It also avoids seeing the

landscape as either timeless or naturally determined, an interest in process that

brings it closer to landscape ecology than to landscape assessment.

SCALES THAT DEFINE HLC

Space

This is the most obvious area where scale is a critical issue in HLC. HLC is highly

scale-conscious and, as indicated, differs from many other types of landscape study.

In large measure this is because it adopts a scale of data reference, data input,

analysis and interpretation that is very different to most landscape assessment, and

of a different nature entirely to site-based archaeology. HLC uses a small (large

area) scale – in English terms a county scale (which, in such a small country, is

somewhere below sub-regional). The study area of each HLC project is usually a

whole county, a block of territory normally in the range of ca. 2,500---5,000 km2.

This extensive scale of work was partly chosen for pragmatic reasons, partly the

institutional arrangement of British archaeological resource management. More

importantly, however, it was also selected as a scale that could maintain a sensible

overview, so that the whole landscape could be characterised without being caught

up in very local or site-based detail.

It also filled a gap in archaeological resource management, that is, the cover-

age of the historic environment in Sites and Monument Records (SMRs). There are

any number of parish or similar scale archaeological landscape surveys (and land-

scape histories) and a number of national frameworks such as the models of Oliver

Rackham (1986), Jan Thirsk (1987) and Brian Roberts and Stuart Wrathmell (2000,

2002, itself using a distinctive scale of settled nucleus to dispersion). Between these

two scales of the local, large scale, effectively ‘‘big site’’ work, of landscape

archaeology, and the high level small scale national frameworks, there were very
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few tested or accepted archaeological or historical methodologies that could be used

within ARM at intermediate (e.g., sub-regional) scales. Those that did exist were

overviews of site-based archaeology, not landscape as such but regional histories,

essays based on the use of site-based knowledge to inform a regional narrative.

The sub-regional level of English county councils offers us a chance to step

onto a middle rung of a ladder of understanding that climbs from local landscape,

village and site levels to national (and European or world) scales. It is important to

emphasise that none of the sets of information or interpretation on this ladder can

operate too far up or down from the level at which their data was captured and their

perceptions formed. A common misunderstanding among archaeologists and his-

torians using the English Heritage Settlement Atlas (Roberts and Wrathmell, 2000)

for the first time was that it was ‘‘wrong’’ because its nationally based insights (and

in particular its boundaries) cannot always be validated or seen at more local level.

This was not its purpose, however – it was designed to be valid as a national

perspective, hence its use of national data sets and scales. Whilst HLC hard copy

output maps, for example, are often at a scale of broadly 1:100,000, those of the

Atlas are published at scales of 1:1,200,000 and 1:2,000,000 (Roberts and Wrath-

mell, 2000). The Atlas’ insights work at national level; but they need modification

and more detailing at larger, local, scales, below that of counties. Nor would they

work at a smaller scale – they would be too detailed for a European or world map,

for example.

HLC’s products have the same sensitivity to scale of use. The capture of both

data and interpretations takes place usually at a large scale of 1:7,500 to 1:10,000,

but assumptions about what is significant is informed by much smaller scale, for

example at 1:25,000. Blocks of ancient woodland, for example, which are small

(less than 1–3 ha for example) or relatively minor in context (a tiny percentage of an

area otherwise characterised by, for example, enclosed fields) will not be included

in HLC because at the county-scale (or ‘‘landscape-scale’’) it is not significant. The

crucial point of HLC is that it is not an attempt to map the ‘‘real world’’ (the

environment), but to capture a particular interpretation of it (the ‘‘landscape’’) at a

particular chosen scale that works for particular uses. The Settlement Atlas shows

a similar result using a national level (scale) of selection and omission, and of

interpretation. Its authors point out that: ‘‘All maps represent a compromise be-

tween the scale of the base-map, the data to be depicted and the nature of the

graphics used’’ (Roberts and Wrathmell, 2000:19)

The intention is to produce a picture, a model, of the world or of our

interpretation of the world, that has a validity at the national scale but not neces-

sarily also at all larger scales. Were HLC to be carried out for a single parish, a

higher level of detail would be required.

Time

If spatial scale is a relatively straightforward issue for HLC (though still not always

understood by those not familiar with HLC), time-scales are a little less easy

to explain. The relationship between scale and detail is fairly obvious, and the
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zooming-in/zooming-out of representation and understanding is quite widely

appreciated, not least through photographic sequences showing the whole planet

to individual buildings that we see routinely in the opening credits of Hollywood

films. Time is a different type of scale, however. For this discussion, it might be

useful to identify two aspects:

1. sequence, i.e., chronology, for example between (in HLC terms, broadly

speaking) 12,000 years ago and today, with additional questions of whether

to divide this span equally or unequally into years, centuries or other longer

epochs (see for example the seven ‘‘eras’’ defined for Lincoln by Stocker,

2003); and

2. resolution, i.e., whether to look at personal or collective time, or the

diurnal, seasonal or long rhythms of the landscape.

Some landscape assessment operates at diurnal or seasonal scales. The envir-

onment’s appearance (if not, perhaps, its fundamental character) changes on this

time-scale, as weather, light, temperature or crop conditions affect the manner of

how people perceive landscape. This can be predominantly in terms of visual or

other sensual experience, but also more physically. The obvious archaeological

example is crop marks, being both seasonal (i.e., when they appear) and diurnal

(i.e., when they can be seen – light and cloud cover issues, not to mention practical

issues such as the right place at the right time). Some landscapes therefore operate

at this type of time-scale, though it is rare for landscape assessment to operate at

scales larger than season. On the other hand, the field observations made by

landscape architects are, of course, affected by daily and intraday issues which

best practice recognises (Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage, 2002).

HLC however, being desk-based or map-based, rarely reaches this far down the

time-scale. Its scale is more long-term, because, like archaeology as a whole, it

studies long-term change over thousands of years.

HLC’s concern with broad social processes, and with human agency at the

collective level over the long-term, (the effect on landscape of groups of people

operating over generations rather than the impact of individuals that, for example,

landscape history might study), also leads it to deal with long time-scales. This is

the equivalent to the small scales used spatially: HLC allies large areas with long

duration. HLC’s place on the scale of time could well be described as ‘‘timescape-

scale’’ by analogy with the shorthand term ‘‘landscape-scale’’. In practice, of

course, there is a distinction reminiscent of that between input and output spatial

scales. The actions in the past whose material traces HLC observes when creating

landscape character may well be the product of very short time-spans (perhaps even

days or hours), repeated annually in the case of farming, for example, but short

moments nevertheless. The time-scale on which HLC operates, however, takes

sequences of events as a single whole, just as it takes blocks of fields, for example,

as a single spatial entity.

Because of this, HLC at first glance can appear to be divided into episodes or

time slices. This tends to be a characteristic of landscape archaeology, which often

subdivides the palimpsest of visible or buried archaeology at the large scale into

periods (‘‘Bronze Age’’, or ‘‘first millennium’’ or 20th century). This is not a
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strictly accurate way of perceiving the HLC method, however. HLC often attaches

attributes to its polygons based on time-slices, most commonly anchored to historic

map editions (e.g., 18th century county maps, mid-19th century OS (cadastral)

first edition maps, Dyson-Bruce, 2002). This approach, for example, can give rise

to describing certain field systems as being pre-18th century on the basis of the

date of the first map to show them, even though other knowledge about the past and

about landscape evolution, (for example the framework produced by the

Atlas, or extrapolation from other data such as parish or estate models form

documentary research, or inferences from morphology) would suggest a medieval

or even earlier date. The more self-consciously archaeological HLCs (as opposed to

more document-led HLCs) do not base their interpretation and extrapolation only

on historic maps. In effect they regard landscape, even quite recent landscape, as

being effectively prehistoric in the detailed and very literal sense of a thing or

process without documents, whether it is what we normally call ‘‘prehistoric’’ in

date or not (perhaps, the French proto-historique might be more useful.)

Time-layering in HLC is not a data-collecting and analytical tool, because

ultimately just as landscape is a seamless whole geographically, so too is it seamless

chronologically. The whole of the past resides in the present, seen or unseen, known

or awaiting discovery. The aim of HLC is to capture the past within the single layer

of the present. Through filters such as landscape legibility, appropriate spatial scale,

relevance or contribution to landscape character, it condenses time into a single

layer – which is, in the strict sense, the only landscape we can ever have, the product

of our perception today, in the here-and-now.

This concertina-effect, condensing all time (or its main manifestations given

the sequential time scale that HLC adopts) into one layer, is central to HLC. It

could be argued that this creates a new type of time-scale, even a new ‘‘time’’, one

in which all periods are represented simultaneously.

Perception

Landscape is a common heritage to a much greater extent than perhaps any other

aspect of heritage, historic environment or bio-diversity. This is partly an issue of

perception, because landscape is ubiquitous, on the doorstep so to speak. There is a

more fundamental underlying issue, however, which is that everyone has their

‘‘own’’ landscape, or usually several, whereas people do not always feel direct

ownership or access to significant historic buildings or archaeological sites, or even

to the means of understanding all aspects of their significance. Landscape is

generally common, commonplace even, and it is normally closely personal. As a

consequence, there is a long spectrum of perception and ways of valuing every

single piece of land. There is, in effect, a scale of perception. Where on that scale

expert views of landscape (and specifically for this discussion, HLC) sit is not

always obvious, and never a given. It cannot be a quantitative scale, like spatial

scales, nor automatically ordered like time-scales. It has no ‘‘natural’’ sequence –

some might place ‘‘expert’’ at one end, ‘‘popular’’ or ‘‘lay’’ at the opposite; others

might scale it from collective to personal, or national to local; others again might
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symbolise it as a circle of points, with, for example, archaeology, ecology, aesthet-

ics, social, economic or architectural at the points that are not opposite ends of

a spectrum but in a more rounded relationship (see the many circular charts that

have been published to try to explain ‘‘What is Landscape’’ e.g., Countryside

Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage, 2002:7).

If putting the many different types of perception of value (English Heritage

1997) into a single scale is not possible, this need not prevent us from seeing the

issue as one of scale. HLC adopts one scale in particular, and (unsurprisingly given

its origins) this is that of the archaeologically informed expert view. It aspires,

however, to capture broader community perceptions, and its objective is eventual

integration with perception scales of landscape analysis based on, for example, the

ideas of landscape ecologists or landscape architects. These of course operate at

different points on the scale, providing different definitions and descriptions of

landscape whose integration will be the perceptual equivalent of the concertina

time-scale, the past-in-the-present scale referred to earlier (Palang and Fry, 2003).

Because each expert world-view can modify the others, the process of inte-

gration will create an iterative cycle, a spiral of never-ending provisionality. More

importantly, however, these types of perception are only the tip of a very large

iceberg, because there are so many different ways of seeing, at one extreme as many

as there are individual people, but certainly as many as there are different nucleated

communities of place, or different dispersed communities of interest. Traditional

approaches to heritage management (the identification and protection of the best

examples of each type of building or archaeological site) tend, by virtue of being

generic and thematic, to produce selections at national or regional level. In contrast,

characterisation’s approach (as in HLC) is to push to the fore distinctiveness at a

more local level, in a sub-regional context, and to locate itself in terms of perception

as ‘‘place’’ not ‘‘special interest’’. This debate about scales of perceptions, and

about multiple ways of valuing, whilst by no means new, is not yet resolved, and

this chapter can do little more than raise the desirability of developing ways to

articulate the various scales on which HLC and ARM need to operate.

SCALE ISSUES THAT ARISE FROM HLC

Scales of Selectivity

The level of detail that HLC adopts is to some extent simply a product of spatial

scale and size. Cadastral maps (such as the British Ordnance Survey maps and

Street Plans) exaggerate the width of roads to highlight them against the back-

ground of the rest of the world that is depicted – thus, on 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey

maps, road widths are depicted at much smaller scale. The most recent digitised

edition of these large scale maps enhance roads even further so that roadside

features (e.g., wayside crosses) mapped on previous editions suddenly appear (or

rather disappear) as if they lie underneath the road, which in the real world they do

not, but in the map world might do. HLC does something similar, in selecting

certain attributes of a block of land (e.g., its 80% coverage of ancient woodland)
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while ignoring others (e.g., its 5% of settlement, or 15% of fields). It does not –

paradoxically to many – incorporate information about individual archaeological

sites such as hillforts or long barrows, or about buildings such as churches and

farms, even though most people agree that these are critical components of the

landscape and its character. These fall beyond HLC’s scale ‘‘catchment’’. Their

contribution to landscape character needs to be captured more locally at point scale,

or through generalised narratives.

No hard and fast rules exist for HLC decisions on what to exclude or include as

practice remains consciously subjective and interpretative, and above all, context-

ual. There is a certain circularity in this decision: HLC has adopted a certain scale

(‘‘county scale’’) and therefore can only use data sets that work at that scale. This

treatment of scale privileges end-user functionality (i.e., the sort of information

needed by land managers) and overview; it focuses on output not input scales.

Scales of Detail and Generalisation

The scale of detail (or its opposite in this context, generalisation) is connected with

other spatial scales, but is a very much broader issue. It returns to the earlier

discussion about the different national, regional and local scales of landscape

interpretation, which requires at county scale a high level of generality. But the

issue is more fundamental to the aims and purpose of HLC. The HLC method

could have been devised to operate at regional or national scale, and it would have

emerged looking very different. Conversely, it could have been established on a

parish-by-parish basis, using methods of landscape archaeology supported by docu-

mentary evidence to produce ‘‘real’’ maps of the past. The development of HLC,

however, was governed by two main factors. The first was a need for relatively

rapid overall coverage of very large areas, and therefore a level of generalisation

was an essential choice. The second factor, most importantly, was the need for

generalised overviews to give strategic input into archaeological resource manage-

ment. These were largely non-existent in the early 1990s, as ARM principally

worked at the tactical level with site specific data which, if not comprehensive,

was at least commonplace and widely available through SMRs. The main criterion

for this aspect of HLC, therefore, was to produce generalised, and therefore if

necessary superficial, overviews of a whole county’s landscape to act as the

framework for later more local or detailed work and to provide strategic guidance.

This was a trade-off of depth against breadth, justified by the strategy’s objective.

The decision to produce overviews and generalisations (a choice of one type of

scale) determined another such choice, that of spatial scale.

At the extreme ends of the detail/general scale, HLC perhaps ceases in the

conventional sense to be a scaled-down map of the world, in the manner of OS

mapping, an excavation plan, a building survey or a mapped artefact distribution.

It starts instead to become an interpretative view that belongs on a different scale

entirely to that of linear scales. The switch over from point data (at whatever scale)

to generalised area ‘‘data’’ (and not in the sense of simply depicting site extent

and boundaries but in the more complex sense of an interpretative construct
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rather than pure data, if such ever exists) moves HLC into a different category. This

may be how HLC and its related methods can begin to capture public and personal

perceptions in a significant way. It can also start to capture the values and benefits –

the ‘‘affordances’’ – that people see in and take from their landscapes, the under-

standing of which is as essential a prerequisite for sustainable landscape manage-

ment as is a better understanding of history and archaeology.

Subjective and Interpretative Scales

HLC projects and their GIS databases are also linked to issues of subjectivity, which

can also usefully be viewed in scalar terms. The HLC approach can be placed on a

scale concerned with how interpretations and understanding are created. At one

extreme are hard scientific views of the world that sees everything as ultimately

quantifiable. In terms of ‘‘landscape’’ or ‘‘environment’’, some schools of ecology

move towards this extreme, just as did landscape assessment in the 1970s before it

withdrew from that particular cul-de-sac and found the more fruitful qualitative

road that it currently travels along (Countryside Agency and Scottish National

Heritage, 2002). At the other extreme is a view of landscape that is almost entirely

associative, that identifies landscape character in terms of painters’ and writers’

perception, as places that merely anchor historical events or reflect their landscape

designers’ creativity, or which flow from personal memories and collective identity.

Most landscape practitioners now accept that landscape can and should as much as

possible occupy all of this scale, from objective recording to subjective appreci-

ation. As with linear scale at county level, the HLC method puts itself in the middle

ranges of this spectrum. HLC is the subjective interpretation of material objects,

recorded as objectively (or rather as transparently and repeatedly) as possible, but

analysed by subjective interpretation (e.g., fields of a particular shape, size or

context, for example, are interpreted as being probably late medieval assarts).

When a completed HLC is either enriched by more local survey or subjected

to, for example, parish-size analysis, its position on this scale slides towards

objectivity and scientifically rigorous proof. When it moves in the opposite direc-

tion (towards smaller scale regional outputs, i.e., increased levels of generalisation)

the subjective quotient rises as broad extrapolations are made from a few known

area-related ‘‘facts’’ to wider interpretations and assumptions. Additionally, and

perhaps paradoxically, smaller scale regional overviews may well be the scale at

which to capture community and cultural perception and identity, whilst personal

associations and the capture of affordances will probably require work at local

scales.

Scales of Applications, Affordances and Management

An appropriate point to close this chapter is with the practical applications of HLC

that define it as a tool for helping to manage environmental change rather than as an

academic exercise per se. These raise rather simpler scale issues, again referring to
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the input/output distinction. As a method of understanding based on small-scale,

broad-brush generalisation, HLC is most effective as a strategic management tool,

for which it sets an overall picture of how the landscape and its character deserves

to be managed. It is more difficult to use it to determine more local management

priorities and probably misleading (or impossible) to use it at a very site-specific

level. This is not to say that components of landscape (e.g., ‘‘sites’’) do not need

study and management in their own right, but that landscape and heritage manage-

ment operate simultaneously on many scales, and the scales may not always be

perfectly harmonised. Some sites are priorities for management of their archaeo-

logical deposits but do not register strongly at the landscape scale; many landscape

components do not need micro-management as long as their general contribution to

character is safeguarded.

An HLC GIS provides a net of polygons that are currently defined by largely

historical and archaeological attributes such as field morphology, change through

time, the character of land use, or the nature of settlement. This net can be used,

however, to translate site-data into landscape-scale interpretation. Recent, still

experimental, work is exploring how this might apply to architectural attributes of

landscape, notably farmsteads. Early signs are that the grain of HLC for farmstead

character, for example, will be smaller-scale than the building-specific, or even

thematic, approaches of most architectural research or conservation work.

A further use of the polygon net, to return to an earlier theme, is to capture

local personal and community perception of landscape. It remains to be seen which

scale issues will need to be confronted. It can be predicted that some aspects of

public perception will be extremely localised, and capable of being recorded as

point data – memories of individual childhood picnic-fields, views in paintings,

birth places, field names and family place nicknames for example. But others may

be highly generalised and abstract, perhaps also regional in spatial scale, and

unanchored in conventional temporal scales (‘‘timeless’’, ‘‘olden days’’ – before

your memory of what your grandparents told you). There will also increasingly

be ‘‘introduced’’ associations from film and TV, bringing national and global scales

to bear on an essentially local context, but also perhaps through recycling (e.g.,

recolouring) of historic film footage changing people’s perceptions of temporal

scales.

CONCLUSION

Many of the ways in which characterisation such as HLC interacts with scale are

not particularly difficult or problematic. It is simply necessary for those using

character-based tools for heritage and archaeological resource management to

appreciate that all their work sits at a particular place on a larger scale, and that

there is more than one type of scale. The ‘‘band’’ in which they operate might be a

relatively narrow part of any particular scale – as in HLC’s size scale, broadly mid-

level on the long gradation from local to international. It can be wide – at least in

aspiration – for example, in the aim of capturing the full range of perspectives and

value-systems that people of all types and backgrounds invest in (with our current
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example) landscape. It can have a concertina effect, as in looking at long-term time

as part of a present-day temporal palimpsest. It may appear straightforward to know

where any piece of work is located on these scales, but a lack of awareness of the

full potential range of the scale would be restrictive. The confrontation with scale –

that is making conscious choices about scale and being aware of the implications –

is also necessary in order to identify future directions of work and the essential

interfaces that need to be built with other disciplines (e.g., between archaeology and

landscape ecology, Palang and Fry, 2003). Finally, because characterisation is a

search for context (the way that a building or an archaeological site fits into a wider

spatial or thematic context, the way that a local area is contextualised regionally,

and how national or European frameworks overarch all), it always needs to confront

scale in all its forms, and to be explicitly and theoretically aware of the context of its

own methods in terms of many different types of scale.
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CHAPTER 14

Multiscalar Approaches to

Settlement Pattern Analysis

Andrew Bevan and James Conolly

INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of Geographic Information Systems/Science (GIS)

in archaeology can be linked to the development of user-friendly software and

corresponding improvements in spatial data handling techniques. As a result, GIS

is deployed commonly as an organisational tool, but rather less attention has been

paid to important developments in spatial statistics that can help make sense of

such datasets. Perhaps the most important new developments all relate to the issue

of scale, with respect to: (i) the problems encountered when combining datasets

collected at different resolutions (e.g., Gotway and Young, 2002); (ii) the scale-

related biases inherent in aggregate analytical units (e.g., the Modifiable Areal Unit

Problem: Openshaw, 1996; Harris this volume); (iii) or techniques for multiscalar

pattern recognition.

Here, we focus on the last of these three areas. Our paper reviews existing

statistical approaches to settlement patterning in archaeology, explores in detail one

useful multiscalar method – Ripley’s K function – and suggests both the problems

and potential of such techniques when interpreting the particular evidence provided

by landscape survey. We draw on case studies from the Kythera Island Project

(KIP), a multidisciplinary initiative designed to study the cultural and environmen-

tal history of the island of Kythera, Greece (Broodbank, 1999). From the project’s

onset in 1998, GIS has been used to store, manage, and analyse a wide variety

of KIP research contributions, including the results of intensive archaeological

survey, geoarchaeology, botany, historical geography and archival studies (Bevan

and Conolly, 2004).

Andrew Bevan . University College London

James Conolly . Trent University



SPATIAL STATISTICS AND SETTLEMENT

PATTERNS

Settlement analysis in archaeology seeks to build up from the static spatial distri-

bution of material culture and anthropogenic modifications visible in the contem-

porary landscape to an understanding of the dynamic cultural and environmental

processes of human settlement systems.

With the obvious exception of phenomenological approaches, most studies of

settlement and landscape accept that there is a need to adopt an empirical approach

to pursuing this goal, even if in so-doing, many then fail to embed their conclusions

within a wider inferential framework. Standard quantitative methods tend to explore

either: (i) correlations between settlement (or other zones of human activity) and

social or environmental variables (e.g., ‘‘predictive modelling’’), or; (ii) the degree

to which new settlements or households are located in physical relation to existing

ones (we might call this ‘‘neighbourhood dependence’’). The traditional tools used

by archaeologists include, respectively, linear or logistic regression and nearest

neighbour or quadrat analysis, but each of these raises methodological problems.

The first two have the capacity to mislead in contexts where spatial dependence can

be shown to exist (i.e., most geographic contexts: Fotheringham et al., 2002:162–

166), and the last two are insufficient for detecting multiscalar spatial patterns. Here

we concentrate on the latter, but the need to integrate these approaches is raised

again in discussion at the end.

Settlement distributions are often described in terms of their configuration vis-

a-vis three idealized states – namely random, regular, or clustered – but rarely do

these states occur so clearly in practice (van Andel et al., 1986). In reality,

settlement patterns are more complex, and measures such of these need to be

contextually sensitive to the fact that the scale of analysis can change what appears

to be a nucleated or centralized pattern, to one better described as dispersed.

A regular or uniform pattern between contemporaneous sites has been taken to reflect

a form of competition between settlements, the existence of site catchments or both

(Hodder and Orton, 1976:54–85), sometimes because of demographic growth from

an initial random distribution (Perles 2000:132–147). Clustering of sites may result

from a number of factors, although localized distribution of resources and the

emergence of polities or regional centres have often been highlighted (Roberts,

1996:15–37; Ladefoged and Pearson 2000). In contrast, random distributions have

usually been treated as the statistical null-hypothesis, though several commentators

provide good examples of how apparent random distributions in fact can be condi-

tioned by selected environmental, biological, and social variables (Maschner and

Stein, 1995; Woodman 2000; Daniel 2001). Indeed, a problem we will return to

later is that point pattern analysis implicitly assumes spatial isotropy (i.e., invari-

ance by rotation) and homogeneity despite the fact that actual human landscapes

offer both topographically dependent movement environments and spatially hetero-

geneous natural resources (water, soils, etc.).

The favoured technique of archaeologists for detecting clustered or uniform

distributions is nearest neighbour analysis. Clark and Evans (1954) first explored

the utility of this method for ecological purposes, and it was soon being used to
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understand settlement patterning (Dacey, 1960; Haggett, 1965). Its application to

archaeological settlement pattern analysis followed some time later (Hodder and

Hassall, 1971; Hodder, 1972; Whallon, 1973; Washburn, 1974; Hodder and Orton,

1976), continued in the 1980s and 1990s, and the technique retains its prominence

today both in general textbooks (e.g., Wheatley and Gillings 2002) and culturally

specific studies (e.g., Ladefoged and Pearson 2000; Perles 2001:134 –138).

Clark and Evan’s nearest neighbour coefficient is probably popular in the

archaeological community for two reasons: (i) it is straightforward to calculate,

and; (ii) it provides an easily interpretable coefficient. However, nearest neighbour

analysis was not designed to detect spatial patterning at anything but the 1st nearest

neighbour. Increasing the nearest neighbour measurement to the 2nd, 3rd . . . nth

neighbour may detect clustering at different scales, but the statistical validation of

patterning then becomes difficult (Hodder and Orton, 1976:41). Nearest neighbour

analysis is also significantly influenced by the size of the area to be analyzed, with

regular, random, or clustered distributions arising being dependent on the amount of

surrounding area included in the analysis (Hodder and Orton, 1976:41). While there

are workarounds for these problems, the technique remains a relatively coarse ruler

with which to measure point distribution patterns.

In particular, the focus on 1st neighbour distances may overlook more com-

plex, multiscalar, spatial patterns. Consider, for example, the point patterns in

Figure 14.1. The left panel shows a hypothetical distribution of 56 sites. A single

order nearest neighbour analysis applied to the 56 points in the left panel would

detect the presence of clusters, and a K-means statistic could be employed to show

that the optimum number of clusters was likely to be 8 (Blankholm, 1990:65).

However, neither of these analyses would be able to identify the fact that there is

also a higher-order scale producing three clusters. Furthermore, if we include the

finer artefact-scale resolution represented on the right panel (rather than just an

approximation of the centre of the artefact distribution), then clustering can be

shown to exist at three different spatial scales: (i) artefacts forming sites (clusters

i–x); (ii) sites forming primary clusters (clusters 1–8); and (iii) primary clusters

forming secondary clusters (clusters A–C).

Figure 14-1. Multiscalar point patterns.
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Another major problem with nearest-neighbour analysis is the effect the size of

the study area has on the detection of patterning. For example, Figure 14.2 shows

how adjusting the scale of analysis has a major influence on the homogeneity,

intensity and clustering tendencies of point distributions. In the entire study area,

A1, the pattern is homogenous with a clustered structure (i.e., clustering occurs

relatively evenly) so that a frequency distribution of nearest neighbour values would

be normally distributed. At smaller scales, for example in area A2, the pattern is

heterogeneous with a strong left to right gradient. A neighbourhood density function

would be positively skewed with a bimodal tendency. Area A3 is similarly hetero-

geneous, although its density value is significantly lower than A2. Area A4 has a

high intensity and homogenous distribution, although here it is far more regular than

seen elsewhere.

These two scalar issues – one related to analytical resolution, the other related

to analytical area – although presented in abstract, are very real when attempting to

make sense of settlement distributions, given that the latter may show a variety of

characteristics depending on the resolution and the shape of the study area. The fact

that GIS-led approaches to the collection and management of archaeological survey

data are able to store data at several different scales within the same environment

(e.g., artefacts, sites and regions) underlines the need for spatially sensitive ap-

proaches to the analysis of distribution patterns. Moreover, the dichotomy created

by nearest neighbour analyses, dispersion vs. nucleation, is useful only at a very

general level. Measures that take into account the intensity of settlement, its

homogeneity, and the scale at which it is clustered or dispersed are clearly superior.

We therefore propose the use of a broader range of statistical approaches to

point patterning, including methods that are inherently multiscalar such as Ripley’s

Figure 14-2. The influence of study area size on the detection and characterization of patterns (after

Goreaud and Pélissier 2000: 15).
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K-function that we consider in some detail. Ripley’s K-function (Ripley, 1976;

1997; 1981) was designed to identify the relative aggregation and segregation of

point data at different spatial scales. It is defined for a process of intensity l, where

lK(r) is the expected number of neighbours in a circle of radius r at an arbitrary

point in the distribution (Pélissier and Goreaud 2001:101). The K-distribution is a

cumulative frequency distribution of average point intensity at set intervals of

r. Significance intervals are generated by Monte Carlo simulation of random

distributions of the points, and a 95% confidence interval can usually be obtained

within 1,000–5,000 iterations (Manly, 1991). These estimates can be compared with

the observed values of K to provide a statistically robust measure of cluster size and

cluster distance in the dataset. We use an edge effect correction method proposed by

Goreaud and Pélissier (1999). For clarity of presentation, the cumulative K distri-

bution is usually transformed to L(r) ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K(r)=p-r
p

, where the expectation under

randomness (L(r)¼0) is a horizontal line. L(r) < 0 means that there are fewer than

expected neighbours at distance r, suggesting a regular pattern, and L(r) > 0, means

that there are more neighbours at distance r, indicating a clustered pattern (Pélissier

and Goreaud 2001:102).

RESEARCH CONTEXT

Our broad area of interest is human settlement in Mediterranean landscapes,

particularly the Aegean. The Aegean was first colonized by late Pleistocene pre-

modern humans, possesses the earliest farming communities in Europe and, during

the Bronze Age, was the setting for some of Europe’s first complex societies. It saw

the rise of the Greek Classical polis-states, and was subsequently entangled in the

geopolitics of the Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman, Venetian and British empires. In the

19–20th century it was brought under the umbrella of the modern Greek nation

state, and most recently, in the 21st century, it is part of an emerging European

super-state. The impacts of these events on Aegean rural landscape history have

been the subject of an enviable breadth of intensive survey projects that have

provided high-resolution data on long-term dynamics of Aegean settlement systems

(e.g., Broodbank, 1999; Cherry et al., 1991; van Andel et al., 1986; Bintliff and

Snodgrass, 1985; Renfrew & Wagstaff, 1982, to name but a few). The Aegean is of

obvious importance for archaeologists interested in long-term patterns and pro-

cesses of human social and cultural evolution, mobility and population dynamics,

settlement systems and ecology.

In this study, our largest unit of analysis is the island of Kythera, which lies

approximately 15 km from Cape Malea on the southern tip of the Peloponnese

(Figure 14.3). Its geographical location between two distinctive and influential

regions, the Greek mainland and Crete, has been instrumental in shaping a distinct-

ive Kytherian history. The island’s role within, and contribution to, wider (early

Aegean, eastern and/or central Mediterranean, and later pan-European) social and

economic networks was one of the several thematic issues underlying the estab-

lishment of the Kythera Island Project (KIP) in 1998 (Broodbank, 1999). One way

to explore the relationship between on- and off-island processes is to consider the
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island’s settlement patterns, particularly for cycles of nucleation and dispersion.

Such cycles have been documented in other areas of the Aegean, notably on Melos

(Renfrew and Wagstaff, 1982), Kea (Cherry et al., 1991:474) and in the southern

Argolid, and interpreted as strategic responses to the expansion and contraction of

inter-regional trade and exchange. Although such information does not offer a

simple ruler to measure the islands and islanders’ relationship to (political) eco-

nomic cycles, it can offer insight into how the island settlement and demographic

structure responded to broader trends in Aegean social and political history.

While our interest in exploring settlement patterning reflects this broader

concern with Aegean rural landscape history, our purpose here is primarily meth-

odological. Previous work by both of us (Bevan 2002; Bevan and Conolly 2004;

and Conolly 2000) have highlighted the influence of analytical scale on construct-

ing meaning from the archaeological record and this paper offers a further contri-

bution to this endeavour by assessing critically the statistical tools available for

quantifying nucleation/dispersal phenomena. We hope that this will provide a sound

analytical platform upon which further, more holistic analysis of the Kythera

material may proceed, and will also be of considerable use to others who wish to

makes sense of such landscape patterning at different spatial scales.

THE KIP DATA SET

Intensive archaeological survey between 1998 and 2001 has documented the loca-

tion and chronology of nearly 200 previously unknown prehistoric, Classical,

Roman, Medieval and Venetian settlements across a study area covering about

one third of the island. More comprehensive information about the fieldwork can be

Figure 14-3. Kythera and the KIP survey area.
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found in Broodbank (1999) and Blackman (1999, 2000, 2001, 2002). For the

purposes of this paper, we restrict ourselves to analysis of settlement distributions

from four chronological periods in the island’s history. The first study considers the

real spatial complexities behind an obvious feature of the recent Greek landscape,

nucleation of settlement into villages. The second study then moves on to consider

the additional issues raised in attempting to make sense of a settlement landscape

identified purely by archaeological survey, specifically for Kythera in the Second

Palace Period (‘‘Neopalatial’’, ca. 1700–1450 BC). Some additional challenges –

both temporal and multivariate – facing the analysis of spatial pattern in a survey

context are then introduced briefly with respect to two further chronological periods

on Kythera, the Early Bronze Age (ca. 3100 –2000 BC) and the Classical (ca. 480–

323 BC). Our intention is thereby to explore the viability of point pattern analysis

under conditions of increasing methodological complexity.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Modern Buildings and Villages

Our first case study draws on a relatively modern dataset, primarily based on the

Greek Army’s mapping of standing buildings and villages identifiable on aerial

photographs of Kythera from the 1960s (see Bevan et al., 2004). This data has been

checked in the field by KIP and is relatively comprehensive (though isolated field

houses were often missed). Here we examine this phenomena in two stages,

beginning with ca. 9,000 individual buildings and then considering ca. 80 larger-

scale ‘‘village’’ clusters (Figure 14.4).

We can calculate a Clark and Evans R statistic of 0.12–0.33 (depending on

whether we use a mean or median nearest neighbour value) for the spatial aggre-

gation of individual buildings on the island, suggesting a highly clustered pattern.

Indeed this is confirmed if we calculate a modified Ripley’s K (L(r)) function. It

exhibits a large positive deviation from the upper confidence interval, even at the

largest distance examined (e.g., 5 km). This indicates clustering at all scales, but

more importantly, the existence of a heterogeneous pattern which is being driven by

more than one type of underlying process (Figure 14.5) – indeed we might logically

point to the known differences between the cultural factors influencing the spacing

of buildings within villages (e.g., community values, shared resources) and those

effecting the position of the more isolated fieldhouses (e.g., deliberate spacing

between land holdings). This kind of result is problematic because the heavy

clustering in certain areas hinders correct interpretation of smaller-scale spatial

structure in others.

One way to get round this problem is to analyse village and non-village areas

separately. Similarly, we can step up a typological level and consider the distribu-

tion of villages represented as single points. Such analysis will be approximate

because defining which building clusters constitute ‘‘villages’’ is often subjective

(it might be made less so by calculating a K means statistic but this may cross-cut

alternative political, administrative or economic definitions of ‘‘a village’’). Total
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estimates for the island can vary from 60 to 80 distinct communities, even in the

20th century, and here we use a relatively maximal estimate. An R-statistic of 0.74–

0.84 (mean and median) suggests a slightly clustered village pattern, reflecting the

fact that many settlements concentrate in inland areas next to the more suitable

agricultural land. Figure 14.6 plots the complete frequency distribution of nearest

Figure 14-4. The distribution of extant buildings (left) and principal villages (right) on the island.

The top right window is a close up plan of the village of Chora as an example of the original detail of

the dataset.
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Figure 14-5. The modified K-distribution (L) for extant buildings. The K-distribution (dark line) sits

well above the (grey) line marking a clustered distribution (at p<0.1). Note that the upper and lower

boundaries are not ready distinguishable in this chart because of the scale of the y-axis.
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neighbour distances. Expected values (the grey line) were estimated by Monte Carlo

simulation (i.e. from the average of a 1,000 sets, each n¼80). Again, the observed

pattern suggests that small inter-village distances (300–400 m and 500–700 m are

more frequent than we might expect from a random distribution (significant at

p<0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov one-sample test).

We can then narrow our focus to just the inland area where most villages

cluster. This is useful not least because in environmental terms, this region is

relatively homogenous, with similar topography, water resources and access to

preferred soils. Here the spatial distribution of villages is more regular and we get

an R¼1.26 or 1.31 (mean/median), for the minimum convex polygon of the inland

villages. A Ripley’s L plot (Figure 14.7) also indicates a greater than expected

regularity at smaller scales (statistically significant up to ca. 300 m radius), but in

addition, shows that at larger scales, the pattern is not noticeably different from a

random one. This suggests that in this more consistent resource environment,

communities shared out the available space more evenly and establish clearer

individual catchments, probably linked to the spatial organisation of in-field land

holdings, refuse disposal and local political identity.

The Second Palace Period

The previous example was chosen because it dealt with standing buildings and an

extant settlement pattern (though one with some time depth). However, for most

prehistoric and many historic settlement distributions, the only viable technique for
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Figure 14-6. The frequency distribution of nearest neighbour distances in 100 m bins. The grey line

represents an expected distribution derived from 1,000 � 80 iterations.
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accessing regional scale information of this kind is intensive surface survey.

Traditional extensive reconnaissance and site recording are usually incompatible

with useful point pattern analysis (except for comparing very large or prominent

sites such as tells), because their coverage areas (and intensity of search) are

difficult to define and because they clearly miss so much of the actual site

distribution. Modern intensive survey produces far more amenable results, not

only because it is concerned with expressing accurate coverage intensity, but also

because, under the right conditions (geomorphological and environmental), it can

hope to recover a more comprehensive impression of past settlement landscapes.

Even so, survey only produces proxy data (surface artefact scatters) for actual

patterns of habitation and land use: we will therefore first explore a relatively

simple, well-dated dataset—the Second Palace (‘‘Neopalatial’’, ca. 1700–1450

BC) Period sites (Figure 14.8) – before briefly considering examples in which the

problems of using such proxy data are more severe. KIP has been able to document

ca. 100 Second Palace sites, comprising one major port zone focused on Kastri, and

beyond it, a countryside covered quite densely in small scatters (nearly 2 per km2).

For a variety of reasons, these rural scatters appear to be the permanent or semi-

permanent dwellings of 1–2 families engaged in agricultural subsistence (we could

call them ‘‘farmsteads’’: see Bevan 2002 for a preliminary analysis). They can all

be quite closely dated to within a couple of centuries of each other (if not less) and

therefore most are likely to have been contemporary habitations.

This settlement pattern is therefore a relatively simple case because it repre-

sents a comparatively shallow temporal palimpsest and comprises a limited set of

site types and sizes. Even so, in order to explore the spatial distribution effectively,

we must exclude the influence of the major port site of Kastri. This is because we

infer that there are two separate groups of processes dictating settlement patterning

250

–250

0
500 m

1 km 1.5 km 2 km 2.5 km

Inland villages

Figure 14-7. The modified K-distribution (L) for the principal villages in the inland area (as defined by

the minimum convex polygon as shown). The K-distribution (dark line) sits within the upper (clustered)

and lower (regular) boundaries with the exception of the range 150–300 m range (thus suggesting that at

this scale there is a more regular spacing of villages than is statistically expected).
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in the Second Palace Period: one group generating the distribution of rural house-

holds in the hinterland of the island, and another group of processes accounting for

the pattern in the vicinity of Kastri. The real influence of the clustering at Kastri

becomes clear if we consider the likely distribution of actual people across the

landscape as suggested by site size. If, for example, we weight the sites according to

their relative size, randomly placing one point within each site scatter area for every

0.5 ha of scatter (this threshold is arbitrary, but for our purposes here, we might

think of them as crudely equivalent to notional nuclear households), then we

produce a more realistic model of the likely spatial distribution of the Second

Palace population. Almost all rural sites continue to be represented by a single

point but the port centre (which consists of several large adjacent scatters) is

represented by many more. If we run a Ripley’s K function on this data, it shows

a huge positive deviation from the confidence interval (Figure 14.9), again indicat-

ing significant heterogeneity.

In contrast, if we exclude the Kastri zone as representing a separate phenom-

enon, we are left with a more homogenous settlement landscape, at least in terms

of the theoretical population represented by each point in the analysis. We can

estimate a Clark and Evans R-value of 0.85/0.91 (mean/median, where the expected

values are estimated from 1,000 random sets, distributed only within the intensively

surveyed area, and not the Kastri zone), which is not significantly different from a

random pattern. We can also look at this across the full frequency distribution of

nearest neighbour values. Previous analysis, based on the site data available in 2001

r = 125 m

r = 250 m

r = 500 m

r = 1,000 m

Figure 14-8. The distribution of Second Palace Period sites within the survey area.
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suggested certain site spacings were more common than might be expected (e.g., ca.

300 m apart: Bevan 2002:227–231). However, while these small site spacings

remain highly prominent after the dataset has been augmented by further field

study (adding ca. 20 extra sites), it is less clear that the pattern departs from one

that might be expected by random placement. A Ripley’s modified K function

(Figure 14.9) suggests only a limited tendency towards regular spacing at smaller

scales (significant at p¼0.05, but not at p¼0.01), and apparently random from

r¼200 to 500 m. From r¼500 m to r¼1,000 m, sites cluster into statistically

significant groups (p<0.01), reflecting the exploitation of broadly preferred eco-

zones, including two basins and a well-watered plateau.

Second palace period, all sites weighted by scatter size

Second palace period, excluding Kastri

1200

0

–200

200

–200

0
r�500 m r�1 km r�2 kmr�1.5 km

r�500 m r�1 km r�2 kmr�1.5 km

L

L

Figure 14-9. The modified K-distribution (L) for all Second Palace Period sites (upper), and Second

Palace Period sites, excluding Kastri (lower).
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PROSPECTS

Aspects of the analysis above have already suggested that a major problem in

applying K-functions and related multiscalar techniques to real settlement patterns

is an underlying assumption of homogeneity; more precisely, such techniques

assume that there is a single stochastic process behind the observed point distribu-

tion. A typical case is the distribution created by a pure Poisson process, but there

are real world examples as well (such as wind-dispersion of seedlings from parent

trees or forest stand thinning: Goreaud and Pélissier 2000:27). However, in arch-

aeological cases, we deal with a bewildering variety of heterogeneity, for example

of both natural environments and of site sizes, functions and dates. Furthermore,

archaeological datasets exist in anisotropic spaces (e.g., as-a-crow-flies distances

rarely reflect the nature of movement across real landscapes). In contrast, point

pattern analysis tends to rely on Euclidean distance measures, and while this may be

an acceptable proxy at smaller scales, it becomes more problematic the greater are

the distances involved.

The last of these concerns may in the future be addressed by developing more

terrain sensitive ways of creating inter-point distance matrices (e.g., cost surface

analysis, though not without its own problems: Douglas, 1994). This final section

considers three types of heterogeneous problem in greater detail: (i) landscape

variability; (ii) imperfect chronological resolution, and; (iii) variation in site size

or function. Possible responses to these problems are suggested.

Landscapes vary across space in terms of their provision of water resources,

soils, rainfall, solar irradiation, etc. The degree of spatial heterogeneity will itself

also vary between landscapes, with highly localized heterogeneity being a defining

feature of Mediterranean environments (Horden and Purcell 2000). In terms of

settlement patterns, this is unfortunate because ideally, we would want to be able

to distinguish static locational preferences (e.g., driven by favoured soils) from

dynamic processes such as the budding of satellite settlements from parent ones.

However, there are several possible solutions:

1. Deduce a study area where the influence of environment on site location is

relatively homogeneous (e.g., similar slopes, soils, access to water, etc.) and

only consider point patterns within this zone (for an ecological example of

such an approach: Goreaud and Pélissier, 1999:435–8).

2. Define such an homogeneous study area using more formal statistical

methods such as an analysis of the local density function (Fotheringham

et al., 2002:138–146).

3. Weight the intensity of random points so they follow the apparent loca-

tional preferences of observed sites. This could be done by allocating

random points (during Monte Carlo simulation) according to a site location

probability surface (e.g., derived from predictive modelling) so that the

resulting probability distribution broadly matches the observed one.

If we turn to the question of chronology, the EBA data from Kythera is a good

example of a ‘‘temporally fuzzy’’ settlement pattern. A KIP sample of 60þ sites at

a density of nearly 1:5=km2 represents in Aegean EBA terms a superb dataset and
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Ripley’s K analysis suggest sites have a tendency to cluster significantly at

r¼500 m, with clustering maintained to about r¼1250 m (Figure 14.10). However,

it is extremely unlikely that all of these sites were in use contemporaneously or

continuously throughout the ca. 1,000 year duration of the EBA. Finer chrono-

logical resolution will be possible in the future (fabric analysis can often distinguish

three EBA sub-phases: Kiriatzi 2003), but the degree of resolution will necessarily

vary from site to site. A related problem is one of continuity of occupation:

Whitelaw (2000:147–150) is persuasive in suggesting that in the EBA Aegean,

occupation may often have been episodic rather than continuous within any given

phase. Given these difficulties, EBA settlement pattern analysis is often extremely

suspect, and the clustering is more likely to be a reflection of repeated occupation of

favourable environments for small-scale subsistence farming, rather than any

larger-scale social process.

These problems emphasize the need to find formal methods to incorporate

temporal uncertainty into our pattern analysis. Not only do we have to consider

distributions that have been ‘‘dated’’ to our period of interest with varying degrees

of diagnostic certainty (both at the scale of individual artefacts and for the overall

dating of sites), but we also have to contend with the possibility that individual sites

may have been discontinuously occupied throughout the finest chronological divi-

sions we can achieve and therefore may not be contemporary landscape phenom-

ena. On a practical level, these problems benefit from a min–max approach in which

analysis is run (i) on the sample of definite sites only, and (ii) on all possible sites in

the phase. If there are indications that clustering/regularity persists in each of these

cases then the pattern can be considered a robust one. Similarly, one response to the

possibility of discontinuous settlement is to perturbate the site distribution artifi-

cially for any given chronological phase by arbitrarily excluding a certain number

of points — again, if clustering or regularity persists despite repeated minor

alterations of this kind (the process is a kind of internal Monte Carlo test and is

necessarily laborious) then it can be interpreted with greater confidence.

The KIP Classical sites are a good instance of the problems of categorical

heterogeneity. We not only have sites and settlement clusters of varying sizes, but

also of varying functions, that preliminary analysis suggests probably include a

major port, permanent farmsteads, temporary shelters, sanctuaries, kiln sites and

metallurgical areas. We might consider the spatial relationships between any one or

two of these categories, but the results (Figure 14.10) become meaningless the more

functionally mixed the dataset becomes, except to show some possible heterogen-

eity (in that the observed pattern barely comes down within the confidence interval

at large distances) and that from about r¼250 m there is strong clustering of

(diverse) activity areas. The key is therefore to compare like with like, reducing

analysis to consider only one or two categories (K-function analysis can be extend

to consider bivariate spatial relationships). In methodological terms this means

careful assessment of function on a site by site basis (e.g., ‘‘villas’’ in a Roman

landscape). Likewise, even for a relatively continuous variable such as site size,

physical (population), economic (permanent market) or political (formal municipal

status) thresholds sometimes exist that can guide sub-classification.
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Figure 14-10. The modified K-distribution (L) for EBA sites (upper) and Classical sites (lower).
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has emphasized the highly reflexive approach necessary for the correct

identification and interpretation of the processes behind settlement patterns. In our

opinion, the key challenges are: (i) to define a sample/study area and its levels of

search intensity appropriately (correcting for or exploring ‘‘edge effects’’ statistic-

ally where necessary); (ii) to assess and sub-divide site size, function and date range

(analysing comparable features only and/or arbitrating uncertain cases statistically);

(iii) to account for the resource structure of the landscape (either by only consider-

ing environmental homogenous sub-regions or by factoring resource preferences

into the significance-testing stage of analysis), and (iv) to use techniques of analysis

that are sensitive to detecting patterns at different spatial scales. The latter in

particular is an area increasingly well-explored in other disciplines, but as yet

with minimal impact on archaeological practice. There remains some value in

Clark and Evan’s nearest neighbour function for identifying relationships between

sites at one scale of analysis, but it may fail to detect larger-scale patterning. More

critically, the dichotomy it encourages between ‘‘nucleated’’ and ‘‘dispersed’’ is at

best an overly simplistic model and, at worst, bears little relationship to the reality

of settlement organization, which at different scales can show both nucleated and

dispersed components. In our Kytheran case study, there is obviously further work

to be done, but even with the existing dataset, we have shown that using a

combination of Monte Carlo testing, frequency distributions, local density map-

pings and Ripley’s K-function allows a more sensitive assessment of multiscalar

patters and therefore a more critical evaluation of the processes underlying settle-

ment distributions.
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CHAPTER 15

Grain, Extent, and Intensity:

The Components of Scale in

Archaeological Survey

Oskar Burger and Lawrence C. Todd

INTRODUCTION

Archaeological entities, processes and explanations are bound by metaphysical concepts of time

and space. So we may expect chronological and spatial revisions to be followed by profound

disciplinary consequences. But, the very great importance of time and space measurement scales

has often led the archaeologist to confuse the scales used for measurement with that which is

being measured. (Clarke, 1973:13)

Most [archaeologists] must content themselves with finding some percentage of the sites in

their chosen regions – all the major ceremonial centers, perhaps most of the larger villages,

and some undetermined fraction of the tiny hamlets and seasonal camps. If you ask them

whether or not they have an adequate sample, either they say ‘‘I hope so,’’ or they shrug and

say ‘‘I don’t know.’’ Both answers are correct. They do hope so, and they don’t know. (Flannery,

1976:131–132)

Regional survey is the primary method through which archaeologists investigate

large-scale prehistoric patterns. The first settlement pattern surveys investigated

cultural processes existing at scales beyond those captured by excavation.

For example, highly influential studies such as Gordon Willey’s surveys of

Virú Valley, Peru (Willey, 1953), endeavored to identify large-scale sociopolitical

patterns in the distributions of sites and their inferred function within a settlement

pattern. Large-scale regional frameworks have since become fundamental to arch-

aeological investigation (Ammerman, 1981; Binford, 1964; Dunnell and Dancey,

1983; Schiffer, et al., 1978) and are essential for understanding the impacts of large-

scale processes of contemporary land use and development on the archaeological

record.
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The scales selected for the research design of an archaeological survey will

in many ways determine the characteristics of the patterns inferred (Banning 2002;

Dunnell and Dancey 1983; Hodder and Orton 1976). Scale is a concept closely tied

to issues of sampling and requires explicit methodological attention for two reasons:

(a) the bounds of large-scale processes and patterns are normally beyond the area

directly observed by an archaeological survey; and (b) much small-scale informa-

tion passes through the gaps between pedestrian surveyors (Burger et al. 2004).

While such challenges are frequently acknowledged (Ebert 1992; Willey 1953), the

methodological answers have proven difficult to develop. As a result, the opening

quotes by Clarke and Flannery are just as relevant today as they were thirty years

ago. In this chapter, we suggest that the archaeological record be investigated at

multiple scales. We focus on methodological tools that ground issues of scale for

quantitative analysis and present an approach to sampling that allows archaeologists

to analyze the nature of changes in artifact densities that occur as a result of changes

in spatial scale and observer intensity.

Archaeological survey has changed over the years with the ever-present goals

of improving accuracy and efficiency. Global positioning systems (GPS) have

become extremely common field devices. The application of remote-sensing and

the powerful capabilities of geographic information systems (GIS) technology have

also opened numerous new avenues of analysis, the full potentials of which are far

from realized. However, simply applying GIS technology to existing archaeological

data sets does not solve the problems of scale as many suspect it can. While

numerous innovations have taken place in archaeology, survey methodologies

have remained rather tradition-bound (see Wiens 1989 for a discussion of the

same trend in field ecology).

One recent development that has improved our ability to investigate the

nature of archaeological regions and prehistoric landuse is distributional or siteless

survey (Dunnell and Dancey 1983; Ebert 1992; Ebert and Kohler 1988; Foley 1981;

Thomas 1975). In these surveys, artifact distributions are continuous populations

bounded by a defined space as opposed to a series of artificially divided units

or ‘‘sites,’’ which makes them amenable to documentation at a range of scales.

While the techniques below are relevant to any consideration of sampling the surface

record they are especially designed for furthering the aims of the distributional

approach.

Ecological Approaches to Scale

Many of the scale-related challenges faced by ecologists, and the tools developed to

address them, are relevant to archaeology. Archaeologists and ecologists both deal

with palimpsest records of historical processes. In the same way that many different

human activities and taphonomic processes create overlapping records in archae-

ology, a similar suite of processes related to climate, geology, and human land use

affect the properties of plant communities and other ecological systems. Both fields

study systems open to influence from outside variables. Both conduct research that

requires inferring of process from pattern. And fundamentally, both must face
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issues of scale when linking small-scale observations to largescale processes. In

plant ecology specifically, recently developed sampling designs that consider scale

greatly improve the accuracy of plant species samples (Stohlgren, et al., 1998).

These sampling designs also improve the analysis of spatial distributions and plant

community structure. Because plants and artifacts share ‘‘small unit size in relation

to a very large spatial context, and also . . . a patchy distribution,’’ methods that lead

to accurate plant community samples can also be applicable to archaeological

survey (Foley, 1981:174).

An increased emphasis on scale in ecology during the late 1980s was described

as ‘‘a paradigm shift based on scale’’ in relation to symposia at the annual

Ecological Society of America meetings (Golley 1989:65), and it continues to

be a major issue. This awareness of scale has made its way into archaeology as

well (e.g., Stein, 1993; Wandsnider, 1998). While Hodder and Orton (1976)

showed that archaeological patterns may change with the size of the sampling

frame, ecology provides a key additional point, that as the scale of observation

changes, so do the relevant processes. At local scales, predator and prey populations

often have a negative correlation, suggesting a cyclical relationship of prey

abundance that increases until the predator population grows to the point

that the prey become exhausted. At larger scales, predator and prey populations

are positively correlated, suggesting that both respond to a similar set of background

ecological variables at one scale and to population dynamics at another

(O’Neill and King, 1998; Schneider, 2001b). In a like manner, while climate largely

determines the spatial distribution of net primary productivity (NPP) at continental

scales, the primary influences within regions are aspect and soils (O’Neill

and King, 1998). Both predator/prey dynamics and the distribution of NPP are

relevant to our understanding of the past to some degree but the investigation

of the nature of artifact distributions across regions also brings a number of unique

but analogous scale-dependent issues that require direct archaeological

investigation.

Perhaps the most important realization regarding the effects of scale is

that resolution strongly influences the perception of patterning (Church, 1996;

Levin, 1992; O’Neill and King, 1998; Wiens, 1989). ‘‘We can no longer . . . cling

to the belief that the scale on which we view systems does not affect what we see . . . ’’

(Wiens, 1999:371). Following from this is the methodological correlate that

there is no best scale of observation (Gardner, 1998; Levin, 1992; Schneider, 1994,

1998). The combination of these two notions forms the basis of our recent investi-

gations into archaeological survey method on the Oglala National Grassland in

northwestern Nebraska. Borrowing techniques from landscape ecology offers new

avenues for documenting and analyzing the patterns generated by archaeological

survey.

To illustrate our perspective, we present some initial results of our surveys on

the Oglala National Grassland. We adopted the Modified-Whittaker multiscale

sampling plot, originally developed for plant species surveys (Stohlgren, et al.,

1998; Stohlgren, et al., 1995), and found its design to be highly applicable in

archaeology. We also used the multiscale layout of the Modified-Whittaker for

experiments investigating the properties of the surface record to explore the degree
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to which intensity of observation is an additional aspect of scale relevant to survey

and sampling design.

TERMS OF SCALE FOR

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Grain, Extent, and Intensity

Scale has multiple meanings and applications in the literature (Schneider, 2002; see

contributors to Peterson and Parker, 1998). This simply means that it fits correctly

in a variety of circumstances, depending largely on context. We explore one variant

in particular because it is quantitative, widely applicable, and especially relevant for

the specific concerns of scale in archaeological survey. Schnieder (2002) defines

scale as ‘‘the extent relative to the grain of a variable indexed by time or space.’’

This definition applies to both the tools of measurement and that being measured or

described. The extent is the area surveyed, and the grain is the size of the sample

unit (Figure 15.1). Surveys will not detect patterns that are finer in scale than

the grain of the sample (Wiens, 1989, 1990). The extent of a survey also defines

the population of artifacts being sampled. Grain and extent are generally thought of

as variables imposed by the researcher (Milne 1992), but in archaeological survey

the extent is often (but not always) a project-specific restraint leaving grain as the

Figure 15-1. Grain relative to extent in the sampling of an artifact distribution. As extent (outer square)

increases, the diversity of the total sample increases. As grain increases (smaller square) variance within

the sample becomes averaged-out and small-scale patterning may be lost. (Modified from Wiens 1989,

Figure 1).
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primary variable for experimental or methodological manipulation, although it is

usually not specified.

The off-site or distributional approaches noted above are fundamentally con-

cerned with issues of grain. Questions about the appropriate lower limits of survey

resolution generated by distributional archaeology suggest that, as a basic unit of

observation, artifacts rather than sites may be the more appropriate. Operationally,

this means that the grain of a distributional archaeological survey is at the artifact

scale (mm-cm2) rather than the site scale (m2-ha). Clearly such differences in

observational grain entail a number of methodological considerations that are of

fundamental concern here.

The investigation of the surface record and experiments aimed at identifying

relationships between method, process, and scale benefit from the use of controlled

and defined sample units (Dunnell and Dancey, 1983). However, most pedestrian

surveys lack specified grains or sample units. The width of a surveyor’s field of

vision is not an appropriate measure of grain because it is highly variable. Material

properties such as mean size or density are difficult to quantify for most surveys and

even closely spaced transect widths may miss significant amounts of material

(Burger, et al., 2004; Wandsnider and Camilli, 1992). These issues are less import-

ant when the goal is the discovery of artifacts, but when certain phases of the survey

are geared toward parameter estimation, methodological evaluation, or any specific

experiment, spatial control and knowledge of sample properties become much more

important. The grain is generally too spatially variable among even highly con-

trolled pedestrian survey transects for use in the quantification of the effects of

scale. In addition, transect spacing defines the intensity of coverage rather than a

value for a minimum unit of observation. For example, if a hypothetical survey

covered 20 km2 with 30 m transects, the grain and the extant would be the same

value, 20 km2. Alternatively, there are methodological tools for investigating the

record at multiple grains, using block surveys with discrete boundaries that

enable the manipulation of the grain/extent relationship. We discuss one of these,

the Modified-Whittaker multiscale sampling plot, below.

The third element of scale is, as the discussion above implies, intensity of

observation. In the example above, the 30 m transect describes the intensity used to

survey the 20 km2 area, but it does not describe the grain. In most archaeological

surveys, intensity is equivalent to transect width, which is guided by the assumption

that the narrower the transect, the greater the intensity and the more accurate the

sample. Even relatively narrow transects, however, may disproportionately over-

look low-density scatters and isolated finds (Wandsnider and Camilli, 1992), and it

is likely that all surveys overlook material (Banning, 2002:62). Because intensity

influences the number of artifacts found per unit of area, it must be considered

when investigating the role of scale and impressions of spatial structure within

archaeological distributions.

Our suggested definition for scale may seem to counter common usages of

the term. For instance, an archaeologist might describe a process as existing at the

‘‘scale of a settlement pattern’’ and discuss the challenge of linking artifact-scale

observations to large-scale behavioral inference. However, such articulations are

still ratios of the extent to the grain as long as the statement ‘‘artifact-scale’’ implies
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the range of sizes (from smallest to largest) present within a population of artifacts –

in this case, the range of spatial extents between the smallest and the largest areas

likely to figure in a past culture’s land use strategy.

In a more general sense, scale is also important in the relation between the

properties of data and the resolution of their interpretation (Stein, 1993). Moreover,

the scale implies by an interpretive model should agree with the scale provided by

the data under analysis. Kelly (1999:112) warns that ‘‘fine-grained questions cannot

be asked of a coarse-grained record. . . . ’’ Because most archaeological situations

are coarse-grained, or the ‘‘product of a qualitatively different set of time scales

than is living behavior’’ (Ebert, 1992:25), differences in scale may not be intuitively

obvious. Therefore, archaeologists need tools for explicitly relating the scale of the

record to the scales of interpretation brought to it.

Multiscale Analysis

Multiscale analysis occurs when the ‘‘variance in a measured quantity, or the

relation of two measured quantities, is computed at a series of different scales’’

(Schneider, 2002:738). This generally refers to any analysis of change that

occurs because of changes in scale. Numerous mathematical techniques are avail-

able for conducting multiscale analysis (e.g., Gardner, 1998; King, et al., 1991;

Levin and Buttel, 1986; O’Neill and King, 1998; Schneider, 1994, 1998, 2001b,

2002; Schneider, et al., 1997; Webster and Oliver, 2001), but many are computa-

tionally dense or require detailed knowledge of the links between pattern and

process. We apply two of the more straightforward of these techniques, calculating

scope and spatial allometry, to our survey data below.

EXPERIMENTS WITH MULTISCALE

SAMPLING ON THE OGLALA NATIONAL

GRASSLAND

Solving scale problems requires the systematic evaluation of multiple grains and

extents (Wiens, 1989, 2001). The first step in accomplishing this is the appropriate

sampling method. The Modified-Whittaker multiscale sampling plot gathers obser-

vations at the spatial scales of 1, 10, 100, and 1,000 m2 (Figure 15.2). This sampling

design has greatly improved the accuracy of plant species surveys conducted by

rangeland ecologists while also enhancing their ability to analyze community

structures at landscape levels (Stohlgren, et al., 1995; 1997; 1998). Previous plant

survey techniques, which are quite similar to archaeological transects, failed to

accurately represent rare plant species (those composing less than 1% of the cover)

and consequently over-represented the significance of dominant species. In a

similar manner, Wandsnider and Camilli, (1992) demonstrated that archaeological

transect surveys consistently over-represent high-density clusters of artifacts and

miss disproportionately large portions of low-density and isolated material. The

similarity in methodological bias inherent in the traditional approaches of both
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fields motivated us to experiment with this method by surveying ten Modified-

Whittaker plots on the Oglala National Grassland during the summers of 1999–

2001 (Burger, et al., 2004).

The archaeological record of our study area is predominantly a palimpsest

(as with all archaeological deposits) of chipped stone artifacts (primarily small,

unmodified pieces of debitage) on a geomorphologically active landscape. Several

material types are found and the chronological sequence represented, evidenced by

temporally diagnostic projectile points, spans the full range of the chronology for

the Great Plains from Paleoindian to Late Prehistoric. Fire-cracked rock is occa-

sionally found but is relatively rare and one locality revealed a few small fragments

of pottery. Structures have not been observed but hearths are occasionally found in

the vertical cuts along prominent drainages.

Each Modified-Whittaker plot was covered with ‘‘nested’’ observer intensities

in order to evaluate the effects of different methods on the accuracy of observations

gathered on the same surface. Observation intensity can be investigated as a change

in scale because the nature of the patterns we infer from survey data are constrained

and perhaps determined by issues as mundane as transect width. The basic findings

of our experiments with multiscale sampling provide some background for our

perspective on the investigation of scale issues. Note, however, that lessons learned

from a 1,000 m2 plot may only apply heuristically to much larger spatial extents

where qualitatively distinct issues may arise.

One of the first questions our survey experiments sought to answer was – how

does observer intensity affect the accuracy of the archaeological document? The

archaeological document is the subset of information actually observed and

recorded when sampling the archaeological record (Wandsnider and Camilli,

1992). Accuracy is the ‘‘deviation between actual and measured’’, that is, between

the archaeological document and the archaeological record (Wandsnider and

Camilli, 1992:171). Archaeologists generally lack the ability to address the question

‘‘what did we miss?’’ during a survey. Answering the ‘‘what we missed’’ question
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Figure 15-2. The Modified-Whittaker nested sampling plot. The subplots numbered 1–10 are 0.5 �
2.0 m (1 m2), the A and B plots are 2 � 5 m (10 m2), and the C plot is 5 � 20 m (100 m2). The outer

boundary of the plot, K, is 20 � 50 m (1,000 m2). The incremental increases in area give the Modified-

Whittaker its multiscale sampling capability.
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required intensive coverage of the ground surface compared to conventional stand-

ards because we needed a measure of what was actually on the surface in order to

determine how much was overlooked by coarser-grained methods. This is equiva-

lent to attempting to quantify the difference between the sample and the target

population, a necessary goal for all evaluations of methodological accuracy.

We first covered the entire 1,000 m2 of the Modified-Whittaker plot in a

walking survey. For transect spacing, the rule was that each crew member had to

be able to touch the shoulder of the person next to them, resulting in an average

spacing of 70 cm. During this survey we marked the location of each artifact with a

red pin flag and then conducted a rather intensive recording process, documenting

over 20 observations on each pin-flagged item. Additional items observed while

recording were marked and recorded with a blue pin flag, distinguishing them from

the systematic discoveries (after Wandsnider and Camilli, 1992).

We hypothesized that once the red (systematic) and blue (nonsystematic)

discoveries were combined, the resulting document would approximate the total

population of surface artifacts, so we could use it to evaluate the accuracy of other

transect samples of the same ground surface. As we needed an observer intensity

greater than that provided by the 70 cm walking survey in order to evaluate the

accuracy of the first survey, a second crew conducted a crawl survey, moving

shoulder to shoulder over subplots 1–10, A, B, and C (Figures 15.2 and 15.3).

Comparing the results of these two survey intensities over ten plots has yielded

some interesting results. Since the crawl survey sampled a subset of the area

covered by the walking survey, we compared only this subset, adding together the

blue and red flag discoveries. There were no blue-flagged discoveries during the

Figure 15-3. The crawling survey is used to cover the ten 1 m2 subplots, two 10 m2 subplots, and the

100 m2 C subplot for a total area crawled of 130 m2. In comparison, the walking survey covers the entire

1000 m2 K plot.
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crawl surveys, indicating that crawling does indeed capture the total population of

surface items (or very nearly so). Most notably, the crawl survey recovered on

average 362% more artifacts than the walking survey (Burger, et al., 2004). Such a

drastic increase has implications for calculating the artifact-scale accuracy of

surveys conducted at standard transect widths of 10–30 m. This also relates directly

to issues of scale. The number of items missed by a survey will increase as transect

spacing widens.

In addition to discovery, surveys need to enhance our understandings of

artifact distributions. The region we study is a hunter-gatherer landscape and most

of the behaviors in the past were ‘‘small-scale’’ activities (Ebert and Kohler, 1988;

Yellen, 1977). Failing to evaluate the difference between the scales of the sample

and the target population greatly obscures the accuracy of any resulting impression

of past land use. Fine-scale subsamples such as those provided by crawling the

subplots of the Modified-Whittaker can therefore yield more precise estimates of

chipped stone densities, and this may lead to a better understanding of the cultural

and natural variables that have altered them.

The phenomenal increase in items discovered by the crawl survey dramatically

changed our perspective on archaeological survey methods. We knew, as all

archaeologists do, that transect surveys miss some materials, but the combined

findings of the magnitude of overlooked artifacts and the multiscale capabilities

of the Midified-Whittaker method convinced us that some changes to conventional

survey wisdom might be worth considering.

TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING SCALE

Here we present three techniques for grappling with issues of scale, analytically

and conceptually: space–time diagrams, scope, and spatial allometry. Each of

these techniques evaluates scalar properties of multiscale samples and variables

produced by methods such as the Modified-Whittaker are used to gather multiscale

samples.

Space–Time Diagrams

Space–time diagrams are useful graphical tools for both heuristic and analytical

needs when representing scale relationships (Figure 15.4). The first space–time

diagram was the work of Steele (1978), a marine biologist interested in the

relationships of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and fish distributions across time

and space. Subsequent applications of such diagrams identify scale-dependent

properties relating pattern and process, for example, showing that the population

densities of marine fish were influenced by movement at some scales and mortality

at others (Schneider, 2002).

Space–time diagrams can be very useful for describing scalar relationships

in archaeology as well. Scalar differences frequently exist between behavioral

records and the archaeological evidence (Figure 15.4a). Yet the taphonomic pro-
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Figure 15-4. Space–time diagrams for landscape phenomena commonly studied by archaeologists and

two methods used to study them. (a) In most archaeological situations a tremendous temporal and spatial

gap exists between the resolution provided by archaeological data and the evidence used to inform them.

Archaeological data typically exist beyond the time scale of a human life. (b) The dotted-line rectangle

represents the range in variability of taphonomic influences on landscape patterning. The nested spatial

samples of the Modified-Whittaker plot ensure stronger inferences to larger scales as indicated by the

dotted-line arrows. While single-scale methods do not provide samples that can be quantified in terms of

resolution, they can be thought of as a long linear extension of contiguous quadrats. The use of single-

scale transects combined with multiscale sampling should generate highly informative samples. If the

parameters of a specific settlement pattern were known or inferred, the gap between it and the sampling

method could actually be quantified with this diagram. Note that in both diagrams the axes are log

transformed.
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cesses that arrange, modify, and accumulate cultural materials act at scales that

encompass most of the prehistoric social phenomena archaeologists investigate

(Figure 15.4b). The ability to infer the nature of these processes (social and

taphonomic) at scales larger than what was directly observed may therefore

be improved with multiscale sampling methods (Figure 15.4b, dotted lines), as

discussed above.

To maximize the information return and efficiency of archaeological survey,

we may want to consider using combinations of single-scale discovery methods

and multiscale methods. For example, it may be appropriate to cover a large area in

widely spaced transects ($5 m) and evaluate the precision of the survey with finer-

grained plots such as the Modified-Whittaker. Using space–time diagrams, we can

identify any scale issues that might affect a particular project or subject, visualize

differences in scalar coverage in interdisciplinary collaborations, or represent rela-

tionships between the scope of survey projects and the impacts of contemporary

land use.

Scope

Scale is quantified as a ratio of large to small. Cartographic scales, for example,

have values such as 1:24,000, which relate a distance on the earth to the scaled

measure of that distance on a much smaller piece of paper. This same concept can

be extended to any sampling design, measurement device, instrument, or spatially

referenced variable (Schneider, 2001a, 2002). When scale is the ratio measure of

the extent to the grain, this calculation is the ‘‘scope’’ of the variable (Schneider,

2002; Wiens, 2001). Because scope is calculated by dividing a small scale into a

large scale, scope is dimensionless (the units cancel) and is therefore widely

applicable for describing issues of scale. For example, the scope of a meter stick

is 1 m/1 mm ¼ 103 (Schneider, 2002).

The spatial extents for the grains of the Modified-Whittaker plot and the extent

of the surveyed area are in Table 15.1. The calculations of the actual scopes of the

grains and extents of our survey demonstrate how scope is determined: the area for

each frame is simply divided by the area of the unit being related to it. The larger

the scope, the greater is the degree of scale-up required to bridge the gap from small

to large. Scope is useful for comparing projects, experiments, or studies with respect

to scale (Schneider, 2001c). Furthermore, scope is a necessary of spatial allometry,

a technique derived from scaling theory that can be used to understand how a

variable of interest changes as a function of grain.

Spatial Allometry

Archaeologists can use spatial allometry to investigate the influence of spatial scale

and/or observer intensity on the rate of artifact discovery, which is one of the factors

determining sample size, and for analyzing assemblage diversity. In our sample

plots, we use spatial allometry to investigate how artifact density scales with area.
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In spatial allometry, some quantity of interest is scaled against area. This is

done by setting one scope equal to another that is raised to an exponent b

(Schneider, 2002).

Q(M)

Q(Mo)

� �

¼ M

Mo

� �b

Q(M) is one measured quantity (such as chipped stone density) that is set equal to

another quantity M (such as area). The scaling exponent, b, evens out any lack of

perfect similarity between the two variables. If b is equal to 1, then the relationship

is isometric (Schneider, et al., 1997:132). If it is not equal to 1, it is allometric

(Schneider, et al., 1997:132). Most applications of allometric scaling relate rates or

processes to properties of differing magnitudes and it has been used in many

contexts (Schneider, 1998, 2001a; Schneider, et al., 1997; see also Brown, et al.,

2004; Peters, 1983):

Q(Mbig)

Q(Msmall)

� �

¼ Mbig

Msmall

� �b

The rate of change of a quantity Q(M) can be equated to another quantity such as the

size of the sampling frame used to measure it, M. In relating artifact density to area,

artifact density is the quantity that changes with respect to M. A common applica-

tion of this approach is the measurement of ocean coastlines, which, because of

their fractal dimensions, are essentially infinite in length (Pennycuick and Kline,

1986). Scaling functions can correct for differences in various lengths of the same

coastline obtained by different measurement methods (Pennycuick and Kline,

1986). Many common scaling relationships could be deciphered with this approach,

such as volume scaling with length to the power of 3 (V ¼ L3).

Landscape ecologists have looked at a variety of factors that scale allometri-

cally with area, such as percent bare ground or species richness (e.g., Milne, 1992).

Table 15-1. Scope Calculations for Multiscale Samples on

the Oglala National Grassland.

Numbered subplots ¼ 1 m2

Subplots A and B ¼ 10 m2

Subplot C ¼ 100 m2

K plot ¼ 1,000 m2

Area crawled ¼ 130 m2 ¼ 1–10, A, B, C

Area walked ¼ 1,000 m2 ¼ K plot

Grassland Region ¼ 418 ha

Unit Frame Scope

1 Subplot K plot 1,000

Subplots 1–10 K plot 100

Area crawled K plot 7.7

Area walked Grassland region 4,180

All plots Grassland region 418
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In a like manner, archaeologists can investigate the relationships between area and

artifact density. This is a means of understanding the properties of the surface

record by systematically investigating changes in grain and extent. For example, the

chipped stone densities from the Modified-Whittaker surveys can be scaled with

area by equating the largest and smallest sample grains provided by the plot to the

number of flakes found at each grain (although any two grains could be investigated

in this way).

Q(M)

Q(Mref )

� �

¼ M

Mref

� �b

92:8cs

0:03cs

� �

¼ (1000 m2)

(1 m2)

� �b

For the data from our surveys, the 1 m2 subplot is used as the reference value (Mref )

because it simplifies the math to have the value of 1 in the denominator. To solve

for b, take the natural log of each side of the equation:

b ¼ ln (92:8=0:03)= ln (1,000) ¼ 1:16

In this case the value of b is a little larger than 1, which means that for the combined

sample of our ten 0.1 ha plots, the relationship between area and artifact density

is supra-linear: the rate of artifact discovery is proportionately greater as area

increases. A fourfold increase in area within the scope of this relationship

(1–1,000 m) causes chipped stone density to increase by a factor of 4.99 because

41.16 ¼ 4.99, but a twofold increase in area leads to an increase in artifact encounter

by a factor of 2.23. This equation, CS¼A1.16, estimates the magnitude of increase in

discovery for a given grain within the scope of the calculation, not the number of

artifacts found. In this way it can be used to compare rates of discovery and the area

to density relationship. For the crawling survey, the chipped stone found at 1 m and

100 m leads to b ¼ 0.77 (17.8 flakes at 100 m and 0.5 flakes at 1 m). Thus, a four-

fold increase in the area crawled leads to an increase in chipped stone encountered

by a factor of 2.91 (40.77¼ 2.91). The difference in the value of b indicates that

the observational intensity can determine the scalar relationship between artifact

density and area for a survey. Furthermore, this leads to a quantified measure of

this difference that is a widely applicable means of comparison. The scale of

observation can strongly influence perception of regional patterning (Figure 15.5).

Within areas of similar surface context and culture history, this approach may

also serve as a crude measure of spatial heterogeneity in that a perfectly homogen-

ous distribution would necessarily have an exponent of 1 if sampled at a high level

of accuracy. An important caveat here is that both the values for the scaling

exponents are close to 1 and hence both scaling relationship may be close to

isometric. However, the values of the exponents from walking and crawling are

significantly different from each other, which demonstrates that the two high-

resolution samples provoke fundamentally different impressions of the surface

record.

The difference in rate of artifact encounter is counter-intuitive in one respect.

The walking survey encounters new artifacts at a faster rate than the crawling
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survey even though the crawling survey finds many more artifacts per unit area

(Figure 15.5). This indicates that the probability of encountering an artifact within a

defined space is differentially affected by changes in transect width. Because the

crawl survey finds essentially everything on the surface, it is less affected by

changes in grain. For the walking survey, artifacts are more likely to be missed in

smaller areas. As the grain increases, the number of artifacts in that area increases as

well and the walking survey is more likely to make a discovery of the larger

population. This artificially accelerates the rate of encounter as area increases.

The probability of missing any given artifact within 1 m2 is much greater than

the probability of missing the artifact population within 100 m2, thus demonstrating

that assemblage diversity and sample size are strongly influenced by methodo-

logical decisions of scale.

Multiscale sampling leads to new directions in quantitative techniques for

analyzing artifact distributions. Allometric scaling of density with area can be used

to analyze the effects of scale on sample parameters. For chipped stone especially,

the area-density relationship is highly variable, and our future applications will

divide the sample into strata by topographic location and artifact class for com-

parative analysis. While the application used here considered only the number of
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Figure 15-5. Curves generated from spatially allometry of area and chipped stone density. The walking

survey encounters new artifacts at a rate much faster than the crawl survey even though the crawl survey

finds more artifacts per unit area, which is an issue of scale. These two high resolution samples lead to

very different impressions of the surface record.
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artifacts per unit of area, we could divide a diverse sample into classes such as

material type in order to compare their distributions across spatial scales (Ebert,

1992).

A further application of allometric scaling is for the analysis of assemblage

diversity. The comparison of measures of diversity between samples from different

locations is a challenging task whether one analyzes plant community structure or

the composition of an artifact assemblage. The major difficulty with such compar-

isons is that the primary determinant of the number of types present is sample size

(Ricklefs and Miller, 2000). As the sample increases, the probability of encounter-

ing rare variants increases. Grain, extent, and intensity determine the size of the

sample; consequently, projects that have varied in any of these measures need to

account for these differences to achieve reliable comparative analysis. The number

of types per unit area can be analyzed with spatial allometry just as artifact density

was, above. In this regard, overall assemblage diversity and the relative abundances

of each type within the assemblage can be compared.

This approach could be especially useful for understanding the effects of scale

on surfaces with relatively large numbers of artifact classes. In regions such as

Mesoamerica, diagnostic ceramic types lead to highly diverse assemblages and the

relative abundances of these types carry major interpretive weight (e.g., Sanders,

et al., 1979). Intra-site samples used to derive population densities and times of

occupations could benefit from plotting the rate of accumulation for the diagnostic

ceramic types relative to the entire sample. Different types will accumulate at

different rates. Furthermore, as Leonard (1987) suggests, asymptotic curves may

indicate that a representative sample has been obtained and the researcher can use

this as a tool to assess whether or not all classes of artifacts in a heterogeneously

distributed population have been adequately sampled.

INVESTIGATING THE NATURE OF THE

SURFACE RECORD BY CONSIDERING

MULTIPLE SCALES

The Modified-Whittaker is not a discovery technique for archaeological survey.

While there is a tendency to emphasize discovery in the design and interpretation of

most surveys, many researchers seek to investigate the distributional properties of

surface artifacts and the processes that act upon them (Banning, 2002; Dunnell and

Dancey, 1983; Ebert and Kohler, 1988; Foley, 1981; Hodder and Orton, 1976;

Schiffer, et al., 1978; Yellen, 1996). An important aspect of this for research and

management is the development of methodological tools for identifying the degree

of blurring, distorting, or destruction of the record caused by different post-depos-

ition variables. Such experimentally based approaches require accurate samples in

order to understand the crucial scales at which certain processes influence archaeo-

logical patterns. For instance, in a recent evaluation of the effects of large herbivore

grazing, we divided potential scopes of impact into three ranges (Figure 15.6). The

first of these is the microscale, which we define as artifact movements of less than

1 m on seasonal or annual time intervals that are caused by factors such as single
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seasons of grazing, hail storms, extreme winds, and plant roots. Such movement

blurs archaeological patterning. Mesoscale impacts range from 1 to 10 m; they are

caused by such processes as multiple seasons of grazing, harvester ants, or localized

erosion. They may begin to distort or destroy archaeological patterns. Macroscale

movements are subdivided into five levels: macro1 (10 –100 m); macro2 (100 –

1,000 m); macro3 (1–10 km); macro4 (10 –100 km); and macro5 (greater than

100 km). Over time, processes that act seasonally or annually at the micro- or

mesoscales can lead to macroscale disturbance. This includes artifact

collection! Understanding how these processes act is an important domain of

research for interpreting archaeological patterns and is needed to effectively

manage archaeological landscapes.

This study is part of an ongoing attempt to provide a framework that more

tightly integrates research and management concerns with other biotic and abiotic

components of the landscape. During this project we became increasingly aware of

the range of agents that were constantly active at multiple scales in our study region.

Small animal foraging behaviors cause small-scale impacts that can distort and

potentially destroy archaeological distributions over the long term. Rodent burrow-

ing may result in a continual cycling of sediment that severely distorts vertical

stratigraphy. Harvester ants will scour over 80 m2 of ground surface for mound

building materials that often include artifacts (Burris, 2004; Schoville and Todd,

2001). While many of these agents may have minor impacts over short periods of

time, sustained impacts, such as grazing, may be severe (Figure 15.6). Grazing is of

course linked to other variables that influence artifact visibility, movement, and

collection. For example, we found that artifact movement was microscale for

moderate grazing intensities over a single season; however, in an intensively grazed

plot placed immediately adjacent to a water tank, the maximum movement was
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mesoscale – over 2 m in a single season, caused in part by a severe rainstorm and

the disturbed earth near the water tank. All such variables are important concerns

for interpretations of prehistoric behaviors and for managing the archaeological

record as a limited, diminishing, and highly valuable resource.

DISCUSSION

The systematic misrepresentation of surface distributions that results from conven-

tional discovery-based methods prevents surveys from addressing the range of

scales that existed within prehistoric land use strategies. Thus far we have identified

three critical elements of scale in archaeological survey design: grain, extent, and

observational intensity. We also need to consider ‘‘intersite space’’ in our samples

(Dunnell and Dancey, 1983; Ebert and Kohler, 1988; Foley, 1981; Thomas, 1975).

The use of nested-intensity designs such as the Modified-Whittaker will improve

the accuracy and comparability of samples, as a strategy of sub-sampling for

augmenting single-scale (discover-based) methods that, by definition, prevent the

identification of scale problems. They are valuable experimental tools because they

allow archaeologists to investigate how survey intensity influences sample accur-

acy. For most archaeological concerns, understanding the relationship between the

sample and the target population is a fundamental first step to building accurate

interpretations and developing useful management protocols.

Integrating this Approach with Others

Because the intensity of sampling and the area sampled influence the number

of artifact classes documented, a strategy that holds these two variables constant

will improve our ability to evaluate and compare regions. As mentioned

above, we emphasize evaluative aspects of survey that focus on the nature of

the surface record rather than discovery alone, but both are necessary for systematic

coverage that measures up to distributional approaches to survey. The use of coarse-

grained transects to record artifact clusters is an effective means of discovery,

while crawl surveys of the subplots within the Modified-Whittaker plot obtain

highly accurate systematic subsamples within a consistent framework. Extreme

levels of experimental control are too costly for all phases of survey, but are

certainly useful for filling in the gaps left by discovery-based (i.e., coarse-grained)

methods and for quality control. While our survey was developed for a hunter–

gatherer landscape in an arid geomorphologically active setting, all survey situ-

ations could benefit from multiple intensities and multiple spatial scales in the

sampling design. For example, if a large region had been previously surveyed in

20 m transects, the results of that survey could be used to select locations for more

intensive evaluation. Covering as little as 1% of this hypothetical region with the

Modified-Whittaker plot would greatly increase the information return, compar-

ability, methodological control, and awareness for the rate of change in its distri-

butional properties.
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There is much to be gained from considering multiple scales of reference

in archaeological interpretation and analysis. The resilience of an interpretation

may be directly proportional to the number of spatial and temporal perspectives that

support it.

CONCLUSION

If we study a system at an inappropriate scale, we may not detect its actual dynamics and patterns

but may instead identify patterns that are artifacts of scale. Because we are clever at devising

explanations of what we see, we may think we understand the system when we have not even

observed it correctly. (Wiens, 1989:390)

Any field that must explain complex phenomena must also consider scale. The

perspective outlined here connects archaeology to other fields in the use of basic

conceptual and methodological tools that address scalar issues. Achieving a precise

and applicable set of techniques for scale in archaeology will have the advantages of

increasing understanding for the formational histories of landscapes, allow for more

accurate interpretations of prehistoric land use, and improve our ability to assess

contemporary human impacts on the landscape. In the absence of attention to scalar

issues, creative, yet erroneous conclusions may be easily reached regarding the

causal linkages between pattern and process. With current trends of investigating

the dynamics of whole landscapes (Banning, 2002), the need to bridge scalar gaps

will continue to be a fundamental aspect of archaeological research.

We have presented a series of tools for dealing with scalar issues, some more

widely applicable than others. Perhaps the most relevant of the techniques presented

are multiscale sampling, the concept of scope, and the use of space–time diagrams.

These tools are useful for depicting scalar relationships between models, methods,

instruments, taphonomic processes, and cultural variables. Spatial allometry

demonstrates the degree to which observer intensity can influence the parameters

of the sample. Clearly, the naı̈ve and overly optimistic notion of ‘‘100 % survey

coverage’’ should be purged from archaeological survey jargon.

The use of multiscale analysis supports a variety of techniques that archaeolo-

gists could potentially use to: (1) compare different archaeological surveys;

(2) quantitatively describe the properties of the surface record; (3) analyze the

distributional behavior of different classes of artifacts within a landscape sample;

and (4) develop heuristic and quantitative techniques for confronting problems of

scale in archaeology.

Looking at the archaeological record through just one pane of a window is

potentially misleading. Varying the window size and the closeness of our gaze

allows us not only to be able to identify what we miss with certain vantages, but also

to see how our impressions of world are affected by conventional wisdoms. This

may lead to uncomfortable realizations about our prevailing interpretations of the

archaeological record, but it may also lead to refreshing, more accurate, and more

holistic, interpretations of a complex material record and its more interesting

behavioral origins.
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CHAPTER 16

Persons and Landscapes:

Shifting Scales of Landscape

Archaeology

Vuk Trifković

INTRODUCTION

Although archaeology has long been an explicitly spatial discipline, it is only

recently with the introduction of phenomenological-based approaches that space

has been acknowledged as more than a mere backdrop for human action. Sometimes

referred to as an ‘‘archaeology of practice’’, these recent approaches emphasise that

places can only acquire significance in relation to people’s bodies, movements and

practices. Examples of the archaeology of practice are abundant, being both influ-

ential and well rehearsed; there is no need to repeat them here (Barrett, 1994;

Thomas, 1996; Tilley, 1994). Even so, I would argue that this concept is not without

its drawbacks.

There is no doubt that ideas focusing on practice, agency, dwelling and the

body brought about by such theoretical innovation are welcome but the problem is

that the archaeology of practice has ventured far from its original intentions. The

resulting criticism can be simplified into two main problem areas:

1. The articulation of agency and individual action; and

2. The inadequate relationship between representational and non-discursive

meaning.

Fundamental to both of these areas is the issue of scale. The articulation of

individual action and agency is an issue of balancing the individual against the

social, as is the relationship between representational and non-discursive meaning.

In one of the most concise critiques of the archaeology of practice, Hodder (1999)

identifies a stubborn reaction against any discourse or framework of meaning

outside that of practice that inevitably impoverishes the archaeology of practice.

He is right to emphasize the need to connect non-discursive practices with the

external, but historically specific, framework of representational meaning (Hodder,

1999:137), an approach that is explored in this paper.
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One recent attempt to rectify, rather than just criticise, the problematic aspects

of the archaeology of practice is through new ways of treating the body, the

somatization of archaeology (Meskell, 1996). Proponents of somatization argue

that with the body conceptualised as the central axis of archaeological inquiry we

can engender agency and move towards the reconstitution of embodied actors at

a specific point in the past. We would also be in a better position to resolve the

troubled, scale dependent relationship between the individual and the group, as

neither can exists without the other and ultimately neither without bodies. Finally, it

is argued, somatization enables stronger links between embodied agents and the

context, both symbolic and environmental, within which they operate. Whether one

agrees or not with such interpretative attempts, it is clear that such an approach may

be able to situate certain persons and their physical bodies not just in their wider

context, but in the flux of grand scale frameworks of meaning that were surrounding

a specific person inhabiting a specific body.

Apart from the arguments that practical examples of the somatization of

archaeology have only been made possible either through using the insights of

textual evidence (Treherne, 1995; Meskell, 1996) or through extraordinary condi-

tions of preservation (Öetzi, for example, in Hodder 2000), I would suggest that

there are other, more substantial, problems with this approach. Arguments in favour

of the somatization of archaeology are closely integrated with the criticism

of landscape archaeology for forgoing bodies and embodied actors in favour of

monuments, landscapes and larger social entities. Unfortunately, the converse is

also true, for while focusing on embodied agents in their historical context, they

have ignored the landscapes surrounding them. For example, Treherne (1995)

discusses the landscape implications of new forms of burial monuments and their

locations in a single sentence, while landscape is not even an issue in Meskell’s

work. Even Last’s (1998) explorations of fine scale deposition and the orientation of

different individuals within the Barnack barrow in Cambridgeshire are confined to

the boundaries of the monument. While the exploration of historically situated and

embodied agents is obviously a laudable enterprise, a full sense of agency is never

achieved in these accounts because they provide no information about the links

between persons and the landscapes they have inhabited. In fact, there is no concept

of these reconstructed persons being situated in any spatial or environmental locale,

let alone the exploration of the mutually defining relationships between spaces,

agents and their bodies, operating within locales. Instead we appear to have finely

crafted individuals floating in an empty black void of history.

This situation is untenable for two main reasons. First, there can be no

appropriate account of the body and embodiment without consideration of the

mutually defining relationship between embodied agents and the landscapes sur-

rounding them. Second, as bodies and persons are the locus in which practices meet

long term contexts, I do not believe we can adequately articulate non-discursive,

quotidian practices with long-term historical contexts and pervasive frameworks of

meaning, as argued for by Hodder (2000) or Treherne (1995), without considering

the articulation between landscapes and embodied actors.

The problems that arise from this tension are as much to do with scale and

perspective, as being the result of what Meskell emphatically labels ‘‘the seduction
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of social constructivism’’ (Meskell, 1998). The emergence and relative success of

both an archaeology of practice and the concomitant attempt to somatize archae-

ology reflect the overwhelming conditions and the burning questions of contem-

porary society. This is a tale of two perspectives. The first is global, a perspective of

landscape and environment dominant in the archaeology of practice and seemingly

suitable for a shrinking, boundless, global world (Harvey 2000). The second, which

has experienced a more rapid rise, is the most micro-scale of all, the bodily

perspective developed in the context of the bold rise of ‘‘radical individualism’’,

the proclaimed ‘‘death of society’’ (Cohen, 1994) and the general post-modern

endemic loss of confidence resulting in the emergence of the body as an irreducible

basis for understanding. Once again, very little attempt has been made to integrate

these two perspectives, the global and the molecular, and to recognize these as

different scales of the same approach (Harvey 2000:15). Yet, the integration of the

two is recognised as crucial. Harvey (2000), for example, pins the hopes of society

overall on the activist discourse that attempts to connect different scales, such as a

rising global discourse of human rights refracted through an issue of the most

intimate scale, that of the control of the female body. The same can be argued for

archaeology, so that the archaeology of practice and approaches to embodiment

become complementary rather than opposed schools of thought, with differences

mainly attributed to the different perspectives and operational scales adopted in

each case.

I am clearly not the first nor the last to address the most fundamental question

of the social sciences, if not of the whole intellectual enterprise: how to articulate

subject and object, how to operate on more than one scale without privileging any

particular one. My thinking is grounded in the work of Latour (1993) and Deleuze

and Guattari (2002) and their identification of the need to affirm the uniqueness and

singularity of things through tracing the connections between entities and the effects

of those connections. To do this we first need to disentangle the two poles, body and

personhood on one hand and landscape on the other, and then re-territorialize them

in a new way through the creation of new connections between bodies and land-

scape – thus rendering the two as hybrid, mixed, mutually defining and above all

unique and specific. To achieve this goal I intend to use two concepts: first that of

taskscapes, defined by Ingold (2000) as the landscape embodied through agency, a

concept that may help link actors with their spatial context. The second is the

metaphor of distributed objects and persons (Gell, 1998; Strathern, 1988) that could

replace relatively simplistic definitions of individuals, and enable a stronger

connection between embodied agents and the spatial context in which they operate.

My arguments concerning taskscapes and their relationship to agency, practice

and process have all been detailed elsewhere (Trifković, 2005); here I wish to

concentrate on the limits of the concept of taskscapes. Ingold states (2000:163) that

there is no need to draw the boundaries of the taskscape around the limits of the

animate, arguing that taskscapes have to be extended beyond the scope of human

action, at least to other animate objects. The question of animate and inanimate, of

dynamic and static is, after all, a question of scale, for if we observed landscape

over a long enough period of time, the inanimate would appear animate: trees would

grow, mountains would move and oceans swell and retreat. I see enormous potential
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for the exploration of taskscapes beyond the limits of the animate. Coupled with

the rhizomatic connectivity between agents, bodies, tasks, objects and places,

taskscapes, and thus indirectly the concrete effects of practice, agency and process,

can be explored not just on the landscape level, but whenever tasks are indexed, be

it to bodies, places or objects. It is this property of taskscapes that is explored

archaeologically below.

If we are to avoid the proliferation of ‘‘faceless’’ blobs (Tringham, 1991) in

our prehistoric narratives and understand the mutually defining relationships be-

tween places and the embodied agents that inhabit them we need to expand the

limits of taskscapes. We need taskscapes that are not just collapsed onto the

landscape, but ones that are mapped onto bodies through marks, scars, shapes and

pathologies, material bodies transforming and transformed, constructing and con-

structed by the environment around them as much as by their actions within that

environment. This may bring out the difference between individual bodies reflect-

ing different biographies, relations and identities, which become even more inter-

esting against the backdrop of changing long-term trajectories into the past. It is

maybe because of its apparent banality that this approach has remained overlooked.

It seems puzzling that both anthropology and archaeology are engaged in a discus-

sion of abstract concepts such as identity, gender or personhood, and yet a relatively

simple idea such as the fact that bodies are shaped by their activities in the

landscape is seldom considered. For example, Astuti (1995 and 1998) whose

colourful Madagascan Vezo ethnography illustrates the importance of the mutually

defining relationship between places, the tasks that are ongoing there, and the

bodies of the people conducting the tasks, states that the treatment of the Vezo

bodily construction and its relation to activities within the landscape is only

discussed because of its relevance to the way the Vezo deal with the tension

between the sexes and gender. Material culture derives its significance and import-

ance not merely through its physical properties, but from its location, and/or its

manner of procurement. Objects can have strong links with the places they are from

or associated with in some other way, and they can permanently imply those places

and taskscapes that they are connected with. Objects can imply places not just by

virtue of their origin but through the association between their function and use and

the places where those activities are or were ongoing.

TOWARDS A CONNECTED METHODOLOGY

The theoretical introduction above has one relevant conclusion: if we are to explore

the mutually defining relationship between people and landscapes we need a

methodology that will engender the fusion of regional and intra-site data and then

examine the relationships between entities operating at different scales. As argued

above, since taskscapes are inherently present in material objects and agents’

bodies, and since persons and objects are dispersed through the landscape, we

need to develop an analytical environment in which it is possible to slide between

the macro and micropoles of inquiry. This must entail landscape analysis that works

at both scales, at the very least establishing and revealing the relationships between
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objects, persons and places, and preferably being able to analyse those connections.

The most suitable tool for such an endeavour would be an Object Orientated GIS

(Tschan, 1999) although here I re-create aspects of the Object Oriented paradigm

using tools more readily available in the conventional computing toolbox. The

proposed strategy consists of several complementary levels of exploration:

1. a scale based approach to visibility studies;

2. the taskscapes of material objects including intra-site spatial patterning

and the taskscapes represented by objects; and

3. the integration of intra-site and inter-site perspectives.

The first part of such an analysis, which we could call a general landscape

analysis, involves an abstract exploration of the most general landscape properties:

an investigation of abstract properties describing the general structure of a space. To

use Cartesian terminology this level of analysis aims to describe the properties of

space as a neutral container. Such abstract structural properties of landscape can be

discovered by various characterisation techniques based around the cumulative

analyses of visibility and accessibility that will result in the identification of

important and visually prominent locations, the isolation of bounded landscape

zones, and the assessment of relative accessibility for the whole of the case study

area. This type of analysis can be performed at the macroscale only.

The analysis of taskscapes indexed in material objects involves two parallel

directions of investigation. The first comprises the relatively straightforward inves-

tigation of the intra-site spatial configuration of objects, graves and other features.

Such an analysis is easily conducted within a conventional GIS and can be integrated

with the larger scale landscape analysis without much controversy. The second

analytical theme consists of the investigation of distributed objects and their tasks-

capes as captured in intra-site data. Although this part of the approach may be

considered esoteric, hard to achieve or even unnecessary, I would argue that it can

provide answers if, and only if, the questions are phrased appropriately. The culmin-

ation of such a connected analysis would be in making the relationships established

through the second theme explicit, analysing these relationships and presenting them

as a coherent narrative. Such an approach needs to allow for the constant shift of scale

between data of various resolutions and needs a methodology for tracing the links and

connections between the often disparate elements within the analysis.

The Macroscale – The Quality Of Vision

The example of landscape scale analysis presented here is based on visibility, a

currently popular aspect of GIS usage in archaeology. One of the problems of

standard visibility analysis is that it explores the quantitative and not the qualitative

characteristics of vision. Attempts to refine the investigation of visibility have

centred on a qualitative understanding of vision, often through the exploration of

factors that are intrinsically scale dependent. The main thrust of this has been

attempts to integrate measures of distance and direction of vistas into GIS based

visibility analysis, emanating from the seminal work of Higuchi (1983), a Japanese
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gardener and landscape researcher. From Higuchi’s highly sophisticated analysis of

visibility, the obvious has been taken, that distance and direction directly influence

the quality of vision. Wheatley and Gillings (2000:14) were the first within archae-

ology to act upon this, and apart from introducing the concept of the quality of

vision, they have also provided a simple algorithm integrating Higuchi’s ideas of

the impact of distance and directionality into the calculation of viewsheds. Follow-

ing Higuchi, Wheatley and Gillings (2000:18) have proposed that the field of vision

can be divided into distance and/or quality of vision ranges, the exact number and

definition of which depends on the size of the object observed and the level of detail

that is sought. Missing from Wheatley and Gillings’ algorithm, however, is its

application to cumulative visibility explorations, a routine which I have written to

take the usual parameters for visibility studies and calculate cumulative viewsheds

for each user-defined distance/quality range (called Higuchi Total Visibility; details

in Trifković, 2005). Although various distance ranges could be experimented with, I

have decided to use three: short range includes everything that is closer than 300

metres; mid range stretches between 300 m and 3 km; and anything over 3 km is

deemed to be in the long range.

This cumulative approach to the quality of vision engenders something of

a spectometry of vision, determining both the frequency and quality of visibility.

Underlying this is the idea that places could be landmarks at different scales, and

this analysis is primarily aimed at exploring how frequently each location is seen at

different levels of visual quality. Higuchi Total Visibility analysis, therefore, can be

used to assess the potential for locations being a landmark at different quality/distance

scales. Also, cumulative Higuchi analysis will show the changing distribution of the

three main levels of the quality of vision within a landscape, hopefully revealing scale

related differences in the topography on which those distributions are based. More

explicitly, the distribution of the visibility in each range may reveal some properties

of the topography of that level, possibly isolating landscape zones of various scales.

The study area is the Iron Gates, a series of gorges and vales in the Carpathian

Mountains through which the River Danube runs for some 130 km. Due to an

extensive dam building project the area has undergone an intense period of survey-

ing and archaeological scrutiny, albeit in the 1960s and 1970s, and has remained an

exception in Balkan archaeology as one of the few regions where a systematic

archaeological survey has been conducted. A central question of the archaeology

of the Iron Gates is the problem of the relationship between the Neolithic and

Mesolithic elements within the sites on the right bank, specifically Lepenski Vir,

Vlasac and Padina, which are broadly dated to between 10000 and 5500 BC (for a

recent summary see Borić, 2002). For this analysis, topographic data from the

vicinity of the three principal sites has been captured digitally and explored in

a conventional GIS, raster-based environment, aiming to reveal the embedded

structure of the area’s visual configuration.

Long range Higuchi Total Visibility, Figure 16.1, shows the distribution of all

vistas that are at least 3 km away from the corresponding observation points.

Comparison of this with total visibility per se (Trifković, 2005, Figure 26) displays

a statistically significant fit, implying that long range visibility accounts for most of

the total visibility and if a location is to have a high visibility ranking, it has to be
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recurrently seen from far away. In turn this indicates that the locations ranking

highly in Total Visibility usually have a poor quality of vision, that is, they are

usually seen just as distant contours on the horizon rather than close-up, in detail.

Mid range Higuchi Total Visibility, defined as visibility between 300 m and

3 km, shows a slightly different pattern (Figure 16.2). The correlation with Total

Visibility per se is lower and the visibility seems to be more evenly distributed.

Compared to the overall elevation (Trifković, 2005, Figure 30), the mid range

Higuchi Total Visibility is noticeably skewed towards the lower range, i.e., lower
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Danube

Value
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Low : 0

N

Figure 16-1. Higuchi Total Visibility long range ( >3 km).
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Figure 16-2. Higuchi Total Visibility mid range, (300–3,000 m).
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than 100 m OD, making a slight recovery at higher elevations. On balance this result

indicates two possibilities. First it shows important landmarks within the mid range

quality of vision, that is, those places that would be more frequently seen well. It is

conceivable that these landmarks would be more impressive and be comprehended

more fully as a result of being seen well and more often, unlike the frequently, but

poorly, seen long range peaks and ridges that form just a hazy backdrop to a vista.

Second, Higuchi mid-range Total Visibility reveals medium range landscape units;

for example, the Gorge itself, which appears to be one such unit bounded within the

range of medium visibility, as are some of the larger tributary river valleys.

The most drastic difference from Total Visibility per se is that of short-range

visibility, less than 300 m (Figure 16.3). This result portrays an entirely different

set of factors at play as, naturally, the area seen in short range is not large but what

is seen is comprehended very well including the details of objects observed. In

addition, the tightly bounded zone of visibility in the short range means that

olfactory, auditory or even tactile sensory input could be felt more strongly. Such

zones coincide mainly with the sides and bottoms of the hinterland valleys sur-

rounded by the high mountains. Movement through these spaces meant there was

eventually some land seen in the distance but that one was immersed in a highly

sensory-charged zone with the steep sides of the valley being very well seen and

fully perceived through other senses (Figure 16.4).

The Microscale – Connecting With People

The landscape analysis described briefly so far would not accomplish the agenda

set out in the introduction, i.e., exploring the mutually defining links between

landscapes, objects and persons. Although these increasingly refined landscape

characterisation tools have enabled us to calculate sophisticated measurements of

0 2 4 8 12 16
Kilometres

Danube

High : 52

Low : 0

N
Value

Figure 16-3. Short range Higuchi Total Visibility (<300 m).
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the distribution of visibility and the importance of the landmarks, if such analyses

are not connected to specific agents and their bodies, these techniques will remain

glorified binary viewsheds. The reconstruction of taskscapes will be in danger of

becoming merely a new buzzword for conventional site catchment analysis. The

challenge, then, is to connect the results of landscape scale analysis to inquiry at

the micro-, somatic- or bodily scale. Innovative landscape inquiry, however, well

thought through, cannot be found in landscape characterisation alone, but its power

lies in the ability to make landscape analysis relevant and directly connected to

analysis at the bodily scale. Only at the microscale can we begin to explore the

intersection of long-term processes and short term agencies, of the interactions

between people creating landscapes and the landscapes shaping the people. At the

same time, microscale analysis can only make sense if the persons and their bodies

and biographies are set within the context of the landscape, not just considered

within the safe confines of the intra-site record. The challenge becomes how to

achieve this without prioritising either approach.

Faced with this predicament, it is not enough merely to shift the scale of

analysis and approach the issue of mutual relationships exclusively from the

perspective of objects and individual bodies; the shift needs to be as much concep-

tual as it is methodological. One way of exploring this is to trace taskscapes in the

arrangement and the properties of objects and human remains recovered during

excavation. In order to accomplish this I intend to shift scale but also to shift focus

and look at fundamentally spatial questions through the prism of the remains of

individual bodies from the site of Vlasac (Srejović and Letica, 1978) together with

the objects and structures associated with them. The aim is to discover the funda-

mental patterns of taskscapes that are inculcated in those objects and persons and

Mid

Long

Short

Figure 16-4. Higuchi ranges: Note how the long range is obscured.
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the method involves exploding the biography of each person onto the wider

landscape to trace taskscapes through the arrangement and properties of objects,

structures and graves. This approach will be demonstrated through the case-study of

two graves:

sitting graves and visibility

Many sites within Iron Gates Gorge have at least one so-called sitting, or a la turca,

grave, for example grave 17 from Vlasac, that of a 29–35 year old male (Figure

16.5). The body was arranged in a typical a la turca position, with the skull and rib

cage collapsed in a heap leaning against a broken stone construction as if in a

conical grave or niche cut into stone. On the left side of the skull was an oval

depression, probably a result of a strong blow to the head. Apart from the mild

spondylosis apparent on one of the vertebrae, there was no other pathological

evidence.

To begin exploring the landscape connections of this grave, a binary viewshed

from the grave can be compared with viewsheds from other points within the site

including other graves. Although the structure of grave 17’s visible area shows

many similarities with the characteristics of visibility from the site overall, it is clear

that the extent of visibility over the Danube is significantly higher. This means that

accidentally or not, the location of grave 17 presides over the Danube; it appears to

have been strategically placed to maximise the visible area of the Danube. This

implies a topographic relationship with the Danube suggesting an attachment to

place manifested through links with the river that must be understood as the pivotal

axis of the Gorge. In addition, it also suggests that a certain class of people, older

adults, have through long periods of acting in this landscape presumably developed

links not just to the Gorge as a whole, but to specific aspects of it, particularly the

17

16

N

Figure 16-5. Plan of Graves 17 and 16 from Vlasac (from Srejović and Letica, 1978).
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river. It also indicates that there may have been such a thing as significant

landmarks in the symbolic constellation of the prehistoric inhabitants of the Iron

Gates, and that one mode of engagement with place and landmarks, perhaps

confined only to the older men, was the gaze. This is reassuring for visibility-

based methods of analysis and certainly supports the idea that the significance of

isolated landmarks is based on them being seen.

offset graves and alignments on treskavac

The smallest and probably the most controversial group of graves at Vlasac are

those with offset orientations that are perpendicular to the river. Spatially defined

groups of graves have been characterised by their orientation, in this case towards

the north-northwest. This group only includes two, or perhaps three graves, the

most prominent of which is grave 79, that of an adult woman with a very interesting

biographical pattern (Figure 16.6). The bodily position and orientation is by no

means unusual: a complete skeletal inhumation extended on its back with both arms

positioned in the pelvic area. Even though grave goods were absent, materials such

as ochre, red limestone and cyprinidae teeth, all linked to fertility and apotropaic

powers, were found in copious amounts. Ochre and red limestone were painted

around the pelvic area, cyprinidae teeth were sprinkled around the head and pelvic

area and a block of red limestone was found in the grave.

Perhaps the reason for this burial treatment is to be found in the woman’s

severe pathological problems. Those which have left their mark on the skeleton are

severe spondylosis and spondyloarthrosis of the spine and extremely serious arthro-

sis of the elbow, hip and knee. These combined ailments must have almost certainly

rendered her if not entirely invalid, then certainly heavily dependent on others. The

exact origin of these ailments is not known, but isotopic analysis suggests that the

Figure 16-6. Grave 79, an adult woman with hip and spinal column deformations (from Srejović and

Letica, 1978).
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ailments could have been caused by repetitive strain and possibly incurred through

activities practiced along the river (Trifković, 2005).

Unfortunately such a dramatic pattern is not replicated in other graves although

what appears to be significant is that all of these graves are aligned on the cliff of

Treskavac, the consistently outstanding landmark identified in the visibility ana-

lyses and in the long distance view in particular (Figure 16.7). More remarkable,

perhaps, is the fact that Treskavac itself is barely perceptible from the site of Vlasac,

only the topmost part of this impressive cliff being visible beyond the conical hill

314 (Figure 16.8).

It seems, therefore, that this group of graves is mirroring the same trend as that

identified in another group of graves aligned in a different direction, to the east.

These burials display rich and sometimes dramatic biographies aligned on unusual

landscape features (Trifković, 2005). Grave 79 is the most dramatic example of this

trend, and perhaps it is not surprising, therefore, that it is spatially connected to the

most dramatic landmark in the Upper Gorge. An interesting implication for visibil-

ity-based landscape analysis is that the graves are oriented on the most dominant

landmark in the Gorge, the cliff of Treskavac, even though it is barely visible from

the site of Vlasac itself.

This brief discussion of Vlasac has attempted to reveal several, primarily

spatial, trends at the site that highlight the relationship between the persons buried

there and the material culture and landscape that surrounded them. The two

illustrations indicate that the people buried with unusual alignments and bodily

treatments tend to have a richer spectrum of biographical indices. It is precisely

Hill 314
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Figure 16-7. The long range viewshed from Vlasac showing the cliff of Treskavac, and the alignment

from grave 79.
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such graves that tend to invoke an explicit topophilia with the Danube and the

landmarks dominant in the area where activities such as fishing were conducted.

These two are just the most extreme examples; a similar argument can be extended

to other graves with an offset alignment and complex biographical indices. What is

intriguing is the potential link between the dominant landmarks and the somewhat

troubled biographies of these people. This association with individuals suffering

from serious ailments can be interpreted as the invocation of powerful places and

the forces vested in them at times of dramatic breakdown in the everyday pattern of

existence. Normally, the bond between personal identity, well-being and the river or

landmarks associated with riverine activities was important, but not overwhelm-

ingly so, and it usually remained obviated. It is in these unusual burials, often

accompanied by other apotropaic interventions (the application of ochre, cyprinidae

teeth, ancestral secondary burials), that these links with powerful places were made

explicit. If this was indeed the case, it would fit well within an apparent preoccu-

pation with the apotropaic, a dominant trend in early prehistoric Iron Gates (Borić,

2002).

CONCLUSION

During the 1990s landscape archaeology went though somewhat of a renaissance

with spatial questions shifting from an afterthought to the focus of much archaeo-

logical analysis (Tilley, 1994). Theoretically, landscape archaeology became the

testing ground for many new ideas and it seemed to be offering an integral and

holistic perspective on the past. Today, I would argue, there is a lingering doubt

about whether landscape archaeology has fulfilled its promise. If the sub-discipline

is to move forward it must confront the fundamental question of how to include

culturally determined agents into landscape inquiry and not merely express an

interest in articulating the two. I believe that the crux of this issue is re-thinking

the relationship between the two scales, the environment and the agents who

Treskavac
Hill 314

Figure 16-8. Treskavac as viewed from Vlasac.
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operate within it. In order not to treat people as little more than uniform and abstract

templates we need to connect new perspectives on personhood with landscape

inquiry and understand the mutually defining relationship between the two scales.

More specifically, the theoretical approach demonstrated above has attempted to

fuse the perspective of the global (macroscale, landscape, long term processes and

temporalities) with the local (microscale, bodily, specific, individual). I have tried

to do so through harnessing the two similar concepts of taskscapes and distributed

objects as traced through the exploration of the connections between spatial prop-

erties of the landscape and the contextual analysis of the arrangement of artefacts,

archaeological structures and human remains. These two theoretical tools, which

share a similar intellectual background, are different expressions of the same

ontological stance that privileges relations instead of essences, therefore providing

for the connections between global and local perspectives. GIS provides for such a

solution through a platform on which the intra-site analysis of each burial and

archaeological features can interact with the large-scale landscape matrix. The

importance of GIS goes beyond its data management capabilities – it directly

confronts the theoretical challenge to operationalise the concepts that will allow

us to see the global in the local, and the local in the global. This has been

demonstrated here through the use of taskscapes and the theory of dividuality

enabled by the role of a GIS expanded from merely allowing the juxtaposition

of the two scales to generating ideas for new analyses which are themselves

multiscalar.
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